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RMC Type SM DISCAPS
These truly miniature ceramic capacitors are manufactured
with the built-in quality and dependability inherent in
all RMC DISCAPS.
SM DISCAPS are available in capacities between 800 and
.02 and meet or exceed the EIA RS -198 standard
for Z5U capacitors.
If you require small ceramic capacitors, write on your
letterhead for samples of RMC's Type SM DISCAPS.
SPECIFICATIONS
POWER FACTOR: 1.5(,;, Max. @ 1 KC (initial)
WORKING VOLTAGE: 500 V.D.C.
TEST VOLTAGE (FLASH): 1000 V.D.C.

LEADS: No. 22 tinned copper (.026 dia.)
INSULATION: Durez phenolic (%" max. on leads) -vacuum waxed
STAMPING: RMC-Capacity-Z5U
INITIAL LEAKAGE RESISTANCE: Guaranteed higher than 7500 megohms
AFTER HUMIDITY LEAKAGE RESISTANCE: Guaranteed higher

than 1000 megohms
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Dear Reader:

This month, Bernie Osbahr your editor who nor-

by UNESCO and to be held June 13-31, 1959, in either

meetings of the International Electrotechnical Commission. Bernie is serving as a U. S. delegate on TC39 and SC 39-1 and 39-2. These committees are
concerned with international manufacturing standardization of electronic tubes and valves and semi-

highest possible American technological participation

mally writes this page is in Europe attending the

conductor devices.

In earlier editorials (October 1957, page 51-Electronic Industries in 1958; November 1957, page 53

-"Sputnik"-Guide for the U. S.! ; February 1958,
page 49-Expanding International Electronic Sources;

February 1958, page 145-A Look at The Interna-

tional Electrotechnical Commission) we have voiced
our interest in the electronic industries on an international as well as on a purely national basis. It is
our desire to provide editorial services that will be of
interest and benefit to electronic engineers in all countries. Our "International Electronic Sources" form
that we have published each month over the past two
years, and which abstracts all foreign and domestic
electronic articles of import, has already drawn wide
reader acclaim. The rise of "Sputnik I" clearly indi-

cates that there is no monopoly on brains and that
international technical reporting is a mandatory
rather than an optional editorial activity.
The importance of having greater U. S. engineering

participation on international technical committees
has also been pointed out. In general, foreign delegates are subsidized by their respective governments.
This contrasts to our own "free -enterprise" system
where individual participants have to sell their own
management on their own abilities and on the importance of the occasion. Our "free -enterprise" system thus sometimes puts the U. S. at a disadvantage
because some of the more qualified highly technical
people are unable to obtain the necessary funds to
attend.
Incidentally, in this latter connection, an interesting
effort is now being made by the U. S. Committee for
the first International Computer Conference sponsored
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Paris or Rome. Here the effort is to obtain only the

in order to maintain our stature in the eyes of the
world. The financial underwriting involved is being
treated as a separate problem. This we believe is as
it should be!
Above is a reproduction of Bernie's ASA's creden-

tials. As far as we know we are the only American
publisher participating in these activities, and in a
subsequent issue we shall be reporting the happenings at this Stockholm event. Some 1400 delegates
from all over the world including the Iron Curtain
countries are expected to attend. We hope too, that
through our own support of international technical
activities, other organizations will become aware of
the significance and importance to the United States
and that they too will ultimately follow suit.
In closing, Bernie's trip will take him to Sweden,
West Germany, France, and England. During his
visits he will be looking for items of editorial interest
to report to you on his return and he will be establishing editorial contacts with which to assure you of
a continued supply of such information in the future.
If you as the" reader have any especial technological
needs of an international character we will be happy
to hear from you and to cooperate with you in any way
that we can. It has always been our policy and it will

continue to be our policy to provide EI readers with
only the finest, most up-to-date, and comprehensive
editorial material available anywhere in the world.
Sincerely,

R. E. McKenna
Publisher
1
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Editor
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The Automatic Post Office!

page 56

SCANNING
DISC

LENS

Automatic character sensing equipment is being developed and tested

for the Post Office Department to automatically read and sort mail
at high speed. The techniques being developed to read standard
letters also has many advantages as an automatic input for data

ENVELOPE

processing systems.

A Look At Silver -Zinc Batteries

page 61

In eight short years the silver -zinc battery has evolved from a labora-

tory unit to a sophisticated item used in missiles, rockets and other
rugged applications. One of the most significant developments has
been a new high-speed method of automatic activation which makes
a primary battery completely interchangeable with silver -zinc recharge-

able batteries.

The Germanium Photo-Tetrode

page 64

Light can give control characteristics analogous to those resulting
from the emitter in the grounded -base transistor. Likewise, a light -controlled tetrode-equivalent is possible, and has been designed. The
effective operating point and bias are varied in accordance with

the light intensity incident on the base region.

Integrated Aircraft Instrumentation

page 68

Adequate human response in modern closed -loop man -machine systems

requires simplified integrated display of command data. A method of
generating such a display is developed and the specific techniques for
simplifying the instrumentation of jet aircraft are described.

Thermistor Design Problems

page 51

The mathematical expression of all the electrical characteristics of a
thermistor, in terms of its mechanical structure, is extremely complicated and involves a large number of independent parameters. It is
preferable to use a trial -and -error method. Here is an approach to
solving practical thermistor problems, with a wide variety of typical
applications.

COMING NEXT MONTH-El's 7th ANNUAL WEST COAST ISSUE
Timed to appear just before the West Coast's mammoth WESCON Show, this later
and biggest report on the products and doings of West Coast electronic manufacturers
will feature top-level technical descriptions of late engineering developments, a full
program and preview of the products to be seen at WESCON and the technical papers
program, and a number of articles by top-ranking West Coast engineers. DON'T
MISS IT!
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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RADARSCOPE
ULTRA -MINIATURE TRANSISTOR being devel-

oped at RCA's David Sarnoff Research Center will
lead to still smaller, simpler circuits. The shift -register transistor is half an inch long, only .0004 of an
inch thick. Describing its function, RCA scientists
say it is expected to perform the functions of 20
transistors, 40 resistors, and 20 capacitors. See pix (1).

THE EIA's Consumer Products Div. Executive Com-

mittee and Tax Committee will sponsor an all-out
campaign for reduction of the excise tax on radio,
TV sets and phonographs from 10e; to 5e; .
AN ENGINEER'S RIGHT to bar the Atomic Energy

Commission from disclosing secret data until his
patent and other rights are adequately protected is
being considered by the U. S. Court of Appeals at
the request of the Supreme Court. The test case,
which concerns a member of the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers and which is being pushed
by the Engineers Joint Council will apply broadly to
all inventions used by the United States under classification.

"SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUIT"
RCA s

new experimental shift

register transistor

is

expected

to

circuit comprising 20 transistors,
40 resistors and 20 capacitors. The laboratory device is only 1i -in.
long and .004 in. thick.
perform all the functions of

a

SOLAR POWER TV CAMERA has been developed
by CBS Hytron Div. of CBS, Inc., for use in satellites.

ANTENNA TEST SITE
GE took the wraps off its new TV broadcast antenna test site,
disclosing this new low -channel, VHF helical antenna that wraps
around the antenna supporting towers. The new antenna site is
located atop a 1.350 ft. hill at Casanovia, N. Y., near Syracuse.

RADIO CONTROLLED TRAFFIC LIGHTS will get

an extensive trial in a new experiment in Wayne
County, a suburb in Detroit. The installation, by
Motorola's Communications & Electronics Div. will
involve 10 traffic lights, all incorporating frequency
selective receivers and being controlled by a central
station. The system, says Motorola spokesman, uses
four audio frequencies, and can be expanded to control as many as 1,000 intersections.

JAPAN now has 24 TV stations, with plans for a total of 72 by 1959. There are approximately 1,000,000
sets in use.
THE CAA will spend $1,027,000,000 during the next

5 -year period on airways modernization. The primary emphasis is on radar to bring about a semiautomatic air traffic control system. Plans call for a
total of 60 additional long range radar installations
including those that will be used jointly with the
various military services, making a total of 100 in
the system. There will also be added 76 new airport
surveillance radar units to supplement the 62 already financed for terminal use. All CAA air route
traffic control centers will be employing computers
for flight data processing by 1963.
4
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Analyzing current developments and trends throughout the electronic

industries that will shape tomorrow's research, manufacturing and operation

SMALL BUSINESS SUBCONTRACTORS took more
than 267,000,000 of the $1,000,000,000 paid to subcon-

tractors of the aircraft industry engaged in ballistic missiles during 1957. This amounts to approximately 21% of the total.
"COMPUTER OBSOLESCENCE" is the bugaboo
that influences so many users to lease instead of buying, but these fears are groundless, says Burroughs'

James R. Bradburn. "Significantly advanced computer systems will not be available for another seven
to ten years," he says, "therefore management
should plan a data processing installation for that
period. The chance of it becoming obsolete sooner is
negligible. Pointing out the financial advantages he
said that on a one shift operation for any given application purchase as opposed to lease may yield a
net annual savings equaling 10% of the money invested, and the prevailing fast tax write off sweetens

the purchase cup all the more. As of this time a
majority of computing users (about 4 to 1) continue
to lease.
MISSILE RELIABILITY is highlighted in latest reports that describe large missile systems as containing more than 11/2 million parts.
VERY HIGH VOLTAGE POWER TRANSMISSION

on a large scale may be available soon throughout

the U. S., according to power authorities at the
American Power Conference in Chicago. A number
of European countries, notably Sweden, France, and
Germany, and also Russia, already have 400 kv systems. The highests voltage installations in the U. S.
so far are the 345 kv lines of the American Gas and
Electric Co., Bonneville Power Administration System and a New Commonwealth Edison Co. installa-

tion. Extra high voltage systems can carry larger
amounts of power farther and more efficiently.

THE U. S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE is recom-

mending a new system of appropriating defense
funds that would concentrate on the overall needs of
military rather than allocating funds by service. The
primary purpose served would be in avoiding dupli-

cation and triplication of activities by the various
services.

NARROW BAND TV may be the answer to providing additional closed-circuit TV links.

General

Electric Co. study points out that for full TV band
width, the annual cost for transmission facilities
over a 500 -mile run might come to about $400,000.
In contrast the pick-up and display equipment used
might cost less than 1% of that figure. GE has developed and is experimenting with a narrow band
TV system which they hope will lead to relatively
inexpensive TV transmission.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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PAY TV PICTURE remains confused. In Bartlesville, Okla., the country's first large scale experiment
with closed-circuit pay TV reluctantly discontinued
operation. Company officials admitted that the operation, which depended entirely on exhibition of

first run movies, had been a financial disappointment. Among the lessons learned, they said, was
that "the concept of the package of pictures for a
fixed price is wrong. Subscribers must be charged
by the picture using a metering device." Company
president Henry Griffing added that "no adequate
meter is now available in quantity for immediate de-

livery." But as the Bartlesville experiment folded,
International Telemeter Corp. was jumping in with
plans for three experimental pay TV operations to
go into operation next year. The company, which is
owned by Paramount Pictures, is designing their
system around a coin box -control system which will
be attached to TV sets. Though the exact communi-

ties were not disclosed, it was announced that one
will be close to New York, a second in the West Coast

and a third in Canada. In addition to movies, Telemeter will also arrange to televise sports and other
live entertainment attractions.
COIL FOR MISSILE TESTER
Huge inductance coil, built by Westinghouse for the Gas Dynamics
Facility at Arnold Engrg. Dev. Center, is the largest ever built.
Measuring 119 in. diameter, the coil will create temperatures near
40,000

F.

and

pressures to 30,000 psi

for

wind

tunnel

testing.
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As We Go To Press...
Army Teletypewriter

JET LINER

Automatic Machine
Tool for Small Shop

Is World's Fastest

The first of a new type of nu-

merically controlled machine tool
suitable in size and price for "job

TN

shop" use by smaller plants was

A NERIco

d

I mug wor

announced by the Morey Machinery
Co., of New York City, and Stromberg-Carlson's Electronic Control

of super -speed combat teletype-

Systems Division, in Los Angeles,

writer units.
The new device was developed
for the U. S. Army Signal Corps,

Calif.

Utilizing the DIGIMATIC numerical control system, the new
tool is impressive for its relatively
small size, high performance and
simplicity of operation.

by Kleinschmidt Laboratories, Inc.,
a subsidiary of Smith -Corona. It
pounds out messages at 750 words
a minute.
The device has no ordinary typing keys. Instead, a whirling wheel
rimmed with letters prints the
high-speed messages. It spins at
:1,750 revolutions a minute - as

Typical

contoured parts are "programmed"
in the morning directly from blue-

prints, utilizing only typical machine shop personnel, and automatically machined by lunch time.

The DIGIMATIC Control Unit
is exceptionally compact, occupy-

North American's new Sabreliner jet executive transport was rolled cut ahead of sched-

space, yet it has full capability to

ule.

ing less than 12 square feet of

The world's fastest message
printer and code puncher was officially unveiled for public demonstration at the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association convention in Washington,
D. C. It is the first in a new family

run the 4 ft x 4 ft bed -type ma-

chine, including its heavy-duty 30
horsepower spindle, in a full 3 axis

Moon Can Serve
As SW Reflector
Research at the University of

Michigan indicates that very short
wave radio or radar signals, which
can be used in voice transmission,
bounce off the moon without appreciable loss in quality.

It has been known for several

years that voice communication

using the moon as a reflector was
possible when long wave length
signals were utilized. But the University investigators have found
Numerically controlled machine tool will be

suitable for even small job lot operations.

capability, including lines and cir-

features and
modular design packaging princicles.

Self -checking

ples make the control console simple to use and maintain under tape

control. Cutting speeds up to 100
ips are available, with tolerances
down to 0.001 in. The machine is

also equipped with micro -dials for
positioning and push -buttons which

that very short wave lengths of

about an inch give such improvement in clarity that it now is commercially feasible to set up a worldwide network of stations using this
technique.
The U -M scientists met success
in developing the reflection theory
when, in checking reports by other

researchers throughout the nation,
they found certain incorrect conclusions had been drawn. One of
these was the assumption that, be-

cause of the jagged mountains and

conventional milling machine.
Using economical half -inch mag-

craters which are known to exist
on the moon, the moon would appear rough to a radar signal.
But a short wave signal only re-

only 71/2 in. per second, a full hour
of machining can be accommodated
on a 2400 ft roll of tape, which con-

areas that are smooth and as a
result the radar signals are re-

enable the operator to use it as a

netic tape operating at a speed of
stitutes a full tooling record.
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quires an area of a few square feet
to be reflected. The moon has such

flected without a loss in quality.

Signal Corps' new high speed teletypewriter
stamps out messages at 750 words per minute.

fast as the wheels on a car going
500 miles an hour. At the precise
instant the correct letter comes
into position, a tiny hammer slaps
the paper against the type wheel.
Perfection of this technique represents a major breakthrough in the
field of mechanical printing.
It types out messages on 78 -in.

paper tape, at the same time punch-

ing out coded holes. Tape spews

from the printer at 71/2 in. per sec-

ond. These tape messages can be
relayed rapidly to other points. Or
they could be printed on the spot
in page form by automatic typewriters.

MORE NEWS ON PAGE 12
7

STE M CO THERMOSTATS
for precise, sensitive temperature control

1, 2, TYPE C semi -enclosed (1), hermetically
sealed(2). Small, positive acting with electrically

independent bimetal strip for operation from

-10° to 300°F. Rated at approximately 3
amps, depending on application. Hermetically
sealed type can be furnished as double ther-

mostat "alarm" type. Various terminals and
mountings. Bulletin 5000.

3, 4, TYPE M semi - enclosed (3), hermetically
sealed (4). Electrically independent bimetal disc

types for appliance and electronic applications from -20° to 300°F. Rating: 8 amps at
115 VAC, 4 amps at 230 VAC and 28 VDC.
Semi -enclosed with virtually any type terminal;

hermetically sealed with pin or solder terminals, wire leads, various mounting brackets.
Bulletin 6000.
5, 6, TYPE MX semi -enclosed (5), hermetically
sealed (6). Snap acting miniature units to open
on temperature rise for missile, avionic, elec-

tronic and similar uses. 2° to 6° differentials
available. Rated at 3 amps to 1 amp, depend.

ing on duty cycle, at 115 VAC and 28 VDC
for 250,000 cycles. Semi -enclosed types with
metal or ceramic bases; hermetically sealed
in circular or CR7 cans. Various terminals,
mountings, brackets, etc. Bulletin 6100.
7, 8, TYPE 5* adjustable (7), non-adjustable (8).
Positive acting with single stud or nozzle mount-

ing. Operation to 600°F. Rated at 15 amps
at 115 VAC, 7 amps at 230 VAC. Spade, screw
or elevated terminals, various adjusting stems,
etc. Bulletin 1000.

9, TYPE SA* adjustable (9) or non-adjustable.
Snap acting with electrically independent bimetal. Also single -pole, double -throw. Single
stud or nozzle mounting. Non -inductive -load
rating: 15 amps at 115 VAC, 10 amps at 230
VAC. Spade or screw terminals. Bulletin 2000.

10, TYPE Ste manual reset (10). Electrically
same as Type SA (above) except for manual
reset feature. Bulletin 2000.
11, TYPE B adjustable (11) or non-adjustable.

For uses where heat generated by passage
of current through bimetal strip is desirable.
Various terminals, single stud or nozzle mounting. Operation to 400°F. Nominal rating: 51/2

amps at 115 VAC of 40 cycles and higher.
Bulletin 9000.

12, 13, 14, TYPE A* semi -enclosed (12, 13),
hermetically sealed (14). Insulated, electrically
independent bimetal disc gives fast response
and quick, snap action control for appliance,

electronic and apparatus applications from
-20° to 300°F, or higher on special order.
Rating: 3 to 4 amps, depending on duty cycle,
at 115 VAC, 2 amps at 230 VAC and 28 VDC.
Various enclosures and mountings, including
brackets. Bulletin 3000.
15, TYPE R* sealed adjustable (15), sealed non-

adjusable. Positive acting for operation to
600°F. Rated at 15 amps at 115 VAC, 4 amps
at 230 VAC. Screw terminals. Bulletin 7000.
16, TYPE W* adjustable (16), or non-adjustable.

Snap action bimetal strip type for operation
to 300°F. Rated at 5 amps at 115 VAC, 3
amps at 230 VAC. Screw or nozzle mountings;
spade, solder or screw terminals. Bulletin 4000.

17, TYPE Ht adjustable. Positive acting for fry
pans, skillets, sauce pans, etc. Fail-safe, open

in low to 500°F in high. Rated at 1650 watts
at 115 VAC. Bulletin 10,000.
18, TYPE D* automatic (18), or manual reset.
For laundry dryers or other surface and warm

STEVE NS manufacturing company, ;nc.

air applications. Snap acting disc type U.L.
approved for operation to 350°F. Open or

P.O. Box I OC 7, Mansfield, Ohio

enclosed styles. Rated at 25 and 40 amps at
120-240 VAC. Screw or spade terminals. Bulletin 8000.

Illustrations, for general information only,
do not necessarily show size comparisons. Fully

dimensioned and certified prints on request.
Manufacturer reserves right to alter specifications without notice.

Circle 3 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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1955
,,,,m,A,s,,,,J,A,S,0,141,0 3,7,131,,11,J,J,,S,0,1,D .1,7,13,,31,,,J,,9,0,4,11 0,11,o,/,433,4, S 0_1.0

Indicators

This list classifies and gives the value of electronic

Loudspeakers

182,202
1,716,215

Meters
Meters, field strength
Meters, ohm

331,604
56,311
68,621
104,781

Meters, volt
Microphones
Multimeters
Navigational systems & equipment
Oscillographs
Oscilloscopes & accessories
Power supplies

2,750,000
90I ,766
48,184
35,346
660,603
39,000
56,000
342,618

Power supply, dynamotor
Public address sets
Rodar equipment
Radiac equipment

108,073
54,406
126,506

Radio direction finders
Radio receivers
Radio transmitters

1957

Ka

Radiosonde equipment

571,380
25,740
765,193
201,973
37,310
62,370
63,795
276,150
170,305
356,862
81,197
80,344
388,205
8,047,105
60,700
539,858
536,458
65,286
544,973
114,387
149,224
65,883
7,725,778
34,900
55,157
2.251 838

Radomes

Recorders & accessories

164,379
25,400
115,825
36,997

Recorders -reproducers
Rectifiers

833,064
47,740

Resistors
Resolvers

143,025
77,550

Semiconductor diodes
Sonar equipment

29,084
46,152
370,839
37,250
128,970
75,507
147,809
146,618
25,715
70,433
1,693,677
40,627
40,61 I
1,940,138
1,288,131
1,330,412

Radio sets

612,904
52,724

400
300

TELEVISOR SETS-1956

Headsets

GOVERNMENT ELECTRONIC
CONTRACT AWARDS

Amplifiers
Antennas & accessories
Batteries, dry
Beacon equipment, radio
Calibrators
Capacitors
Communication systems
Computers & accessories
Controls
Converter equipment
Countermeasures equipment
Crystal units
Delay lines
Echo boo
Electronic equipment
Frequency standards
Generators, special electronic
Generators, signal

500

AI

Relay assemblies

Syncros

Tape, recording
Telemetering equipment
Teletype equipment
Television equipment
Test equipment ( various)
Testers

Test sets

Test sets, radar
Test sets, radio
Transducers
Transformers

Tubes, electron
Ultrasonic equipment

Waveguide & accessories

Wire & cable

COMPARISON OF TUBE &
SEMICONDUCTOR SALES
EXPENDITURES

FOR

MISSILE PROCUREMENT

400

(Millions of Dollars)

Year Ending

DOD

June 30

Total

Navy

Air Force

Army

1951

21

16

5

1952

169

66

56

46

1953

295

81

95

119

1954

504
718
1,168

176

141

187

305

176

238

641

195

333

1,417

1,970

264
319

414
666

2,166

487

791

1955

1956
1957

1958r
1959''

2,095
2,955
3,444

E -Estimated

-Aviation Facts and Figures

300

0°

.'.

TUBE

RECEIVING

SALES

02008
O
O
O

10%

RECEIVING TUBES - PERCENT OF
FACTORY
SALES
ELECTRONICS

8%

TRANSISTOR SALES
1957 Sales
( units)

1958 Sales
( units)

1958 Sales
( dollars)

January

2,955,247

$6,704,383

1,436,000

February

3,106,708

6,806,562

I ,785,000

March

2,976,843

6,795,427

1,904,000

April

2,856,234

7,025,547

1,774,000

TOTAL

11,895,032

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

;27,331,919
6,899,000
-Electronic industries Association

July 1958

4

100

6%

4%,

PRODUCTS

SEMICONDUCTOR

SALES
cck00

el Icot4-

,)C,-C°i1

0
1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

\--

Ill

2%

5

5

1956

195 7

-PaciEc Semiconductors, Inc.
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Never before such capacity in so small

New Adiake

little giant

packs 75 amps. into
423/32" x 21 /161/ x 23/16"
Here is exceptionally high interrupting capacity in the smallest bulk
ever achieved-an ingenious design tested and built to serve indefinitely.
Scaled down in everything but performance, all the notable values of
Adlake mercury -to -mercury relays are here, including a molded coil,
impervious to time and usage.
The Little Giant, Type 1141, offers the long -proved advantages of
Adlake design and construction: Perfect snap action without burning,

pitting or sticking ... fixed, tamper -proof time delay characteristics
... protection from dust, dirt, and moisture in a hermetically sealed
case . . . quiet, chatterless operation. Like all the dependable Adlake re-

lays, Type 1141 will require no maintenance.
Our engineers will be happy to help you with your control problems
- no obligation. Write The Adams & Westlake Company, 1182 North

Michigan, Elkhart, Indiana.

The Adams & Westlake Company
New Vork ... ELKHART, INDIANA ... Chicago

Original and Largest Manufacturer of Plunger -type Relays
Established 1857

Four Popular Models from Adlake's Complete Line

Type 1101

1C

Circle 4 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Type 1123

Type 1133

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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a Mercury Relay

11
cE-

CO72

ACTUAL SIZE

CAT. No.

....t7 CONTACTS
CONTACT

THE

NOR.OPEN

COIL- ISV. SO - 60 CY.
RA11NG
- SINGLE PHASE

75 AMP. - 115 VOLTS
A. C.
8,000 WATT TUNGSTEN

ADAMS & WESTLA.KE

CO, Elkhart. Ind.

New Little Giant Mercury -to Mercury Relay, Type 1141. Nor-

mally open contact. Based on
power factor of 75-80 percent,

the contacts are rated at 75
amps. The Type 1141 relay also
is rated at 8000 watts tungsten.
Both ratings are based on voltage of 115 v., 50-60 cycles.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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As We Go To Press (cont.)

ELECTRONIC SHORTS

Body Heat Keeps
Batteries Warm

The CAA has ordered its 92 aircraft to be distinctively marked with
"blaze" orange daylight fluorescent paint to make them more visible in
the air, thereby reducing the possibility of mid-air collisions. Besides the
wing tips and two wide stripes on the upper and lower wing surfaces, the
entire tail assemblies will be painted. Also a wide stripe will be applied

A battery vest, utilizing human
body heat to keep dry cells warm
and active for radio operators in
extremely cold weather, has been
announced by the Department of

fuselage. Aircraft not carrying airborne radar equipment will be painted
on the nose. Radar aircraft will not have fluorescent painting on the nose
as it interferes with radar signals.

the Army.
The idea, developed by the U. S.
Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, is to place dry
cell batteries in a vestlike garment

along the underside of the aircraft and along the sides of the entire

An advanced flight instrument system for the hypersonic X-15 research
aircraft has been developed by Sperry Gyroscope Co. The system's principal function is to help the X-15 pilot control his rocket plane to prevent

it from burning up by reentering denser atmosphere too steeply, or

"bouncing back" to high from too shallow a trajectory. The system also
will feed electronic information into airborne recorders to permanently
chart each flight.

A TV set on which father can watch baseball while mother watches
drama has been patented by Dr. A. B. Du Mont. The receiver has two
picture tubes, one aimed in the usual way and the other pointed upward.
One program passes through a semi -transparent mirror and the other is
reflected from it. The two programs are superimposed on one screen.
Viewing is thru polaroid glasses or polaroid panels. The viewer may
make his program choice simply by reversing the glasses or the panels.
Individual earphones are used to separate the sound portions of the
programs.

Net profits as high as 60.3 cents on the sales dollar have been chalked

up by some segments of Puerto Rico's U. S. affiliated electronics -electrical
products industry. A recent survey revealed that the industry as a whole

is averaging a net profit of 34.9% and a net return on investment of

Battery vest is worn under a parka so that
body heat will keep the chill out of the cells.

The Airways Modernization Board has awarded a $57,543 contract to
International Business Machines Corp. for studies that may lead to
electronic analysis and early correction of some types of flight delay

worn beneath parkas to capture

81.9%. Lowest industry segment on the profit rung was 15.1%.

causes. The award calls for trials of air traffic simulation using a SAGE
type computer.

First awards of subcontracts to 8 companies totaling approx. $14 -million have been made by Sperry Gyroscope Co. The awards are made under
the USAF's recently -disclosed electronic countermeasures program for
B-52 intercontinental bombers. Subcontracts went to Sylvania Electronic
Systems Div.; Federal Telecommunications Laboratories; GE's Power Tube

body heat. A cord is used to plug
in standard Army radios.
Because batteries go dead rapidly when extreme cold slows down
their electrochemical action, keeping them warm is especially difficult when troops are on the move.

However, with the vest, batteries

developed for low -temperature use

Dept.; Hallicrafters Co.; RCA Electronic Tube Div.; Farnsworth Electronic Co.; Ryan Industries, and Eitel-McCullough, Inc.

are expected to stay in service ten
times longer at 40 -degrees below.

The USAF has taken delivery of the first unit of what officials called
"A new generation of supersonic jet combat planes that can deliver an

C -C TV Trains Army

atomic weapon at speeds nearly twice that of sound." The Republic F-105
Thunderchief fighter-bomber, brings to America's airborne arsenal "firepower, versatility and global mobility surpassing any aircraft now flying,"
said Gen. O. P. Weyland, Commander of TAC.

Coded anti -jam filters which reject interference make the radio -inertial
guidance system for the ATLAS ICBM virtually jam -proof. The highly selective filters of a space, time, and frequency nature make enemy jamming exceedingly difficult since the anti -jam devices are unique for each
ICBM. Jamming is made difficult, as well, because radio signals con-

trolling the ATLAS guidance system are only transmitted during the

first few minutes of flight, while the missile is over the continental U. S.
The Strategic Air Command is ready to start construction on two ICBM
sites, costing $25 -million apiece. One will be located in the Offutt AFB,
Omaha, area, the other in the Fairchild AFB, Washington, area. Approx.
750 personnel will be assigned in the support and operation of each missile
activity. Design and construction will be accomplished through the Corps
of Engineers, Dept. of the Army, acting as the USAF construction agency.

Atom Plant Staff
At the Army's first facility for
training nuclear power plant operators, at Fort Belvior a closed
circuit television system allows a
classroom of students to observe

intricate maintenance functions or
radioactive equipment operation in
other parts of the plant.
Designed and built by the Dage
Corporation for Alco Products, Incorporated, the AEC's prime contractor on the Army Package

Power Reactor, the TV monitor

system includes a camera pick-up

which can be located inside the
plant's

"Vapor

Container."

MORE NEWS ON PAGE 22
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HUGHES

. . .

pioneer and
largest producer
of storage tubes
The MEMOTRON®
Type 6498 tube displays successive transient
writings until intentionally erased. Careful analysis and comparison of wave forms now becomes
possible without photography.

THIS IS A
DEMONSTRATION OF
THE HUGHES TYPOTRON VISUAL
CHARACTER DISPLAY
STORAGE TUBE.
NUMBERS SYMBOLS
AND CHARACTERS BOTH
UPPER AND LOWER CASE
MAY BE WRITTEN AT A
RATE OF 25000 LETTERS
PER SECOND.

111.111111,

The TYPOTRONS
Type 6577 tube is the first commercially available

storage tube which displays until intentionally
erased, any combination of 63 symbols or characters
at speeds of 25,000 characters per second.

The TONOTRON
Type 7033 Magnetic Deflection tube at left
presents a complete spectrum of gray shades
for use in weather radar and PPI information.
Tonotron tubes also available in 3 and 5 -inch
Electrostatic versions, ideally suited for "B"
scan projections and complex radar systems.

Currently being widely used in both military and commercial systems,
these cathode-ray tubes have established outstanding records of reliability. New storage tubes are under development for an ever-increasing
range of applications. Across the country, Hughes engineers are available

to discuss the applicability of these tubes to your problems. For further
information please write: HUGHES PRODUCTS, Electron Tubes, Interna-

tional Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California, or contact our local
offices in Newark, Chicago or Los Angeles.
Creating a new wor d with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES PRODUCTS

L__

©19,0 n
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

July 1958

A

Trademark, H.A.C.

Circle 5 on Inquiry Card, gage 33
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WC) LONGER THE LIMIT
Under the water ... on the water ... on land ... in the
air ... and out into space ... in all these areas Hughes advanced technology is being applied to vital military and
commercial electronics projects.
In the space satellite field, for example, Hughes is active
in the preliminary design of guidance and control systems,
communication and telemetry systems, and sensing devices
using infrared, optical and radar techniques.

Responsible for guiding and formulating the advanced
systems concepts that make this new product diversification
possible is the Systems Analyst. His creative thinking has
motivated such new Hughes projects as advanced ballisitic
missile guidance, space vehicle systems, and tactical missile
systems. Other new programs initiated by Hughes Systems

guidance, early warning, air traffic control; and integrated
electronics systems for undersea warfare.
Currently the Hughes Research and Development Laboratories arc engaged in the greatest expansion in their his-

tory. Professional opportunities have never been more
promising, especially in the more senior areas such as
Systems Analysis.

Other Hughes activities are also participating in the expansion. Hughes in Fullerton is developing and producing
advanced three-dimensional radar systems. Hughes Products, the commercial activity of Hughes, is producing an

electronics system which automates a complete line of

military and civilian applications, including AICBM, missile

machine tools.
Today Hughes offers Engineers and Physicists the opportunity of locating with an established firm and working in
advanced new technical fields.

The wide range of activity at the Hughes Fullerton facility extends

Ferromagnetic studies

Analysts include advanced radar systems for all areas of

from basic data processing and surveillance radar research through
final design and packaging.

conducted by the Hughes Research Laboratories include fundamental research in the physics and chemistry of
ferrites, synthesis of ferrite materials and development of ferromagnetic devices.

New commercial and military contracts have created an immediate
need for engineers in the following areas:

Circuit Design
Reliability
Communications
Microwaves
Nuclear Electronics

Aerodynamics
Vacuum Tubes
Crystal Filters
Systems Analysis
Computer Engineering

Write in confidence to M. Phil N. Scheid,
Hughes General Offices, Bldg. 6-N, Culver City, California.
© 1956. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES
L
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City, El Segundo,
Fullerton and Los Angeles, California
Tucson, Arizona

Circle 501 on "Opportunities" Inquiry Card. page 85
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The Hughes HA7500 Series

silicon
pnp
transistors

Ideal for:
Differential Amplifiers. Because significantly, the
spread for any characteristic of a given type is small,
matching becomes easy with this kind of uniformity.

Low Level Choppers. Because switching characteristics are excellent, saturation resistances are low;
emitter and collector reverse currents are low; emitter
to base reverse voltages are high.

D.C. Amplifiers. Because variation of characteristics within a type is small, these variations are also
little affected by temperature.

Audio Oscillators. Multivibrators. Flip -Flops.
Because, once again, uniformity becomes significant,
as well as the unusual stability of each type, replacement can be accomplished without loss of effectiveness.

Servo Circuitry, Medium Power Amplification.
Phase Detection, Voltage Regulation, Power
Control. Because this series has versatility, both low
and high level operation become practical.

ACTUAL SIZE

These multi -use transistors have the advantages inherent to all silicon devices plus the
typical Hughes advantages of ruggedness and
reliability. They have a unique coaxial configuration, developed at Hughes to permit the

maximum flow of heat from the crystal
through the package while providing an ex-

tremely sturdy internal structure. Significantly, this configuration is ideal for machine
insertion on printed boards. Dimensions : body
length, .396 inch ; body diameter, .343 inch.
For details of the various types, please write: Hughes

Products, Semiconductor Division, International
Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California.

r-Creating a

?W U,

world with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES

SEMICONDUCTORS
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Circle 6 on Inquiry Card, page 83

HUGHES PRODUCTS
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Circle 7 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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NEW

POWER FERRITE

for FLYBACK TRANSFORMERS
by ALLEN -BRADLEY

HIGHER FLUX DENSITY

Now, with the higher flux density of Allen -Bradley's
new Class W-04 ferrite, you can design smaller flyback
transformers with smaller cores. This saves space . . .

LOWER CORE LOSSES

rite is priced so that, with this smaller size, the actual

HIGHER CURIE POINT

saves weight . . . and saves copper, too. And the new fer-

cost of the core itself is also reduced.
Specify Allen -Bradley's new W-04 ferrite for your fly-

back transformers. The table on the following page

compares the superior characteristics of the new W-04
with Allen -Bradley's "premium quality" W-03 ferrite.
Allen-Bradley Co.
222 W. Greenfield Ave.
Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin

ALLEN1IRADIEY CO.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

In Canada -

Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd.
Galt, Ontario

superior characteristics
Of this

NEW ALLEN -BRADLEY

W-04 Power Ferrite
Core Loss

Class

Ph in

Watts
cn-ZWs

Temp.

BIT18%*

°C

in Gauss
at 10 Oe

B=1350 Gauss
16 Kcps 160 Kcps

B=1800 Gauss
16 Kcps 160 Kcps

Amax

Po

at

B."

IA at

Curie
emp.
°C

rRoom

emp.

RECOMMENDED FOR FLYBACK TRANSFORMER CORES (AND OTHER POWER APPLICATIONS)

W-04

W-03

25 4900 ± 10% 3.8 ± 20% 5.3 ± 20% 6.4 ± 20%

9.0 ± 20% 7000 ± 30%

115 3700 ± 10% 3.8 ± 20% 5.3 ± 20% 6.4 ± 20% 9.0 ± 20% 7000 ± 30%
25 4200 ± 10% 4.1 ± 20% 5.5 ± 20% 6.9 ± 20%

9.1 ± 20% 6000 ± 30%

115 2800 ± 10% 4.2 ± 20% 6.5 ± 20% 6.9 ± 20% 10.0 ± 20% 6000 ± 30%

2000 2700 ± 15% 6000 ± 25%

225

2000 2100 ± 15% 5600 ± 25%

180

RECOMMENDED FOR TV YOKE CORES

W- 01

25

2850 ± 10% 5.8 ± 30% 9.5 ± 30% 9.2 ± 30% 16.0 ± 30% 5000 ± 20%

115

2000 ± 10% 4.4 ± 30% 7.9 ± 30% 7.4 ± 30% 14.5 ± 30% 6000 ± 30%

850

1200 ± 20% 5000 ± 25%

180

and p,., Frequency -16 Kcps.
"Usable flux density-flux density at which the 115 C permeability is equal to '2 of the 25 C permeability.
iPermeability of the core at 25 C at Bu.

The above table shows the superiority of the new W-04

ferrite-higher flux density, higher permeability, lower core
loss . . . properties that permit significant improvement in
your flyback transformer design.
Allen-Bradley has also developed new square -loop power
ferrites (R-03), and ferrites with unique characteristics for
transistorized medium frequency power inverters (W-07).
The experienced engineering staff at Allen-Bradley will be
glad to assist you with your ferrite problems. Write, today!

Allen-Bradley Co.
222 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.

In Canada-

Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont.

ALLE 1RAREY Cl..
ELEC

ONIC COMPONENTS
QU LITY

4-58E

oi

ge

PP 40

it

Allen-Bradley ferrites are available in a
wide range of shapes and sizes for

various applications. Just a few of the

basic shapes and sizes are shown above.

new constant delay filters
give minimum intelligence distortion and ma
in radar, telemetering and other missile applic. ns
BAND PASS FILTERS
Part
Delay in ms. 8,W

Burnell & Co.'s new Type 60051 Constant Delay
Filter series provide delay constant to within 5% over the
Pass Band - solve troublesome distortion caused by nonNow .

.

.

Channel Frequency
.4

1

3

linear systems.

KC

560051

.56 CC
73 AC
95 KC

2
4
5

It has become apparent that the phase characteristics of
telemetering filters are of greater importance than amplitude
characteristics in creating intelligence distortion and mini
mum transient response of frequency modulated signals.
Inasmuch as delay is constant where the derivative of the
phase function is truly linear it is an important measure of
phase linearity. To obtain constant delay, a complete circuit
configuration revision based on a lattice structure is required.
For compactness, a standard type 60051 housing is avail.
able. Upon special order JHU-APL housings for circuit replacements can be supplied.
For more detailed information on constant delay filters

ase linearity

3

CC

23

AC

1

1.7 AC

6

7

8
9

30 PLC

10

5.4 AC
7.35 AC

22.
30
40

CC
CC
AC

A

70
22.
30.
40.

KC
CC
AC

8
C
E

70.

KC

5.93

560059
560060

4.40
3.38
2 44

560063

0.91

I 80
I 26

5 60064

560065
560066

0.60
0 40
0.33

560068

0.189

0252

5.60067

5-60069
5-60070
5.60071

CC

52.5 KC

D

800

5-60061
5-60362

52.5 CC

In

10.50

5-60057
5-60058

10.5 AC
14.5 AC

12
13
14
15
16
17

15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%

1860
1420

560056

3.9 AC

II

34 00
24.30

5.60052
5.60053
5-60054
5-60055

.305

224
.168
.128
096

560072
560073

LOW PASS FILTERS
Frequency
Part :
Delay in MS
400 <Ps

130 005
960 <CA
1300 cps

1700 CPS

7300 cps
3

AC
AC
AC

5 60111
5 60112
5 60113
5 60114
5 60115
5 60116

27
30
40

KC
KC
KC
AC

5 60119
5 60170
5 60121

70

AC

10 5 AC

145 KC
40

123

511

.392

rns
ms
ens

302 ms

218 m;
160 nos

.112 m
0812 ms
0535 ms
0392 ms
0294 ms
0224 ms
0168 on.
0738 ms
0541 rns
0412 ms
0309 ms
0233 nts

560122

52 5 KC

ms
yr.,
ms
ms

905 ens

681

S 6011/
560118

52 5 KC
70

1 62

S60110

7 35 KC

CASE SI2E-4I15. a 2 a 363° H (CS -600511
INPUT IMPEDANCE
500 ohms

S 60123

CASE SIZE -1.A. I h.. 21/4

14

INPUT IMPEDANCE equals 5037600 ohms
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE equals 500,600 0.MS

500 ohms and to god

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

AC

39 AC
54 KC
22
30

29S
211

5 60101
5 60102
5 60103
5 60104
5 60105
5 60106
5 60107
5 60108
S 60109

560 CPS

°optional impedance available on special order.

write for Bulletin CD -051.

CONSTANT DELAY BAND PASS AND LOW PASS FILTERS
ARE AVAILABLE WITH ATTENUATION SLOPES ILLUSTRATED:

TECHNICAL DATA FOR BAND PASS FILTERS
FOR ± 71/2% PASS BAND
1

-0-2S

Flat within 3 db over pass band

2

21 db at ± 15% of center freq.
40 db at ± 22% of center freq.
4 Time delay over the pass band, constant to ± 5%
FOR ± 15% PASS BAND
3

1

10

0
z 20

IS

t

IM

iS-

2

3

4

6

8

FM
0

2

4

6

8 II

10-6

204
...

,,,,r

2
3

Sao
m_.

7%

CHANNEL 1 -I II
ALTERNATE

CHANNELS

AE

50

c..73aAnteesa CIng.

3

0

4 DEVIATION FROM CENTER
IFREQUENCY II

Flat to 3 db over pass band

Flat to 23 db at ± 30% of center freq.
Flat to 40 db at ± 44% of center freq.
4 Time delay over pass band constant to

tl'S

L

II

EASTERN DIVISION:

14:1(
irw

PIONEERS IN TOROIDS, FILTERS AND RELATED NETWORKS

10 PELHAM PARKWAY. PELHAM MANOR, N Y

PELHAM 8.5000

PACIFIC DIVISION:
720 MISSION STREET. SOUTH PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

RYAN 12841

Dept. 1.7
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Snapshots
UTILITY'S COMPUTER
Instructions to the computer are being typed on this control console
of the Daystrom transistorized system installed at the new Sterling ton Steam Electric Station, Lojisiana Power & Light Co., Monroe, La.

of the
Electronic

Industries
SOLAR FURNACE
Pres. of Fecker Inc.. engineer P. Kaestner and physicist
Wight check model of the world's largest solar furnace.
Planned for Cloudcroft, N. M., the furnace will develop 7,000°C.

J.

Kalla,

R.

FIRST PRODUCTION MACE
MACE, (left) scheduled to replace the Air
Force's TM61C Matador missile, is delivered
to Lt. Col. A. Warfield Jr. and Col. F. W.

letter Jr., by the Martin Co.'s W. F. Sauers
at Baltimore, Maryland.

PRODUCTION LINE (below)
circuit television is used to check
accuracy of alignment of computing gunsight
for F-105 at General Electric LMEE Dept.
Closed

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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AUTOMATIC SORTER
'slew automatic parcel post sortation system
at PRR's 30th St. Sta.
Phila reads labels,
sorts

packages

according

to

destination.

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
Dr. H. P. Schwan of the Univ. of Penna. has
turned Boonton Radio's RX meter to the study

of the electrical properties of human tissue.

Engineers check efficiency of highly advanced
microwave command guidance system for
control'ing missile targets at Sperry Corp.

MISSILE NOSE CONE
Fully checked out and found operational, the nose cone for the
Air Force's ATLAS missile is packed into its carrier case at
the

Air

Force

Missile

Test

Center,

Cape

Canaveral,

Florida.

"PRINTING PRESSES"
Banks of tape recorders are reproducing at high speed an original
recorded tape. These tape duplicating facilities are at Magnetic Tape Duplicators in Hollywood, California.

FACEPLATE, TOO!
Corning Glass Works is sampling to the
industry this unique TV picture tube that
incorporates a built-in safety faceplate.

ELEC1RONIC INDUSTRIES
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As We Go To Press ...

Coming Events
A listing of meetings, conferences, shows, etc., occurring
during the period July to October that are of

special interest to electronic engineers
July 16-18: 9th Annual National
Conf., Forestry, Conservation Com-

munication Assn.; Parker House,
Boston, Mass.

Sept. 15-17: International Power Industry Computer Application Conf.,

AIEE; King Edward Hotel, To-

ronto, Canada.

July 21-24: Music Industry Convention & Trade Show, Nat'l Assoc. of
Music Merchants; Palmer House
Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

Sept. 14-19: 13th Annual Instrument
& Automation Conference & Exhibit, Instrument Society of America; Convention Hall, Phila., Pa.

July 26-29: National Audio -Visual
Convention & Exhibit, Nat'l Audio Visual Ass'n; Morrison Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

Sept. 16-18: Fall Quarterly Conference, EIA; St. Francis Hotel, San

July 29-31: Photographic Instrumentation Engineers Symposium, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
Aug. 6-8: Special Technical Conference on Non -Linear Magnetics &
Magnetic Amplifiers, AIEE & IRE;
Hotel Statler, Los Angeles, Calif.
Aug. 13-15: Conference on Electronic
Standards of Measurements, NBS,
IRE & AIEE, NBS Boulder Labs;

Sept. 22-24: Symposium & Exhibit on
Telemetry & Remote Control, IRE;

Boulder, Colo.

Aug. 15-17: ARRL National Convention, Washington, D. C.
Aug. 19-22: Wescon, IRE & WCEMA,
Ambassador Hotel, Pan Pacific Auditorium; Los Angeles, Calif.
Aug. 19-22: Pacific Meeting, Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engrs.;
Sacramento, Calif.

Aug. 22-24: Annual Convention &
Seminar, Nat'l Alliance of TV &
Electronics Service Assn.;
gress Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

Con-

Francisco, Calif.

Sept. 12-13: Communications Conf.,
IRE; Sheraton Montrose Hotel, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Sept. 12-14: 7th Annual Chicago High
Fi Show; Palmer House, Chicago.

The system, known as an Air

Traffic Voice Monitor

( ATVM ),

was designed and built by the com-

pany's Davies Laboratories Divi-

sion in Beltsville, Md., for the

Flight Test Center at Edwards Air
Force Base in California.
The voice monitor, built into five
six -foot -high cabinets, has two re -

Sept. 28 -Oct. 2: Fall Meeting, Electrochemical Society; Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, Canada.
Sept. 30 -Oct. 4: High Fidelity Show,

Institute of High Fidelity Mfrs.;
New York, N. Y.

Oct.: Western Regional Conference,
Nat'l Community TV Ass'n; Portland, Ore.

Oct. 1-2: 4th Conf. on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation; Museum of Science &
Industry, Chicago, Ill.

Oct. 2: Section Meetings CalenderWichita Sect., Institute of Aero-

Oct. 2: Section Meetings CalendarPhila. Sect., Institute of Aeronau-

Hotel,

by Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Company.

Memorial Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

resentatives; Colorado Hotel, Glenwood Springs, Colo.
Sept. 3-10: 2nd International Congress on Cybernetics, International
Assoc. for Cybernetics; Namur,

Palace

voice communications on 28 radio
frequencies was announced recently

ference, IRE & AIEE; Rackham

Room 121 S. Broadway, Wichita,

nautical Sciences;
Madrid, Spain.

neously monitor around -the -clock

Sept. 24-25: Industrial Electronic Con-

Aug. 25-28: Rocky Mountain Electronic Parts Reps Conf., The Rep-

Sept. 8-10: 1st National Conf. & Exhibit on Application of Electrical
Insulation, AIEE, Hotel Pick -Carter, Cleveland, 0.
Sept. 8-13: First International Congress, Int'l Congress of the Aero-

Development of a magnetic tape
recording system that can simulta-

Americana Hotel, & Patrick AFB,
Miami Beach, Fla.

nautical Sciences; Innes-Colonial,

Belgium.

AF Tape Recorder
Has 28 Channels

Kans.

tical Sciences; Penn -Sherwood Ho-

tel, Phila., Pa.
Oct.

2-3:

corders.

Magnetic tape,

13/4

in.

wide, on reels 19 in. in diameter,

largest ever made for such systems, monitors information fed to
any of its 28 channels for 24 hrs.
without stopping.

Only one recorder is used at a
If its tape fails or is used

time.

up, an automatic switching device

starts up the second recorder to
insure continuous monitoring of
all communications.

Engineering Writing &

Speech Symp., IRE; New York
City.

Oct. 6-7: Symp. on Extended Range &
Space Communications, IRE &
G. Washington Univ.; Lisner,
Washington, D. C.
Abbreviations:
ACM: Association for Computing Machinery
AIEE: American Inst. of Electrical Engrs.
ARRL: American Radio Relay League
EIA: Electronic Industries Assoc.
IAS: Inst. of Aeronautical Sciences
IRE: Institute of Radio Engineers
ISA: Instrument Society of America
WCEMA: West Coast Electronic Manufacturers Assoc.

Airline stewardesses inspect 28 -channel
air traffic magnetic tape recording system.

1959 COMING EVENTS
Jan. 12-13-'59: 5th National Symposium on Reliability & Quality Con-

trol, IRE, AIEE, ASQC & EJA;
Bellevue -Stratford Hotel, Phila., Pa.

Mar. 2-6: Western Joint Computer

Conf., IRE, AIEE & ACM; at Fairmount Hotel, San Francisco, Calif.
March 23-26: IRE National Convention, IRE; New York City.
Apr. 5-10: 5th Nuclear Congress, IRE
& EJC; Cleveland, Ohio.
May 4-6. National Aeronautical Elec-

tronics Conference, IRE; Dayton,
Ohio.
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If FAST SWITCHING is your need and available
germanium types won't meet temperature and reliability requirements .

. .

Sa/CON

SW/Teel

ACTUAL SIZE

A definite break -through of the inherent temperature limitations of germanium is provided by these outstanding new
Silicon Diffusion Computer Diodes. They switch as fast as
the best germanium types...and at temperatures to 150°C!
They combine fast switching with high conductance
and high break -down voltage with high temperature
operation ... plus PSI "Built -in -Reliability."
These three related military types can replace all
germanium diodes in computers of advanced design
where high reliability performance at high temperatures
must be sustained without compromise.
Look at these outstanding specifications!

MILITARY TYPES

Silicon 1N663
Computer 1N662
Diodes 1N643

Mini

Reverse Recovery

Mi

Characteristics

EIA

Volt
Ivol

TYPE

SC

100

HI -CONDUCTANCE

Mil -E-1 1140 (Sig C)

1N663

100

100

GENERAL PURPOSE

Mil -E-1/1139 (Sig C)

1N662

100

10

HIGH VOLTAGE

Mil -T-12679/39 (Sig C)

1N643

200

Reverse

10

15v)

Resistance
(ohms)

I

7100
20(501

200K

00,50v)

025(1111v)
1(100v

5(1000v)

Maximum
Recovery

.ikrne i,isi

110.5

100K
5

200K

11.0.3

Detailed specifications, ratings
and curves available on request.

Distributors:

416-i-1-4111

ALLIED RADIO

Chicago, Illinois
ALMO RADIO COMPANY

Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania
CRAMER ELECTRONICS, INC.

Boston 16, Massachusetts
ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CORP.

Write for full information on the entire
line of PSI silicon and germanium diodes,
silicon rectifiers and PSI voltage -variable
capacitors (VARICAP). Production
quantity delivery on all types.

Pasadena, California
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIAL SALES

Washington 1, D.C.
PEERLESS RADIO DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

Jamaica 33, New York
PENINSULA TV AND RADIO SUPPLY
San Jose, California
WHOLESALE RADIO PARTS COMPANY

Baltimore 1, Maryland

Pacific Semiconductors, Inc.
10451

West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, California

NEW YORK -2079 Wantagh Ave., Wantagh, Long Island, N.Y.
CHICAGO -6957 W. North Ave., Oak Park, Illinois

SEATTLE-Administration Bldg., Boeing Field, Seattle, Wash.
EXPORT DEPARTMENT -431 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
1958 Pacific Semiconductors. Inc.
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Briefs

Electronic Industries' News

Capsule summaries of important happenings in affairs of equipment and component manufacturers
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND

EAST
PHILCO CORP. and LEEDS & NORTHRUP
CO. have launched a shared cost program to
develop, design and build a digital computer
which will have important applications in industrial process control and in scientific and
engineering computation, including data processing.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO. has
moved their Pittsburgh District Office to 929
Park Ave., Pittsburgh 34, Pa. Phone: LOcust
1-6405. Manager: Leonard H. Wurzel.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. has opened its
Northeastern Sales district office for airborne
military electronics at 600 Old Country Rd..

Garden City, N. Y. Phone: Pioneer 7-6300.

million USAF contract to build a 300 -mile
electronic scoreboard for testing anti-aircraft
missiles on the gulf coast of Florida.

VITRO LABORATORIES DIV., VITRO
CORP. OF AMERICA, has purchased and in-

stalled a Bendix Aviation Corp. digital electronic computer for general engineering research and development computations.

Co., Boston, is installing a closed-circuit television system in the new facilities of the Dept.
of Nuclear Engineering of MIT. It will allow
observation of nuclear experimentation profrom
reactor area.

cedures

locations

removed

F -R MACHINE WORKS. INC., has been

from

the

MID -WEST

awarded a subcontract from the Sperry Gyroscope Co for the design and manufacture of
the Line Type Modulators on the FPS -35 rada,
system. Amount of contract: $500,000.

CORNING GLASS WORKS has moved its
Electronic Components Sales Dept. to Brad-

ford. Pa.. site of the department's manufacturing installation.

ELECTRODATA is installing a Burroughs
206 computing system in the Boston Naval
Shipyard. First task will be the automatic
preparation of thousands of weekly employee.
paychecks.

SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS just

opened its new 102,000 sq. ft. facility to house
the Data Processing Lab. in Needham, Mass.

Company's work on the USAF Ballistic Missile Early Warning Systems will be carried on
at the new location.
INC.,

has

acquired

HOFFMAN ELECTRONIC CORP.. Semiconductor Div., has developed a new line of silicon
junction Zener reference elements designed
specifically for miniaturized printed circuit
systems.

SHURE BROS.,

INC..

has

introduced

a

trade-in plan to stimulate present buying of
monaural phonograph cartridges and tone arms

which can be converted later to stereophonic
units.

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORP. has
appointed Slug -Bit Supply Co., 9745-A Hine
Blvd.. Dallas 20, Tex., as Southwest rectifier
capacitor distributor.
CANNON ELECTRIC CO. has introduced an
improved redesign of their "XLR" Cannon
plug for audio applications. New design offer,
the ultimate user protection against disagree-

AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTS LABORATORY.

able mechanical noise.

of Cutler -Hammer, retaining its name, officers,

BECKMAN PROCESS INSTRUMENTS DIV.
has received a USAF contract for $328,000 to
cover instrumentation for hazardous vapor and
moisture detection systems at the Arnold Engineering Development Center's Supersonic
Propulsion Wind Tunnel, Tullahoma. Tenn.

INC. AIL will operate as the Electronics Div.
management.

ACOUSTICA ASSOCIATES, INC.,

has

formed an Electronics Mfg. Div. The division
will be housed in a newly -acquired 10,000 sq.
ft. plant in Mineola, N. Y.

ELE('TRONIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATES.
INC. has formed a new California subsidiary
known as ERA Pacific, Inc. It is located in a
newly constructed plant at 1760 Stanford St..
Santa

Calif.

Monica.

Manager:

Robert

Itowditch.

S.

PACIFIC AVIATION CORP., Pacific Div.,

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES.
INC., through DeMambro Sound Equipment

Manager, Kenneth T. Casey.

CUTLER -HAMMER,

WEST

TELEGRAPH CORP. has been awarded $5.6 -

AIR -MARINE MOTORS INC. has appointed

systems for 20 U. S. missiles will account for
more than half of its 1958 sales.

HUMPHREY. INC. has established Humphrey Products Div. The principle function of
the new division will be to accelerate new
product development and expand sales operations on products already established. The new
sales office is located at 3794 Rosecrans St.,
San Diego 10. Calif.

AEROPHYSICS DEVELOPMENT CORP.
has developed a recorder calibrator, designed
for checkout and calibration of airborne
analog tape recorders used in aircraft and
missiles.

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS
CORP. has been awarded a USAF research
and development contract totaling $99,000 for
a mass spectrometer instrumentation system
that will be used in materials research and
analysis.

AMPEX CORP. was awarded a $1,238,000
to provide the USN's Bureau of
Aeronautics with airborne magnetic recorders
contract

and spare parts.

PACKARD BELL COMPUTER CORP. has
relocated their offices to 1905 Armacost Ave.,
Los Angeles 25. Calif. Phone: GRanite 3-8667.

NARDA MICROWAVE CORP.

has

ap-

pointed Rush S. Drake Associates, Inc., 1806
Bush Place. Seattle 44. Wash. as sales and
technical service representative in Washing-

ton. Oregon, Montana, and Idaho.
MAGNETIC RESEARCH CORP. formed the
Magnepulse Div. The new division located at
:1160 W. El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif.
will manufacture a new line of magnetic

RAYTHEON MFG. CO. has established 10
pre -doctoral fellowships totaling $30,000 a

C &
sales

pay the candidate's tuition (averaging $1.200
per year), plus an annual allowance of $1,800.

territory includes Ohio, West Virginia, West-

INC. is considering merger with U. S. ELEC-

COOK ELECTRIC CO. has been awarded a

TRONICS DEVELOPMENT CORP., Glendale,
Calif.

year at 9 leading universities. The firm will

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.'s
Electronic Div. has received a contract approximating $10 -million to develop and test
an advanced ground control system to guide
the BOMARC missile.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO. has announced a
tors.

GYROSCOPE

CO.

has

been

awarded a $3 -million contract to develop and
produce all -attitude flight control systems for
the U. S. Navy's F8U-3-a very advanced allweather fighter now under development by the
Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc.

SHALLCROSS MFG. CO. has moved to
Preston St., Selma, N. C. Phone: WOodlawn
5-2341.

It

is

maintaining a

sales office at

Collingdale, Pa. Phone: LUdlow 4-5100.

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORP. has

moved to new and larger quarters at Jerrold
Bldg., 15th St. & Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia
32, Pa. Phone: ItAldwin 6-3456.
24

horsepower motors, blowers, and fans.

The

ern Pennsylvania and Kentucky.

pulsers and related equipment.
U.

S.

SEMICONDUCTOR

PRODUCTS.

U. S. Army service contract for physical and
chemical testing of specified materials for the
U. S. Quartermaster Corps.

FOREIGN

ROHN MFG. CO. now has available mast

price decrease of approx. 30% in the cost of
solid electrolyte tantalum electrolytic capaciSPERRY

H Sales Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio. to handle
of the complete line of sub -fractional

reports that the production of components and

tubing in a variety of sizes and weights
"ROHNKOTE" enamel.

in

BURNDY CORP. has opened a branch in
Western Europe with headquarters in Antwerp, Belgium. The new branch Manager is

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP.. Georgia
Div., has formed a separate operating branch
which is engaged in designing and manufacturing nuclear reactors for the generation
of industrial heat.

CO., a Div. of International Telephone & Tele-

MINNEAPOLIS - HONEYWELL REGULA-

crossbar switching equipment for the Juneau

TOR CO. is developing a new nuclear warhead "package" for the Army's "Honest John"
tactical support missile. It will enable a
missile to deliver a "massive battlefield
punch."

BURROUGHS CORP.

recently introduced
Because of its
simplicity of operation and high degree of

Augustin Bouchaert.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY

graph

Corp.,

recently

installed

a

new

7-3

and Douglas Telephone Co., Juneau. Alaska.

POTTER & BRUMFIELD, INC., has an-

nounced plans for a manufacturing facility
in Canada. The new operation will be located
in Guelph. Ont., and will start manufacturing
about August 1, 1958.

the series F2000 computer.

reliability it represents a highly practical in% estment for business firms, banks and governmental agencies.

NARDA MICROWAVE CORP. has appointed
Hayward C. Parish. South and Reddy Sts.,

Edgecliff, Sydney, Australia, as a sales and
service representative for all of Australia.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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uard against needless trouble and shutdowns
. . .

by specifying dependable BUSS fuses!

Should a fuse fail to protect your
equipment if electrical trouble occurs ... unnecessary damage results.
Or, if a fuse blows needlessly your
equipment is shutdown without

rectly calibrated, properly con-

Why risk faulty fuses causing

BUSS line of fuses is most com-

good cause.

structed and right in all physical

salers' stocks so users can easily

dimensions.
One source for all your fuse needs.

To meet your needs, - the

trouble and reflecting on the service

and reliability of your equipment?

plete . . . plus a companion line of
fuse clips, blocks and holders.

You can be sure of dependable
electrical protection by specifying

To help you on special problems
in electrical protection

BUSS fuses.

Every BUSS fuse is tested in a
sensitive electronic device that auto-

matically rejects any fuse not cor-

engineers will help you select a fuse
readily available in local whole-

...

... BUSS places at your service
the facilities of the world's largest

obtain fuses for replacement.
For more information on the complete line of BUSS and FUSETRON
Small Dimension Fuses and Fuse holders, write for bulletin SFB.

Bussmann Mfg. Division

McGraw -Edison

Co.,

University

at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.

ne

fuse research laboratory and its
staff of engineers. If possible, our

BUSS MAKES A COM-

BUSS fuses are made to protect - not to blow, needlessly 7,==::=

PLETE LINE OF FUSES
FOR HOME. FARM. COMMERCIAL. ELECTRONIC,

AUTOMOTIVE

BUSS
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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AND

INDUS7E11AL USE.
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with the Tektronix Plug -In Feature

Wide -band main vertical amplifier 0.022 -'!sec risetime.

Nine Plug -In Preamplifiers available
for quick conversion to specialized
applications.

Single -Knob selection of 24 direct reading calibrated sweep rates.
2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 times sweep
magnification.
Sweep lockout and 250 -cm psec writ-

ing rate for one-shot recording.

Fiddle -free triggering.

Blanking of switching transients in
dual -trace operation.
Warning lights for uncalibrated sweep rate and magnifier settings.
PRICE, without plug-in units, $1050
Paces f.o.b. Factory

ADD SWEEP LOCKOUT to your Tektronix Type
531 and 541 Oscilloscopes-order Modification Kit

K531 Sweep Lockout, Tek. 040-118

$25

for Typo 532

K532 Sweep Lockout, Tek. 040147

$25

Tektronix, Inc.
Complete specifications for the Tektronix Type 533

are available. Your Tektronix Field Engineer or

Representative can usually arrange demonstrations

at your convenience. Lou can call on them for

assistance without obligating yourself in any way.

Please take advantage of this Tektronix Service

whenever you Have an instrument problem.

P. 0. Box 831
Portland 7, Oregon
Phone CYpress 2-2611 TWX-PD 311 Cable: TEKTRONIX

I;

TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES: A aerr,,
Nr
Bon,..11e N Y Buffalo
Cleweland Dallas Dayton Elmwood Park Ill Endwell, N Y Houston Lathrop Village,
m.yh East Los Angeles West Los Angeles M.nneopolis Miss.on, Konsos Newtonv.11e,
Most
Ph rgdn'ah,3
Polo Alto Cel,f
Phonn,t Son D.ego Syracuse
Towson, Md.
Un.on, N J Wee-. I t.
TEKTRONIX ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES: Arthur lynch & Assoc F Mye's Flo
Go.nes..11e, Flo El.ns 8 Caldwell, Atlanta. Go blogh Pont, N C Howthwne Electron,cs,
Po,ttand. 0.e , Seattle, Wash Hytton, Measurements. Den -e. Colo
3

.

,

.s
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industrial cathode
available in commercial and military types,
many having M I L approval

ray tubes

or custom built to your exact
requirements
Raytheon Cathode Ray Tubes meet the highest

standards of quality and performance. They must
pass the most extreme and rigid quality control tests
known to the industry.

Design features available for your specific needs include:

Representative applications and some of the Raytheon
types include:
radar indicators (5AHP7A, 7ABP7A, IOUP14A,

round or rectangular faces

high resolution guns

optical glass faces

screen persistences for
visual or photographic use

monitors (10SP4)

transparent screens

flying spot scanners (5AKP24, 5AUP24,

standard or narrow necks
metal shells
single or multi -guns

12ABP7A, 16ADP7)

high altitude anti -corona
connectors

INDUSTRIAL TUBE DIVISION
Reliable Miniature and Subminiature Tubes
VR Tubes

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Rectifiers

Thyratrons

July 1958

Filamentary Tubes
Cathode Ray Tubes

oscilloscopes (3UP1, 5ADP7)
.

51INP16, 5WP15, 5ZP16)
industrial and military television (17AVP7, 21FP7A)

Newton, Mass.
New York

55 Chapel St., Blgelow 4-7500
589 Fifth Ave., Plaza 9-3900
Chicago: 9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Park, NAtional 5-6130
Los Angeles: 5236 Santa Monica Blvd., NOrmandy 5-4221

Circle 12 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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Tele-Tips
N o. 1

TEFLON' Subminiature Tube

Lead Insulators. Possess all
the fine characteristics of
TEFLON-high heat resistance (to 500° F), zero moisture absorption, low loss fac-

tor (less than .0005), tough,
resilient, withstand shock
and vibration.

SOVIET SCIENTISTS, according

to a national columnist, are pilfering writings by U. S. scientists
and after translation, signing
their own names. The articles are

appearing in several top Soviet
electronics magazines.
CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV is keeping
a minute -by -minute watch on the
more than 7,000 buses of the Lon-

don Transport Co. The cameras

You Cad fiftalftm...
41111111111161110

THREE NEW CHEMELEC COMPONENTS

ANSWERING URGENT MISSILE -GUIDANCE
AND MILITARY ELECTRONIC NEEDS

Sir

installed along the 500 bus routes
of the British capital work as well
at night as in sunshine, and have
even been found effective in fog.
A central control headquarters is
able to determine whether traffic
congestion is holding up the buses.

COMPUTING MACHINES that

will not only open the morning
N o. 2

TEFLON Compression mounted Subminiature Tube

Sockets. Save space, assembly time. High reliability

shock, vibration, high temperature. Have low loss insu-

lating qualities, zero moisture absorption. Versatile:

can be used as chassis -

mounted tube lead insulators, adaptable to printed
circuit applications.

N o. 3

TEFLON Compression -

mounted, low -loss Transistor Sockets. Also applicable
for Subminiature Tubes with
"in -line"

leads.

Save assembly time and space. High

Reliability factor-with-

stand high temperature, ex-

treme shock, vibration.

Adaptable to printed circuit
applications.
*du Pont Trademark

mail but will also dictate answers
are now in the planning stage, according to one British computer
expert. If the machine does not

know the answer, it will throw
back the letter and say, "This is
the one letter that you really have
to look at."
FCC ENGINEERS got themselves

involved in a marital quarrel in
where a woman complained that her former husband,
who lived next door, was intentionally creating interference on
her TV receiver. Several neighbors were also complaining. The
local power company was unable
to place the blame. An FCC engineer then discovered that the real
offender was a defective electric

Seattle

thermostat on the complaining
woman's own electric blanket.

HIGH SUNSPOT intensity was
demonstrated

again when the
FCC's Hawaii monitoring station
heard signals above 40 MC from
as far east as Mississippi and as
far west as Japan.

Write for further information and prices.
FLUOROCARBON PRODUCTS, INC.

Division of United States Gasket Co., Camden 1, New Jersey

FLORIDA BROADCAST station
complained that its programs
were being smothered by the het-

erodyne of another station operating off frequency. However, a
(Continued on page 34)
28
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Component Specification: ARNOLD
jI SILECTRON CORES
Types C, E and 0

TOROIDAL CORES
Nylon and Aluminum cased

BOBBIN CORES

ti

The ARNOLD LINE-UP includes the TAPE CORES you need
How to be sure of tape core perform- nylon and aluminum cased toroidal cores,

ance and uniformity? Just specify

4PPLICAT/ONS
We'll welcome your inquiries on your

Tape Wound Core requirements for
Pulse and Power Transformers, 3 -Phase

Transformers, Magnetic Amplifiers,
Current Transformers, Wide -Band
Transformers, Non -Linear Retard Coils,

Reactors, Coincident Current Matrix
Systems, Static Magnetic Memory Elements, Harmonic Generators, etc.

ENGINEERING DATA

and use Arnold Cores in your transformer, magnetic amplifier, reactor
and computer assemblies, etc.
Here's why!
To begin with, Arnold is a fully integrated company, controlling every manufacturing step from the raw material to
the finished core. Then, modem testing
equipment permits 100% inspection of
cores before shipment. Finally, you're
matching your requirements against the
most experienced and complete line of
tape cores in the industry. Arnold produces Types C, E and 0 Silectron cores,

and bobbin cores to meet whatever your
designs may require in rape thickness,
material, core size or weight. Wide selec-

tions of cores are carried in stock as

standard items for quick delivery: both
for engineering prototypes to reduce the

need for special designs, and for produc-

tion -quantity shipments to meet your
immediate requirements.

Let us help you solve your tape core

problems. Check Arnold, too, for
your needs in Mo-Permalloy or iron
powder cores, and for cast or sintered permanent magnets made from
Alnico or other materials.'
WSW,147

For data on the various types of Arnold
Tape Cores, write for these Bulletins:

fire-1107-Sileetron Cores, Types C, E and 0
TC401A-Toroidal Cores, nylon and aluminum

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
Main Office & Plant; Marengo, Illinois

cased

T0-108A-Bobbin Cores

Repath Pacific Division Plant: f41 East 61st Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

District Soles Offices:

Boston: 200 Eerkeley St.

ADDRESS DEPT. T-87
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

New Yorc: *:..50 Fifth Ave.
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W.:I

Los Angeles: 3450 W 'shire Blvd.
h,rgton, D.C.: 1001-- 5th St., N.W.
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Non-stop relay station
for military messages!
Kleinschmidt equipment receives and instantly re -transmits thousands of printed
communications daily at the Army's Switching Center, Davis, California.
At one of the largest installations in the U. S. Army's teletypewriter network, Kleinschmidt reperforatortransmitters, teletypewriters and related equipment, developed in cooperation with the U. S. Army Signal
Corps, receive and automatically relay the vast load of military communications for the Pacific overseas
area and western United States. With related switching equipment, incoming messages are scanned and
re -transmitted without manual handling
so rapidly that the first portion of a relayed message is
received at its destination before the latter part has been transmitted from point of origin!
.

.

.

Research and development of equipment for transmitting and receiving printed communications has been
a continuing project at Kleinschmidt for almost 60 years. This unparalleled store of experience, now joined
with that of Smith -Corona Inc, holds promise of immeasurable new advances in electronic communications.

KLEINSCHMIDT
KLEINSCHMIDT LABORATORIES, INC., DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS
Pioneer in teleprinted communications equipment
30
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A subsidiary of Smith -Corona Inc
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AMP -EDGE

HAS THE EDGE ON
PRINTED CIRCUITS

i

.

4

Design -Engineered

with Positive Wiping Contact
and Frictional Grippage

The new AMP -Edge Connector gives you ...
greater flexibility- your printed circuit area and completed unit are not limited by the size

of connection, as found in alternate methods of edge connection.
greater design versatility-

two-way cost reduction-

they can be applied in any arrangement to any section of the
perimeter of the printed circuit.
production time and material costs are reduced through solderless
termination of the connector to the wire (4,000 terminations per hour)
and the ease of applying the Edge Connector to the printed circuit
without molded parts.
Additional information is available upon request.

AMP
INCORPORATE
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
AMP products and engineering assistance are available through wholly -owned subsidiaries in: Canada England France Holland Japan
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

July 1958
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Just ONE of the Reasons

for the Increase in
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Advertising
in THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1958

OTHER REASONS:
Editorial content of Highest Engineering Interest.
Tangible Evidence of Readership Thru Hundreds of
Requests for Reprints from every issue.

More Quality Inquiries for Technical Data from Advertisers.

First-by Thousands-in O.E.M. Circulation.
First in U. S. Circulation.
Unequalled Marketing Assistance Program.

Published by CHILTON COMPANY-an Experienced, Respected
Pioneer in the Business Paper Field.

Editorial Treatment in Depth-by Engineers-for Engineers.
Reference Type Information on a Monthly Frequency Provides
More Exposure to Advertising; Gives More Selling Impressions.
32
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far editorial Excellence
0

0

Class, Institutional g. Professional Papers

1958 AWARD OF MERIT
to

Slectromic industries
For Outstanding Design Appearance

published during the period ending
DECEMBER 31, 1957

of the Twentieth Annual

Editorial Competition
Conducted by

INDUSTRIAL MARKETING

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Tele-Tips
(Continued from page 28)

All the right connections for

frequency measurement showed

I CONT7NUOUS

that the complainant's own station
was the one that was off frequency. Its red-faced engineer

111

I PERFORMANCT

promptly corrected the error.

I

YOUNG RADIO ENTHUSIASTS
in a Massachusetts town were
found operating a neighborhood
broadcast "network" with "wireless broadcast" equipment purchased through a magazine advertisement. The boys said they were

INEMNIIIMMINNIISMINK11.1.111INME

misled by the ad to believe that a

was not needed. They
promptly went out of business
license

\`'

when the FCC warned them of the
consequences that could result
from illegal operation.
ADDITIONS to our bookshelf :

"Bartenders Guide to Boolean
Algebra"
"How to Tell a Kilocycle from a
Motorcycle"
"Distortion, Extortion and You"
"How to Check Your Frequency"

\
\'

.<,;

',..-..:.

:

5 :',1,1. -

SMALL BOAT OWNERS who are

Continuous performance under extreme environmental
conditions is yours with Deutsch 27 -contact miniature
connectors. These environmental performers exhibit thrilling
qualities:

complained of as using indecent
and profane language over their
radio transmitters should take
warning from the case of a shrimp

4iAvailable for immediate delivery

fishing boat owner who pleaded
guilty as a result of a trial in the
Federal court at Tampa, Fla., and
received a 2 -year probationary
sentence. Four more were fined
or sentenced in other cases.

+ Durable for 500 cycles of engagement

+ Seal before and after contact
-it Unaffected by altitude pressure variations
.40 Operate from -67°F. to 250° F.
-4. Meet or exceed requirements of MIL -C-5015

COLOR TV, provided by General

Electric, is being used at Cape

Shimmy and shake these rugged connectors. They're vibrationdampened and withstand physical shocks up to 100 G's. The
exclusive Deutsch ball -lock coupling ring ensures a positive
lock without twisting or turning, without lock -wiring or coupling nut. Just push in to connect-pull back to disconnect.

Canaveral to bring the picture of

Jupiter firings to missile scientists and Army technicians huddled in the nearby blockhouse.
Color enables the missile -team

To take a peek at the inside information on Deutsch 27 -

audience to check on such factors
as the successful ignition of propulsion fuels.

contact miniature connectors...as well as the 3, 7, 12, 19, 37
and 61 contact members of this environmental troupe...write
for data file 7A. Or see them all at WESCON (Booth 949-950).

THE BIG STORMS of the past
winter were a godsend to at least
one segment of the industry, the

mosill

IF

The Deutsch Company
1111111119
34

Avalon Boulevard Los Angeles 3, Calif.
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manufacturers of gasoline -motor

I

generating units. Onan, for one,
was deluged with orders, and
many units were being flown in to

hard hit areas.
C:rzle 18

on Inquiry Card, page
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Hi -Q Inductors

.... FROM STO

As largest producers in this field for over two decades, UTC inductors cover

virtually every need for both fixed and variable units of exceptional stability.
Hermetic units have been proved to MIL -T -27A, eliminating costs and delays.

For complete listing of our 700
stock items (300 hermetic)

initial MIL -T -27A testing.

write for catalog.
1
21

HVC Hermetic

Type

Min.

No.
NVC-1

Hys.
.002
.005
.011
.03
.07

Variable Inductors

HVC-2
HVC-3

A step forward from our long es-

HVC-4

tablished VIC series. Hermetically

NO .10.

sealed to MIL-T-27A...extremely

N VC-5

0001,C1as

4101

HVC-6

2.

compact ... wider inductance

HVC-7

5

HVC-8

1.1

HVC-9

voltage and temperature stability.
Case 25/32 x 11.a x 1 7/32, 2 oz.

H VC-10

3.0
7.0

.25
.6
1.5

2

4.0

11

.7
5

30
70

10

25
60

20
50

HVC-11
HVC-12

.11
.3

.1

2

range ... higher 0 ... lower and
higher frequencies ... superior

Max.
Nys.
.02
.05

Mean
Hys.
.006
.015
.040

200
500

150

HVC

09110LAIK

150

MOE

030

15 stock values
from 7 Mhy.
to 2.8 Hy.

111111111111111111111111

MIME

so

1111111111110M1111

to

III,

EF
MM.0
n 3 15
-

.

MOE 7

The MO permalloy dust toroids
combine the highest Q in their

00

3

5

5

46

00

35

30

35

.10

class with minimum size. Stability

MQA

19 stock values
from 7 Mhy.
to 22 Hy.

MQ drawn case structure
Length Width Height
12 1.1/16 1.7/32
MOE
MQA MO 11/16 1-9/32 1.23/32

Oz.

2-13/16

14

1-5,16

MOB

2.9/16

1.5
4

800
350

MOB

.0

12 stock values
from 10 Mhy.
to 25 Hy

New extreme stability in-

nuiromunni

ductors for 12KC to 130KC
range. Typical 0 is 170 @
50KC. 6 stock values from
2 mhy. to 20 mhy.

urgmlum.' NEE=

miummism
511111111

0 8!035 1

9

3

is

MQD

Hillgiliiii
6

80 db.

DI Inductance Decades

The MU series of high 0 coils employ special

These decades set new standards of 0,
stability, frequency range and convenience.
Inductance values laboratory adjusted to better
than 1%. Units housed in a compact die cast
case with sloping panel ideal for laboratory use
... 41/2 x 43/a x 23/8 high.

0 at low frequencies with exceptional stability
for changes of voltage, frequency and tempera.
ture. Two identical windings permit series, par-

allel, or transformer type conections. 1.13/16

excellent under varying volt-

age, temperature, frequency and
vibration conditions. High permeability case plus uniform winding
affords shielding of approximately

MQL Low Frequency High Q Coils
laminated Hipermalloy cores to provide very high

,e2

MQ Series
Compact Hermetic
Torold Inductors

dia. x 21/2" H.
.25/1 Hys.

MOL-0

2 5/10 Hys.

MCIL1

5/20 Hys.

M01.-2

MO1.3

000

"

.00

50/ 200 Hys

MQL-4

100/400 Hys.

B101.5

625 2500 Hys.
r

Mean
Type
VIC-1

VIC-2
VIC-3
VIC-4
VIC-5
VIC-6
VIC-7
VIC-8
VIC-9
VIC-10
VIC-11

10.

-.2.1.4112%.11.-1.100.121!.0.4010 :011A01 A9 1000 VIL:0

13

0 ,o

0

VIC case structure
Length
1.1

4

Ten 10 Mhy. steps.
O 1.1
01.2 Ten 100 Mhy. steps.
O 1.3
Ten 1 Hy. steps.
Ten 10 Hy. steps.
01.4

DI -3

Width
1.11

32

Height
1-7

16

Ilys.

Type

.0085
.013
.021
.034
.053
.084
.13

VIC-12
VIC-13
VIC-14
VIC-15
VIC-16
VIC-17
VIC-18
VIC-19
VIC-20
VIC-21
VIC-22

.21

.34
.54
.85

Mean
Hys.
1.3

2.2
3.4
5.4
8.5
13.

21.
33.
52.
83.
130.

SPECIAL UNITS
TO YOUR NEEDS

Send your specifications
for prices.

2

.100

0011

1KO

$1.4

The VIC Inductors have repre-

sented an ideal solution to the
problem of tuned audio circuits.
A set screw in the side of the
case permits adjustment of the
inductance from +85% to -45%
of the mean value. Setting is
positive.

Curves shown indicate effective
Q and L with varying frequency
and applied AC voltage.

Oz.

5.1

VIC Variable Inductors

10000

110111110.101,1 ----- IV AMAMI

UNITED TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
150 Vorick Street, New York 13, N. Y.
4008 W. JEFFERSON BLVD., LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF.
MFG. DIVISION
CABLES: "ARLAB"
EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
PACIFIC

soit

Letters

int.

to the Editor

auty

"Automatic Checkout"

%ROO

MC
EVECIMC

Editor, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES:

501-0010

I have just finished reading the article on automatic check out equipment published in your April issue.
In my opinion, this is a very excellent
presentation and Mr. Klivens should

*EXPERIENCE: "Knowledge,
Skill, Or Technique Resulting From Experience."

be complimented for the manner in

which he handled the subject.
In contacting the airlines, we notice
that there is an ever increasing
amount of interest in equipment for
the flight control systems which will

Since 1894 we have been designing, manufac-

turing and constantly improving our electric
soldering irons! Today, no matter what the
requirements, there's an American Beauty in
the right model, correct tip size and proper
watt input to do any soldering job quickly,

be delivered on the jet aircraft. At
the present time, no less than three
major airlines are thinking in terms
of automatic check out not only for
overhaul facilities, but also for use

properly, efficiently.

TEMPERATURE REGULATING STAND
An automatic device for controlling tip temperature while iron is at rest. Prevents overheating
of iron and eliminates frequent retinning of tip,
while at same time maintaining it at any temperature that may be desirable or necessary.

at line stations where servicing time
is very limited.

ROBERT W. HALLAM

Eclipse -Pioneer Div.

Bendix Aviation Corp.

Write for /6 -page illustrated catalog containing full information on our
complete line of electric soldering irons-including their use and care.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER COMPANY
172-G

ION

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

Circle 19 on Inquiry Card. page 83

for maximum reliability

"A Less -Than -Minimum

Phase Shift Network"
Editor, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES:

This letter is in reference to the
article, "A Less -Than -Minimum Phase

Shift Network," by R. F. Destebelle,

C. J. Savant, and C. J. Savant, Jr.,

published in the September 1956 issue of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES AND
TELE-TECH.

It may seem surprising that you

reduce
tube

should receive a commentary on an
article which appeared more than 18
months ago. I happened to find the
article while doing some research on
nonlinear compensation of feedback

temperatures
up to

control systems.
There appears to be an error in the
basic reasoning presented, in showing

40°C

with

BIRTCHER KOOL KLAMPS
Excessive heat is the number one cause of
tube failure. Birtcher KOOL KLAMPS, made
of 991/2% pure, tempered silver, can reduce tube
temperatures by as much as 40°C while
holding them secure against shock and
vibration. Available also in beryllium copper
where temperature is less critical.

MATERIAL

Heat treated silver
alloy or Beryllium
No. 25
FINISH

Silver none-

beryllium copper
plated silver to
Navy Spec. 46P5
or black Ebanol
SIZES

Modifications
available for all
sub -miniature and
miniature tubes
and components.

THE BIRTCHER CORPORATION

Write for catalog

INDUSTRIAL
DIVISION

4371 Valley Blvd.,
Los Angeles 32, Calif.

that one obtains a slope of 12 db per
octave with a total phase shift of 90°,
rather than 180°.
If a suppressed carrier modulated
input (cos w.t) (cos w0t) is applied
to the tuned amplifier discussed in the
article, the output is found as follows:
(cos con,t) (cos 4.0)

=

[cos (con + com)t

+ cos (6.1. - (0,0t1

The input contains the radian frequencies co. + Um and 0)0 - 0).. The
tuned circuit is centered at 0.. At the
frequency a). :I-- 0)m the phase shift is
tan -1 2Q/. The out=40 where 4

put of the tuned amplifier is:
(Continued on page 40)

Circle 20 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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FREQUENCY STANDARDS
PRECISION FORK UNIT

FREQUENCY STANDARD

TYPE 50

TYPE 50L

Size 1" dia. x 33/4" H.* Wght., 4 oz.
Frequencies: 240 to 1000 cycles

Accuracies:Type 50 (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
Type R50 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)

*314" high
400 - 1000 cy.

Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input, Tube heater voltage and B voltage
Output, approx. W into 200,000 ohms

Frequencies: 50, 60, 75 or 100 cycles

Accuracies:Type 50L (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)

Type R5OL (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output, 3V into 200,000 ohms
Input, 150 to 300V, B (6V at .6 amps.)

PRECISION FORK UNIT

FREQUENCY STANDARD

TYPE 2003

TYPE 2005

Size l'h" dia. x 41/2" H.* Wght. 8 oz.
Frequencies: 200 to 4000 cycles

Accuracies:Type 2003 (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
*314" high
400 to 500 cy.
optional

Size 3%" x 41/2" x 51/2" High
Weight, 2 lbs.

Type R2003 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Type W2003 (±.005% at -65° to 85°C)
Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input and output same as Type 50, above

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE 2007-6

TRANSISTORIZED, Silicon Tyiir%
Size 11/2" dia. x 314" H. Wght. 7 ozs.

Frequencies: 400 - 500 or 1000 cycles
Accuracies:

2007-6 (± .02% at -50° to +85°C)

R2007-6 ( ±.002% at +15° to +35°C)
W2007-6 ( ±.005% at -650 to +125°C)
Input: 10 to 30 Volts, D. C., at 6 ma.
Output: Multitap, 75 to 100,000 ohms

Size, 8" x 8" x 714" High
Weight, 14 lbs.

Frequencies: 50 to 400 cycles
(Specify)
Accuracy: ±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Output, 10 Watts at 115 Volts
Input, 115V. (50 to 400 cycles)
FREQUENCY
STANDARD
TYPE 212IA
Size
8%" x 19" panel

Weight, 25 lbs.
Output: 115V
60 cycles, 10 Watt
Accuracy:
±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Input, 115V (50 to 400 cycles)
FREQUENCY
STANDARD

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TY PE 2001-2

Size 33/4" x 41/2" x 6" H., Wght. 26 oz..

TYPE 211 IC

Size, with cover

10" x 17" x 9" H.

Frequencies: 200 to 3000 cycles

Accuracy: ±.001% at 20° to 30T
Output: 5V. at 250,000 ohms
Input: Heater voltage, 6.3 - 12 - 28
B voltage, 100 to 100 V., at 5 to 10 ma.

ACCESSORY UNITS

Panel model

10" x 19" x 83/4" H.
Weight, 25 lbs.

Frequencies: 50 to 1000 cycles

Accuracy: (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output: 115V, 75W. Input: 115V, 50 to

/This organization makes frequency standards\

for TYPE 2001-2

L -For low frequencies

multi -vibrator type, 40-200 cy.

D-For low frequencies

within a range of 30 to 30,000 cycles. They are
used extensively by aviation, industry, government departments, armed forces-where maxi-

mum accuracy and durability are required.,.

counter type, 40-200 cy.

H-For high freqs, up to 20 KC.

WHEN REQUESTING INFORMATION

M-Power Amplifier, 2W output.
P -Power supply.

PLEASE SPECIFY TYPE NUMBER

American Time Products, inc.
Watch
Telephone: PLaza 7.1430
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

;7;(75
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580 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y.
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Facts You Can Use to Identify and Sell
Your Electronic O.E.M. Market
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ELECTRONIC
O.E.M. AND ELECTRONIC END -USER MARKETS?
The end -user market is where electronic Original Equipment
Manufacturers (O.E.M.'s) sell their military, industrial and
commercial products. It is an "after market," entirely distinct

from the original market where O.E.M.'s

buy

their materials.

components, and subsystems.

End-users-commercial, industrial and government --buy finished
electronic products like broadcast transmitters, industrial controlling equipment, radar systems, computers, and missile guidance systems. The original equipment (O.E.M.) market buys
tubes, semiconductors, wire, solder, plastics, pre -assembled circuits and subsystems, power supplies, relays, etc.-in production
quantities-for assembly and resale to end -users.
Although these "before" and "after" electronic markets are sometimes lumped into one, the people in them differ in buying motive.
selling technique, and personal identity. The O.E.M.'s are in the
market for "producers goods"; the end -users are in the market
for "capital goods."

O.E.M. MARKET RESEARCH WITH THE NEW E.I.C.
CODE
The government's Standard Industrial Classification (S.I.C.) fails
to distinguish electrical from electronic manufacturers. For years

this has forced manufacturers relying on S.I.C. market data to
promote electronic components to electrical and electronic markets which cannot buy them in production quantities.
Now a new Electronic Industries Classification, the E.I.C. Code.
has been developed to provide 101 major classifications for electronic products only.

Data from an independent census

original equipment builders and suppliers are being punched
the IBM cards according to the E.I.C. Code.

of
on

Now you will be able to identify and measure your electronic
O.E.M. market potentials using the E.I.C. Code, and ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES IBM facilities. For more information
contact your EI representative.

CAN ELECTRONIC O.E.M. MARKETS BE ECONOMICALLY REACHED THRU ROCKET AND MISSILE,

WHY ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

AUTOMATION, AVIATION, AND OTHER END -USER
PUBLICATIONS?

Electronic engineers working for aircraft, missile and industrial
control manufacturers continue to submit most of their declassified theory and technique for publication in electronic-not enduser-magazines. Here, they know, is where fellow specialists
working for other aircraft, missile, and control builders will be
looking for electronic progress in these fields.
You will see over 80% of the contributed articles on missile electronics, electronic controls, and avionics in ELECTRONIC IN
DUSTRIES, Electronics engineering edition, Electronic Design,
Electronic Equipment Engineering, and Proceedings of the IRE.
Each one of these magazines alone reaches more electronic engi-

neers in missile, industrial control, and aircraft activities than
any TWO of the fourteen end -user publications aimed at these
fields.
. . . and ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES delivers you more electronic O.E.M. subscribers in missile, aircraft, and control fields
.

than any THREE end -user magazines.

ARE ELECTRONIC O.E.M. BUYING INFLUENCES
REACHED BY "TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT" WEEKLIES, OR BY ENGINEERING MONTHLIES?
Original electronic manufacturers and end -users need to interweave both engineering and cost judgments in order to buy
intelligently. These cost judgments involve management participation, obviously, when the product is purchased as capital equipment. Typical examples are the financial and labor-saving

calculations necessary in the purchase of electronic automation
equipment by industrial and commercial enterprises.
But with the exception of such capital goods as test instruments
and light production equipment, the original electronic manufac.
turer buys only for assembly and resale to end -users. Here cost
engineering is largely outside the scope of management decision.
Cost evaluation of alternate electronic subsystems and components

is accepted as a problem only for working engineers-engineers
conversant with the latest ideas in the monthly technical literature.

For these reasons, electronic ads in missile, electronic and aircraft weeklies are sometimes logical for finished electronic systems sold to end -users as capital (or military) goods. But when
selling "producers goods" to original electronic manufacturers
assembly, system incorporation, and resale, engineering
monthlies are the only realistic, and economical, advertising
media.
for

IS - NOW - THE MOST IMPORTANT PUBLICATION SERVING THE
ORIGINAL ELECTRONIC MARKET

FIRST-by thousands-in O.E.M. circulation (see S.R.D.S. listings)
FIRST in missile electronic and avionic circulation (see S.R.D.S. listings)
FIRST in number of letterhead requests for article reprints
FIRST with new ideas in a depth usable to engineers (send for details)
FIRST in market research services (send for details)

ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES
Chilton Company
56th

AND, DEFYING INDUSTRY TRENDS, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

GAINED IN ADVERTISING
38

IN THE FIRST HALF OF 1958

&

Executive

Chestnut Sts.,

Phila.

Offices:
39,

Pa.

BPA
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FOTOCERAM circuit board blails are made photographically. All hole!. and
shapes ore oroduced by simple exposure to Ii 3ht, heal, and an etching operation.

This is a FOTOC E RAM printed circuit
... an unusual new type of printed circuit board
Reliable through -plate holes The
good adhesion of the circuit runs applies also to the through -plate holes
because both are produced with one
plating operation.
Excellent resolderability We have re-

moved and resoldered components
over twenty times on a FOTOCERAM
board without damage to circuit runs
or through -plate holes. And this is with-

out using adhesives to bond the copper
to the board.
Dimensional stability Rigid structure
of FOTOCERAM prevents unusual design
aure:eforuee."-cureeiciicie;t 67iusd

considerations-eliminates problem of
warp and twist.
Good adhesion It takes 12-25 pounds

L.) peel a one -inch copper strip from
a FOTOCERAM

board.

Exceptional pull strength 1400 pounds
per square inch.

No water absorption FOTOCERAM'S

nonporous-zero water absorption.

cycles of copper metallizing at 500°F.

and could not find a single blister or
sign of peeling or failure.
Other properties:

Dissipation factor
1 mc @ 20°C.
@ 200°C.

Dielectric constant
1 me @ 20°C.

5.6

@ 200°C.

6.3

Loss factor

'me @ 20°C. 0.034
@ 200°C.

Non-flammable
No blisters FOTOCERAM never blisters.

We put it through repeated 15 -second

0.006
0.014

0.088

For more information, write for our
Data Sheet on FOTOCERAM.

CORNING GLASS WORKS, Bradford, Pa.
Electronic Components Soles Depot -Wen'

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Letters

New CANNON XLR plugs
for audio and electronic uses

to the Editor
(Continued from page 36)

Serrated

A

finger grips

VI

4Q2a2

wo,)t - c;6]

cos [(coo

cos [(coo

More room

.1/2
= --------

0
no

Improved cable
elief bushings

latch

Owe- rubber

cushioning ribs

Owe,-resilient
inserts

GREATER VALUE AT NO INCREASE IN PRICE
Improved features illustrated above give you more for
your money than any similar plug on the market.
These deluxe audio plugs, in handsome satin nickel
finish, give protection against disagreeable interference
and mechanical noises. Positive latch holds firmly, yet

allows for quick disconnect. Improved strain relief
bushings and cable clamps accommodate full range of
microphone cables. Series includes wide variety of shell
types, with three and four contacts. Mates with Cannon
former XL series.

Like all the plugs in the complete Cannon line the
XLR series is manufactured of finest quality materials
for reliable, long-lasting service. See the distributor
nearest you or write for Bulletin XLR-3.

CAMPION
PLUGS
27,000 kinds to choose from! Call on

Cannon for all your plug needs. If
we don't have what you want, we'll

make it for you. We're ready to

help you at any stage-from basic
design to volume production-with
the largest facilities in the world

for plug research, development

3208 Humboldt St., L.A. 31, California

Where Reliability Jar YOU, Product
is Our Cunoant Gaul
346
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How can YOU use
this simple, rugged
SNAPSLIDE FASTENER?

wet cos (WO - 4:1)

The suppressed carrier modulated
wave has its modulating frequency
component shifted by cti; but there is
no carrier phase shift. Therefore.
the equation K = K. cos st. used by
the

authors for the demodulator
transfer function does not apply.
To find the actual demodulator out-

put it

best to think of the de-

is

modulator as ideal, i.e., the demodulator input is multiplied by cos (1.0
to produce the process of demodulation.

The demodulator output is then:

and manufacturing. Write us

today about your problem. Please
refer to Dept.201.
CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY
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§.111
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originally developed to hold airborne
equipment with security - even under
severe stress and shock of carrier -based
aircraft operations-and yet permit equipment replacement in a matter of seconds.
A wide variety of industrial uses has
been found for the fastener. Perhaps you
can use it profitably. It requires no tools;
thumb and finger fasten and release. Even

-

cost coot cos (went -

V I + 4Q2a2
A /2

coslloot )

V I + 4Q2a2
cos (west -

A'2
1

cos (wet -

I + 4Q2a2

-F- 1

00010001 0.0

necessary. Available in two sizes, with
parts to match different thicknesses of
mounting plates.
Writs for details.

Dependable Alrborn Electronic Egulpmnt Sines 192$

AIRCRAFT RADIO CORPORATION
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY
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In a servo system the higher fre-

quency terms will be filtered out. The
demodulator output is:
A /4
COS

- 4i)

V 1 + 4Q -a2

The above expression indicates that

the entire transfer function of the
demodulator and tuned amplifier is:

with repeated use no adjustments are
Sate

- 4i)
NIS re,,t

cos

This positive, quick -action fastener was

4)]

1 + 4Q2a2

for wiring
Improved
adjustable clamps

- wm)t

A/4
1

j r coo,

u here r:= 2Q

The break point is at 1/7 with a

high frequency asymptote of 6 db per
octave and a total phase shift of 90°.
The less -than -minimum phase shift

network the authors discuss
realized.
JULES

is not

H. LEVINE

Senior Engineer
Guided Missile Laboratory,
Federal Telecommunication Labs,
Nutley 10, N. J.
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Planning better
communications?
Microwave may be the answer
... and Blaw-Knox has the towers
Improved service, reduced maintenance, and
economy records of pioneer microwave installations are responsible for many companies planning new communications paths
through the sky. Quite possibly, microwave
can best answer your growth problems, and

Blaw-Knox can best answer your tower
questions.
Blaw-Knox Microwave Tower designs are

based on more than 40 years of experience
in building towers. For example:

The first Blaw-Knox Towers, four 300'
self-supporting towers erected over 40 years
ago in Alaska, still stand in good service.

The world's first atom bomb was supported by a Blaw-Knox Tower, ushering in
the Atomic Age at Alamogordo, New Mexico,
in 1945.

First electronic contact was made with

outer space by a radar signal to the moon,
beamed from a Blaw-Knox Tower.

From such varied experience as this, BlawKnox engineers are well qualified to design
and engineer the type of tower system that

will best meet your present and future requirements. Blaw-Knox Microwave Towers
meet or surpass government standards and
recommendations of the Radio -Electronics-

Television Manufacturers Association
for safety, wind loading and quality of
construction.

Get the full story of Blaw-Knox Tower
design, engineering and fabrication services.

Write today for your free copy of new

Type ML -210 Blow -Knox
self - svpaorling tower far
microwave communi:otions

Bulletin 2538.

BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
Special f law -Knox guyed
tower for microwave corn.
municatic ns

Equipment Division
Pittsburgh 38, Pennsylvania

MICROWAVE TOWERS

Guyed and self-supporting Microwave Towers. Custom -bun
for each installation ...and Transmission Towers ...Antenna
Towers-guyed and self.supporting for AM -PA -TV. Radar ...
parabolic antennas and other special structures

Circle 25 on Inquiry Card. page 83
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-TI-PaP
SOLID TANTALUM CAPACITORS

in.
...immediately available
production quantities!

YOU get precision performance, tough mechanical construction and clean, compact design when you specify
tan -TI -cap solid -electrolyte tantalum capacitors - available immediately in production quantities!
YOU are assured of the stability your high reliability appli-

Tantalum
Pellet
Firmly

cations require with tan -TI -cap capacitors. Capacitance and
impedance parameters remain within 5% of rating through-

Embedded

out entire temperature range ... from -80 to +85°C ...

EASY MOUNTING

and stable throughout extra -long shelf and service life!

you get these

Solid

Electrolyte

proved

Cannot
Leak

benefits!

capacitors ... firmly anchored leads can be bent sharply
close to the case for easy mounting in subminiature circuits.

BUILT FOR TOUGH DUTY

SELECT FROM 18 RATINGS -

CAPACITANCE AND IMPEDANCE STABLE FROM -80 TO 1-85°C
5.0

2.5

Solid, no -leak construction of tan -TI -cap capacitors provides pellet with a hard surrounding foundation of high
temperature solder that resists high impact and vibration.
You simplify printed circuit assembly with tan -TI -cap

22 pf

33µf

47µf

60µf

200 pf

15 -Volt

10

15

22

33

100

25 -Volt

5

10

15

35

55

35 -Volt

4

8

25

6 -Volt

------t7----

0

2.5
5.0

-85

-45

-65

-5

-25°C

15

35

55

75

ASK YOUR NEAREST TI SALES OFFICE FOR BULLETIN DL -C 859

Trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SALES OFFICES
DALLAS

NEW YORK
CAMDEN

DETROIT

CHICAGO

DAYTON

OTTAWA

WALTHAM

LOS ANGELES
DENVER

SYRACUSE

WASHINGTON D. C.

SAN DIEGO

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

SEMICONDUCTOR COMPONENTS DIVISION

POST OFFICE BOX 312

DALLAS, TEXAS

How You Can Cut Product Costs
With Indox V Ceramic Magnets

great resistance to demagnetization,

Experience in the design and production of Indox V, for such

products as the loudspeaker below, points the way to substantial savings in manufacturing costs for other products
using permanent magnets.
WHAT IS INDOX V
Indox V is a highly oriented bari-

powerful permanent magnet mate-

um ferrite material. Its energy is

rial available. Indox V magnets

comparable, on an equivalent weight

possess unique advantages - light
weight, high -electrical resistivity,

basis, to that of Alnico V-the most

and inexpensive, non -critical raw
materials - plus an energy product
over three times that of non -oriented
ceramic magnets.
APPLICATIONS
Indox V's excellent magnetic qual-

ities and special properties suggest
wide usage in many applications.
Among them:

D. C. Motors of Medium Size with
Indox V fields have a high efficiency

NEW INDOX V LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN ...
Cuts magnet cost 20% Saves 25% on weight

Reduces

length 46%

High fidelity, permanent magnet loudspeakers normally
use an Alnico slug (A) or ring (B) magnet. Assembly (C) illustrates how one loudspeaker was redesigned to use Indox V.
with the results indicated. Assemblies shown in proportion.

and show high starting and stall
torques characteristic of series wound
motors.
Holding Devices can take advantage

of Indox V's total potential energy
which, per pound of magnet weight,

is appreciably higher than that of
Alnico V.

Torque Drives using Indox V discs
can be magnetized with multiple pole faces.
The list of other promising applications is growing.

(A)

tOICO SLUG PIAGNEV

WHO MAKES INDOX V

Only Indiana Steel Products
makes this oriented ceramic magnet,
10061 WEIGH, 0440.01..01. CIN1I1 ma,

26 MS

with an energy product of 3.5 mil-

lion Rad. And, because Indiana

(B)

also produces Alnico and all other
permanent magnet materials, it is
uniquely qualified to recommend the

one best material for your design.

You are invited to consult with
Indiana's design engineers for expert

help on any application involving

10162 whin 1/66O611. P01. C1NOI. POtli = 20 Ili

permanent magnets.
(C)

SEND FOR FREE
LITERATURE

Write for your
copy of the bulletin
"Indox V Ceramic
Permanent Magnets," describing
magnetic properties,
design considerations, and sizes and shapes available
from stock for experimental work.

.1 %POPO WKNII, POT. WOO 10111= IS IBS

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY

INDIANA

VALPARAISO, INDIANA

PERMANENT
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF PERMANENT MAGNETS

Ask for Bulletin No. N-7.

MAGNETS

IN CANADA The Indiana Steel Products Company of Canada limited, Kitchener, Ontario
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Actual
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ANNOUNCING...
the newest addition to the Delco
family of PNP germanium transistors! It's ideally suited for highspeed switching circuits and should

find wide use in regulated power
supplies, square wave oscillators,
servo amplifiers, and core -driver cir-

cuits of high-speed computers. It's
the 2N553!

NEW HIGH -FREQUENCY POWER TRANSISTOR BY DELCO
No other transistor offers so desirable a combination of
characteristics ./or applications requiring reliability and
consistency of parameters.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS T = 25'C unless otherwise specified

Collector diode current Ico (Vat = 2 volts)
Collector diode current 'Co (Vat

Collector diode voltage VCB
(VEB =
1.5 volts)

80 volts maximum

Emitter diode voltage VEB
(Vat
-1.5 volts)

40 volts maximum

Collector current

4 amps. maximum

Base Current

1 amp. maximum

Maximum junction temperature
Minimum junction temperature
BRANCH OFFICES
Nev.ark, New Jersey
Santa Monica. California
1180 Ita)mond Boulevard
726 Santa Monica Boulevard
Tel: Mitchell 2-6165
Tel: Exhrook 3-1-165
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95 C

- 65 C

-

Collector diode current Ico (VcB -

12 ya

60 volts)

0.5 ma

30 volts, 15 C)

0 5 ma

Current gain (VcE - -2 volts, lc - 0.5 amp.)

55

Current gain (VCE = 2 volts, lc = 2 amps.)

25

Saturation voltage VEC (It

0.3

220 ma, lc - 3 amps.)

Common emitter current amplification cutoff frequency

(lc = 2 amps. VEc = 12 volts)

25 kc

Thermal resistance (junction to mounting base)

DELCO RADIO

1- C watt

Division of General Motors
Kokomo, Indiana
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How the man

front Tensolite cuts assembly costs

Bestinghouse .4ero 13 Armament Control .S.stem, mounted iii nose of Nary
F41) Douglas carrier -based interceptor, is typical of systems using FLExol.o
wire for faster assembly, lower production costs.

FLEXOLON hook-up wire with Raybestos-Manhattan
RM "Teflon" tape proves most flexible
Developed and manufactured to answer industry's demands

for increased mire flexibility, new FLF:x01.0N high temperature hook-up wire meets with ease the extra -flexibility
requirements of todaN's most intricate circuit layouts.
fixxot.oN wire's greater flexibility was proven in a recent
series of tests on the new hook-up wire and wires of other
construction. In test after test Ft.ExoLoN wire, insulated with
Raybestos-Manhattan -Teflon- tape. proved consistently more
flexible than all other high temperature hook-up wires tested.

5

--.\:.

N.
N._

::"'. \ \
.S

0
30

\

.17_

25

s

\

20
W

15

The flexibility advantage of FLExot.ox w ire is cutting
assembh costs for many manufacturers. At Westinghouse.
for exo uple. the new hook-up he makes an easier job of
wiring intricate harnesses for armament control systems ...
assuring faster assembly and production.
... and
Surpassing the requirements of

22

-Istr.ded

0-1.wded If on

28
26
X FtIXOLON Woe f

24
Awe:

30

FLIXOION SV,re IF

omi

32

mmm

providing greater dielectric strength and higher average

FLEXIBILITY COMPARISON OF FLEXOLON WIRE AND EXTRUDED WIRE

1:1.Exol.ox hook-up. wire is another
. . . new
ex.00plo of Tensolite's continuous leadership in miniature

Plot of flexibility as recorded in tests proves greater flexibility o.
1.1Aw.o wire with R 11 "Pllon- tape insulation. For complete

conccotricit%

wire development.

testing data, call the man iron' lensolite. or write for free FLE\411.11\
hook-up wire bulletin.

INSULATED WIRE CO., INC.
West Main Street. Tarrytown. N. Y. Pacific Division:1516 N. Gardner St.. Los Angeles. Calif.
FLEXOLON s

TEF:JDN :s 7
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"We insist on the Philbrick amplifier
for our new package" says Philbrick
HERE'S PHILBRICK ON PHILBRICK

"We use only the finest components in
our products. That's why we insisted

on Philbrick's new USA -3 Operational Amplifier as a sub -assembly for
our new Analog Package, the UPA-2.

We have found it (the USA -3) nifty
and thrifty. il'e recommend it without

And that goes for the
UPA-2 - too."

reservation.

PHILBRICK OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER ...USA -3
More performance per dollar than any other amplifier.
Highly reliable - no electrolytic capacitors or glow tubes.
Designed to prevent self-destruction even when the output
is grounded. Drift, noise, offset under 100 microvolts. Output
rs ± 116 VDC. Wide frequency range- DC to 100kc (attenuation less than 3db) when connected as a gain -of -ten ampli-

fier. 7" x 21/2" printed circuit board mounts
by several convenient methods.

Price $95.

Books
Here one gets the benefit of the

The Encyclopedia of Radio and
Television, 2nd Edition
Published 1958 by Philosophical Library, Inc.,

famous, clear explanations of com15

E. 40th St., New York 16. 736 pages. Price $12.00.

Among the subjects this encyclopaedia covers are the fundamentals
of radio; transmitting and receiving
theory and practice, including broadcasting; television techniques; radar;
communication systems; components;
measuring instruments; electrical machinery and power supply. A separate

reference section contains a number
of abacs, a wide range of formulas
with work examples, and other data.
Throughout, mathematic explanations have been reduced to a minimum and the treatment is as simple
and as straightforward as possible,
but

none the less
authoritative.

accurate and

The Science of Engineering Materials
Edited by J. E. Goldman. Published 1957 by John
Wiley 6, Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave.. New York
16.

528 pages. Price $12.00.

Based on the proceedings of the

Carnegie Conference on the impact of
solid state science on engineering education, held at Carnegie Institute of
Technology in 1954, the book reflects

the accelerating trend toward applying tools of basic science to the solution of engineering problems.
Recent insight into the basic nature

of atoms in atomic aggregates have
brought into use a revolutionary new
materials and improvements in many
of the standard materials. This book
aims to give the engineer a feel for
these advances in materials technology and how they have come about.

plex quantities

originated by Dr.
Charles P. Steinmetz, so useful in developing equivalent circuits to represent all sorts of physical phenomena.
In addition the noted tensor theory of
Gabriel Kron (a generalization of
complex number theory) used in solving modern problems with electronic
computers is given.
Advances in Electronics and Electron
Physics, Volume IX
Edited by L. Marton. Published 1957 by Academic
Press, Inc., Publishers, 111 Fifth Ave., New York
3. 357 pages. Price $9.00.

This volume groups the contents of
the whole volume around one main
theme instead of attempting to take a
cross-section of various aspects of
electronics and of electron physics.
The main theme is geophysical and
originates from the dedication of this
year as the International Geophysical
Year.
The Theory of Networks in Electrical
Communication and other Fields
By F. E. Rogers. Pah,shed 1958 by E. Van Nostrand
Co., Inc.. 120 Ale,ander St., Princeton, N. J. 560
pages. Price $11.50.

In this comprehensive volume the
author makes a clear and thorough
analysis of the subject and the work
should become standard. There are

many illustrations and numerical examples, together with original work.
Russian -English Electronics and
Physics Glossary
Published 1957 by Consult= Bureau, Inc.,

W. 17th St., New York

Feedback Theory and its Applications
By T. H. Hammond. Published 1958 by The Moc
rnillan Co., 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11. 363
pages. Price $7.00.

This book presents well tried methods of linear and non-linear feedback

PHILBRICK UTILITY PACKAGED AMPLIFIER ...
UPA-2
Combines new level of flexibility and convenience. Performance characteristics same as the USA -3 amplifier, the heart
of this package. Can drive 12,000 ohm load to 100 volts in
either direction. Designed for 3V?" rack mounting but can be
used equally well as a bench amplifier, or plug-in assembly
without modification. Use it for analog computing. measurement and control, continuous data reduction,
Price $149.
and many other feedback operations.

Write for technical literature and advice on your
application.

GEORGE A.

PHILBRICK

RESEARCHES, INC. HUbbard 2-3225
230 Congress Street, Boston 10, Massachusetts

THE ANALOG WAY IS THE MODEL WAY

Circle 35 on I:lanky Card, page 83
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system analysis and illustrates their
application to a variety of engineering devices which incorporate feedback in some form. The book is intended for postgraduate engineering
and physics students and others who
require an introduction to the subject
and a view of its scope and future.
Some familiarity with the Laplace or
Heaviside operational method is assumed.

11.

227

360 pages, paper

bound. Price $10.00.

This glossary is a compilation of
Russian terms used in the various
specialized fields of electronics. It includes terms from thousands of pages

of the most recent issues of Soviet
journals. To this has been added an

appendix containing circuit notation,
U. S. equivalents for vacuum tubes,
and other useful information not
found in other technical dictionaries.

This glossary which includes more
than 22,000 Russian terms, while incorporating all previously published
electronics glossaries, eliminates duplications, and adds thousands of new

terms including idioms and selected

general vocabulary.
Mathematics for Science and
Engineering
By Philip L. Alger. Published 1957 by McGrawHill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York
36.

360 pages.

Price $6.95.

This book enables one to find, understand, and use with ease and

quickness the various mathematical
methods useful to an engineer or
scientist. For almost any technical
problem one meets on the job, here
is found a clear guide to the proper
mathematical tool for solving it.

Television Interference, Its Causes
and Cures
By Phil Rand. Published 1958 by The Ne'son Publishing Co., P. 0. Bo, 36, Readding Ria2e, Conn.
56 pages, paper bound. Price $1.75.

Coming as it does when so much

emphasis is being placed by the mili-

tary on a reduction of all types of
interference, this

book

is

indeed

timely. The book is profusely illustrated with actual interference dia-

grams of suggested circuits and cures.
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BRUSH

RECORDER MARK II

New Oscillograph Package
AS "IDIOT -PROOF" AS YOU'VE HOPED FOR
Built-in amplifiers
Permanently calibrated
Instant paper loading
"White glove" writing system

brush
3405 PERKINS AVENUE
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE
FROM STOCK
$1350

Factory branches, service
and warehousing at Arlington,Va., Boston, Cleveland,

Los Angeles and Seattle;

INSTRUMENTS

engineering representatives
in all key locations.

DIVISION OF

CLEVITE

July 1958

CLEVELAND 14, 01110
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Personals
Leonard

G. Walker, Marketing

Manager, Microwave and Industrial
Control Dept., Motorola Inc., was appointed Chairman of the Microwave
Section, EIA Technical Products Div.

William C. Boese has been reappointed Assistant Chief Engineer and
Chief of the Technical Research Div.
of the FCC.
Gerald

M.

Henriksen has

been

elected Director and Vice President
of Acoustics Associates, Inc. Mr. Henriksen, who joined Acoustica recently,

was formerly Director of Research
and Engineering for the Turbo Div.
of American Machine and Foundry
Among the many forms of "Teflon"

Co. in Pacoima, Calif.

now available to the design engineer,
Cast "Teflon" Films are outstandingly
distinguished by their unique qualities:
high dielectric strength, zero void content, complete freedom from stresses,
uniform physical dimensions, chemical inertness and high heat resistance.
Available in thicknesses ranging from
0.00025" to 0.004". Your inquiries are
invited.

DILECTRIH CORPORATION
4 111.17ALLEN
BOULEVAR, FARMINGDALE, LI.,

G. M Henriksen

W. 0. Faith

N.Y.

D

'Trademark du Pont "Teflon" TFE resin.

Winston 0. Faith has assumed the

position of Director of Advanced En-

gineering with the Varo Mfg. Co.
Prior to assuming his present position, he was Group

iRuGainay
FREQUENCY.

en

crystals units
answers a delinite need for "rugMAEY
BN9

CONTROL

CRY SIM.

gedized" frequency
control in the
field of airborne and missile borne equipment. These

NEW
CRYSTAL UNITS

Ji\IN

units meet or

MN

MEET VIBRATION

UP TO 2000 cps. AT
5G. AND 100G. SHOCK
IN RANGE
4kcs TO 125mc.

This new series of Bliley

exceed the electrical
and mechanical requirements of MIL -C -3098B.

Request Bulletin #512.

ate

BLILEY

CR VS1415"

ELECTRIC CO.
UNION STATION BUILDING
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

Engineer at
Tempo Aircraft in the field of automatic controls and at Chance Vought
in servomechanisms.

Robert E. Moody has been Chief

Project Engineer for Beckman/Scientific Instruments Div., Fullerton,
Calif. He will direct research and design work on ultraviolet spectrophotometers and accessories.

Dr. Nicholas A. Begovich, a spe-

cialist in electronic scanning radar

and landing and approach systems,

has been appointed Director of Engineering of Hughes Aircraft Company's Ground Systems.
Dr. Louis Malter is now Director of
Central Research for Varian Associ-

ates. He was formerly Chief Engi-

neer of the Semiconductor and Materials Div. of the Radio Corp. of
America.

Joseph J. Sinacore has been ap-

pointed Resistor Project Engineer for
the General Transistor Corp. He was
formerly Production Manager at
Eastern Precision Resistor Corp.

Dr. Joseph M. Denney, solid state
physicist and metallurgist, has joined
the Nuclear Electronics Dept. at

Hughes Aircraft Co. He was formerly with Aeronutronic Systems.
48
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New Mixer Diodes can extend Radar Range by 18%
Premium 1N78B, 1N26A and 1N5 3B
improve new and existing radar

EXTENDED RANGE

PRESENT RANGE

with unmatched ease and economy
Three new microwave diodes covering
applications from 13,000 mc to 35,000

ftrit-1

mc are now available from Sylvania. The

new mixers, types 1N78B, 1N26A and
1N53B, have improved overall noise figures, more uniform RF impedance, and
two of the types have greater resistance
to burnout. They can extend radar cov-

How radar range increases with Sylvania's new premium crystal diodes

erage by as much as 18 percent*, provide

equipment by any other means would

more uniform performance from system
to system, and increase operational reli-

demand a twofold increase in power.
The new crystals are exact retrofits of
preceding types and are comparable in

ability. An equivalent upgrading of

price. Each type is available in matched
pairs to Sylvania's specification, which
has recently been accepted as the industry standard by JETEC 14.7.

*2.8 db improvement in overall noise figure of I N538 yields 18% increase in range.

Type 1N78B-Used in applications from

New Edition-Complete up-to-date techni-

13,000 mc to 16,500 mc, the diode has an
overall noise figure of 8.8 db, an improvement of 3 db over the 1N78 and I db over
the 1N78A. It is being used extensively in
doppler navigation equipment and in fire control radar.

cal information on Sylvania's full line of
Microwave Crystal Diodes is contained in a
new revised edition of the 8 -page booklet
"Ratings and Characteristics of Microwave
Crystal Diodes." Write Sylvania direct or
call your Sylvania representative for a free
copy of the new booklet.

Type 1N26A-Designed for use as a mixer
in superheterodyne radar receivers in the
24,000 mc region, the type is primarily used

in airport traffic control equipment and in
VSWR measurement of a random selection of
IN78B's indicates the positive control over RF
impedance of new Sylvania crystal mixers. The
circle shows a VSWR of 1.6

air-to-air missiles. Its 11.3 overall noise figure is a 1.8 db improvement over the 1N26.
Its burnout resistance rating has been increased threefold to 0.3 erg.

Electrical Characteristics & Ratings

Type 1N53B-This miniature coaxial type
point contact silicon diode is designed for

I.

use as a mixer in the 35,000 mc region. Its
major application is in Terrain Avoidance

IN78B

(N2 6A

(N5311

and Mapping Radar. The burnout resistance

Conversion Loss (db) max.

6.5

7.5

6.5

rating of the 1N53B is double that of the

Output Noise Ratio max.
IF Impedance (Ohms)

1.3

2.0

2.0

365-565

300-600

400-800

RF Impedance (VSWR) max.

1.6

1.6

1.6

Burnout (erg)

0.3

0.3

32.8-37.0

Frequency (kmc)

16

24

0.3

1N53 and its overall noise figure has been
reduced from 13.14 to 10.3. It is tested for a
band width of 12 percent to assure good

performance in any application in its frequency range. The new diode can also be
used as a harmonic generator for very short
wave -lengths.

SYLVANIA
LIGHTING

TELEVISION

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

RADIO

ELECTRONICS

July 1958

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.
In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
Shell Tower Bldg., Montreal

PHOTOGRAPHY

ATOMIC ENERGY

CHEMISTRY -METALLURGY
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SAiTRANSI-LTFAMILY

of tiny electrolytic capacitors
for every requirement in entertainment electronics . .
pocket radios, wireless microphones, miniature tape
recorders, auto receivers

VERTI-LYTIC'
CAPACITORS

CAPACITORS

These space -saving Type 89D
'lytics are designed for easy manual upright mounting on printed

cations where low cost is the primary consideration is Sprague's

LITTL-LYTIC*

CAPACITORS
Sprague's new Type 30D her-

metically- sealed aluminum encased capacitors are the tiniest

electrolytic capacitors made to
date ... and their performance is
better than ever. Their remarkable reliability is the result of a
new manufacturing technique in
which all the terminal connections
are welded. No pressure joints . . .
no "open circuits" with the passage
of time. And check this for ultra -

wiring boards. Keyed terminals
assure fast mounting and correct

The ideal capacitor for appli-

new Type 31D. Capacitor sec-

polarity. No reworking on the

tions are housed in a dense steatite
tube with resin end -fill to provide

assembly line. Sturdy pre -molded
phenolic shell with resin end -fill
gives excellent protection against

damage and atmospheric humid-

protection against mechanical
ity. This construction results in
excellent capacitor performance
for all miniature electronic circuits. Size for size, they're the

low leakage current: for a 2µf,
6 volt capacitor . . . only 1.0 ma
max.; for a 300 Af, 6 volt ca-

drying -out of the electrolyte or
the entry of external moisture.
The phenolic case eliminates the
necessity for additional insulation. Reasonably priced for mass
production receivers. Engineer-

pacitor ... 3.5 i.ta max.! Engineer-

ing Bulletin No. 3060 lists stand-

minum electrolytic. Engineering
Bulletin No. 3010 details stand-

ing Bulletin No. 3110 gives the
complete story. 85°C standard.

ard ratings with performance

ard ratings and gives perform-

data.

mance data.

smallest the industry has produced in a ceramic -cased alu-

'Trademark

FOR ENGINEERING BULLETINS on the industry's first com-

plete line of subminiature aluminum electrolytic capacitors,
write Technical Literature Section, Sprague Electric Company, 233 Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.

SPRAGUE
the mark of reliability

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:

TRANSISTORS
MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
RESISTORS
INTERFERENCE
CAPACITORS
PULSE NETWORKS HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE
PRINTED CIRCUITS
FILTERS
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A Practical Approach to

Solving Thermistor Problems
Much has been written concerning the general characteristics and applications of thermistors, but little on how -to solve actual problems. Three application problems, each
highlighting a different major characteristic, are solved here.

By ROBERT S. GOODYEAR
President, Fenwol Electronics Inc.
Mellen St., Framingham, Mass.

Fig.

ALTHOUGH "thermistor" means "thermal resistor"
and applies to devices with a positive or a negative temperature coefficient of resistance, the latter is

1: Relationship of thermistor resistance to the temperature.
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the major thermistor industry today. We will limit
our discussion to that field. The same techniques.
slightly modified, may be used to solve problems involving thermistors with positive coefficients.
Thermistors really do only one thing; they change
their electrical resistance with absolute temperature.
Those we are discussing, reduce resistance as temperature increases. The curve which represents this
relationship is called the R -T (Resistance -Tempera-

ture) curve and is usually plotted in terms of the

1

MAX SAFE CONTINUOUS

TEMPERATURE

logarithm of resistance vs. temperature, Fig. 1.
Another common way of presenting this informa-

tion is in tabular form where the ratio of the resistance at any temperature to the resistance at 25°C
is tabulated against various temperatures, Table 1.
This is the characteristic which is used in temperature measurement, temperature control, and temperature compensation.
".

0
,,
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100

200

TEMPERATURE (CI
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250

300

Background Data

Most thermistors are rather small, ranging from
tiny beads, a few thousandths of an inch in diameter,
to washers about 1 in. in diameter and
in. thick.
If a very small voltage is applied, a small current.
not sufficient to heat the thermistor measurably above
its surroundings, will flow. Under these circumstances, Ohm's Law will be followed and the current
will be proportional to the applied voltage.
51
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Fig. 2: The major thermistor industry
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concerned with that portion beyond -13--the negative temperature coefficient.

Thermistor Problems (Continued)
However, if the voltage is gradually increased, the
current will increase and the heat generated in the
thermistor will finally begin to raise its temperature
above that of its surroundings. The resistance will
consequently be lowered and more current will flow
than if the resistance had remained constant.
The curve which shows this characteristic is called

the E -I (Voltage -Current) curve and is usually
plotted in terms of the logarithm of the voltage vs.
the logarithm of the current, Fig. 2. The advantage
of this type of curve is that the thermistor power and
resistance may also be read on the diagonal logarithmic scales. Fig. 2 shows that the voltage drop across

crated in the thermistor, lowering its resistance and
permitting more current to flow. This, in turn, will
heat the thermistor still more and lower its resistance
further. The process will continue until the thermistor reaches the maximum temperature possible for
the amount of power available in the circuit, at which

time, a steady state will exist. The E -I curve described represents only these steady state conditions.
Fig. 3 shows the "current -time" or "dynamic" characteristic of a thermistor in a fixed circuit in which
Table 1
Mowlel

MA 2

OA di

OR

3400 =110

3420 ±40

3493 LL -171

e 93 -..4.3%

6.63 - 7.26

7.10±4.3%
0.79 - 7.43

3.9%PC

-3.9%PC

7.27±10%
&Se - 7.99
-3.9%PC

'

reaches a peak value at "B" beyond which the voltage

-Ietle test deers
@ 23.0

Thus, under any fixed ambient conditions, the resistance of a thermistor is a function of the power
being dissipated within itself, provided there is sufficient power to raise its temperature considerably
above ambient. Under normal operating conditions,

the temperature may rise 200° or 300°C and the
resistance may be lowered to 0.001 of its value at low

current. This characteristic is used in such devices
as voltage regulators, microwave power meters, gas
analyzers, and automatic volume and power level
controls.

If a voltage is applied to a thermistor and re-

sistor in series, a current will flow which is determined by the voltage and the total circuit resistance.
If the voltage is high enough, some heat will be gen52

.
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a thermistor increases with the current until it

drop decreases as the current increases. In this portion of the curve, the thermistor is exhibiting a
negative resistance characteristic.

N.. 2

Me. 2

Dim

T79. 4wIlts

77.0
40.2
22.0

81.6
42.5
23.3

12.5
7.42

13.2
7.85

4.70
2.90
1.85
1.22
1.00

9.792

11.6

5360
3.274
1.992
1.250
1.000

6.30
3.55
2.09
1

'

1.27
1.00

.8267
.5742
.4067
.2937
.2160

.825
.570
.402
.289
.212

.827
.566
.396
.286
.210

.8053
.5316
.3595
.2482
.1747

.1615
.1229
.0946
.0740

.157

.119
.0910
.0705
.0552

.156
.117
.0900
.0696
.0550

.1252
.09126
.06754
.05076
.03867

.114
.0816
.0600
.0454
.0343

.0437
.0350
.0285
.0240
.0169

.0428
.0341
.0273
.0222
.0152

.02988
.02327
.01843
.0147
.0097

.0264
.0208
.0165
.0132
.0087

.0121
.0090
.0069

.0106
.0077
.0058
.0045
.0037
.0031

.0066
.0047
.0035
.0026
.0021
.0017

.0058
.0040
.0028
.0020
.0015
.0011

176
194

80
90

212
230
248

100
110
120
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284
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320
356

130
140
150

.0471
.0382

160

J1259

180

.0180

392
428
464
500
536
572

200
220
240
260
280
300

.0130
.0098
.0076
.0060
.0048
.0040

.058.5

.0314

.0054
.0044
.0037
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.513
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voltage is varied. Fig. 4 shows the same character-

4000 Si. Assume also that we are short of space and
would like to bury the thermistor right in the relay
coil. A small glass coated bead or 1/4 in. long glass
probe would be convenient. Looking in a catalog, we
find that such beads and probes are available in this
resistance range and their R -T curve is the one shown
in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Thermistor ratios have been
added in Table 3, Column b.

istic in which the voltage is fixed and the series

resistance is varied. This is the function of thermistors normally used for time delay and surge suppression applications.

Specific Problems

Now that we have discussed the data normally published by manufacturers, let us solve a few specific
problems. It would be very nice, if we could write a

series of precise mathematical equations, with instructions to put in a few conditions, and solve for
the answers. Unfortunately, this is not the case.
A thermistor appears to be a simple device, but the
mathematical expression of all its electrical characteristics, in terms of its mechanical structure, is
extremely complicated and involves a large number
of independent parameters.
If you have tried to solve a thermistor problem by
trial and error, do not be ashamed. It is still the
easiest and quickest way to get an answer.

If we subtract the last ratio from the 50° ratio,
we get .110 which is the amount of resistance change
a 1 S3 thermistor would give between 50° and 60°C.
We need 178 1..1 change so by dividing 178 by .11, we
find we need a 1600 U thermistor at 25°C. We make
this calculation at the highest temperature end of the
chart because the thermistor has the least sensitivity
here. Also, we want to be sure to have enough
thermistor to give the resistance change required.
When the thermistor is shunted, at low temperature,

the shunt will control the resistance; at high temperatures, the thermistor will control the resistance.
First Attempt

Temperature Compensator

Let's design a temperature compensator for a copper relay coil, 5000 SI at 25°C, that pulls in at 1 ma.
The relay should operate in a voltage regulation
circuit where it must pull in at a constant voltage
from 0° to 60°C.
For a copper coil, Rt = Ro (1 + 0.0039 t). R, at
25°C equals 5000 U so R at 0°C = 4555 O. Every
10°C, the resistance will increase about 178 O. The
coil resistance vs. temperature is tabulated in Table 3,
Column a.

the relay pulls in at 1 ma, it will require
4.56 v. at 0°C and 5.62 v. at 60°C to pull in. We

know that the thermistor will have to be shunted and
will be some resistance considerably lower than the
coil resistance. Assume a value between 1000 and
Table 2
E

20 ma.
35

2.38 v.
2.22
2.09
1.98

40
45
50
55
60
65
70

1.88
1.80
1.72
1.65
1.58
1.53
1.48

25
30

If we use a 1600 U thermistor, we can multiply

the ratio at 50° and 60°C by 1600 and find the
thermistor resistance values will be 633 and 457
respectively. The difference is very close to the 178

required. The unshunted thermistor would compensate very nicely between 50° and 60°C but, of course,
would way over -compensate at lower temperatures.
When we add the shunt, we will reduce the thermistor value about 50% to make up for this loss. There-

fore, we want to try a thermistor of 1600 x 1.5 or
2400 O. at 25°C. Thermistor resistance values, Table
3, Column c are obtained by multiplying 2400 by the
thermistor ratios.

By the time we shunt the thermistor at 60°C, the
compensation resistance will be in the order of 500 CI
which added to 5623 will give about 6100 U. This is
about the value we should have at 0°C also. Therefore we must shunt the 6950 U thermistor to produce

6100-4555 or 1545 O. The shunt resistance will be
E, + E.

E

.35 v.

H. IL

.44
.53
.62
.70
.79
.88
.97
1.06
1.15
1.23

or

6950 X 1545

- H.
6950 - 1545
which equals 2000 0, where It, is the thermistor resistance, S is the shunt resistance, and RR, the shunted

2.73 v.
2.66
2.62
2.60
2.58
2.59
2.60
2.62
2.64
2.68

thermistor resistance. We can now add two more
columns to our chart, the compensator resistance,

tors It,

Table 3, Column d, which is the value of the thermis-

shunted by 2000 .0, or

2.71

R.

and the total

Table 3
a

Coil
Resistance

(b)

(c)

Thermistor
Ratio

Unshunted

Temp.

0C
10
20
25

30
40
50
60

R,

4555
4733
4911

5000
5089
5267
5445
5623
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First Try: R, = 2400 I.! at 25°C
Thermistor Resistance

2.90
1.85
1.22
1.00
.827
.566
.396
.286
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w 2000 11 shunt
R.,

Unshunted
R,

R,

6950 t!

1555 :!

6110 t!

4440
2930
2400
1985
1360
950
687

1380
1190
1090
998
810
644

6113

511

h

(g)

Second Try: R, = 3100 t! at 25
Thermistor Resistance

6101

6090
6087
6077
6089
6134

8980
5730
3780
3100
2565
1755
1230
886

w 2040 12 shunt
R'
1662
1506
1325

C

R

6217 1!
6239
6236

1231

6231

1136
943
767
618

6225
6210
6212
6240
53

35

Thermistor Problems (Continued)

30
111.46V2 THEROMSTOR

25'C AMBIENT

R 150011

45 VOLT SOURCE

25
45 v-r__H
I
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-

R 200011

1r20

a15
-1
-1

-

10.5% of a nominal. On the first try, we have

R2500 IL

-

1

brought the variation down to 6106 ± 28 or ± 0.461';
Fig. 5.

I

11.3500 11

2

tance.

Without compensation, the coil resistance is within

a.
re

circuit resistance, Table 3, Column e, which is the
copper coil resistance plus the compensation resis-

10

Second Attempt

R450011
R650011
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I

2
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SECONDS

When the voltage is varied and circuit components
dynamic characte istics of the thermistor is obtained.

above

Fig. 3

fixed, the

:

14

12

65 V

To get this same value at 10°C which is where our
curve in Fig. 10 peaks, we must make the shunt and

55 V
I

141

cc

26

..U....

-I4

2

2

IMr/EU
EMI

0

5730 0 thermistor equal 6236-4733 or 1503 0. Therefore, the shunt must be 2040 0. Columns g and h can
now be added to Table 3. Plotting this curve in Fig. 5,

we see the total circuit is 6225 ± 15 0 or ± .24%.
This is about the best compensation we can get without using a double or triple compensation network.

P4111111.
Mg

2

1

For a second try, we see that we need more negative resistance between 50° and 60°C to reduce the
positive slope in that range. Let's try about a 30%
larger thermistor. Instead of a 2400 0 unit, we will
try a 3100 0 unit. Column f is added to Table 3 by
multiplying 3100 by the thermistor ratios. To get
the best compensation, the peak point at 10°C must
equal the peak point at 60°C. If we use a 2000
shunt with our 886 S2 thermistor at 60°C, we get a

total circuit resistance of 613 + 5623 or 6236 0.

BL 4602 INERmi STOP
25°C AMBIENT

4500 A SERIES

10

I

.

This is more than 40 times as good as the uncompensated relay!

3

4

6

5

Power in Thermistor

7

SECONDS

Fig. 4 (above): Here the voltage is fixed, resistance is varied.
6275

6250

2ND TRY

6225

6200
2 6175

?

Maximum power exists when the thermistor and
the shunt are of equal value, about 35°C. A max.
current of 0.5 ma flows which approximates 0.5 mw
in 2040 0. A small glass probe embedded in the coil
has a dissipation constant of about 1 mw/°C. So
0.5 mw raises the thermistor temperature about
0.5°C. This lowers its resistance 1.7% or about 35 0.
Instead of a 2040 0 shunt and a 2040 0 thermistor,

we have a 2040 0 shunt and a 2005 0 thermistor

1-g 6150

I ST TRY

N6125
.7)

CV 6100

6075

because of self heat. This makes a compensator of
1012 0 instead of 1020 0. This 8 0 lower resistance
increases the overall error from ± 0.24% to ± 0.30%.
We now have the final answer. A bead type, glass
probe thermistor, 1/4 in. long, with a standard 13 value

6050

60250

20

1

of 3495, buried in the coil, and shunted by a 2040 0
resistor will do an excellent job.

40

30
TEMPERATURE C

Fig. 5 (above) : Compensation brings coil resistance variation within
±0.24% on just two trys. Uncompensated coil variation was -±10.5%.
R
Fig.

6: Current

through
LOAD

26V
032A

24-32V

the

ther-

mistor circuit varies
widely, but the voltage across it remains
constant.

Voltage Regulator Problem

For an automatic camera, a constant light source
is needed as a reference for an automatic iris adjuster. The light is to be a 2.6 v., 32 ma bulb operat-

ing from a generator. The voltage varies from 24
to 32 v., depending upon load and speed of rotation.

In a voltage regulator circuit, Fig. 6, E is the
supply voltage, R a series resistanr3 for control, T

the thermistor and S a series resistor with the
A REPRINT
of this

article can be obtained by writing

on

company letterhead to The Editor
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Chestnut & 56th Sts., Phila., Pa
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thermistor. A thermistor voltage control works just
like a gas tube control; current through the thermistor circuit varies widely but the voltage across it
remains substantially constant. The voltage drop in
R always balances out the variation in source voltage.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Fig. 7: Curves D, E, and F show the effect of adding series resistance to thermistor used to produce Fig. 2.

Looking at Fig. 2 we see a typical E -I curve of a

thermistor. There is a short flat part to this curve
at the peak, "B." This would give some voltage
regulation but would not cover a very broad range
of load or source variation. If we put a 10 SI resistor
in series with the thermistor and plot a new E -I
curve including this resistor, we get curve D, Fig. 7.
If we do the same with a 20 LI resistor, we get curve
E. A 30 SI resistor gives curve F. In all 3 curves we
find an extended flat section of the curve between
X and XI.

What current will the thermistor take at maximum
supply voltage? Load voltage of 2.6 means 29.4 v.
must be dropped in R.
I=

29.4

345

85 ma.

Therefore the thermistor must take 85-32 or 53 ma.
Without voltage control, the load variation would
be 28±-4 or --14.3%. With voltage control, the max.
load voltage, between 30 and 55 ma, in the thermistor
circuit is 2.62 and the min. is 2.58. This is a varia-

Curve Selection

We want a curve which has a peak slightly above
the 2.6 desired controlled voltage. The heavy curve
Fig. 7, (similar to Fig. 2) should be about right.
First make up a chart, Table 2, showing thermistor

current in 5 ma steps from 20 ma to 70 ma. Then
read the voltages across the thermistor from the

RI

R

E

LOAD

24 -32 v

26v
G32A

curve.

At some nominal point like 50 ma what value of S
do we need to make load voltage 2.6 v.? Thermistor
voltage is 1.72 so we need 2.60-1.72 or .88 v. across
S. Therefore, S must be
0.88

0.050

or 1i.6 St.

(24 v.) ? The load current will be 32 ma, the thermistor current will be 30 ma so the total current
through R will be 62 ma. The load voltage will be
2.6 v. so we must drop 21.4 v. in R.
it =

0.062
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tion of 2.60 -_0.02 or :t.77% which is about 19 times

as good. This could be improved by making a two
stage regulator as shown in Fig. 8. Here let thermistor T be the same circuit we just worked out and
thermistor T1 another one which would control point

Multiplying 17.6 by various values of current, we can
write down the voltage developed across S. Adding
the thermistor and S voltage we get the total values.
The flattest part of the curve is between 30 and 55
ma. What value of R do we need to put 30 ma in the
thermistor circuit when our source is minimum

21.4

Fig. 8: This two -stage regulator gives very close voltage control.

- 315 9.
July 1958

X to constant voltage of about 4 v. ±2%. With no
more than this variation applied to our circuit T, we
could control output voltage to 2.60 ± 0.005 or about
±:0.2%.
Thermistor Mounting

Since this E -I curve is data on a small bead
thermistor suspended in air, we would want to have
it in a small air filled container like a glass bulb or a
crystal can for easy mounting. Our thermistor is
operating at about 50 ma and 1.7 v. or 340. The 25°C

resistance of this unit is 21000 therefore the ratio
(Continued on page 118)
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Electronic Reader Sorts Mail
Automatic character sensing equipment is being developed and

tested for the Post Office Department. It will automatically
read and sort mail at a high speed. This equipment can also
be used as an automatic input for data processing systems.

By A. I. TERSOFF
Chief Project Engineer
Intelligent Machines Research Corp.
7019 Edsall Rd., Alexandria, Va.

character sensing, or the automatic reading by machines of information visible to the
human eye, has many apparent advantages as an
automatic input for data processing systems. Over
the years, a number of research groups have worked
to develop just such a replacement for the human
operators normally required to translate data into
OPTICAL

READING
PHOTO MULTIPLIER
LENS

FIXED

SLIT

MIRROR

PLATE

machine language.
To date, this work has led to the development of a
small but significant group of optical character sensing machines. Intelligent Machines Research Corpo-

ration already has eight machines of four different
models of Analyzing Readers' in use in the field

SCANNING
DISC

LENS

processing ordinary business documents. These machines have accumulated a total of eleven machine
years of field use to date. However, while the differ-

ent models read different documents prepared in
various type faces, the information to be read by
any one model is typewritten or imprinted in a specified manner in a given type face.

1: Simplified
view of scanner
Fig.

ENVELOPE

shows rapid scanning
along one vertical
axis of the moving
character image.

For all practical purposes, the reading machine
described in this article is the first one developed
with the ability to read alphabetic characters in
many styles and sizes of type without change of program. However, for the sake of economy, this ma Trademark, Registered I'. S. Patent Office.
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chine recognizes only enough information to identify
given cities and states, and does not completely identify each character by itself.
FIXED SLIT
PLATE

Scanning the Document

The type size normalization technique described is
currently employed in an Analyzing Reader being developed for the Post Office Department. This Reader
presently scans a 11/4 inch zone on envelopes fed past
it, and sorts them according to the city-state address
read on the bottom line. The envelope speed during
this reading operation is 30 ips, representing a char-

DISC

READING PHOTO -

BLACK
PULSE

MULTIPLIER
OUTPUT

acter rate of 360 characters per second for standard

elite type. Reading is accomplished using a high

CLIPPED &

resolution mechanical scanner and photomultipliers
to convert the optical image received from the envelope into electrical signals. As each envelope is

GATED SCAN
SIGNAL

moved past a reading station, an image of the address is focused onto a high speed scanning disc
containing 0.010 in. wide radial slits. (See Fig. 1.)
Immediately in back of the scanning disc, and swept
by light projected through the radial slits, is a fixed
plate containing a slit 0.010 in. wide. As the envelope

is moved past the reading station, an image of the
information on it moves across the system of intersecting slits. A two dimensional scan of the address
is obtained by a beam of light passed by what is
effectively a "flying aperture."
The moving spot of light passed by the intersecting

slits is projected onto a photomultiplier. Here it is
converted into an electrical signal whose amplitude
is proportional to the intensity of the spot of light.
Since the length of the fixed slit is made slightly less

than the chord between adjacent radial slits at that
point, each scan across the fixed slit will produce a
"black pulse" in the photomultiplier output at the
point where light is completely blocked from the fixed
slit. (See Fig. 2.) During the remainder of each scan,

pulses will occur only when the scanning of a line
element of a character produces a substantial decrease in the intensity of the light passed by the intersecting slits. This photomultiplier output is then

fed to a video channel, where it is amplified and
clipped at the voltage levels (+15 and -25 volts)
Table 1
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Fig. 2: Development of a clipped scan signal and timing pulse.

used in subsequent logical units. Also developed in
the video channel is a feedback voltage which holds
the amplitude of the "black pulse" constant, compensating for variation in document reflectivity and photomultiplier sensitivity.

A second photomultiplier and an exciter lamp,
placed on opposite sides of the scanning disc, are
used to produce a tinning pulse at the end of each
vertical scan. (See Fig. 2.)
Logic of Character Analysis

The scan signals obtained from each envelope are
analyzed in a small, special purpose computer called

the interpreter. This interpreter is made up of an
assortment of modular logical units which operate
on signals clipped at +15 and -25 volts. By properly

combining the inputs and outputs of these logical
units, the interpreter is programmed to distinguish
between characters on the basis of the presence or
absence of significant character strokes.
The most common logical units are the primer
("P") unit, the inverter ("I") unit and the measuring
("M") unit. As for the function of these units:
1. The primer is essentially a storage unit with a
four -input AND gate. Its output is up (at +15 volts)
from the time pre -determined requirements are satis-

fied until it is reset by the reset ("Z") unit. Its output then goes down (to -25 volts).
2. The inverter is most commonly used to provide

an output signal which is the exact inverse of its

input signal.
3. The measuring unit's basic function is to pro-

vide an output signal which differs from its input
signal only in that the leading (or positive going)
edge is delayed a known, controlled amount. No out 57
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put pulse is obtained when the input pulse is shorter
than the established delay interval. This measuring
unit's delay is obtained through the use of an adjustable R -C input network to generate a sawtooth timing
signal of controlled slope. The setting of the R -C network, and the resultant slope of the sawtooth timing
signal, establishes the delay which a measuring unit
will provide.
Among the other logical modules in the interpreter
are some locator units. Their function is to automatically register in a known manner on the characters
to be read, and to do so with sufficient precision to
permit an analysis of the various strokes comprising
the characters. This registration on a selected point
within the scan cycle is indicated by switching of the
locator unit's output. Switching occurs at the earliest
point in the scan cycle at which specified information
has been detected. In the case of the mail sorter, programming considerations make it desirable that we

be able to register on the bottoms of the various

characters in the bottom line, as with locator "P" in
Fig. 3. Since the rate of upward drift of the reference
level can be controlled, locator "P" is permitted to
drift up quickly in order that it may follow closely
the bottoms of those characters in the bottom line.
However, it is not permitted to drift more than a
specified distance above locator "Q," which is made
to drift up relatively slowly. This prevents locator
"P" from erroneously drifting up to the line above
and confusing it with the bottom one.
An example of the general manner in which characters are distinguished from each other in a typical
Analyzing Reader is shown in Table 1. In this case,
eleven different stroke criteria are employed to provide a minimum of two differences between any pair
of numbers in the indicated type face. The lower,
middle and upper portions of the characters are identified by a locator unit in conjunction with measuring
units. The presence or absence of specific strokes or
combinations of strokes in certain portions of the
various characters is established largely through the
use of primer and inverter units.
Reading Intermixed Type

The character identification logic described above

is straightforward, and easily applied to the usual
character sensing application where but one type
face is to be read. However, in the case of the automatic mail sorter presently under development, it is
not possible to control the preparation of input documents. Here the type styles and sizes to be read vary
over too wide a range to permit the use of a fixed set

of standards for the analysis of stroke length and
location. This was proven by an analysis of 352 cancelled envelopes addressed to nine destinations. The
height of each character in the city-state address on
58
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Locator circuits with slow and fast reference level drift.

these envelopes was measured optically, and the results recorded. The overall variation in height of individual characters was determined to be approximately ±16%.

It was then decided to take the first character in
the bottom line as an arbitrary (but pertinent) measure of height and compute the height of all lower
case characters relative to it. The variation in this
"adjusted" height of individual characters, which is
due to differences in style, was only ±5.5%, or onethird of the actual variation. On the basis of these
findings there was developed a Comparator circuit
which adjusts itself, for each envelope scanned, according to the height of the first character read on
the bottom line. This is presumed to be a capital letter in every case. Thus, despite a variation in type
size from envelope to envelope, the Comparator provides, for each envelope, a "proportioned yardstick"
to be used in the analysis of all characters after the
first one.
Comparator Circuit Operation

The function of the Comparator is to provide the
charging voltage for the R -C input networks of selected measuring units. The magnitude of this voltage is established, for each envelope, by the height
of the first character read. Further, the greater the
height of this character, the smaller the Comparator
output voltage. Thus the measuring units connected
to the Comparator will provide delays which vary in
proportion to the height of the first character read.
These proportional delay times provide precisely the
"proportioned yardstick" desired.
The general operation of the Comparator circuit
can be analyzed with the aid of Fig. 4, the Comparator control program. The output of primer P1, the
Comparator's locking signal, will be up only during
the time that the first character on the bottom line is
being read. It is during this time that the Comparator
setting is established. The output of P2, the Comparator's reset signal, will get up at the same time
and remain up until reading of the document is completed. This serves to hold the Comparator setting at
its established value for the remainder of the document. Since the scan signals are gated by the outputs
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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of M1 and Il, the Comparator setting is established
only by signals received after the output of M1 becomes positive and before the output of M2 becomes
positive. Any scan signal generated by information
more than M2's delay time (roughly 4 p.sec) above
the Comparator setting marked by M1 is blanked
out by Il.
Referring to the circuit diagram of Fig. 5, we find
that when P1 and P2 are both down, diode D2 con-

ducts until the potential at point (A) is -25 volts.
Under these circumstances V2 will conduct lightly,
V3 will conduct heavily, and the potential at point
(B), the proportional voltage output, will be roughly

+ 150 volts. At the moment that reading of the
first character of an address is begun, the outputs of

P1 and P2 go to +15 volts. Under these circumstances, D1 and D2 can have no effect other than to

prevent the potentials at points (A) and (D) from
rising above +15 volts. The locator unit meanwhile
tracks the bottom of the bottom line in the address,
due to the fact that envelopes are scanned from bot-

tom to top. With the proportional voltage still up
at its maximum possible potential, M1 will get up
slightly above the bottom of the bottom line in the
address. We see then that whenever a scan signal is
detected just after MI gets up, the potential at point
(C) will be forced to +15 volts. Under these circum-

stances the potential at (A) will be less than that
at (D) and V1B will charge capacitor Cl through

proportional voltage must be, in order that MI shall
get up just above the characters in the bottom line.
It is this feedback which is the heart of the Comparator's operation, causing the delay in M1 to always
equal the height of the first character.
When reading of the first character has been completed, P1 will be reset and its output reduced to -25
volts. From this time until all reading has been completed, the potential at point (A), which controls the
output proportional voltage, must be held as constant
as possible. One possible obstacle to the attainment
of this goal is the slight current drawn by V1B even
when it is "cut off." This obstacle is overcome by the
insertion of isolating diode D3. With point (A) established at some potential between +15 and -35 volts,
and point (D) held at -25 volts by DI, V1B finds it
much easier to draw its minute current through D1
than through the back resistance of D3. The second
possible obstacle to the attainment of a stable potential at point (A) is the tendency of V2's grid current
to slowly drive point (A) negative. This obstacle is
overcome by the use of V4 and the 50 megohm resistor between its plate and point (A) to leak electrons
off Cl at approximately the same rate that grid cur-

rent from V2 puts them there. As the potential at
point (A) rises, the potential at point (E) drops, the
potential at point (F) rises, and the rate at which
electrons leak off through the 50 megohm resistor
remains approximately equal to the grid current.

.250V
PROPORTIONAL

VOLTAGE
OUTPUT

PROPORTIONAL

"-VOLTAGE

COMPARATOR
SCAN

SIGNAL

AND
GATE

LOCK

OUTPUT

RESET

UNCLIPPED

BEGIN FIRST

INPUTS

CHARACTER

LOCATOR H tM
OUTPUT

HD 2120

M2

HD 2120

END FIRST
CHARACTER

RESET

LOCK
RESET'

P2

4-155
GND

25V
125 V

-5 END READING RESET

365V

Fig. 4: Diagram shows control program for compzrator circuit.

D3. Point (A) will then rise, V2 will conduct more
heavily, V3 will conduct less heavily, the proportional voltage will be less positive, and M1 will get
up slightly later than before. This process continues

Fig.

5: Comparator circuit generates voltage for measuring units.

Comparator Operation Evaluation

To evaluate the accuracy of the Comparator cir-

proportional voltage low enough, to cause MI to get
up just above the characters in the bottom line. With
M1 getting up at this point, the AND gate will only
be enabled in the space between the lines. Since no
scan signals will be detected there, charging of ca-

cuit, its operation was tested by taking four measurements on each of 112 envelopes. These envelopes were
selected at random from a supply of cancelled mail
bearing a variety of addresses. Since the Comparator
is supposed to set so that MI comes on just above the
top of the first character in the bottom line, the time
measured by M1 (equivalent to a distance above the

pacitor Cl will cease. It can be seen that the taller
the type face read, the more positive the potential
established at point (A) must be, and the lower the

setting of the Comparator circuit. As indicated by the
curve of Fig. 6, the height of the first character was

until the potential at (A) is high enough, and the
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locator unit's setting) was used to represent the
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between 98 and 100% of the Comparator circuit setting for 392, or 87%, of the measurements. Less accurate measurements were obtained where poor character quality deprived the Comparator circuit and/or
locator unit of reasonable input signals.
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Designing a reading machine for use as an automatic mail sorter poses some unusual problems, for
the Post Office Department handles mail addressed

by virtually countless typewriters and imprinters.
The most practical approach was deemed to be incorporation in the machine of sufficient flexibility to
enable it to read intermixed type faces with a single

40
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Fig.

6:

Comparator
provides an

circuit
accurate measure of
type size.

logical program. Flexibility was achieved, in part,
through the development of a Comparator circuit.
This circuit makes it possible to measure typographic
features of the characters on an envelope relative to

the height of a selected character on that envelope.
Investigation has proven the advantage of such relative measurements in the reading of intermixed type
faces.

lator, developed at SRI, eliminates the
need for complex test or pilot models.
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savings in the
CONSIDERABLE
cost of developing electronic
computer c i r cu its are possible
through use of a new digital computer circuit simulator developed at
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo
Park, California.
The device in many instances

eliminates the need for large and
complex test or pilot models of com-

puter circuits and related components. Building these models is expensive and time-consuming. In ad-

dition, they are usually limited to
a one-time use and are not flexible
enough for application to other
computer circuitry problems.
With the simulator, or "basic universal relay programmer," a wide
variety of digital networks can be
set up economically under conditions particularly suitable and convenient for detailed study. Just one
wiring configuration, for example,
can be used to simulate over 1,000
circuit conditions. An unlimited
number of other configurations can
be similarly set up to obtain different results.
60
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HEIGHT

1.

Computer Circuit Simulator
A new digital computer circuit simu-

0

The major components of the
programmer are several electronic
memory units that function as
basic digital computer circuit elements. Each unit includes a plug board which permits rapid and easy
"plug-in" interconnection or disconnection with "patch -cords," similar to those used on telephone
switchboards.

Timing and counting units are
to expedite the testing

provided

and running through of calculation
sequences without constant attention. The programmer is compact,
easily handled, and relatively inexpensive to construct.

The memory units can also be
connected to function as a small
calculator. This particular capacity

has been especially useful in the
solution of unconventional mathematical problems that have arisen
in the development of systematic
design techniques for digital computers.
The new programmer, designed
by Senior Research Engineer W. H.
Kautz and constructed in the SRI
Computer Laboratory, is intended
primarily for solving numerous design problems related to computer
re,:earch.
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Fig. 1: Used in telemetering equipment, this
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New Developments are

Improving
Performance
of Silver -Zinc

Batteries
Developments, materials, and techniques
that offer the most promising prospects
for this powerful cell are presented.
Some of the more prominent applications
are recalled.

IN eight short years, the silver -zinc battery has
evolved from a laboratory unit with simple cello-

phane separators and powdered electrodes to a
sophisticated item. It is used in missiles, rockets,
aircraft, torpedoes, portable power sources, and radio
control applications.
To those aware of the efficiency of the silver -zinc
couple, the reasons are clear. Foremost is its output

per unit of weight and space-up to 6 times greater
than that of lead -acid or nickel -cadmium couples.
Silver -zinc batteries can supply 5 or 6 times more
power than standard batteries of equal size; or they
can supply the same at times, even more-power
than standard batteries that are 5 or 6 times larger

By DR. PAUL L. HOWARD

and heavier.

Director of Technical Operations
Yardney Electric Corp.
40 Leonard St., New York 13, N. Y.

They are capable of extremely high rates of dis-

charge-up to 20 times their rated capacity. The
voltage, shown in Fig. 2 after an initial peroxide

level which is of great advantage when high initial
loads are required, is level ±3%.
Miniaturization and special projects have demandFig. 2: Characteristics of high -rate silver -zinc compared with equal

weight lead -acid and nickel- cadmium delivering the same current.

greater attention and closer scrutiny.
With reduced size and weight and increased power
outputs, we now have highly -sophisticated applications. These include data -recording systems, complex
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ed higher and higher rates of discharge. The role
of the silver -zinc battery has therefore come in for

telemetering instruments, and mobile, long-range

fuiarsur

missiles.

Applications which, up to now, had been considered
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impossible have become feasible, thanks to design
developments in this new battery. The silver -zinc
61

Silver -Zinc Batteries (continued)
battery, new as it is, has seen many recent developments, which have led to great improvements.
Primary Batteries

A most significant development has been a new
high-speed method of automatic activation. This
results in a primary battery completely interchangeable with silver -zinc rechargeable batteries.
Because silver -zinc primaries utilize the full capa-

city of the battery, they can provide, in a smaller

Fig. 3: A new automatic activation system lends itself to
compact arrangements. Capable of

being activated and
operated in any posisition, it is used in
ICBMs.

volume, power output equal to that of a rechargeable
battery. Including separate gas and electrolyte tanks,
they become equivalent to secondaries in weight and
volume as well as output. See Fig. 3.
The importance of this development, activation and
operation of the primary in any position, is obvious.
To the missile design engineer, e.g., this means that

It consists of 3 basic components which may be
placed in whatever arrangement will best fit space

he can use rechargeable units for exercise and test
runs, keeping a check on reliability; and a primary
battery for tactical end use, for long shelf life

for remote activation reduces further the weight of
the battery in missiles by eliminating the inclusion
of an activating unit.

The new automatic activating mechanism takes
only split seconds to activate the primary, and ready

is triggered it breaks the gas tank seal. Gas inflates
the bladder of the hermetically -sealed electrolyte
cylinder. The displaced potassium hydroxide electro-

and economy.

it to provide 100% of its power.

requirements.

This type of construction lends itself to circular
and odd -shaped configurations. The separate system

As Fig. 4 indicates, when the spring -loaded plunger

GAS PRESSURE TANK

Storage Of Gas Until Required for Activation

PRESSURE SWITCH

Inert

To Determine Pressure
From A Remote Point

Gas

TRIGGER HOUSING

GAS LINES

Connecting Ga Tank To
Electrolyte Cylinder

ELECTROLYTE CYLINDER

-.SNAP VALVE ASSEMBLY
Opens On Activation Releasing

GAS TANK SEAL

Electrolyte To Battery
SPRING LOADED PLUNGER

INFLATABLE BLADDER
Shown In Collapsed Position
Upon Activation Gas Expands Bladder
RETURN MANIFOLD

VENTS

- SUMP

YARDN EY 51 LVERC E
ALTIOP4ATICALLI. ACTIVATED

PRIMARY BATTERY
Fig. 4: Cut -away
drawing makes understanding of new

activation

system

simple. Triggering
spring -loaded plunger starts activation
process.
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lyte then forces open a snap valve at the other end
and flows through the feed tube to the manifold.
The snap valve assembly has been made shock

resistant, so that the battery can be subjected to
severe shock and vibration without fear of inadvertent activation.
In the manifold, the electrolyte is evenly distrib-

uted through feed holes into the individual cells,
special vents allowing the surplus electrolyte, gas
and vapors to escape through a return manifold into
a sump. This venting system also permits operation
of individual cells without high internal pressure.
making the battery more reliable and saving additional weight.
Since the electrolyte does not contact the electrodes

until the battery is activated, the battery may be
stored dry indefinitely.
Rechargeable Batteries

Of great importance in secondary batteries has
been the adoption of interference fit, Fig. 5, to
monobloc rechargeable batteries.
The intercell connectors have eliminated threaded

terminals and hardware-saving not only assembly,
weight and space, but providing electrical contact
between individual cells more reliable than any other
means, short of fusion.
New Materials

Development of the silver -zinc battery is also being

carried on continuously through research in new
materials and techniques.
New types of negative plates have been developed
to improve dry charged rechargeable batteries, and
increase the efficiency of primaries.
In this list of developments are dry charged

negatives that use special shape and surface treatments to maintain their capacity and activate more
rapidly; combined dry charged and active reserve
negatives that employ such refinements as "forge
welding" for longer cycling; the introduction into
high rate and low rate negatives of conducting alloys
that will not form chemical couples with active materials; special additives, including active and non active oxides and salts for pasted negatives, improving capacity and charging characteristics; and,
laminated negatives, used in dry -charged, long life
cells.

During

research

Fig. 5: Interference fit has helped replace the threaded terminals
on this battery with new intercell connectors.

and hardware

New Technique

Advanced molding techniques have been developed

by Yardney Electric with the Rolle Mfg. Co. in the
production of specially -cast metal trays for assembly of primary and rechargeable batteries. Of light
metal alloys, including magnesium and hot -hard al-

loys, these trays are unique in the fact that the

normal tolerances for the draft of the case have been
greatly reduced. This decreases the volume required
for the case and assembled cells.
Battery cases and covers cast from HK 31, a new
magnesium alloy containing thorium and zirconium
have been introduced. Used with batteries employed
in the Bomarc IM -99 interceptor missile, this rugged
alloy proved to be even better than stainless steel in
its ability to withstand the severe shock and vibration
requirements. At 600° F, it showed even greater
mechanical strength than at room temperature.
There have been other developments: special shock resistant mountings and constructions, including unit-

ized and sintered electrodes, for withstanding high
accelerations and vibrations up to and including white

noise; special initial charging techniques and treatments to insure uniform and dip -free discharge characteristics, etc.
Prospects

Many more improvements are in the offing, not only

positive plates Yardney
Electric developed the first self -supported sintered
electrodes; special construction of imbedded con-

in terms of size, weight and power output, but-just

ductors for high -rate applications; and new "forge

That the silver -zinc battery has come as far as it
has in eight short years is an impressive fact. But

on

permitting fabrication of
specially -large positives for extra -size cells.
A number of new types of cellulosic and non -celwelding"

techniques

lulosic separators have also been developed which
have increased the cycle life of silver -zinc rechargeable batteries as much as four -fold. These improved
materials are used to meet the demands of high -rate
or low -rate discharges, extremes of temperature,
etc. Developments in this branch of the art have been
especially marked in primaries, where there have been
great advances in quick activation and long wet stand
life performance.
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as important-in terms of reliability and performance.

that its continuous development implies possible applications in many more commercial and military
fields is more significant.
A REPRINT

of this article can be obtained by writing on
company letterhead to The Editor
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Chestnut & 56th Sts., Phila., Pa.
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Light can give control characteristics analogous to

those resulting from the emitter in the grounded base transistor. Likewise, a light -controlled tetrodeequivalent

is

possible, and has been developed.

The Germanium Photo-Tetrode
By FRIEDA A. STAHL
Senior Applied Physicist

and GEORGE DERMIT
Chief Device Development Section
General Transistor Corp.
Jamaica, New York

ri 1 liE electrical behavior of semiconductors in the

1 presence of suitable light has served both as a
source of information on fundamental phenomena
and as the basis for the development of transducer

acteristics thus achieved were entirely analogous to
those produced by the action of the emitter in the
grounded -base transistor.
Early Forms

devices.

The conductivity modulation effected by light in a
semiconducting crystal is well known, and the term
"phototransistor" was first applied to the diode controlled by incident illumination.' The control char Fig.

1:

Measuring the interaction of electrical and optical signals.

Early work on

a light -controlled

three -element

transistor -type unit concerned itself principally with
the floating -base, two -terminal connection.-

Many

current applications utilize a transparently encased
junction transistor in this configuration, in which the
collector photosensitivity is multiplied by the emitter to -collector gain factor of the transistor.

For other applications, it is advantageous to use
such a phototransistor as a light -controlled tetrodeequivalent, in which the effective operating point and
bias are varied in accordance with the light intensity
incident upon the base region. The 2N318 photo -

transistor is assembled as a normal PNP alloyed junction germanium transistor, mounted in a glass
envelope to enable light to impinge on the interjunction region. In the absence of light, the shortcircuit current gain (2,b) for the grounded -emitter
connection is constant with fe up to 20 ma. With
constant ambient illumination, art, is substantially unchanged, but the electrical characteristic is observed

to shift so that higher values of cutoff bias are

required on the base.
When the light is chopped to supply the signal and
the base -to -emitter voltage is used as the compensat64
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ing bias, a different behavior is observed. Here the
output signal current increases with increasing le
to a saturation at much higher values than that required in darkness. Fig. 2 illustrates these characteristics. This effect indicates an increase in dynamic photoresponse with increasing emitter current.
Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the circuit used
throughout.
The interaction of the two biases may be observed
in the variation of the electrical cutoff of I, with light
intensity. Fig. 3 is a graph of cutoff base bias versus
incident intensity for cutoff current. The residual
value of current, however, increases with increasing
intensity because of the photovoltaic effect.

ments, the interposition of a crown glass lens between

the lamp and the thermopile effectively eliminated
the need td correct the thermopile readings for that
portion of the black -body spectrum which would not
produce photoconductivity in the germanium. In subsequent operation, the lens substantially reduced

spurious heating of the transistor.

Fig.

5

is a

schematic representation of the optical system, and
Fig. 7 is the output calibration at the image plane
for this system.
The radiant source was a 500 -watt G.E. projection
lamp, which has a very compactly wound filament.
The calibration was made with a 12 -junction bismuth silver thermopile.
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6: Measuring the visual sensitivity of the Ge phototetrode.

Units

Dynamic Sensitivity

It will be noted that the light intensity is expressed in terms of energy density rather than
in photometric units. The spectral sensitivity of
germanium devices is known to be greatest in
the near infrared region. The comparative charac-

The average dynamic sensitivity of this type of
phototransistor may be computed from the curves
r (AL)AL ae (Is) dc.
of Fig. 2 by taking the ratio
L
The effective area of the unit is an annulus surrounding the optical shadow of the emitter of about
3 x 10-3 cm2. Thus the total radiation input is the

teristics of a germanium receiver and of a blackbody emitter at 2000°K are illustrated in Fig. 4. The
wavelength identified as the spectral cutoff for crown
glass shows that for engineering use at moderately

high intensities, crown glass optical elements are

measured intensity multiplied by this area. A change
of 4.5 mw/cm2 in intensity becomes a change (AL)
in total effective light input of 14 v.w. With

adequate.

(A

In fact, for purposes of measuring the available
radiation of a tungsten source for these measure ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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e= 7 ma, the resultant sensitivity is 5 x 102

.1.a/µw. The transistor gain factor,

2,.b,

for the typical

unit illustrated here was measured in darkness and
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found to be 80, so that the net photosensitivity of
the collector region is about 6 1).a/1).w. By comparison,

the sensitivity of the collector junction alone may be
computed from the data of Fig. 8, and is found to be
6 µa/µw. These nominal values are representative
of units selected at random from several production
lots.
Visible Range

For work in the visible range, an order -of -magnitude conversion may be made with the factor 6 x 102

lumens/watt. This value is taken from the average
sensitivity curve of the human eye. The conversion
factor actually varies with wavelength, and its maximum, at the maximum sensitivity of the eye (5560A)
is 621 lumens/watt. Averaged over the narrow range
of overlap of the human eye and the germanium spec-

tral response characteristics, the value 600 is sufficient for engineering requirements provided no
infrared energy is permitted to reach the germanium.

With this provision in mind, the sensitivity of 500
µa/µw is translatable to 0.8 1)A/11 -lumen.
To test the validity of this conversion, the lamp was

operated at 90 volts to produce the photometric color

temperature standard of 2870°K. No lens could be
used with the intensities thus generated. A 3 -cm.
thickness of water was introduced into the optical
path to filter out the infrared, yielding a net spectrum
which is a good approximation to the response of the

eye. A photographic light -meter was used for in-

tensity readings.
At an intensity level of 1000 ft -candles, which is
about 1 lumen/cm2, the effective input to the photo-

transistor was 3 x 10 " lumen. The output signal
current was 2.4 x 10-3 amp, confirming the value
of 0.8 1).a/11 -lumen. The optical system for this mea-

surement is schematically shown in Fig. 6.

The relative spectral ranges of the total and the
visible -only inputs for the 2870°K system may be
inferred from the fact that the output reading with
the water Alter removed was 2.7 volts. The corresponding difference in the light -meter readings was
some 50%; the meter contains a selenium cell and a
66
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filter to correct it to eye -sensitivity. Thus, while many
control applications employ visual light sources and

photometric comparisons, the greater utility of the
germanium phototransistor lies in the near infrared.
The sensitivity defined here has been a signal rating, as it would most conveniently be obtained in
actual use. The light levels were direct, but the signal
was alternating. The chopped waveform was square,
and the duty cycle was 50%. The effective value is
therefore 50% of peak, and the true sensitivity, based
on de values, would be doubled.

In the region marked on the graph of Fig. 2, the
increments show that the variation of photocurrent
with light is linear up to the point where the device
becomes current -limited. The intensity region in this
investigation is defined as the high -light range," that
in which the photocurrents are of the same order of

magnitude as the dark currents. In germanium and
silicon of transistor -quality purification this range is
readily attained, in contrast with other photoconductive substances, in which it is relatively difficult to

generate such photocurrents because of the higher
probability of carrier recombination. The behavior of
NPN germanium units is qualitatively similar to
that of the PNP, and these measurements will be followed for NPN cells.
Applications

Suggested types of applications for this device are
those in which a light beam may be used to actuate a

gating circuit, or the converse, where a gated bias
circuit serves to switch the photosignal on and off.
The authors wish to thank their colleague, Sherman
Gross, for supplying the phototransistors used in this
study. In addition, they express their appreciation

to Dr. Frederic Fua of Standard Electronics Re-

search Corporation for his advisory discussions on
radiometry.
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Using Self -Resonant Frequency
Increasing demands for circuit simplicity, reliability, and
economy suggest re-evaluation of the r -f coil. Self -resonant frequency characteristic offers unique design features.
By J. P. BEVERLY
Applications Engr.
Jeffers Electronics Div.
Speer Carbon Co., Dubois Pa.

ALL coils exhibit a self -resonant

Circuit Design

frequency (SRF) characteris

For most applications, the only
requirement for SRF is that it be
considerably above the operating
frequency. This assures uniform

tic. The inductance of a coil, to-

gether with the inherent distributed capacitance in parallel, form
a parallel tuned resonant circuit.
The resulting characteristic may
be utilized for many circuit func-

circuit impedance. A specified SRF

minimum is an accurate and convenient method of specifying the
distributed capacitance of a coil.
Any further requirements on this
parameter for general applications

tions.

Proper control of the SRF characteristic and connected reactive
circuit constants must be assured
before

could result in unnecessary restrictions on the coil design, which
might add to the cost.

the equipment manufac-

turer can fully exploit these circuit design potentialities.
Fig.

1:

Grid dip meter readings should

be

Although a coil possesses both
taken with

a

minimum

of inductive coupling.

inductance and inherent distributed capacitance, the reactance of
these at SRF completely cancel out,

thereby providing a resistive impedance. Such a resistive impedance is useful in many circuits
wherever a large matching or
blocking impedance is required pro-

viding other reactive circuit elements have been balanced or compensated for.

A coil operating at its SRF can
be very useful in filter applications.

A single coil connected in series
will serve as a bandstop filter. Sim-

ilarly, a single coil connected in
parallel will serve as a simple bandpass filter.

A coil functioning at its SRF

can also serve as a "stand off"
terminal mount. Such "mounts"
offer an impedance at a particular
frequency comparable to that of
a good quality insulator. Other
frequencies and de are readily
passed.
Measurement of SRF

It is difficult to over -emphasize

the importance of good measurement techniques in any program of
close SRF control. For small r -f
solenoid coils with axial leads from

0 to 0.5 in. long and with inductance values up to a few p.h,
distributed capacitance
typical
would be 0.3
However, this does not mean

(Continued on page 100)
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Adequate human response in modern closed -loop man -machine systems

requires simplified integrated display of command data.
A method of generating such a display is developed,
and the specific techniques for simplifying
the instrumentation of jet aircraft are described.

Man -Machine Systems Call for

Displaying Integrated
THE instrument panel of a modern jet aircraft

Over-all response time consists of data acceptance

1 illustrates a situation that has its counterpart in
many industrial applications: many separate indicators show components of an over-all situation that
must be integrated in the mind of the human controller (the pilot).

time plus reaction time required to initiate corrective action. Reaction time is a property of the

The integration process requires a finite time, and
a point is soon reached at which the number of
independent data inputs cannot be integrated within
the over-all response time required of the man machine system.

of separate inputs and (2) the time required for
their integration. Both of these factors can be de-

A jet pilot, flying on instruments, might very
easily find himself in a fatal situation, through a
pilot error that occurred as a result of the delay between the time at which he began making his last
survey of the instruments and the time at which he
initiated the corrective action.

individual, and cannot be much decreased once the individual is selected and trained. The data ac-

ceptance time, however, depends on (1) the number

creased by the application of the concept known as
integrated instrumentation.

Contact Analog
integrated -instrumentation system, the
number of separate inputs is effectively decreased by
presenting all of the information on a single display.
In

the

Moreover, the integration time is decreased by pre-

senting the information in a form that has some

Representation of Aircraft Attitudes

WAI1111110.\\

wg Iv%

Mr/MILIM.
Fig. 1: Level flight, plane on heading.
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Fig. 2: Aircraft is now in a right bank.

Fig. 3: Level flight, on cross heading.
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Mockup of cockpit shows thin, flat plate,
transparent

screen

called

contact

analog.

Instrumentation
relation to the manner in which the human controller is accustomed to accepting it in the real world.
For instance, an indication of an increase in altitude

is much better related to the real world if it is presented in the form of an apparent contraction of a
textured surface than in the form of a dial reading.
These concepts are obviously applicable to any
man -machine system, although the present description
is limited to the case of integration of flight information. The data representing an aircraft's speed,

altitude, and attitude (i.e., heading, roll .and pitch)
are combined into a single display. This display is

related to the real world in a simple way, and is

known as the contact analog. The method is utilized
in an actual display generator designed and developed at the Kaiser West Coast Electronics Laboratory in Palo Alto, Calif.

In a typical presentation, Fig. 1, the contact analog

consists of a perspective representation of a set of
grid lines that appear to converge toward a point on
the horizon. When the aircraft goes into a roll, the
entire presentation tilts, Fig. 2. A change in heading
shifts the picture as in Fig. 3. A change in pitch
changes the perspective: a vertical dive is illustrated
in Fig. 4. A change in altitude at level flight is illustrated in Figs. 5 & 6, which show the apparent

expansion in the texture gradient as the aircraft
goes from a high altitude, Fig. 5, to a low altitude,
Fig. 6.
A representation of speed is obtained by causing
the entire display to give the impression of forward
motion to the observer. In the level -flight, on -heading
case, Fig. 1, for example, the horizontal lines appear
to be generated in the horizon, move continually

by Means of the Contact Analog

/4MI I I 1V1
Fig. 4: Pc feet grid means ve tical dive.
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Fig. 5: Plane flying at high altitude.

ANn
iiiMMENwA

Fig. 6: Plane operating at low altitude.
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Displaying
Instrumentation

Fig. 7: The memory

surface-a hemisphere with grid
lines.

(Continued)
downward,

and

disappear from

view at the bottom of the display.

In fact, the contact analog of a
moving aircraft is always a dy-

namic display with complete continuity of motion-a characteristic
that cannot be readily represented
by drawings or photographs.
The contact analog thus satisfies
both the requirement for a reduced

%New

:1W.

4fr

gar

number of separate inputs, by
combining several into a single

display; and the requirement for
reduced integration time, by presenting the information to the pilot

in a manner similar to that

in

which he is accustomed. The grid line representation is seen to be very much like the
actual picture observed by the pilot of an aircraft
flying over flat farmland sectioned into regular.
square lots.
The Hemisphere

The basic information to be displayed is contained
on the surface of a hemisphere, Fig. 7. A pattern of
lines is mechanically inscribed on a hollow aluminum

surface that has been anodized black and covered
with an acid -resistant film; immersion in an etching

vapor bath then produces the contrasting pattern
shown. An examination of this pattern reveals that
all of the configurations illustrated in Figs. 1 to 4 can
be derived by viewing a portion of the hemisphere-a
procedure that is actually accomplished by an elec-

In practice, the camera comprises a

flying -spot

scanner and photomultiplier. The moving light "spot"

on the face of the scanner is optically focused onto
the surface of the hemispherical memory. The reflected light is collected and amplified by the photo multiplier. The flying spot produces a uniformly
bright rectangular area on the scanner face. The
differences in the amount of light reflected from the
white lines and from the dark background on the
hemisphere are translated into a video pulse train
(by means of the photomultiplier) that is amplified
Fig. 8: Relation between the size of camera raster and display in

an altitude change: a) at high altitude, and b) at low altitude.

SCANNED AREA

SCANNED AREA

COCKPIT
PRESENTATION

COCKPIT
PRESENTATION

tronic camera. The edge of the hemisphere corresponds to the horizon. The lines converge toward
four singularities on the horizon, representing the
cardinal points of the compass. The thickness of each
line varies, decreasing toward the horizon to strengthen the impression of linear perspective.
To obtain a display like that of Fig. 1, the camera

views a small area surrounding one of the cardinal
points; Fig. 3 corresponds to an area half way between cardinal points; and Fig. 4, which does not
contain the horizon at all, corresponds to the apex of
the hemisphere. The motions necessary to produce
the changes in heading and pitch are accomplished in

the present device by moving the hemisphere with
respect to a stationary camera. The hemisphere is
supported by a two -axis gimbal and is moved by two

servo repeaters actuated by electrical signals from
the vertical and directional gyros of the aircraft.
Camera

The camera serves two purposes: (1) to read out
the positioning information; and (2) to transform
this information in accordance with additional information pertaining to altitude and speed.
70
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by a video amplifier and forms the input to the dis-

play tube. The sweeps of the display tube are, of
course, synchronized with those of the camera tube,
by means of a central timing and sweep generator.

To introduce altitude information, the size and
shape of the raster of the camera tube are adjusted,
as follows. To indicate a decrease in altitude, the
texture of the display must be made coarser, Fig. 6.
This change is accomplished by making the cameratube raster smaller along the horizontal, Fig. 8.
To introduce speed information, the display must

Heading

Pitch
Altitude
Speed
COMPUTER
Impact Point
Roll
CENTRAL

MEMORY
UNIT

FLYING -SPOT
CAMERA

appear to expand continuously from the impact point.
The impact point is defined as the intersection of the

VIDEO

flight path with the surface of the earth; in level

AMPLIFIER

flight, the impact point lies in the horizon. The nature of the display pattern is such that this continuous expansion can be accomplished by a repeated expansion and collapse, since the action is repeated as
soon as a horizontal line reaches the position initially
occupied by the preceding line. To accomplish this
action, it is thus only necessary to apply a cyclic signal
that contracts the size of the camera raster, and then

permits it to expand to its initial size almost instantaneously. This operation is illustrated in Fig. 9.
It is seen that in both the altitude and speed transformations, it is necessary to perform an operation

on the camera raster that

is

the inverse of that

required on the display. The over-all size of the
display raster remains constant.
It should be noted that the flight path may not
always coincide with the physical heading of the aircraft, e.g., when the aircraft is "slipping" or "settling." Here, the impact point lies off center, or not
on the horizon, or both, but the display pattern must
still appear to expand from that point. A special
circuit is employed to shift the display raster accordingly.

SCANNED AREA

i

i
-,

SYNC

GENERATOR

DISPLAY
UNIT

Fig.

10:

Contact analog system can introduce roll electronically.

Roll

The operations described above thus accomplish a
representation of all the elements needed to describe

the aircraft's speed, altitude, and attitude, with the
exception of roll. This information can be introduced in a number of ways, all aiming at rotating the

display in accordance with the roll of the aircraft.
Perhaps the simplest method is to cause the deflection

fields of the display tube to rotate about its axis,
either by physically rotating external magnetic deflection yokes, or electronically, by using resolved signal
components on the windings of a double yoke.
Possible Extensions

If roll is introduced electronically, the system.
Fig. 10, operates entirely electronically, with the exception of the two servo repeaters used to move the
hemispherical memory. In an alternate version, now
tinder development, even this moving part is elim-

inated (by the use of advanced electronic storage
techniques), so that an "all -electronic" system results.
_-

The system is by no means limited to the display
of the information described above. Additional information, e.g., air temperature, could, of course,
be included by the use of appropriate symbols, and

the versatility of the system could be further in-

I

w

creased by the use of a color display tube. Even the
present system contains additional features omitted
for the sake of clarity and other reasons. One such
feature is the addition of a second hemisphere, carrying a contrasting pattern to represent the "sky." This
prevents the display from becoming blank during a

I
1

I

COCKPIT PRESENTATION

steep climb.
Acknowledgment

Fig.

9:

Method of

contracting camera
raster periodically to
obtain

periodic

ex-

pansion of display
presentation.
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Much of the work toward the development of the
system described was carried out under the Army Navy Instrumentation Program (ANIP), coordinated
by Douglas Aircraft Co. under Prime Contract Nonr
1076(00). This system constitutes the first known
method of presenting an integrated display of the
several information signals on an electronic display
screen. A more advanced system is currently under
development at Kaiser's Palo Alto laboratory.
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Examining the significant operational characteristics of delay lines
and how they influence design. Covers:

delay time, carrier frequency, voltage attenuation,
bandpass characteristics and spurious response.

Designing
By I. C. MILLER
and C. W. SHAREK
Engineering Department,
Corning Glass Works,

Corning, N. Y.

rrHE primary consideration with regard to delay
1 time is the physical size of the final package. Since
delay time is basically a function of path length and
shear velocity in the transmission medium (.01234
ft./p.sec. in Code 7940 C.G.W. Fused Silica), the size
of the delay line is determined by the reflection pattern selected.

Three typical reflection patterns yield cased line
sizes shown in Table I.

These three patterns cover the range of delay time
in common use today. However, numerous other patterns, with varying degrees of reflection pattern compression, have been developed to meet specific size
requirements and other performance characteristics.
Design Capabilities

The upper limit of the delay time, for any given
single plane pattern, is fixed by the maximum diameter of available ultrasonic quality fused silica. These
limits are those shown in Table I for Patterns I and
Beyond the limit of 3300 ti.sec., it is necessary to
resort to a more compressed pattern or a multi plane configuration.
The lower limit is imposed when the reflecting and

transducer facets become too short to accommodate
an effective acoustic beam width on any given reflection pattern. It then becomes necessary to employ
a less compressed pattern to provide the desired transducer areas. Generally, this is more of an economic
consideration than a design problem.

third time reflection, are all related to delay time
and thereby physical size. Each of these characteristics are treated individually later and are mentioned
here only to emphasize their interrelationship.

The major factor related to

Carrier Frequency
carrier frequency is

silica loss. Silica loss increases rapidly with frequency. This becomes an important consideration

from the standpoint of voltage attenuation characteristics as the delay time (path length) increases.

To compensate for increased silica loss at higher

frequencies, it becomes necessary to increase the

transducer crystal frequency. For long delay times,
the total silica loss becomes so great that large increases in transducer crystal frequency are required.
For example, a 2100 toec. delay line with a carrier
frequency of 35 Mc requires 60 Mc crystals to obtain
minimum attenuation at carrier frequency. Since
60 Mc is the highest frequency of crystals available
in commerical production and suitable for delay line
use, this constitutes a design limit. Fig. 1 illustrates

the practical limit of carrier frequency as related to
delay length, for fundamental mode operation.
At lower frequencies, silica loss is no problem. However, transducer efficiency (referred to unit driven
area) decreases with frequency; consequently, larger

driving areas must be used. The problem then becomes one of obtaining a geometric configuration with

large enough crystal and reflecting facets to accommodate an effective transducer, yet small enough to
satisfy the requirements of the application.

Related Characteristics

Voltage Attenuation

Voltage attenuation, carrier frequency, terminal
capacity, and, in particular, spurious response and

The voltage attenuation of a signal through a delay
line results from the sum of the losses in:
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1. The transducers.
2. The fused silica.
3. Beam collimation, reflecting apertures and coatings used for secondary control.

Of these three losses, the transducer and fused

silica losses are most significant.
The transducer losses:
1. Decrease with increasing frequency (area constant).
2. Decrease as active area is decreased.
3. Increase with off -resonance operation of the
crystal.

acteristics. Note the effect of increasing silica loss

with increasing frequency in shifting the peak frequency lower, and skewing the resultant response
curve.

Fig. 2 also demonstrates the mechanism by which

carrier frequency is limited by delay time or total
silica loss.
Smoothness of Response

Regular high frequency variations in voltage attenuation in the pass band (ripples) are primarily
a function of transducer design. Ripple can be con -

Ultrasonic Delay Lines
Since losses in the fused silica increase with increasing frequency, a complex relationship exists between voltage attenuation, carrier frequency, and de-

lay time. Thus, it is necessary to consider each of
these factors simultaneously in the design phase and
summarize the effect of each in predicting voltage
attenuation.

Typical values of voltage attenuation are given in

Table 2.

This demonstrates the absence of a simple relationship among delay time, carrier frequency and
voltage attenuation parameters.

trolled to negligible amplitudes with design and process techniques.

Irregular variations (jags) are primarily a function of material quality and can be controlled only
to a limited extent by design technique.
The design most commonly employed provides a
theoretical maximum bandwidth of 77% of center
frequency. This is a theoretical value, and has not
been achieved in practice. Practical values obtainable

in quantity production range up to 50% of center
Better than 60% bandwidth has been

frequency.

achieved occasionally with laboratory controlled conditions.

Other factors which affect bandwidth are silica
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1: Practical limit of carrier frequency vs. delay length.

Band Pass Characteristics

The acoustic bandwidth of a delay line is primarily
related to carrier frequency and transducer design.
Theoretically, bandwidth bears a percentage relationship to carrier frequency, hence wider bandwidths

result with higher carrier frequencies. The transducer design, including both configuration and materials used in the assembly, are very significant
factors in determining bandwidth.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of silica on band pass char ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Fig. 2: Increasing silica loss lowers the peak frequency.

quality, absorbers used to control secondaries, and
delay length.

It is of interest to note that by transducer design
variations, it is possible to reduce voltage attenuation
moderately at the expense of reduced bandwidth.
The relationship is similar to those existing in the
case of loaded resonant circuits. Ripple within the
band pass can be controlled to 1 db. peak to peak without difficulty. Lesser values become an economic consideration.
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Ultrasonic
Delay Lines
(Continued)
Spurious Responses

Spurious signal levels are closely

associated with reflection pattern
compression. Generally, as pattern
compression increases, spurious
level capabilities of the delay line
degrade.

Within this general capability
area established by a particular
pattern, other factors influence
spurious levels in practical design.

Any single spurious signal

is

simply energy from the main beam,
or its side lobes which reaches the
output transducer by way of a path

other than the desired one, therefore the best spurious performance
requires minimum beam spreading
and low side lobe energy content.
These factors are controlled largely
by transducer design.

BNC TYPE

Beam control is, to a considerable degree, a function of the dimensions of the active area of
the transducer, measured in wave
length units. Thus, in a practical
sense, this consideration is closely

INPUT 4 OUTPUT
TERMINALS

ED
Fig

3

Hat- design is simple to assemble and minimizes feedthrough and shielding problems.

Table 1-Typical Reflection Patterns
Delay Range (1, sec.)
1000 to 3300
500 to 1790
240 to 1400

Pattern
II

Ill

Table 2

Simple Case Dia. & Thickness (inches)
71/4 D. x 11/4 to 20 D. x11/4
7 D. x 11/4 to 20 D. x 11/4
31/4 D. x 1 to 171/4 D. x 11/4

Typical Voltage Attenuation Values

Delay
,. sec.

Frequency
mc.

Voltage Attenuation
Ave. db. into 50 ohms)

250
250
2778
2778
3333
3333
1559
2053

40

60
72
72
80
78
68
56
77

11

20
9
10
15
35
35

allied with carrier frequency, delay
time and actual physical dimensions
of the delay line pattern required.
Absorber coatings are normally
applied to portions of the reflector
facet not used to reflect energy.
The uncoated portions of these facets in effect are reflecting apertures,

tending to limit the energy to the
desired reflection path. These so
called "absorber stops" reduce the
energy content in the inevitable
spurious signals impinging on these
absorber areas.
Problems of spurious control become magnified on compressed pat-

terns where multiple main path
reflections are required on nearly
every facet.
The nominal spurious perform.
ance ranges of three commonly
used patterns is shown in Table 3.
Third Time Reflection

This spurious signal occurs at
A REPRINT
of this

article can be obtained by writing on

company letterhead to The Editor
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Chestnut & 56th Sts., Phila., Pa.
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three times the design delay of the
main delayed signal, as the name
implies. It is present at some amplitude in all ultrasonic delay lines.
This amplitude varies widely with
delay time and frequency.
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The phenomenon accounting for third time response is that of reflection of a portion of the main
signal energy from the output transducer back along

Mechanical Characteristics

Table 1 shows typical case dimensions for a range
of delay times. Case design generally preferred by

the main beam path, reflected again at the input trans-

us is what is commonly referred to as a "hat" and
"plate" design. This is shown in Fig. 3.

ducer, then returning to the output transducer to
produce the spurious response. Higher order multiple
responses are possible as well, under certain condi-

This design has two primary advantages as follows:
1. It provides a simple and effective package because
(a) It is easy to assemble in production
(b) terminal arrangement minimizes feed through
problems and the necessity for internal shield-

tions.

The factors affecting the ultimate amplitude of the
third time signal, and most significantly, the signal
level when referred to the main delayed signal, are:
1. Total loss of the acoustic transmission medium

ing

(c) the proximity of terminals to transducer minimizes variations in terminal capacitance
(d) a convenient mounting arrangement is provided

which acts once on the main delayed signal, and
three times on the triple pass reflection.
2. The reflection coefficient of the transducers.
Since the loss per unit length of path of fused silica
varies with frequency, it is apparent that the relative
amplitude of third time signal will be a delay length
and frequency dependent variable.
Control of reflection coefficient is primarily a function of transducer design. Transducer design can be
used to control third time reflection signal level within
reasonable limits. However, as design carrier frequencies are reduced and delay times decreased, the
third time response becomes increasingly difficult to

by flange

(e) tight closure is provided, yet critical tolerances
are not required.
2. It is easily and readily obtainable
(a) can be procured without costly tooling
(b) delivery can be obtained in minimum time.
Possible disadvantages are:
1. Overall diameter is increased by the flange.
2. Terminal arrangement may not be convenient
in the equipment.
Internal Package Design

Internal package design, including materials used,
meet most military requirements. Materials are not
fungus nutrients. The delay line is encapsulated or
potted in Dow Corning's RTV Silastic compound. This
method is preferred over hermetic sealing because
it combines shock and absorption characteristics with
effective internal sealing.

reduce.

Somewhat limited experience with short delay low
frequency lines indicates that a 250 p.sec.-20 Mc line,

assembled with optimum standard techniques will
have a third time response of about 40 db below the
main delayed signal. If the same line is assembled
to operate at 10 Mc, it is estimated that the third time
response will be approximately 30 db below the main
delayed signal.
All delay line transducers are simple two -plate

Weight

Table 4 shows weights for typical assemblies of
various time delays.

capacitors. The standard method of computing ca-

pacity applies, utilizing the electrode area, crystal
thickness and dielectric constant
to yield quite accurate end cell
design values. Build out capacity
of wiring, connectors, etc. usually
adds 5-7 micro-microfarads in uncomplicated assemblies.

The design capabilities are limited only by the compromises necessary in consideration of the performance characteristics dependent
on tranducer design. Most important of these are:

Pattern
II

III

It follows that where terminal
performance characteristics must
be compromised. Thus it is mutually advantageous to avoid finalizing the capacity specification until

ances assigned.
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Spurious Performance
Compression

Delay Range
(µ sec.,
1000 3000
500 1790
240 1400

Nominal Spurious Levels
9-20 mc
Over 20 mc

(dia. µ sec.)

Table 5

Nominal
Delay Time
(A sec.)
2778
2778

-40 -45 db
-50 -55 db
-44 -60 db

-30 -40 db
-45 -50 db

.0055
.0102
.0127

Typical Delay Times and Weight
Approx. Weight lbs.)

sec.

.9-1.5

250
850
1100
1400
2200
2600
2780
3300

capacity is limited by specification,

can be safely finalized, and toler-

Table 3

Table 4

(ripple).
2. Spurious performance.
3. Voltage attenuation.

prototype delay lines have been designed, assembled, and tested. At
this point, the capacity specification

cause:

Delay

1. Band pass characteristics

Terminals

BNC or similar types are preferred terminals be-

9-10
8-10
9-11
12-15
14-16
14-16
24-48

Variations In Delay Time With Operating Frequency
Carrier
Frequency
(mc)
9

20

Normal
Bandwidth
(mc)
3
6

Variations in
Time Delay over
Bandwidth
sec.

1.34
0.18
75

ence in amplitudes with changes in operating fre-

Ultrasonic Delay Lines
(continued)
1. They are standard throughout the industry and
generally acceptable to the military.
2. Availability is good.

3. When required, internal (base) shielding is uncomplicated.
Operational Factors

Two major operational factors influence delay line
performance and thus must be given design consideration. They are (1) operating frequency, and (2
temperature.

The characteristics which are affected by variations in operating frequency are delay time and
spurious response, including third time around. Variations in delay time with operating frequency are small
as shown in Table 5 for a 2778 p.sec. delay line, hence
are not considered to be too important in most applications.

Note that for a given delay time the variation per
megacycle decreases with higher carrier frequency.
Also, since this is a vertical geometry phenomenon,
the variation varies directly with delay time (path
length).
A complex relationship exists between spurious
signal level and operating frequency. From consideration of the factors influencing spurious signal levels
tZ

0
-2

OUTPUT VOL: LEVEL
I

1

1

4-,13.531/SEC-20 MC

-

-6
D B.

-/0

*--RLS0 2053 .VSEC-.55 MC

-12

OVER RANGE-20'rd 26° C

- 14

-/6
-13

70

0

0

30 -20 -/0° 0

/0° 20° 30° 400 50°

DELRY LINE TEMP -CENT. DEG.
Fig. 4: Voltage attenuation increases with decrease in temp.

it follows theoretically that spurious signals cannot
remain constant over a frequency range. This is best
demonstrated by considering the affect of one factor,
glass loss, in the case of a single spurious arriving
at the output transducer at 50% of the delay time.
At any given operating frequency, the spurious signal
will have a given amplitude relative to the main delayed signal. At some higher operating frequency
the difference in amplitudes will become less. This
is true because
1. the glass loss is greater at the higher frequency,
and

2. the main delayed signal travels twice as far as
the spurious signal.
From this it can be seen that the greater the differ-

ence in time delay between the spurious signal and
the main delayed signal, the greater will be the differ76

quency. This is particularly significant in the case of
the third time around whose path length is three times
that of the main delayed signal.
Silica loss is only one of the factors contributing to
variations in spurious signal level with changes in
operating frequency. Other factors include transducer
design, reflecting aperture design, carrier frequency,
reflecting pattern design, and path length.
Temperature Variations

Delay line performance is influenced by temperature
primarily through two characteristics which vary with
temperature. They are:
1. shear velocity
2. silica loss
Change in shear velocity with temperature produces
a temperature coefficient (T.C.) of time delay. In
Code 7940, C.G.W. Fused Silica, the T.C. of time delay

is nominally -77 ppm/°C. The magnitude of the
effect of temperature change on delay time may be
readily computed from the relationship.
-1 Time Delay = Time Delay (pec.) x 77 x 10-6 x
Temp. (°C)
For a 2778 p.sec. delay line the change in time delay
is -.214 p.sec. for 1°C temperature change.
While an exact tolerance is not given for the value
of T.C. of time delay for C.G.W. Fused Silica, practical
experience has shown that the deviation or variation

from -77 ppm/°C is very small-probably less than
ppm/°C. In actual applications, consideration of
the variation of T.C. is usually insignificant. Since
1°C temperature difference represents a .214 p.sec.
change in time delay, a variation of ±5 ppm would
result in a variation of ±.014 pee. time delay. The
value .014 lisec., however, is also equivalent to a temperature difference of only .06°C (.014 p.sec. - 2778
p.sec. x 77 x 10-6). Thus, the effect of variation of T.C.
is negligible in considering the overall problem of temperature control.

Silica loss varies inversely with temperature. The
affect of change in silica loss has been treated in detail in previous portions of the presentation; therefore,
at this point it is necessary to simply summarize the
affect of changes in silica loss as a function of temperature variations.
Voltage attenuation-increases with a decrease in
temperature. Fig. 4 shows voltage attenuation vs.
temperature for a 3333 !ism -20 Mc delay line. This
curve also applies for a 2053 lam -20 Mc delay line.
Band pass characteristics-peak response frequency
shifts to lower frequency, bandwidth becomes narrower, and band pass becomes more skewed with decrease in temperature. Refer to Fig. 2. The overall
affect on band pass characteristics may be visualized
if a new normalized curve of silica loss, representing

higher loss and thus having a steeper slope is inserted, and combined with the transducer response
curve.

Spurious response level-spurious signals with delay time less than the main delayed signal have greater
relative amplitude with decrease in temperature;

spurious signals with delay time greater than the
main delayed signal (third time around included) have
(Continued on page 117)
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The design engineer now has a unique new component for
electronic equipment. Here are the design characteristics

of the new electronically variable, solid state capacitor.

A Voltage

Variable Capacitor
With the tiny new Varicap, the engineer
can make an entirely new approach to variable capacitance circuits.

By GENE F. STRAUBE
Pacific Semiconductors, Inc.
1041 West Jefferson Blvd.

Culver City, California

Part Two of Two Parts

Fig.

13: A simple FM transmitter with Varicap modulation circuit.

FM

Frequency modulation is achieved by voltage -modu-

lating a Varicap in the resonant tank of an FM oscillator. Such an FM transmitter has been designed and
constructed by PSI and is schematically depicted in
Fig. 13. The Varicap serves to modulate the transistor oscillator center frequency of 100 mc in accordance with the signals applied to it from the microphone input. The transistor used in this transmitter
is a high -frequency silicon transistor developed by

3- i2oumf
24 iu h

it

Toluf

PSI under contract to Sandia Corporation and the

240

U.S. Army Signal Supply Agency.
Voltage -controlled oscillators using Varicaps have
been designed and constructed. The Varicap offers
quite a simple and effective means of voltage tuning

by varying the resonant frequency of an oscillator
tank circuit. It can be used to provide remote tuning
or replace mechanical systems now in use. A commercial transistor portable receiver has been modi-

1.6
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V ariCaP,

(Continued)
SIGNAL
INPUT
Fig.

RF

OUTPUT

SUPPLY

14: Resonant
BIAS

slope dielectric am
plifier using a Vari-

SUPPLY

cap.

fled at PSI to provide Varicap r -f input and local
oscillator tuning in the broadcast band replacing
variable ganged air capacitors.
Varicap Amplifier

Varicaps may also be used as resonant slope dielectric amplifiers. In such a circuit (Fig. 14) the RF

filter. An example of this application is the T section

of Fig. 17a. With its associated bias network, this
low pass filter employing a Varicap is depicted in
Fig. 17b. The frequency -voltage dependence may be
derived as follows:

input and bias are set such that the Varicap and

inductor will operate on one side or the other of the
resonant frequency, f. Variations in the input will
then tend to vary the capacitance and resonant frequency and, hence, vary the r -f output as shown in
Fig. 15. Resonant curve 1 is the Varicap-inductor
resonance curve with zero signal. Curve 2 is the
resonance curve resulting from the input signal going
positive, reducing the total voltage on the Varicap,
thereby increasing the capacitance and decreasing the
resonant frequency. Conversely, curve 8 results from
a negative going signal which tends to decrease the
capacitance and increase the resonant frequency. The
output therefore is amplitude modulated in accordance with the input signal strength.
An amplifier following this principle has been designed and constructed by Dill and Depian° and is
schematically represented in Fig. 16. C,1 and L1 are
the resonant tank, Lb is an r -f choke, Cb an r -f bypass,
and the diode, Cf, and load combination a half -wave
rectifier circuit. Stable voltage gains of over 30 and
up to 5 KC signal frequency were reported using an
800 tic r -f supply and a 20 K load.

1

-

- ZI ZT
2

ZT =

2

Zi

ZT ± Z2

Zi

-

Zi

2

2

ZT

Zi Z,

ZT Z2

Z2

which simplified, yields

ZT =

Zi Z2 ±

4

Z12

at cutoff

-

Z12 =

Z1 Z2

4

4

substituting from Figure 19b.

4

« 2 trf,0

2x

fro -

(22)
w

C=

since

ing the voltage bias will vary the pass band of the
=

C

1

Variable Filter

Another interesting application of Varicaps is their
use in voltage -controlled variable filter circuits. Vary-

(-2 Z1 + ZT) Z2

= 2Z1+

LC

1/V

V V /Jr V I.

123)

These curves illustrate resonant slope dielectric operation.

Therefore a variation in bias voltage from one to five
volts would increase the highest frequency transmitted in an ideal loss -free filter by roughly 50%.
Other types of low pass, high pass, and band pass
filters could similarly employ Varicaps as variable

voltage capacitor sections.
Measurement Techniques

far

INPUT

78

FREQUENCY

Measurements have been made on Varicaps using
the Boonton Model 250A RX Meter, General Radio
Type 821-A impedance meter, Tektronix Model 130
LC meter, and various other instruments. Since the
measurements of leakage resistance and maximum
operating voltage are quite straightforward, only the
capacitance and Q instrumentation will be discussed
in this section.
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Capacitance

A simple means of obtaining a fairly accurate
capacitance reading is through the use of the Tektronix Model 130 LC meter with external bias supply.
This meter measures full scale capacitance from 3 to

300 ppf at 150 KC. The Varicap bias is adjusted to
the desired value by means of the external bias supply. The instrument operates by measuring the
change in frequency caused by the Varicap when it
is added to a resonant tank circuit. An ac voltage of
up to one volt is applied across the Varicap during
this measurement. Due to the non-linear capacitancevoltage characteristic this ac voltage modulation will
tend to cause the LC meter to read slightly higher
than the true value of the capacitance. The total

error is normally less than 5%, however, and the
instrument offers an efficient and simple means of
capacitance measurement.

Q

('

(25)

V series Varicaps from PSI are measured in this

meter at a bias of 4 volts to determine capacitance,
R. and Q.
The model 250 RX meter used at PSI has been
modified to minimize error due to the magnitude of
signal voltage, to extend the capacitance range and
to provide a variable bias to the Varicap. The first
objective is obtained by lowering the level of applied
r -f voltage to about 50 my by reducing the oscillator
output. This is accomplished by supplying the oscillator B+ through a 50,000 ohm potentiometer, thereby reducing the plate voltage on the oscillator tube.
The capacitance range extension and bias supply is
achieved by means of a test jig as shown in Fig. 20.
The battery voltage -divider arrangement supplies a

ISOLATING
CHOKE

L

0
SIGNAL
INPUT

Fig.

OUTPUT

16: A variable capacitor amplifier using Varicap.

Fig.

17: Simple schematic of voltage controlled T section.

Reactance

controllable bias to the Varicap as read on the VTVM.

A wider range of tests may be performed using the
Boonton Model 250A RX meter. This meter determines the equivalent parallel resistance and parallel
reactance of a two -terminal network at frequencies
between .5 and 250 Mc. The instrument consists of a
Schering bridge with its associated oscillator, detector, amplifier, null detector, and power supply. Bridge
balance is observed on a null meter by adjustment of
two calibrated dials which indicate parallel resistance

The inductance is determined by the amount of inductive reactance required to shift the null of the
bridge to the end of the C7, scale as follows:

and parallel capacitance of the two -terminal component. This meter will transform the equivalent circuit of the Varicap in Fig. 18a into its equivalent
parallel resistance -reactance network of Fig. 18b. The
equivalent parallel resistance, 14, has no physical

reality in the Varicap and is merely a measurement
of the magnitude of the series resistance, R8. The

Fig.

18:

Transformation of Varicap equivalent into parallel form.

value of R. may be determined as follows:
R. =

It,

+ it,' ,02 C2

(26)

where
(24)

4 w2 f2 V C
C = maximum capacitance to be measured
f = operating frequency

At C = 100 ppf and f = 50 Mc the inductance beFor convenience it may be determined from Fig. 19,

which is merely a chart of Eqn. 24 at 50 Mc. The
figure of merit. Q, is then easily calculated as follows:
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comes 0.1 p.h, which is the value used in production

testing of V series Varicaps. With these modifications, the Boonton Model 250A RX meter serves as
79

Varicap

(Continued)
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a very useful instrument for measuring Cp and 1?, of
Varicaps.

Another instrument that has been successfully employed is the General Radio Type 821A Impedance
meter. This instrument transforms a two -terminal
network into its parallel admittance components, susceptance and conductance, over the frequency range
from 470 KC to 30 Mc. The dials are calibrated, however, directly in capacitance and conductance. It is
very effective equipment for determination of C,
and Q and is particularly useful because of the extended range of capacitance, up to 1000 p.u.f, which it
is capable of measuring.
Conclusions

Varicaps have many advantages over reactance
tubes, mechanical tuning capacitors, and barium titanate capacitors. They offer great reduction in size
and weight, significant improvement in service reliability, and stability of capacitance with temperature
variations. Compared to reactance tubes, they are
much smaller and lighter, require no filaments and
associated filament circuitry, operate to much higher
frequencies, are considerably more reliable, and eliminate the need for sockets, shields, and other vacuum
tube accessories. Varicaps offer simpler remote tun-

50
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"VARICAP"

UNDER TEST

maintenance, and faster operation than
mechanical tuning capacitors. They have a very
significant advantage over barium titanate capacitors in that these are quite temperature sensitive
whereas Varicaps have practically no capacitance
variation with temperature over most of their oper-

80

30

1. Trade Mark: Pacific Semiconductors, Inc.
2. "A Variable -Capacitance Germanium Junction Diode for
CHF," Giacoletto and O'Connell: RCA Review, March 1955, pp.
68-85.

ing, less

ating range.
The introduction of commercially available Varicaps with controlled characteristics not only provides
the circuit designer with an improved substitute for
previously existing devices but with a new design
element that should broaden the scope of electronic
circuitry.
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Fig. 20: Test setup
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C
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CINCH -JAN

HEAT DISSIPATING

SHIELD INSERT
FOR INCREASED COOLING EFFICIENCY

.... aids in maintaining lower operating tube temperatures
.. equipments have fewer failures, greater reliability, less
maintenance and tube replacement costs.
Miniature Tube
Shield anJ
Insert Assembly
(Type 1, See Char))
Port No.

Dim.

Number of Rows

"A" Dim. "11"

of Now,

20K 22512

.860

2%

3

20K 22513

1.312

2",

5

20K 22514

1.750

2's,

6

Port No.

,

Dint. "A" Dim

20K 22509

.750

20K 22510

1.125

20K 22511

1.625

Number of Rows
of Fingers

2',
2',
2',

3

6

Noval Tube Shield and
Insert Assembly
(Type 2, See Chart)

The flexible fingers insure maximum contact of the cooling insert
between the tube and outer shield
over the wide tolerances encounte-ed
in tube and shield assemblies.

CINCH corrugated inserts are made from 0.003 inch
cadmium -plated Beryllium Copper with black matte
heat resistant finish; bent into a circular shape, the

ends fitted together, and then inserted into the
proper shield. The insert makes contact v./1h the
circumference of the glass bulb and the shield on
the other side, conducting the heat to the shield
with a greater radiating surface.

DIM "B"
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1
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II
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I11
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11

I
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1

LE IEIE

II

II

1

11

1

Meet requirements of MIL Standard 242A

11

and MIL -S -19786A (Navy)

111111111

These inserts may be adapted to operating equipment presently in use with no chassis modification

Shield &
Insert No.

or additional space requirements.

13A 22699

1

13A 22700

Centrally

1

located

13A 22701

1

Indiana, LaPuente, California
and St. Louis, Missouri.

13B 22702

2

plants at
Chicago, Illinois, Shelbyville,

Shield

Insert No.

Shield
Length

JAN No.

13A 963

20K 22509

138

TS 102U01

Tube
Type

Shield No.

13A 964

20K 22510

1%

TS 1021102

13A 965

20K 22511

21/4

TS 1021103

13B 17873.1

20K 22512

11/2

TS 1031.101

TS 103UO2
TS 103UO3

138 22703

2

13B 17874-1

20K 22513

14'6

13B 22704

2

13B 17875.1

20K 22514

23/8

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
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Under license arrangement with
International Electronics Research Corporation.
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This similarity of positive and negative portions
of collector current curves,
base voltage constant, is treated for the first time.
The property, most useful in horizontal
deflection output stages, appears in
most junction triode p -n -p power transistors.
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Fig. 4: Connections interchanged as
in Fig. 2, but with voltage constant.

output stages of horizontal deflec-
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flow away from these electrodes. In
the figures, the positive sense is to

eral, during the scanning trace the

the right and up, while negative

positive to a fraction of a volt negative. At the some time, the collec-
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Base current rises as collector voltage enters positive region.
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1.0

currents flow toward the base and
collector, while negative currents

tion in television receivers.1 In gen-

collector of the output transistor
swings from a fraction of a volt

JOE

0

ONE very important application

sense is to the left and down from
the origin; the quadrants are numbered in a conventional counterclockwise direction.

value of several amperes positive to

New Characteristic

an even larger value of negative
current at the end of the trace pe-

This ability of p -n -p power tran-

riod.

The sign convention that is used
throughout this article is: Positive

sistors of carrying large collector
currents of nearly equal magnitude
in either direction is realized with
(Continued on page 88)
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munication towers

Corporal ion --Snapslide

Alford Manufacturing Co.-TV

mitting antennas

trans-

Allen-Bradley Co., Inc.-Power ferrltes
for flybarlc transformers

19

Bliley Electric Co. -Frequency control

7.;

Booker & Wallestad, Inc. --Plastic mold-

30

Brush Instruments Div. of Clevite Corp.
-Oscillograph recorder

American Electrical Heater Co. Soldering irons

21

American Time Products. Inc. - Frequency standards

16

AMP Incorporated PC edge connector

100

32

Andrew

tennas

Corporation

5

filters

16

Constant

23

Cannon Electric Co. --Audio plugs

47

Cinch Manufacturing Corp. Heat dissipating shield insert

Microwave an-

Connecticut Hard Rubber
42
Automatic Metal Products Corp.-Sub-sitive
TEFLON tape

20

Birtcher Corp.. The-Temperature
ducing tube clamps

21

41

'61
81
101
421

41
161
481

22
42
62
82

DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Allen B., Instrument Div.-Sensitive oscilloscope

Film

23 24
43 44
63 64
83 84
102 103 104
122 123 124
142 143 144
1'.2 163 164
1142
183 184

25

45
65
85
105
125
145
165
185

8

27
47
67
87

48
68
88

106 107
126 127

146 147
166 167
186 187

28

108
128
148
168

9
29
49
69
89

13

Fluocarbon Products.

109
129
149

sistor sockets

Corning Glass Works --Ceramic printed

40

Control Devices,
peak -meter

Inc.

High

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

30

31
51

32
52

33
53

35
55

36
56

39
59

72
92

73

94

76
96

78
98

79

93

75
95

37
57
77
97

38
58

71
91

34
54
74

110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117
130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137

118
138
158

119

171
191

152

153

172 173
192

193

154
174
194

155
175

voltage

157

156

99

1

8C
10C
12C
14C

139
159 16C
179 18C

176 177 178
195 196 197 198 199 20C

201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 22C
421 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 24C
241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260
261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280
281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300
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General Electric Co., Missile Guidance
Sect.-Engineering personnel

.5

General Electric Co., Apparatus Sale

it

General Electric Co.. Apparatus Sales

70

General Electric Co., Apparatus Sales

Is

General Transistor Corp.--Bobbinless resistors

vu

General

415
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Transistor
fresh" diodes

Corp.

Inc.

"Factory

Ratio trans-

Gertsch Products, Inc.
former
Controls,
relays

--

'1 liermal

timing

Visual

control

Graphic Systems, Inc.
board

39

Howard Industries, Inc. -Servo motor

31

Houston Fearless Corp.-TV pedestal

301

G

Hughes Products- Storage tubes
Hughes Aircraft Company --Engineering
personnel

Hughes Products --Silicon pup transistors

37

Indiana Steel Products C..-Parmanant

69

Johnson Co., E. F.-Pilot lights

56

Jones Div., H. B. Cinch Mfg. Corp.Barrier terminal slip

59

Hester Solder Co.-Flux-core solder

15

Kleinschmidt Laboratories,
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507
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Div.-Drift-free voltage regulator

63
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Div. -Temperature compensated voltage regulator

(ii -V
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Div.-Brushless voltage regulator

45

5
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elec-
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General

General Electric Co.. MEE -Engineering personnel

20
40
6C

tronic catalog

71I
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12

150 151

Inc. - TEFLON

tube insulators, tube sockets & tran-

22

11

169 170
188 189 190

l'iecision film

Gates Radio Company

10

50
70
90

Inc.

52

Potting Comr0,2nd

7

Capacitors,
capacitors

67

Conrac, Inc.-TV monitors & receivers

Dia ax Corp.

6
26
46
66
86

of

re-56

Corp.- Engineering per-circuit board

5

Electronics Co.. Div.

1 T & T --Engineering personnel

Freed Transformer Co., Inc. -Telemetering components

Bell Aircraft

4

Farnsworth

74

Please send me further information on the items I have circled below.
1

72

Pressure sen-

Postcard valid B weeks only. After that use own letterhead fully describing Item wasted.
3

Dilectris Corp.-Cast TEFLON film

miniature connectors

sonnel

2

31

nectors

delay

on Co.-Fuses and fuseholders

Arnold Engineering Co.-Tape cores

4C

Delco Radio Division of General Motors
-High -frequency power transistor

Bussmann Mfg. Division McGraw-Edi-

GI

505

25

509

14

Wire -wound sub-

Deutsch Company, The Miniature con-

ing

Co., Inc.

miniature resistors

17

crystal

Burnell &

Dale Products. Inc.

magnets

Ine.-Teletyptwriters and related equipment

Martin Co.-Engineering personnel
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;OS

Inc.-Engineering personnel

Melpar,

41

Methode Mfg. Corp.-Printed circuits

41

Microdot, Inc. - "Printed
coax" connectors

62

Motorola,

Inc..

puter transistors

46

Yards

engineering positions described in the "Professional Opportunities" Section
which begins on page 199 of this issue.
to

Semiconductors-Com-

Ultrasonics

cle tner

55

circuit

Employment-Use the handy card below to get more information on the

Corp. - - Ultrasonic

(limit* Manufacturing Co.-Miniature

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
Pleas* send me further Information on the engineering position
circled below.

rheostat

9

41

Pacific Semiconductors,
computer diodes

Inc.

Phelps Dodge Copper Prods. - - Coaxial

1

12

6112

Philbrick Researches, Inc., George A.Radio Materials
capacitors

Corporation

Ceramic

Raytheon Mfg. Co., Industrial Tube Di-

ision--Cathode ray tubes

Aviation -- Engineering

Republic
cannel

per -

Itohn Mfg. Co.

Communication towers

67

Slip Ring Co.

of America -Guidance

slip rings

Sprague Electric Co.-Carbon

film re-

sistors

34

3

506

511

516

521

502

512

517

522

503

507
508

513

518

523

504

509

519

524

505

510

514
515

520

525

Utility amplifier

71

2

have

I

501
Silicon

cable

15
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Sprague Electric Co.-Subminiature elec-

trolyti; capacitors
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Manufacturing Co., Inc. --Ther-

St

mostats

Company Name:
66

Stromberg-Carlson Div. of General Dynamics Corp. --Relays

Name:

13

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. Dial,'

1113

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. --Engi-

Position

Company Address:

neering personnel

1114

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.-Engi-

64

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.-Elec-

43

Telechrome Mfg. Corp.-Test equipment

11

Tektronix, Ine.--DC-to-15

City:

Zone

State

neering personnel

Specific Products Manufactured
tron tubes

scope

39

36

mc

oscillo-

Insulated

Texas Instruments Incorporated-Tantalum capacitors
Electric Inc.-Miniature hydrogen thyratrons

37

Tung -Sol

13

United Transformer Corporation - In-

536

U. S. Air Force -Engineering personnel

64

ductors

Washington Aluminum
& cabinets

Co.

Antennas
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1

21

Wire Co., Inc.
High temperature hook-up wire
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61
81
101
121
141
161
181

3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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12

13

22
42
62
82

23
43
63
83

14

15

24

25
45
65
85

16

26
46
66
86

17

18

27

29
49
69
89

30
50

20

47
67
87

28
48
68
88

19

31
51

32
52

34
54

35
55

36
56

71
91

72
92

74
94

75
95

76
96

37
57
77
97

38
58
78
98

39
59
79
99

4C

70
90

33
53
73
93

115
135
155

116
136
156

117
137
157

118
138
158

119
139
159
179

195

196

197

198

199 200

102
122
142
162
182

44
64
84

103 104 105 106 107 108
123 124 125 126 127 128
143 144 145 146 147 148
163 164 165 166 167 168
183 184 185 186 187 188

109 110 111 112 113
129
149

130
150

131
151

132
152

133
153

114
134
154

190

191

192

193

194

169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178
189

60
8C

100
12C

14C
16C
18C
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206
313

226
215
200

packaged-G. A. I'hilbrick
Researches, Inc.
Calibrater. resistance - International
Resistance Co.
Amplifier,

Camera heads, ITV-The Houston roan
leas Corp.

Computer, analog-Donner Scientific Co.
Connectors, miniature --The Deutsch Co.

219

Control, temperature - %mous Corp.
Counter, frequency time -Potter Instrument Co.
Couplers, coaxial - Islorda Microwave

229
221
214

Diode radiator-The Britcher Corp.
Dry cell, long life-P. R. Mallory & Co.
Fasteners-Tinnerman Products, Inc.

231
197

Corp.
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217
21i.

Ferrites-Kearfott Co.
Ferrite slugs - Ferroxrube Corp.

of

America

223
225

Jack, high-temp-Raytheon Mfg. Co.
Measuring instrument - Lavoie Labs.

209
202
230
222

Orthicon orbiter-Foto-Video Labs.
Oscillator, sweeping-Kay Electric Co.
Oscillators, telemetering-Dorsett Labs.
Potentiometers -- Osborne Electronics

216
201

Potentiometers. vernier-Rinco, Inc.
Power supplies - Chicago Condenser

210
227

Recorder-reproducer-Magneeord

198
207
205

Rectifiers, silicon-Audio Devices, Inc.
Resistors, precision-Allen-Bradley Co.
Resistors, wire wound --General Transistor Corp.

212

Television
vision

203
228
208

Terminals for missiles -AMP Inc.
Time delsy-G-V Controls, Inc.
Time delay relays-Tempo Instrument,.

232
220
224
211
199

Transistor bases-Electrical Industries

204

Wiring harness-Methode Mfg. Corp.

172

Antennas. communication ---Ward Products Corp.
Cameras & recorders-Berndt-Bach, Inc

Inc.

Corp.

Corp.

Rectifier, power-Fanateel Metallurgical
Corp.

camera,

small-Date Tele-

Inc.
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Transistor mounting --Delbert Blinn Co.
Tubing --The Zippertubing Co.

Turntable-QRK Electronic Product,

VTVAL sensitive de--Millivac Instruments
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178
177

Capacitor catalog - Illinois Condenser

187

Capacitors, computer-General Electric

165

Capacitors, phase-shifting-Nilsen Mfg.

161

Capacitors. stable --Sprague P_Ilectric Co.

186
166

Circuits, packaged-Centraleb
Connector chart --The Deutsch Co.
Diode, microwave silicon - Microwave

Co.

Co.

FIRST CLASS
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Co.

191

Associates. Inc_

186
I
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174

ments
Electronic instruments
Electric Co.

170

Electro-mechanical sue mblies-Spectrol

183

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

181
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Electronic instruments-Millivac Instru-

catalog-Rae

Electronics
Electro-mechanical facilities -- Bennis
Watch Co.
Gal, anometers- Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp.

167

Leads & harnesses-General Laboratory

173
180

Microphone guide - Radio Corp of
America
Modules -- Associated Missile Product/

179

Motors & generators-Instrument Mo-

175
196

Multimeter, dc-Belleville-Hexem Corr.
Pilot lights -Dialight Corp.

Assoc.

CHESTNUT & 56th STS.,
PHILADELPHIA 39, PA.

Co.

Chilton Company

176

tors

Potentiometer
Inc.

FIRST CLASS
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Rectifier

195
169

Relays,
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Power supply catalog - Perkin Engi-

neering Corp.
listings,
AfTg.

168

BUSINESS

Lobo

l'oe er supplies-The Vero Mfg. Co., Inc.
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glossary-Bourns

190
181

192
163
162

silicon -- Automatic

sub-miniature--Filtors, Inc.
Scientific Instruments-Electro-Measure
ments, Inc.
Staff & facilities-Electro Development
Corp.
Television

equipment, industrial-Can

eral Precision Labs.
Terminals. high temperature-AMP Inc
Transformer catalog-- Freed Transformer
Co.

193

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
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Transformer catalog, variable-The Superior Electric Co.

list - Induatro

194

Translator

160
183

Tubes, electron-Bendlx Aviation Corp.
Tubes. reliable-Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

189

Waveguide bends --Microwave Development Labs.

171

Waveguide components-D. S. Kennedy

161

Wire, fine --Neso: Alloy Products Co.

Corp.

Translator

& Co.

A COMPLETELY NEW
cuaotttek

IN

QUALITY PRODUCT FROM GENERAL TRANSISTOR

SPEC IA L LS

FORMULATED
VISCO JS
FLUID
PREVENTS
INSULATION
FAILURE

TRULY
BOBBINLESS
EXCLUSIVE
FLOATING.
ACTION IN NON HARDENING
FLUID

New Subrriniature Precision Wirewound
Bobbinless Resistors feature exceptional
stability reliability and performance

METAL CASE
DISSIPATES
MORE HEAT

General Tiansistor has developed a rew concept for

WELDED
WIRE TO LEAD
RESISTANT TO

precisio 1 bobbinless resistors incorporat ng these exclu-

sive features ... the tobbinless construction eliminates
a special viscous medium is
wire stress and strain
.

.

SHOCK - LOW

.

NOISE

used providiig extreme stock and vibration resistance
welced case for positive hermetic sealing ... the temperature coefficient of resistance of the finished resistor
is the same as the wire and is rot affected by the container. This insures repeatability and mini-num hysteresis
of resistance characteristics with temperature cycling.
These pas tive hermetica ly se3led units are designed
for printed circuit boards and subminiature assemblies
for airbcrne and missile applications.
The cuality of materials and production superio-ity of
these resistors is the same tt'at has made General Transistor tt-e Fattest Growing Name n Transistors.
Write today for complete technical information.

WELDED CASE
POSITIVE
HERMETIC SEAL

ISLASIVTO.
METAL /MEAL
POSITIVE
HERMETIC SEAL

SPECIFIC A TIONS
Style R

Style R.5

0.10 to 7501(0

Resistance Range

m;n. at 25°C

Resistance Tolerance

Power Rat'ng

112 to 750/412
2=0.05% min. at 25-C

1/4 watt cortinuous

,2-3 watt continuous

Temperature Ranee

-65°C to

-65'C to --125°C

Maximum Operating Voltage

250V, DC

500V, DC

Temperature Coefficient of

-.1:20 parts per

million,"C
500V rms, wiroing

20 parts per
rrillion
1000V rms, winding

to case

to case

in free air ,inceased
dissipation possible
with heat

Resistance

Dielectric Streng h
Construction

-

1?5`C

Terminations:

7

STYLE 5-2

DUMET

DIA

LEADS 017

.r free air (increased
d ssipation possible
with heat sink)

Dos
156

4- MAX

1

NOTE

LEADS FURNISHED

TO C UMW. S
LENGTH REQUIREMENTS

SHOWN

Welled
1

; MAX

r---SEE NOTE

MAX

STYLE 54

10
i

I

=I

,9t
R-2

TO A MAXIMUM
Of THE DIMENSION

SEE NOTE I.

-

700

* 010

392

NOTE

R-5

I

ACTUAL SIZE

MAX.

7

DUMET

AMA

!LADS 0:7

LEADS FURNISHED

TO CUSTOMERS
LENGTH REQUIREMENTS

UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF THE DIMENSION

TRANSITSTIFOIR
GENERAL
0
0
0
R
91-27 138TH PLACE
C

P

R

A

T

!

N

JAMAICA 35. NEW Y,DRK

IN CANADA: DESSER E -E LTD. 441 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER MONTEEAL I. CUEBEC
FOR IMMEDIATE DIC-IVERY FRCM STOCK. CONTACT YOUR NEARESF AUTHORIZED GENERAL "RANSISTOR DIST IIBUTOR
CR GENERAL TRANSISTOR DISTRIBUTING CORP., 9527 SUTPHIN BLVD.. JAMAICA 33. NEW YORK
FOR EXPOFT. GENERAL TRANSISTOR INTERNATIONAL CORP., 91-27 1381. PLACE. JAMAICA 75, NEW YORK
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Mechanism of Bilateralism

Bilateral Conductivity (Continued)

Bilateralism is confined to a relatively small operating region in the

a constant negative voltage bias on
the base in a common emitter cir-

entirely different set of curves, like

cuit. This property is tentatively
termed "bilateralism," to distinguish it from "symmetry" 2 in

shows that, in the region of collector voltage between a few tenths of
a volt positive to a few tenths of a

power transistors; the latter, perfect or otherwise, refers to constant base current condition.
In the simplest form of transis-

those in Fig.

3, is obtained.

volt negative, with negative base
bias higher than the collector voltage, a linear transition of collector
0

torized horizontal deflection, during

4%.0q

the positive portion of the trace,
the energy stored in the load is returned to the low voltage supply,
thereby reducing the drain on the
power supply. In the meantime, it
provides damping action furnished
by the damping diode in vacuum
tube deflecting circuits. To repeat:
It is essential to the whole operation of the circuit that the base -to -

emitter voltage (not the current)
is kept at an approximately constant negative value. This is generally higher than either the negative or the positive peak collector to -emitter voltage.

This article presents the experimental and theoretical data on the
mechanism of the operation of
power transistors under the rather
unusual voltage and current conditions stated.
Symmetry and Bilateralism
junction transistors will

Most
carry controllable currents to and
from the collector to the emitter.

When applied to transistors the
term "symmetry," or "degree of
symmetry," refers to similarity, or
degree of similarity, between the
characteristic curves of the collector -to -emitter currents in the first

and third quadrants at constant
base currents.

For complete symmetry, these
characteristics are alike except for
the sense or sign. In the case of
incomplete symmetry the curves
appear as in Fig. 1. These curves
are for an experimental type RCA
power transistor. With the connections to the emitter and collector
interchanged, a similar set of

curves is obtained except that it is
rotated 180° about the origin as in

It

NIC.6*

Cr

positive or negative values of the
collector voltage. As the collector
voltage is moved from a small neg-

ative value through zero into the
positive region, the base current,
heretofore constant, begins to rise
rather rapidly. In Fig. 5 this phase
of transistor characteristics is
emitter current causes an increase
in the collector -to -emitter current
and a sharp upturn in collector current characteristics that finally produces the family of curves shown
in Fig. 3.

3

Q.

CI

and with the base at a constant
negative potential. The latter is
generally higher than either the

shown. The increase in the base -to -

.2
UI
u.s

vicinity of zero collector voltage

.4

.6

-10 -08

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2
VIBE VOLTS

02

0

6: Input impedance drops as collector
becomes positive with respect to emitter.
Fig.

current from a high positive value
to a high negative value can be obtained.

This property of constant conductivity in the region stated makes

the power transistor a nearly perfect bilateral switch. It is extremely

useful in transistorized horizontal
deflecting circuits and has been ten-

tatively termed "bilateral conductivity" or "bilateralism" to distinguish it from the term "symmetry."
When base voltage is kept con-

stant and the connections to the
collector and emitter are reversed,

a set of curves is obtained as in
Fig. 4. It has no similarity to the

characteristics for the normal circuit shown in Fig. 3. There appears to be no direct connection
between symmetry and bilateral ism. A transistor may have little
symmetry, Fig. 1, and perfect bilateralism, Fig. 3.
3

It follows that the input impedance of the transistor (base -to emitter), while nearly constant and
relatively high (of the order of
10 0) with the collector negative,
drops to a fraction of an ohm when
the collector becomes positive with

respect to the emitter. In Fig 6

this effect is shown in terms of variations of base -to -emitter current
vs. base -to -emitter voltage at three
values of collector -to -emitter voltage.
Transistorized Horizontal Deflection

One of the most useful applications of bilateralism is in the output stage of horizontal deflection in
a television receiver or camera. The
transistorized horizontal output

stage is an active pulse generator.
It produces the scan while acting
as a diode during the first part of

the scan, quadrant 1 in Fig. 3:
completes the scan by transistor
action, quadrant 3 in Fig. 3; and,
produces a sharp pulse for retrace.
This pulse can be utilized for genFig. 7: The basic circuit for a transistorized horizontal deflection stage.

I DOWN

_TL1

SYNCHRONIZED
PULSE

5J UP
.01.0

-

+

MH
YOKE

12 V.

Fig. 2.

If, instead of keeping the base emitter current constant, the base emitter voltage is kept constant, an
88

2 V.
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eration of the +B supply for the
video amplifier, kinescope screen,
and the ultor voltage as described
in reference 1. The basic circuit of
such a stage is shown in Fig. 7. It
is preceded by a driver stage which
is also a pulse generator driven in
turn by pulses from a blocking oscillator, not shown.

The output circuit is driven by
a stepdown transformer which
holds the base at approximately
constant negative voltage during
the trace period. The leakage re-

3

TIME -.Fig. 8: Load current waveform; output stage
fed with sharp, narrow, positive pulses from

0

0 r2 "20

the negative direction to "A," which

40
20

J

-80

8'
>-

-60

cr w 0

In analyzing the mechanism of
operation of a transistorized horizontal output stage, a diagram of

the driver stage. This positive
pulse drives the base into the positive or cut-off region and the oper-

ating point moves from "A" to
"B." The solid line from "A" to

2

CC

tuned to 55 KC by a capacitance of
.2 id. When the output stage is fed
with sharp, narrow, positive pulses
from the driver stage, the load current and voltage waveforms appear

63.5 iLsec.

TIME ---

Fig. 9: Load voltage waveform; same conditions as Fig. 8.

Cc

ning line (trace and retrace) or

At this point a steep positive
pulse is delivered to the base by

100

works into an effective load of 40

current and voltage waveforms appear as shown by oscillograms in
Figs. 10 and 11. In these diagrams
the time duration of one complete
deflection cycle is that of one scan-

is the end of the trace.

>

of the output transistor, making

as in Figs. 8 and 9. The collector

flected, the current through the load
is zero and so are the collector current and voltage. This condition is
indicated by "0". Since the system

is reactance controlled and a constant negative bias voltage on the
base is maintained, the whole supply voltage is across the load; the
collector voltage rises linearly in

driver.

There is no fixed bias on the base

For drive failure, the collector

when the electron beam is unde-

-4

> EI 40

current in the output stage merely
goes to zero. The output transistor

If the starting point is taken

0

actance of the transformer has been
minimized by multifilar windings.
the circuit self -protecting.

collector current, Fig. 12, has been
found useful.

2

"B" indicates an instantaneous cutoff of collector current which would
take place in an idealized case.
Actually, with the existing transis-

D

uw

0.
0. -2

3

0
U
Fig.

4

10:

TIME

--

Collector current waveform; same

conditions.
W

40
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tors, a finite time is required for
cutting off large currents and the
transition takes place along the
broken line to "C." Incidentally,
most of the power loss in power
takes place during this transition
from A to C.
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11: Collector voltage waveform;

same

Collector Current Collapse
The sudden collapse of the collec-

(Continued on page 122)

conditions.

FRACTION OF VOLT

12: This diagram of collector current is useful in analyzing the
mechanism of operation of a transistorized horizontal output stage.
Fig.

11-1-11
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What's New

.

.

Where Is It?
Left
light,

this

Under white
areas

inside

potentiometer

cod where varnish like bonding cement

still remains are
practically

invisible.

Rights Under ultra -violet light, the
areas still contain-

ing the bonding ce-

ment are brightly
fluorescent.

WITH the increasing demand

for small precise electronic

components and assemblies, there
are new problems in applying ce-

ments, bonding compounds, and
plastic coaters with a minimum of

labor in the way of production
and inspection.
Take precision potentiometers,

for example. Some of these are
produced by winding the fine resistance wire on an enameled copper wire mandrel. The resistance

wire is then bonded to the mandrel by means of a varnish -like
cement.

"Sandblasting"

only one side of the mandrel, leaving the other side clean and avail-

ASEMI-AUTOMATIC process for

stripping off wiping contact

able for electrical contact. The
second method involves coating
the entire wound mandrel, and
subsequently removing the surface cement from one side by a

path on precision potentiometer
windings now offers faster produc-

tion, maximum control and safety
for resistance wire and mounts.
Controlled stripping of organic
coatings from potentiometer windings in a semi -automatic operation
is handled by a form of precision
"sandblasting" at the Gamewell

form of fine sand -blasting.
In either of these methods there

is a very real problem of quality
control, since if the cement creeps
over contact areas of the winding,
or is not perfectly cleaned off, the
potentiometer will be noisy. It
takes only a few molecules of in-

Co., Newton Upper Falls, Mass. The

work is done by a process using a
gas -propelled abrasive moving at
high speed in a controlled pattern.
The stripping operation exposes the

wiping contact surface needed for
potentiometer control action.

Controlled stripping of the organic coatings on the potentiometer
windings at the Gamewell plant is
handled by an industrial Airbrasive

unit made by The S. S. White Industrial Division, New York. This
unit concentrates a stream of so 90

There are at least two

ways of doing this. One method
involves applying the cement to

A gas -propelled abrasive removes the organic
coating from this potentiometer winding.

sulating cement to create objectionable noise in low level, high
gain circuits.
From the standpoint of the pro-

ling at high speed through a small orifice nozzle, permitting controlled

duction operator the problem is
mainly one of fatigue, since even
though the cements are strongly

removal of material to the desired
pattern. The cutting action is fast,

colored, by red dyes for example,
the cement deposits are very dif-

dium bicarbonate particles travel-

cool and without shock.

(Continyed on page 127
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For Servo Applications

r

HOWARD

TROUBLED WITH

2400

TRANSIEN IS?

MODEL

CAPACITOR OR
2 PHASE TYPE
SERVO MOTOR
This four pole motor is designed for servo applications.

Low inertia rotor provides

.

fve.t
flIANI

2437
2414

23/4

31/4

3

3.3/4

HOWARD INDUSTRIES, INC.

1730 State St.
Racine, Wisconsin
Divisions, Electric Motor Corp.
Cyclohm Motor Corp.
Racine Electric Products

quick response and high
pedance stator windings can
be matched to vacuum tube
plate circuits. Center topped
windings can be provided. As
a 2 phase motor, the speed
can be varied by varying the
phase angle. Responds to a

high voltage
peaks can upset the most
carefully designed equipUnsuspected

ment. They can cause erratic behavior of electronic
circuits or even bring about

out and out malfunction.
These unwanted "transients"

calculations.
For the laboratory technician, missile circuit designer

or other electronic engineer
interested in detecting such
important variables, o u r
Model PTM-7 Peak -Meter
supplies the answer.

NOW AVAILABLE WITH

Gear units are available with
ratios from 21/2 :1 to 3600:1.

3000 VOLT FREQUENCY

today.

ANSWER!

can completely upset your

wide range of frequencies.

For complete data, write

HERE'S
THE

COMPENSATED PROBE, the

Peak -Meter features
tentive memory for
elusive "transients."

Write for literature.

Circle 39 on Inquiry Card, page 83

rethese

a

CONTROL DEVICES, INC.
8299 East Nine Mile Road

Warren, Mich.-Slocum 8-4444

Circle 40 on Inquiry Card, page 83

NI I L I TA RV
C:1 RC. LI ITS
by METHODE
NOW, a special division for this high
precision work:
* Separate management and operating team
specializing in reliable production of precision
printed circuits
* Special facilities for accurate and uniform short
run punching and fabrication of printed circuits

* Complete precious metal electroplating
department to handle all finishes
* The newest in equipment with the industry's
largest manufacturing capacity devoted to
printed circuitry
* A number of important projects for missiles,
radar and airborne ordnance continuously
in production
METHODE also offers film insu-

New TEMP-R-TAPE°C
.002"thick, 2750 v/m
pressure sensitive TEFLON

tape

For -1001 to 500 F applications
TEMP-R-TAPE,t3) C, CHR's newest pressure -sensitive tape, is made of

ultra -thin, high dielectric, cast Teflon film to which a silicone polymer adhesive has been applied. Both pressure -sensitive and thermal

curing, the adhesive sticks well to any surface over a -100°F to
500°F (-70°C to 260°C) temperature range. Providing an easy -to -

plications. Write for bulletin.

apply, extremely thin, high dielectric insulator (2750 volts/mil),
TEMP -R -TAPE C was designed for and is now being used in the
manufacture of miniature electronic units to withstand Class H and
higher temperature requirements. Send for data on TEMP -R -TAPE C

Address:

and CHR's other extreme temperature, electrical and mechanical

Military Contracts Coordinator

pressure -sensitive tapes.

lated wiring harness and connectars for printed circuit ap-

METHODE Mfg. Corp.
7447 W. Wilson Ave., Chicago 31, Ill.

CONNECTICUT HARD RUBBER
NEW HAVEN 9
'du Pont TM.

Circle 41 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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CHIN

CONNECTICUT
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FLEXOLON WIRE
(approximately 8 layers)

SPIRAL WRAP

( 1/3 LAP-no overlap)
Fig.

I

Cross sections of various types of insulation are shown.

What's New

Notice that Flexolon insulation runs parallel to wire.

.

Miniature High Temperature Wire
I N response to industry demand,

a new miniature high temperature wire has been developed.
"Flexolon" wire, a product of
Tensolite Insulated Wire Co., Inc.,
differs from the usual taped wire
in that the "Teflon" tapes are applied longitudinally rather than
spiralled helically. Fig. 1 compares
cross-sectional views of the various
types.

Increasing the number of layers
of tape on the new wire diminishes

the probability of an individual
tape flaw influencing the final performance.
Flexibility

"Flexibility" as applied to wire
has almost as many definitions as

users. A good definition is: The
ability to adapt readily to the bends

and turns met in normal circuit
construction.

To illustrate this definition, a
test was devised which pictures it
graphically.

The test consists of suspending

a 25 gram weight from an 8 -in.
length of wire and measuring the

age is considerably less. The per-

deviation from the center line of a
1/2 -in. round peg to the free curve
of the wire as suspended from the
peg. Fig. 3 shows a plot of flexi-

therefore be predicted with a high
degree of reliability, whereas other

bility in terms of 1/64 in. deviation from the peg center line by

tion.

AWG.

The insulation of random samples
was stripped and prepared in crosssectional slices. The test consisted
of measuring wall thicknesses us-

Dielectric Strength

Sample lengths, selected at random from extruded and "Flexolon"

wire production, were cut into 10
ft. lengths. Each section was immersed in a water bath containing
a suitable wetting agent for a period of 4 hrs. Each piece was next
subjected to a high potential test.
The voltage was increased from 0,
at the rate of 3000 v. per 10 sec. interval, until breakdown. The voltage at breakdown was recorded and
summarized.
The new wire showed a marked
increase in average dielectric
breakdown voltage. More impor-

formance of this new wire can

wires exhibiting relatively wide

variations are less liable to predicConcentricity

ing a 50X Portman optical comparator and mathematically calculating concentricity.

"Flexolon" wire has a higher
percentage concentricity and the
variation of percentage concentrici-

ty is reduced to a more reliable
level than with other wires.
Higher concentricity and smaller
deviation from average assure

easier stripping, cleaner cuts and
protection against conductor damage.

tant, variation of breakdown volt-

Fig. 2: The distribution of shipped lengths cf Flexolon and extruded Teflon are compared.

(Continued on page 130)
Flexolon's average is 750 ft.

MINIMUM
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LENGTH IN HUNDREDS OF FEET

LENGTHS - EXTRUDED AND FLEXOLON WIRE
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Two Type 7191's receive special "D.C. hold -off" vibration
test. All Tung-Sol/Chatham miniature hydrogen thyratrons
- 7190, 719], 7192 - must "hold off" while subject to 15G

vibration, swept from 50 to 2,000 cps in 4 minutes. Tubes
also are shocked at 48° hammer angle in Navy high -impact
flyweight shock machine, equal to 720G/1 millisecond shock.

Tung-Sol/Chatham miniature hydrogen thyratrons
supply test -proved ruggedness for missile use!
Extensive in -factory tests assure designers

TungSol/Chatham miniature hydrogen thyratrons

-7190, 7191, 7192 - can withstand the severe

shock and vibration met in missile flight. Performance of these tubes in several operational missiles
gives in -use proof of their ruggedness.
In radar modulators and tracking beacons, these
compact tough tubes supply 10 KW, replace bulkier
types. Broad range of pulse repetition rates widens
design choice . . . zero bias simplifies circuitry and

triggering requirements. Tubes hold off high voltage, pass high peak current with low tube voltage
drop. Three types available: 7190 - pin base, 7191
- top anode connector, 7192 - flexible leads.
Tung -Sol. only producer of miniature hydrogen
thyratrons for missiles, can supply you immediately.
For complete data on these types . . . on specialpurpose tubes of all types, phone or write. Tung -Sol

Electric Inc., Newark 4, New Jersey. Commercial
Engineering Offices: Bloomfield and Livingston,
New Jersey; Culver City, California; Melrose Park,
Illinois.

7190

7191

7192

TUNGSOL

WASHINGTON
News Letter
CATV IMPACT ON TV BROADCASTING-Though
it has probably more investigations on its hands than
at any other time in its 24 -year history, the FCC has

CONSIDERING MODIFICATION-The fifth section

launched a new and highly controversial inquiry

maintenance, mobile radio, paging systems and wired

proceeding with a call for comments concerning the
"impact" of Community Antenna TV Systems, and

television translator, satellite, and booster operations on the "orderly development of television
broadcasting." The written comments are to be submitted by June 27 on a list of 14 FCC inquiry questions.

The Commission pointed out that "CATV
systems are reported to be serving half a million
homes" and that "about 1,000 so-called 'booster' TV
stations are said to be in operation," but it made no
estimate as to the number of satellite and translator
TV stations.

of the 1956 Bell System antitrust consent decreeprohibiting non -regulated services such as lease -

music-is being considered by the Justice Department for the possibility, "if feasible," of seeking
modification or interpretation by the federal court,
Judge Victor R. Hansen, Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust Division, recently
informed the House Judiciary antitrust subcommittee. He stated that it was his intention "to do everything within my means" to enforce this section of

the consent decree and prohibit the Bell System
"from engaging in any business which is clearly

not a common carrier communications activity." He
pointed out to the House subcommittee that he had

authorized Justice Department intervention in the
FCC private mobile communication system hearings.

EXPAND MOBILE SPECTRUM-Since UHF televi-

sion is not utilizing satisfactorily its portion of the
spectrum from 470 to 890 Mc, the Electronic Industries Association's Land Mobile Communications
Section has asked the FCC to add fixed and mobile
radio service designations for the frequencies in this
band. The EIA group informed the Commission that
the present anticipated growth rate of mobile services will produce in the next decade a minimum requirement of 41 additional megacycles, or approximately 1200 new voice channels, of new spectrum
space. The FCC's mid -April spectrum reallocation,
changing the division of frequencies for government
and non -government use, the EIA cited, "made it
unlikely that additional mobile space will ever be

LOCAL GOVERNMENT RADIO-A new local government radio service, open to states, counties, cities,
towns and other governmental subdivisions for radio
communications "essential to their official activities"
was made effective by the FCC June 30. The local
government service began functioning with 15 frequency assignments in the 40 bic band, picked up on
a reserve basis in previous rulemaking, and 38 channels in the 450 Mc band available on a shared basis
with all public safety services, together with five 27
MC assignments, three "narrow -band" segments in
the 150 Mc area for developmental work, and access
to shared operational fixed frequencies above 890 Mc.

available in the spectrum immediately below 450 MC."

NEW AVIATION RESEARCH PLAN-Aeronautical
TWO -BILLION DOLLAR AIRWAYS PROGRAMAn expanded modernization program for the na-

tion's air traffic control and navigation systems,

developed by the Civil Aeronautics Administration
and submitted to Congress by Commerce Secretary
Weeks, calls for procurement of new electronics,
communications, air traffic control, and air navigation equipment during the next five fiscal years totaling an estimated $1,027,000,000. Maintenance and
operation will add another $1,756,000,000 to the cost.
Primary emphasis in this five-year program is placed

on radar. The plan calls for a total of 60 additional
long-range enroute radar installations, 76 new airport surveillance radar units, 30 surface detection
equipment units for radar control of aircraft on the
ground and 289 air traffic control radar beacons.
94

Radio, Inc., because of increased requirements for
communications between "jet" aircraft and ground
traffic control centers, is establishing a new research
organization, known as "Arinc Research Corporation." The new Arinc service will concentrate on reliability research and, as announced by Arinc president John S. Anderson, will "accommodate a growing

interest" in this field. Reliability research has been
carried on by Arinc, in addition to its radio station

operations and its service as a technical meeting
center for aviation communications, for over ten
years for the airlines and under military contracts
since 1951.

National Press Building
Washington 4

ROLAND C. DAVIES
Washington Editor
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WW Resistors

take torturing
humidity cycling ..
yet retain 100% RELIABILITY
Totally encapsulated in chemically
inert material, these sub -miniature
wire wound precision resistors surpass demands of critical electronic
circuitry.

Look at these outstanding specifications and see for yourself how
DALOHM resistors can help you solve your tough design problems.
Rated at .2 W to 2 W
Resistance range: 0.1 ohm to 6 Megohms, depending on size and type
Tolerance: 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.25%, 0.5% and 1%.

Operating temperature: -55 C. to 125

TYPE WWA

C.

Wide size range from 1/8 X 3/8 inches up to military size 7/8 X 21/8 inches.

Temperature Coefficient: 0.00002/Degree C.

TYPE
WWP

TYPE WWR

JUST ASK US...
TYPE WWL

DALOHM line includes a complete selection of miniature precision power resistors (wire wound and de-

posited carbon), precision wire wound miniature
trimmer potentiometers,and- collet fitting knobs.
Write for free catalog.
If none of DALOHM standard line meets your need,

our engineering department is ready to help solve
your problem in the realm of development, engineer-

ing, design and production. Just outline your speWrite for Bulletin R 26

cific situation.

DALE
PRODUCTS,
INC.
1304 28th Ave
Columbus. Nebr., U.S.A.

New Tech Data
for Engineers
Electron Tubes

Connector Chart

The Bendix Aviation Corp., Red
Bank Div., Eatontown, N. J., has just
issued a 6 -page booklet which lists
and describes various types of receiving tubes, microwave tubes, gas and
special purpose tubes, gas noise source
tubes, spark gaps and other types of

A readily used wall -chart for specifying AN connectors is offered by The
Deutsch Co., 7000 Avalon Blvd., Los
Angeles 3, Calif. This colorful 22 x 28
in. chart graphically provides a simple

tubes.

Circle 160 on Inquiry Card. page 83

method for selecting the proper AN
connector for an application.
Circle 166 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Leads and Harnesses
Stable Capacitors
A 4 -page, 2 -color bulletin issued by
Engineering Data Sheet 2073 de- General Laboratory Assoc., Inc., Norscribes, with complete specifications,
wich, N. Y., describes the facilities
a new type of stable capacitor. This
available by this company for manunew line of Isofarad capacitors do not
facturing leads and wiring harnesses
change capacity with temperature
for the electrical and electronic fields.
changes and are ideal where excellent
Circle 167 on Inquiry Card, page 83
stability is required. Sprague Electric Co., North Adams, Mass.
Staff and Facilities
Circle 161 on Inquiry Card, page 83
Electro Development Corp., 3939
University Way, Seattle 5. Wash.,
Transformer Catalog
has just issued a 12 -page booklet deA new fully illustrated 48 -page scribing their development and manufacturing facilities and gives a comcatalog listing a complete line of
plete rundown on their staff.
transformers is available from the
Freed Transformer Co., Inc., 1726
Circle 168 on Inquiry Card, page 83
Weirfield St., Brooklyn, N. Y. De-

scribed in this booklet are a complete
line of audio transformers, discriminators, filters, high Q reactors, magnetic amplifiers, power component:,
pulse transformers and ultrasonic
components.

Circle 162 on Inquiry Card, page 83

High Temperature Terminals
AMP Inc., Harrisburg, Pa., has just

Scientific Instruments
A 12 -page, 2 -color booklet has been
issued by Electro-Measurements, Inc.,
7524 S. W. Macadam, Portland, Ore.
Catalog A-26 lists bridges and accessories, voltage dividers, decade capacitors and decade resistors. Catalog

is complete with electrical and mechanical specifications, photographs,
line drawings and schematic draw-

issued Catalog HT describing a complete line of terminals and connectors
for high temperature applications.

ings along with tables.
Circle 169 on Inquiry Card, page 83

tains drawings, tables and illustra-

Electro-mechanical Assemblies
Spectrol Electronics, 1704 S. Del
Mark Ave., San Gabriel, Calif., has
just issued an 8 -page booklet entitled
Spectrol "In -Line" Mechanisms. The
booklet describes with photographs
and drawings a new approach to subsystem module design of electro-

The 16 -page multi -colored booklet con-

tions of a complete line of terminals
and connectors along with precision
engineered tooling for use with these.
Circle 163 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Fine Wire
An 8 -page booklet issued by Nesor
Alloy Products Co., 282 Halsey St.,
Newark 2, N. J., describes a complete

line of very fine wire made of precious
metals, alloys and steels that are
available. Complete technical and
electrical data is included.
Circle 164 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Phase -Shifting Capacitors
A 36 -page hand book of capacitor
phase -shifting transducers is available from the Nilsen Mfg Co., Addi-

son, Ill. The first half of the handbook contains technical information
on phase -shifting networks and the
use of phase -shifters and the second
half describes the various products
available under the trade name of
Variogon.
Circle 165 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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mechanical systems.
Circle 170 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Waveguide Components
A 4 -page, 2 -color brochure issued
by D. S. Kennedy & Co., Cohasset,
Mass. describes their line of wave guide components. Specifications are
listed for two of the more popular
sizes of components.
Circle 171 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Communication Antennas
A 16 -page, 2 -color catalog describing a complete line of mobile antennas

and mounts by the Ward Products
Corp., 1148 Euclid Ave.. Cleveland
15, Ohio along with mechanical and
electrical specifications and photographs. A price list is included.
Circle 172 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Microphone Guide
A new booklet "Select -a -Guide" has

just been issued by the Sound Products Section, Radio Corporation of
America, Bldg. 15-1, Camden 2, N. J.,
which gives complete details on the
application, range, impedance, characteristics, advantages and special
features for each of 15 microphones.
Additional specification information is
provided on microphone stands.
Circle 173 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Electronic Instruments Catalog
Kay Electric Co., Dept. EI, Maple
Ave., Pine Brook, N. J., has just re-

leased its new 1958-59 catalog of precision electronic instruments, test

equipment, and related accessories.
The new catalog lists 75 instruments
on 52 pages, all completely and accurately cross-indexed alphabetically
and by instrument function for rapid
reference.
Circle 174 on Inquiry Card, page 83

DC Multimeter
A 4 -page bulletin issued by the
Belleville-Hexem Corp., 638 University Ave., Los Gatos, Calif., contains photographs, specifications and
descriptive material on their new
model 110 E -I -R meter. The portable
battery -powered meter measures de
voltage, current and resistance.
Circle 175 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Potentiometer Glossary
Bourns Laboratories, Inc., P. 0.
Box 2112, Riverside, Calif.. has just
issued a glossary which contains a
definition of terms used in describing
potentiometers.
Circle 176 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Capacitor Catalog

A new catalog featuring subminiature electrolytic capacitors has
just been issued by the Illinois Condenser Co., 1616 N. Throop St., Chicago 22, Ill. The multi -colored literature gives complete data on the type
SMT tubular electrolytic capacitors
including voltage range and temperature range. Listed in simple chart
form, the information is easy to use
for reference.
Circle 177 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Cameras & Recorders
Berndt -Bach Inc., 6900 Romaine
St., Hollywood 38, Calif. Has just
issued a 74 -page booklet which describes in complete detail their line
of Auricon 16 mm sound -on -film
cameras and recorders. Booklet is
well illustrated, contains all technical
information and has prices.
Circle 178 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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New Tech Data
for Engineers
Microwave Silicon Diodes

Motors & Generators

Packaged Circuits

A 20 -page, 2 -color booklet has been
issued by Instrument Motors, 375 Coit

P.E.C. Guide No. 4 is a 12 -page, 2 color booklet which is a packaged electronic circuit guide. The guide con-

St., Irvington, N. J., which describes

their complete line of motors, tach

generators and special purpose motors
and generators.
Booklet contains
photographs, outline drawings, elec-

trical and mechanical specifications
and tables.
Circle 179 on Inquiry Card. page 83

Modules
Associated Missile Products Co.,

2709 N. Garey Ave., Pomona, Calif.
has just issued a 4 -page brochure describing automatic test system mod-

ules for "go, no-go" testing.

The

various modules available are described.
Circle 180 on Inquiry Card. page 83

Power Supply Catalog
Catalog No. E-58 illustrating and

describing a complete line of de power
supplies, ac line regulators, and static
inverters is available from Perkin

Engineering Corp., 345 Kansas St.,
El Segundo, Calif.
Circle 181 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Silicon Rectifier Listings
A 4 -page, 2 -color brochure has been
issued by Automatic Mfg., 65 Gouverneur St., Newark 4, N. J. Specifica-

tions for silicon rectifiers are contained in the brochure in an easy -to follow tabular form along with
outline drawings.
Circle 182 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Electra -Mechanical Facilities
A new brochure describing equipment, processes, techniques and abili-

ties available at the Benrus Watch
30 Cherry Ave., Waterbury,
Conn. is available. Brochure also describes the type of work that is being done on a sub -contract basis, such

Co.,

as electronic assemblies, electromechanical assemblies and mechanical
assemblies, in addition to components,
parts fabrication, engineering research and product development.
Circle 183 on Inquiry Card. page 83

Galvanometers
Bulletin 1528A is a 12 -page, 2 -color

booklet issued by Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., 300 N. Sierra
Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif. which
describes their galvanometers. Booklet contains descriptions of the principal of operation, construction features, galvanometer characteristics,
photographs, and schematic drawings
along with charts and graphs.
Circle 184 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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tains part listings, schematics and

test data for the various component

circuits. Centralab, 938Y E. Keefe,
Milwaukee 1, Wis.
Circle 185 on Inquiry Card. page 83

Electronic Instruments
Millivac Instruments, 2315 Second
Ave., Carman, Schenectady 3, N. Y.
has just issued a series of bulletins
describing their latest line of electronic instruments. These new bulletins describe such items as their
post -amplifier which is used to increase power signal generators and
sweep generators, pr ecision DC
VTVM, electronic RMS millivoltmeters and a sensitive DC VTVM micro voltmeter as well as other equipment
manufactured by them.
Circle 186 on Inquiry Card. page 83

Computer Capacitors
Bulletin GEA-6819, 6 -pages, gives

detailed information on the description, operation and application of
filter capacitors designed for computer circuits where high reliability
and long operating life is required.
General Electric Co., Schenectady 5,
N. Y.
Circle 187 on Inquiry Card. page 83

Reliable Tubes
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

has just issued a

34 -page, 2 -color

booklet which describes their Gold
Brand line of reliable electron tubes.
Booklet contains complete electrical
and mechanical specifications, tables,
outline drawings, photographs, and
other information concerning these
reliable grade tubes.
Circle 188 on Inquiry Card. page 83
Waveguide Bends
A 12 -page catalog, No. C-158, just
released by Microwave Development
Laboratories, Inc., 92 Broad St Bab-

son Park 57, Wellesley, Mass. provides an up-to-date guide for the selection of precision cast bends and
formed waveguide bends.
Circle 189 on Inquiry Card. page 83

A 24 -page brochure describing mi-

crowave silicon diodes has been issued by Microwave Associates, Inc.,
Burlington, Mass. Catalog includes
up-to-date technical data and receiver
design information for low noise
mixer and video diodes for applications in the 300 MC to 70,000 MC
frequency range. A recently developed diode for test equipment applications is also described. Performance curves, nomographs, outline

drawings, and photographic illustrations are included.
Circle 191 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Industrial TV Equipment
An 8 -page illustrated brochure entitled "How Many Jobs" covers a
complete line of industrial television
equipment for business and industry.
It shows different types of cameras,

control units, monitors, accessories,

and projection systems. General Precision

Laboratory, 63 Bedford Rd.,

Pleasantville, N. Y.
Circle 192 on Inquiry Card. page 83

Variable Transformer Catalog
The Superior Electric Co., Bristol,

Conn. has just issued a

100 -page,

multi -colored catalog describing their

complete line of Powerstat variable

transformers. The multi -colored catalog contains photographs, tables,
charts, mechanical and electrical
specifications, outline drawings, and
all other necessary information. It
is profusely illustrated.
Circle 193 on Inquiry Card. page 83

Transistor List
A 4 -page, 2 -color brochure has been

issued by Industro Transistor Corp.,
35-10 36th Ave., Long Island City,
N. Y. describing their line of transistors. Transistors are listed in
tabular form. Also included is an
interchangeability guide for transistors.
Circle 194 on Inquiry Card. page 83

Sub -miniature Relays
A 20 -page, 3 -color catalog issued by

Filtors, Inc., Port Washington, N. Y.
describes their line of hermetically
sealed micro and sub -miniature relays. Catalog contains complete engineering specifications and opera-

tional data plus illustrations and detailed drawings for all major types.
Circle 195 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Power Supplies
The Varo Mfg. Co., Inc., 2201 Walnut St., Garland, Tex. has just issued
a booklet describing a series of their
specialized power supplies. Complete
information and photographs are
given in this series.
Circle 190 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Pilot Lights
Information on a new pilot light
with built-in resistor that uses high brightness neon glow lamp NE -51H
is available from the Dialight Corp.,
60 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y.
Circle 196 on Inquiry Card. page 83
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New

Products

...for the Electronic Industries

FREQUENCY TIME COUNTER

Featuring preset interval generating, timing, and counting functions
in a compact package; the Model 860,

Frequency Time Counter is a com-

pletely transistorized instrument with

unobscured, visual, in -line readout. It
contains the shaping, gating, switching, counting and crystal -controlled

time base circuitry required to perform

counting, timing,

frequency

measuring, and interval generating

functions. The use of a variable time
base permits direct reading of results
without considerations of transducer
conversion factors. Potter Instrument
Co., Inc., Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview,
L. I., N. Y.
Circle 197 on Inquiry Card, page 83
SILICON RECTIFIERS
The Model A-750 is used in radio,
TV, and electronic devices where low
cost is a very important requirement.

These units are applicable to series
operation up to 20 kv. Parallel units
for higher currents is possible with
the use of balancing resistors. These
units may be clip mounted as shown
or screwed together with the aid of
threaded coupling units. Cooling discs

SENSITIVE DC VTVM
The MV -27D DC microvoltmeter

POWER SUPPLIES

2.5 my, it uses mid -zero scales to fa-

A new line of miniaturized power
supplies for de is available. These
hermetically sealed units are lightweight and compact. They are available with 5 ma. output at the follow-

cilitate null -indicator operation in
bridge circuits. All other ranges are

ing voltages: 2, 5, 10, and 15kvdc.
High quality selenium rectifiers and

has 250 !ix full scale sensitivity, its
highest range being 0-1 kv. On its
three lowest ranges, 250 1.1.y, 1 my and

left -zero for maximum scale length

and highest reading accuracy and

convenience. Housed in a modernized

cabinet with recessed front panel, it
has a larger indicating meter and is
polarized, thereby eliminating "needle
fold -over" under negative overloads
on the mid -zero ranges. Millivac In-

capacitors are used. The line is engineered for reliability and oil impregnated for stability. Ripple is 1%.
Positive or negative terminal can be
grounded to case, standoff high volt-

age terminals are designed for safe
operation. The heavy steel cases are
plated and painted. Chicago Con-

struments, 2315 Second Ave., Car-

denser Corp. 3255 W. Armitage Ave.,
Chicago 47, Ill.
Circle 201 on Inquiry Card, page 83

MINIATURE CONNECTORS
A specially designed, environmental connector utilizing 6 coax contacts

SWEEPING OSCILLATOR
The Vari-Sweep Model 400 has been
added to a line of precision all -electronic sweeping oscillators. With the
sweep off, it will also serve as an
accurately calibrated, continuously
tuned cw signal source with the high

man, Schenectady 3, N. Y.
Circle 199 on Inquiry Card, page 83

and thirteen #20 contacts is available. Available in 6 alternate insert
positions, the push-pull, quick dis-

connect connector features either
standard or special coupling rings

that lock and unlock in the direction
of plug travel without lockwiring or
twisting, without bayonet or coup-

level output Aced constant over the
frequency band. It has a continuous
frequency coverage from 15 to 470
Mc. It provides frequency sweeps

LI

I"

are available for use with the coupling units. The rectifiers may also be

ling -nut.

mounted directly to the chassis. Audio
Devices, Inc., 620 E. Dyer Rd., Santa
Ana, Calif.
Circle 198 on Inquiry Card, page 83

available in either the plug or the receptacle. The Deutsch Co., 7000 Avalon Blvd., Los Angeles 3, Calif.
Circle 200 on Inquiry Card. page 83
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Coax contacts will accept

RG-196/U cable. Pins or sockets are

it

_46 ;

:

:,

that are flat, wide, and linear. Its

r -f output voltage is high enough for
testing lossy networks without using
additional amplifiers. Kay Electric
Co., Maple Ave., Pine Brook, N. J.
Circle 202 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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SEND TEST SIGNALS DURING PROGRAMMING

n Broadcasting Co.
orris (left) & Mr. J.

MODEL 1008-A

CHROME
Test signal is thin line between frames. All test
signals can be transmitted during vertical blank-

VERTICAL

ing portion of program.

BLANKING INTERVAL
TEST SIGNAL KEYER
.1

The Telechrome Model 1008-A Verti
cal Blanking Interval Keyer is a self

-

)1110104

contained portable unit that makes
possible transmission of television

VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL
TEST SIGNAL KEYER

test and control signals between

Portable or standard rack mounting. Self-contained power supply.

frames of a TV picture. Any test sig
nal (multiburst, stairstep, color bar,
etc.) may be added to the composite program signals. The
keyer will operate anywhere in the TV system and operates
from composite video, sync, or H & V drive. The test signals
are always present for checking transmission conditions
without impairing picture quality. The home viewer is not
aware of their presence.
These continuous reference signals may be used in con-

nection with various Telechrome devices for automatic
correction of video level, frequency response, envelope delay,

differential gain and differential phase.

aNiiiima

1em

V

I-1

Video picture with multiburst test signal inserted, as seen on ordinary wave monitor.

IMPORTANT:
Checkint; after programni.ng is costly and at best highly
inefficient since conditions constantly vary. The Telechrome Vertical Interval Keyer minimizes post-progra-n
checking and overtime expenses. It provides instant

indication of deteriorating video facilities so that corrective measures can be undertaken immediatelymanually or automatically during programming.
Now in use by CBS, NBC,

ABC, BBC ITA (Brit.)
1003-C VIDEO TRANSMISSION

,00111144

Write for Specifications & Details

TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR
Completely sell -contained, portable. Produces multifrequency burst, stairstep,
modulated stairstep, white window, composite synch. Variable duty cycle. Regulated power supply. 121/4" standard rack

ARS' 49 lb te,

CHROME
MPG CORP,

mounting or in carrying case. Integrates
with above model 1008-A Test Signal Keyer.

July 1958

28 RANICK DRIVE
AMITYVILLE, N. Y.
Lincoln 1.3600
Cable Address: CC/LOFTY

INestiarn _ENO

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

The Notion's Leading
Suppler of Color
TV Equipment

ion- 13635 Victory Blvd.. Van Nuys, Calif., State 2.7479

Circle 43 on Inquiry Card. page 83
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SOLUTION
TO A PRINTED
CIRCUIT DESIGN
PROBLEM
Microdot printed circuit to
coax connectors are available

to mate any of the standard
Microdot micro -miniature
coaxial fittings. Designed with

"long" or "short" mounting
pins to fit standard .100" grid

pattern on panels 1/16" to
3/16" thick. Available in 50,
70 and 93 ohm for quick, easy
connect and disconnect-screw
or slide -on style, in straight or

right angle types. Proven in
commercial and military appli-

cations. Immediate delivery.

./00

. 00

.010- 0/.2 ICLE
5 PL4CES

Self -Resonant Frequency
(.,'ottitaaed j rom page 67)

that accuracy of measurement is
not readily possible. With a properly

calibrated

stable

grid -dip

meter and proper coil mounting
fixture, readings can be made in a
matter of seconds on a production
basis. A proper holding fixture can
be of any design that adds a minimum of capacity to the coil. Accuracy of measurement is usually
limited only by the readability of
the meter scale.
A proper mounting fixure may
consist of two upright supports of
polystyrene extending at least

4. Capacitance due to any insulating material over the winding.

For any

small well

designed

solenoid coil wound on a phenolic
coil form, all of the above factors
will be essentially constant for coils
within a group of a given design.

in. from a base, Fig. 2. The
supports should be tapered to a
knife edge at the top. The supports should be arranged so that
the coil can be supported with a
lead on either knife edge. Grid 21/2

t

dip meter readings of SRF should
then be taken with a minimum of
inductive coupling, Fig. 1.
The lead length of the coil is a

./00

very important factor in any accurate determination of the SRF
of a coil. For this reason, it is
necessary either to make all such

./00

3. Capacitance betwen the turns
in the coil winding;

measurements with the same lead

length for each

coil

type or to

apply a suitable correction factor.

Fig.

2:

Polystyrene

supports

taper

to

a

knife edge; leads are supported on edges.

The total value of C for a coil on
a phenolic form is small, approxi-

mately 0.3 Nil, with the lead capacitance constituting an appreciable portion of the total. For this
reason, any change in lead length
results in an appreciable percentage -wise effect on both C and
SRF.

Factors Influencing SRF

The SRF characteristic of a
small r -f solenoid coil and the factors affecting it are well defined
mathematically. Since the con-

stants of a coil form a parallel
tuned resonant circuit,

SRF is

given by the following formula:
SHP' =

159.2

( I)

LC
wits r SI{F is in me
C is in iAmf (at. SRI')
L is in Ali (at SRF)

"THINK SMALLTHINK MICRODOT"
Our sales engineers are located in all
major cities to readily assist you in
special design and standard applications. "Think Small-Think Microdot."

The inductance L of a coil can be
readily determined; the distributed

capacitance C of the coil is less
obvious. For coils on forms with
axial leads, the C of a coil is made
up of the following factors:

1. Capacitance due to the coil

MICRODOT, INC.

220 PASADENA AVENUE
SO. PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
Circle 44 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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form;

2. Capacitance due to coil form
leads;

For a small r -f coil wound on a
powdered iron coil form, the capacitance due to the coil form along

may be 1.0 ixp.f or more, with an
appreciable variation within coil
form lots. This resulting variation

in C gives rise to a variation in
SRF that is comparable to, or
larger than the variations in SRF
due to an inductance tolerance of
10 to 20(,'. For coils on powdered
iron

forms, any change in lead

length results in a relatively small
percentage change in C and SRF

because of the larger total value
for C.
Some typical SRF values obtain-

ed for several coils with various
lead lengths are shown in Fig. 3.
Shortening the coil leads not
only raises the SRF nominal, but
also increases the percentage varia-

tion of SRF values in any lot of
Consequently, a larger percentage SRF tolerance, as well as a
higher nominal SRF value, may be
coils.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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required after
shortened.

the

are

leads

The relationship between small
changes in the variables shown in
Eq. 1 can be represented to a close
practical approximation in terms
of the following expressions:
- (A I. + AC)
SRF -

(2)

2

where

represents a small per-

centage change (10% or less) from
the nominal value. It can be noted

from Eq. 2 that the sum of any
small percentage changes L and C
will

2. Adjusting the inductance to
control SRF (this method may
require a rather broad inductance
tolerance).

3. Sorting of the powdered iron
forms to minimize variation in the
coil form capacitance.
4. Adding capacitance to the coil
in the form of a conductive paint
on the winding, so as to minimize
the percentage variation in the
distributed capacity of the coil.

This method can reduce the SRF
nominal appreciably.

"Noise Nomograph"

A production error on the nomograph of "Calculating Noise in Electrical Resistors" in the March, 1958,
issue of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES resulted in Scale "F" being left out.

Scale "F" should be drawn as a
straight vertical line placed M3 in. to

the right of, and parallel to, Scale
"E." This is the "Reference Scale"
referred to, but not shown, on the
graph.

shift the SRF by approxi-

mately one-half this amount in the
opposite direction.

This method can

establish a realistic SRF tolerance
in those applications where such
control is required. A variation

Models

MORE

be used to

SUB -MINIATURE Coaxial RatioTrans*

in C of up to ±10% and more can
be expected for small r -f solenoid
coils wound on phenolic coil forms.

Similar coils wound on powdered

forms may exhibit

iron coil

a

variation in C of up to ±25%.
Because of the variable C factor,
it is impossible to maintain SRF
tolerances closer than those derived

by Eq. 2, without resorting to a
control or adjustment technique.
300

MEM
...i COIL PINENE

=ION

COIL
COIL

276.11-1 RO N FORM

The CRT -3 and CRT -4 are sub

02- 10 01. - PHENOLIC FORM
N3-2 201.-PHEMOL IC FORM

miniature RatioTrans designed

200

MIIIIMMENNIMINIMMENI
100

In spite of their small size, the CRT -

3 and CRT -4 have the standard

particularly for those applications
where small panel mounting area.
minimum depth behind panel and

Gertsch accuracy of .001% and all
other inherent RatioTran characteristics. All components and mater-

the need for meeting military specifications are of prime importance.

ials used meet military specifications
and are designed to operate under
severe service conditions.

-7.51111111111MMIIIIIMMIMMINEMI

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

MEMMIlmmiiii=0.1111111111M

ware your Gertsch Ret nt,e or the Factory

M11.11111=11111M1111111Mlim

!Emmy.'
25

50

.75

1.00

L25

050

LEAD LENGTH INCHES

3: Relationship between SRF and lead
length for 3 different types of coils.
Fig.

6.767/715CAPRODUCIS./NC
3211 SOUTH IA CHNEGA BLVD

LOS AWAITS 19 CATICOANIA

TI9es 022A1 VErmont 9 2201
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Control Techniques

Special techniques can be utilized

to achieve a very close control of

POTTING COMPOUNDS YOU CAN DEPEND ON
for

SRF for applications where the
tuned circuit features of a coil
operating at its SRF are desired.
For all practical purposes the
actual degree of control possible is
limited only by the economics in-

Close control of the SRF
may be achieved through the use
volved.

of one or more of the following
methods:

1. Holding closer inductance

B/WAX
Send for brochure on
complete line showing
specifications.

audio, power and ballast transformers; capacitor and component assemblies; solenoid coils ;
stator windings; terminal exposures and
many others.
Available in both thermoplastic and thermo-

reactive types with or without heat conductivity properties. High and low temperature
resistance.

BIWAX
CORPORATION I

3440 Howard Street
Skokie, Illinois
Phone AMbassador 2-3339

tolerances (for most coils).
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Proved

Performance

for

Cross Country
Microwave
PARABOLIC
ANTENNAS

All ANDREW parabolic antennas

absolute mechanical and electrical

microwave systems, providing reliable communications across town and
country for the Western Union Telegraph Company. ANDREW'S experience
in research, development and manu-

RETMA-FCC standards governing

reliability.
Microwave engineers

pendable performance of an ANDREW
PS8-37, eight -foot Parabolic antenna
was selected for this installation.

stocked parabolic antennas, you can

This busy metropolitan area is the
termination of over 1000 miles of

facturing is the reason why the de-

conform to the newly proposed

radiation patterns and side lobes, and
they are guaranteed to give specified

pattern and VSWR in your microwave system.

From a selection of over thirty

choose the type and size that will give

optimum system performance with

ANDREW

have found
a valuable partner in plan-

ning their communication systems. A

parabolic antenna computer for

calculating system performance is
available to you upon request. Write
today for information and expert advice relative to your microwave antenna system requirements.

Circle No. TOO 3n Inquiry Card

ANTENNAS ANTENNA SYSTEMS
TRANSMISSION LINES

CORPORATION
OFFICES: NEW YORK

BOSTON

363 EAST 75TH STREET CHICAGO 19

LOS ANGELES

TORONTO

Tele-Tech's

ELECTRONIC
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The Systems Engineering Section of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Transistorized Mobiles

02
The latest in the line of Signal Corps

Military Mobiles Become Transistorized
R. H. Decker & D. E. Kammer

receiver -transmitters is an almost
completely transistorized miniature
double -conversion superhetrodyne re-

02

ceiver designed for the reception of
A Patchable Time Sequence System
S. E. Dorsey

New Products for Communications

FM signals and tunable over a 20
to 70 MC range.

08

011

Patchable Time Sequence
System

Cues for Broadcasters
Console Modification
Pin Locators
Better Conelrad Receiver
Correction, Please

014

Recorder Switch Box

015

patching a number of control functions, both turn -on and turn-off to a
precision of 0.1 seconds throughout
a sequence period of 15 seconds. A
signal generator eliminates roller type switches and motor driven cams.

SYSTEMS WISE

NEW
TV CAMERA
GE engineers W. L.

Shepard and W.
Smithies make adjustments on GE's
new partially transistorized monochrome camera. New
design eliminates
microphonics.

KOTV. Tulsa, and WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Va., have just

taken delivery on Ampex VR-1000 videotape recorders.

Radio Board of the National Association of Broadcasters
elected its new officers: J. Frank Jarman, vice-pres. and
general mgr. of Station WDNC, Durham, N. C., to chairman, and Robert T. Mason, pres. and general mgr. of Station WMRN, Marion, Ohio, to vice chairman.

One hundred mobile radio units designed by GE are

being used along a 150 -mile stretch of the Massachusetts
Turnpike. The 2 -way radio ties into the turnpike microwave system, also manufactured by GE.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

08

A new time sequence system permits

July 1958

. . .

"Operation Upturn" is being launched by GE to focus
effort on better service and better values for GE customers. Plans include an "expedited shipment" procedure
which is being put into operation immediately to assist
users of 2 -way radio equipment where early delivery is
extra -important. L. W. Goostree will head the campaign.
Radechon storage tubes, used for storing information in
computers are now going into production at Westinghouse
electronic tube division.

RCA's 2 -way radio units will be installed in the buses
of the United Transit Co., Providence, R. I. This is the
first installation of its kind in the country; other transit
companies in Cleveland and Rochester, N. Y., are experimenting with similar installations.
Conference on Electronic Controls and Highway Safety,

sponsored by the Safety Education Institute, Teachers College, Columbia Univ. saw a report by Bendix on an automobile radar that automatically warns the driver of traffic

hazards. With an antenna mounted in the front radiator
grille the radar would warn the driver if he is closing
the gap too rapidly between his car and the one in front,
also if cross traffic threatens collision.

Total of 533 member radio stations of the National Association of Broadcasters have signed pledges of adherence
to the Radio Standards of Good Practice.
William Hatton, a veteran of 37 years in the communications field, was designated Assistant Director of the

Communications Industries Div. of the Business and Defense Service Administration, U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
01

Finest line of
High Fr quency Cables in
the communications field!
No radiation

Uniform electrical properties over
wide temperature variations

Low attenuation

Unlimited operating life

Excellent frequency

Continuous 1000' lengths

response

Matching fittings for all cables are available from several sources.

COAXIAL

CABLE

PHELPS DODGE COPPEP PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
300 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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Fig. 1: The R-745
Radio Receiver re-

places 3 larger units

Standardization,
Miniaturization,
Compatibility . . .

Military
Mobiles
Become

Transistorized
A decade ago,
separate units were required to communicate
between combat branches of a field army.
Now, a new auxiliary receiver accomplishes
this; reduces size, weight, power consumption;
and, is more rugged.

AT the conclusion of World War II, the U. S. Army
had in operation a large number of radio sets for

use in tactical units. Most of these varied in technical characteristics and could not be used for intercommunications between units.

This situation demonstrated the need for a radio
set incorporating all the desirable features of the sets

then in use as well as many new features. To provide a standardized integrated communication system, an entirely new series of FM radio sets was
developed for field, vehicular, or man -pack use.

By R. H. DECKER and D. E. KAMMER
Project Engineers, Communications Equipment Gp.

Arco Manufacturing Corp., Crosley Div.
Cincinnati, Ohio

R. H. Decker

D. E. Kammer

Standardization

By 1951, this new standardized series reached
armored, artillery, and infantry units for installation.
Thus, a phase of the overall standardization program
of the Signal Corps had been completed. Basically,
the vehicular sets designated the AN/GRC-3 through

8 series consists of an "A" set and a "B" set, both
receiver -transmitters, and a stand-by or "auxiliary
receiver."

The auxiliary receivers, three in all, each employ
14 miniature electron tubes and have self-contained
vibrator power supplies operating from the 6, 12
or 24 v. vehicular storage batteries. They are identical in size and shape except for frequency range or
band over which they operate, the number of channels available and the arm or unit they serve, which
are shown in Table 1. A limited number of overlapping channels is provided.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Military Mobiles (Continued)

Transistorization Program

With the introduction of the transistor in 1948 and
its rapid advancement, a program was undertaken to
develop an auxiliary receiver employing transistors
and to be compatible with the present standardized
auxiliary receivers. Under contract with the Combat
Area Branch of the Signal Corps Engineering Labora-

tories, Ft. Monmouth, N. J., Crosley Div., AVCO
Mfg. Corp., developed a new auxiliary receiver desig-

nated the R-745( )/VRC Radio Receiver, Figs.

1

and 2.
When the development was initiated, no transistors,
except experimental units, could be considered for a
receiver front .end operating in the frequency range

of the standardized series (20 to 55 mc). As an
initial attempt to establish the reliability and practicability of transistors in military vehicular communications equipment, a hybrid auxiliary receiver
was developed using both electron tubes and transistors. In addition to providing a reduction in receiver size, weight and power consumption, it was
felt that the transistor would lead to a substantial
reduction in vehicular communication equipment failures due to shock and vibration.
R-745 Characteristics

Fig. 2: Auxiliary radio receiver with its case removed.

designed to operate satisfactorily under various con-

ditions such as an ambient temperature range of
-55°C to +65°C, high humidity conditions, heavy
rain or short periods of immersion in water, shock
and vibration, and input voltage variations of 22 to
30 v.

As in the current standardized series, the R-745
main frame is supported by a cast front panel, which

is held tight against a rubber gasket contained in

The R-745 Radio Receiver is a miniature double conversion superhetrodyne receiver which provides
for the reception of frequency modulated signals. It
is continuously tunable over a 20 to 70 Bic frequency
range and is designed for 100 KC adjacent channel
operation. It employs four subminiature electron
tubes, 18 transistors, and obtains its power from a
24-v. vehicular storage battery.

the main
or "0" ring seals on
of all controls and sealed connectors make a water-

Capable of being mass produced, the R-745 was also
designed to meet specifications not previously found
in equipment of this type. For example, in addition
to employing transistors, a high degree of dial cali-

series mounting bases so that the R-745 may be

bration accuracy and resetability. plus the overall
frequency stability were incorporated. It exhibits a
high order of sensitivity, selectivity, image rejection
and spurious response rejection. The receiver was
Fig. 3: The R-7451

tight embodiment.
A replaceable desiccant, or moisture absorbing

material, is included in the receiver to protect its
components from moisture ladened air that may be
trapped inside the gasket sealed assembly. The main
case is designed to fit into the present standardized

substituted for the auxiliary receiver in an existing
installation. For a comparison of the R-745 with the
R-108, R-109 and R-110 see Table 2 and Fig. 3. It
will be noted that one R-745 covers a 47(,' greater
frequency range than all three radio receivers, R-108,
R-109, and R-110 combined. It is also smaller, lighter
and requires less power input.

VRC replaces the R-108 CRC. R-109 CRC. and R-110 CRC receivers.

Fig.

4: The front end with cover

in place.

Table 1
A REPRINT

Standardized Auxiliary Receivers

of this article can be obtained by
writing on company letterhead to
The Editor

Receiver Type

Frequency Range

R-108 1111C

20-27.9 MC
27-38.9 NI('

R-109,1;RC
II-110/(HW

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
Chestnut & 56th Sts.. Phila. 39. Pa.

Number of Channels

Basic Unit

80

Armored
Artillery

38-54.9 mc

120
170

Infantry

Table 2
Receiver Characteristics Compared

The Front End

The front-end of the R-745

is

divided into two subassemblies, the

r -f section, Fig. 4, and the local
oscillator, Fig. 5, both employing
variable inductance tuning. The
tuning range of 20 to 70 Mc is
divided into two bands selected by
a front panel bandswitch: Band 1,
20 to 45 MC; Band 2, 45 to 70 Mc.
All tuned circuits are temperature
compensated.

The r -f section consists of two
r -f amplifiers and a mixed stage.
Three 6205 sharp cut-off submin-

iature pentodes are used as the

R-108, 109 & 110

R-745

Sensitivity:

20 db S-I-N/N for 0.5 my in15 Kr.
put. Deviation

10 db S-FN/N for 0.3 my in15 KC,
put. Deviation

Frequency Range:
No. of 100 K(' Channels:

20 to 54.9 mc (3 receivers)

First. I -F:
Second I -F:

First Oscillator:
Second Oscillator:
Bandwidth:

Audio Power Output:
Loudspeaker
Headphones:
Audio Output:
Impedance:
Squelch:
Power Requirements:

6 db- 80 KC
:30 db-140 Kr
60 db-200 Kr

11.2 Mc (crystal)
6 db- 90 KC
20 db-1:30 Kc
60 db-185 KS.

I w.
50 mw.

0.5 w.
25 mw.

600 S2

600 it

('arrier operated
6. 12 or 24 v. at 4 a.
9 in.
7!

initial assembly and subsequent disassembly for
trouble -shooting and maintenance purposes.

The local oscillator is continuously tunable over a
frequency range of 32.5 to 57.5 Mc, hetrodyning with
the incoming signal to produce the first i-f of 12.5 MC.
A 5636 subminiature pentode is employed in a Col Local oscillator unit and cover.

32.5 to 57.5 sic (VFO)

Width:
Depth:
Veight :

the need of interconnecting wiring and facilitates

1.000 cps
20 to 70 mc
500 (in 2 bands)
12.5 sn

:349 (3 receivers)
4.45 to 5.45 mc
1.4 mc
15.55 to 49.45 sic (crystal
harmonics)
:3.05 to 4.05 Mc (VFO)

h eight :

first and second r -f amplifier and
the mixer. Printed circuitry is
used throughout. Four individual
printed circuit boards are plug-in
items mounted parallel to each other with interstage
shields placed in between, Fig. 6. The variable inductance silver -clad copper spiral tuning element and
the bandswitch are an integral part of the boards.
Both the variable inductance tuning arm and the
bandswitch rotor are held captive to the boards so
that the tuning shaft and the bandswitch shaft may
be withdrawn. The plug-in construction eliminates

Fig. 5:

1,000 cps

in.

121316 in.

25 lbs. (each receiver)

1.3 mc

Noise operated
26.4 v. at 500 ma.
9 in.
51:i in.

in.
18!.4 lbs.
111

pitts electron -coupled oscillator circuit. The frequency stability of the local oscillator is of paramount
importance.

Excellent results were achieved by using a highly
stable printed circuit board and electrical components,

Fig. 7. The board is precision molded of a glass bonded synthetic mica material. Molded in the board
is the variable inductance solid silver spiral tuning
element. The oscillator frequency drift is less than
0.1% at 32.5 Mc and less than 0.05% at 57.5 MC
over the temperature range of -55°C to +65°C.
Power for the plates and screen grids of the four
tubes is obtained from a transistorized printed circuit power supply or de to dc converter. The converter is a self-excited transistor power oscillator

Fig. 6: Exploded view of the r- f section reveals unit construction of the three stages.

Military
Mobiles
(Continued)

producing a 1000 cps square wave

output. This is rectified in a conventional bridge circuit delivering
an output of 105 v. at 20 ma. Input power for the converter, as well

Fig. 7: The components which form the local oscillator arc mounted on a printed circuit.

as heater power for the tubes, is
obtained directly from the 24 v.
vehicular storage battery.
Since the converter employs no mechanically moving parts, a long maintenance -free life is assured
representing a substantial improvement in reliability
over the conventional vibrator -type power supply.
A magnetic circuit breaker mounted behind the front
panel and resettable by the front panel power switch

protects the power source from short circuits and
overloads.

A unique dial mechanism, employing a 35 mm.
stainless steel tape provides 41 in. of dial for each
band. The megacycle frequency calibration marks
and each 100 KC channel marking can easily be set
and read from a distance of 3 ft. A built-in crystal
calibrator is provided which may be energized by
means of a front panel switch. The operator may
check the dial calibration of each megacycle point
Fig.

8:

Transistorized unit of receiver is shown here swung open.

and correct it if necessary by means of front panel
hairline adjustment.
Fixed Tuned Receiver

The i-f, audio, and squelch portion of the R-745
Radio Receiver is essentially a 12.5 mc fixed -tuned
receiver (FTR) employing transistors throughout.
This transistorized receiver is a complete assembly
which is hinged to the R-745 main frame, Fig. 8.
The interconnecting power and control cable as well
as the 50 12 coaxial input cable are sufficiently long
to permit the FTR to open 90° with respect to the
main frame and still be in operating condition.
The input to the FTR is obtained from the tuner.
The output is 500 mw. of audio. At room temperature the transistorized unit is capable of limiting
on signal levels below 10 v.v. into the 50 S2 input.
Ease of maintenance was one of the primary design
goals in the FTR. To accomplish this, individual

plug-in amplifier packages and L -C type packaged
filters were used, Fig. 9. These units were intercon-

nected by means of a main printed circuit board
which was hinged to the R -745's main frame. Rigid-

ity was accomplished in the main printed circuit
board by riveting a 's in. aluminum plate to the
board.

Banana pins riveted to the main chassis printed
board were used to make the connections to the
individual printed circuit boards in the plug-in pack-

ages through the female glass seal in the header.
This type of construction made possible a plug-in
package that could withstand rough handling as no
pins protruded.

The FTR consists of 16 individual packages, 12
of which are complete plug-in packages. The other
4, which are the 12.5 mc bandpass filters, the 1.3 mc
second i-f selectivity filter, the line filter, and the
audio output transformer, were soldered into the main
printed board. These units were soldered permanently
into place because they are considered to be the most
reliable.
06
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Plug -In Packages

The plug-in packages have been designed for sim-

plicity of manufacture and to obtain minimum insertion alignment. Fig. 10 illustrates a typical plugin package. All plug-in packages are aligned independently and sealed. The bandwidths of all the i-f
plug-in units are broad since the block type filters
determine the i-f selectivity. No final alignment is
required on the units after they are placed on the
main interconnecting printed circuit boards.
The plug-in packages can be assembled very quick-

ly since no hand wiring is required due to the universal use of printed circuitry. In addition, since
components are placed only on one side of the printed
circuit board, dip soldering techniques can be utilized.
All components including transistors and diodes are
soldered into place.
In the fixed -tuned receiver the 12.5 Mc signal from

the tuner is amplified and then passed through a
12.5

Mc L -C bandpass filter which serves as the selec-

tivity to attenuate

i-f response as well as other

spurious frequencies. The

12.5

Mc signal is then

heterodyned in a transistor mixer with a 11.2 MC
signal from a crystal oscillator with the resultant
i-f of 1.3 Mc. This signal is then passed through a
bandpass filter having a 6 db bandwidth of 90 KC and
a 60 db bandwidth of 185 KC before it is amplified
and demodulated. The recovered audio is then passed
through a de -emphasis network and amplified. There

is also a 1.30 Mc crystal beat frequency oscillator
which is used in conjunction with the crystal calibrator when calibrating the R-745 tuning dial.
The audio amplifier used in this receiver is the
direct coupled feedback type. By using the direct
coupled system, it was possible to completely eliminate

all the transformers with the exception of the output
transformer thereby considerably reducing the size
Fig. 9: I -f squelch, and audio assembly is formed from plug -ins.

Fig.

10: A plug-in, typical of those in Fig. 9, with cove removed.

of the overall audio amplifier. In the output stage
of the amplifier, an NPN and PNP power transistor
were used in the complementary symmetry configuration thus eliminating the input transformer normally
used in push-pull operation.

The audio output stage

is operated

essentially

Class B. As such, the distortion usually rises slightly
at low output levels. To minimize this distortion, the
volume control was placed in the feedback loop. As
such, the negative feedback is greatest at the mini-

mum volume control setting thereby reducing the
distortion.
In the audio amplifier both ac and dc feedback are

used. The de feedback is used primarily to stabilize
the operating points of the transistors and prevent
runaway at high temperature. The overall gain of
the amplifier is 60 db. Due to the large amount of
feedback, the gain decreases only 3 db over the temperature range of -55° to +75°C.
A noise operated squelch circuit is used to squelch

the receiver. The noise input to the squelch circuit
is derived from the output of the discriminator and
then is amplified and rectified. The rectified output
is then amplified by 2 de amplifiers to drive a relay
which squelches the audio output.

Fifty service test models of the R-7451 )/VRC
Radio Receiver have been completed for the Signal
Corps. With the delivery of this model, the first phase
of a conversion to transistorized vehicular radio communications equipment has been completed. Additional phases are under development and will appear
this year.
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A Patchable Time
Sequence System
The time sequence system described here permits patch-

ing a number of control functions, both turn -on and
turn-off to a precision of 0.1 seconds throughout a sequence period of 15 seconds. A signal generator eliminates roller -type switches and motor -driven cams.
By SAMUEL E. DORSEY
Electronic Engineer

China Lake, Calif.

THIS article concerns the development of an improved

sequencing system

which

permits the

patching of a number of control functions, both turnon and turn-off, to a precision of 0.1 second throughout the sequence period of 15 seconds. This patching
is in addition to certain fixed controls such as countdown lamps and gun -firing. Although provision is

made for eight patchable functions, the system is
The nucleus of the old sequencing system was a
row of roller -type microswitches. The switches were
actuated by properly situated pegs on a cam cylinder

driven through speed -reduction gearing by a synchronous motor. The new system replaces directly
the motor -driven cam cylinder.
A signal generator unit forms a 10 cPS signal which
is passed through manually controlled switches to the
main unit. This unit consists of a stepping switch

panel, a patch panel, and a latching relay panel.

These three panels, listed separately for descriptive
purposes, comprise the main unit. Actually, they are
1: A unique signal generator.

Signal Generator

Fig. 1 shows the circuit of the signal generator

which forms rectangular waves at a frequency of
10 cPs to provide the 0.1 second precision of the
sequencing system. A sensitive relay is connected

flexible and more may be added if necessary.

Fig.

in close proximity to each other, the patching binding
posts and the latching relays being on opposite sides
of one panel which is about four inches distant from
the stepping switch panel.

into an R -C charge -discharge circuit whose principal parts are, in addition to the relay, coil, two po-

tentiometers and a capacitor. When the circuit

is

connected to the dc supply, current flowing through
the normally closed contacts (1) of the relay tends

to charge the capacitor and increase the magnetic

in the relay. When this field becomes large
enough, the relay pulls in, opening the circuit to the
dc supply. The capacitor then discharges through the
relay and the shunt potentiometer until the current
is no longer strong enough to hold the relay in. The
field

Fig. 2: Diagram of control switches.
STEPPING

STEPPING

SWITCH
RUN

SWITCH
RESET

Fig. 3: Alternate control switch circuit.
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Fig. 4: Circuit diagram of stepping switch panel. Switches A and B are rotary switch wafers actuated by a rotary solenoid.

relay then releases and action starts again. The two
potentiometers are so adjusted that the cycle of relay
action repeats itself at a frequency of 10 CPS with a
duty factor of about 0.5. The signal output to the
sequencer is formed by the opening and closing of
another set of contacts (2) in the relay.

In the operation of the sequencing system, the

10 CPS

signal is switched by means of control switches

to appropriate circuits in the stepping switch panel.
The switching diagram in Fig. 2 represents a possible
arrangement of relay contacts which may be used if
it is decided to manually operate through push -buttons and relays already in existence in the Console.
This diagram can also represent two toggle switches
for direct manual control. A preferred connection is

the alternate circuit given in Fig. 3, should direct
control be decided upon.

Direct manual control of switches is preferred to
push-button control in order that the sequencing
action may be stopped at any desired moment simply
by returning the switch to its downward or "off"
position. However, a separate push-button can be
readily installed for that purpose.

tured by the C. H. Leland Co. and are called "Ledex"

switches. Each switch is made up of a number of
rotary switch wafers which are actuated by a rotary
solenoid placed at one end of the switch. (The switches

used in this particular application were taken from
stock and have solenoids on either end, making it
possible to have reverse as well as forward action, if
desired. However, the reverse action is not being
used in this instance.)
Stepping switch B has 12 contact positions while
only ten are required. Switch wafer 1B is wired in
such manner that the switch rotor will by-pass two
of its 12 positions, making it in effect a 10 -position
switch. By-pass action is accomplished by the commutating switch B which is part of the stepping
switch. The hold -in resistor R2B shunts current
around the commutating switch B in all positions except the 3rd and 12th (See switch wafer 1B). Signal
Fig.

5:

Inside of view of patch panel shows parts location.

Switch Panel

Fig. 4 is a circuit diagram of the stepping switch
panel for the sequencing system. The principle ob-

jects on this panel are the two stepping switches
A and B, with their power rectifier, and signal relay
C (also the signal generator relay).
The coil of signal relay C receives its 10 CPS
rectangular wave excitation from the signal generator circuit through the control switches and switch
wafer 1A of stepping switch A. This signal causes
repetitive pull -in and release of signal relay C at the
10 CPS rate. A set of contacts of signal relay C furnishes the pulsating opening and closing circuit required to operate the stepping switches.
The two stepping switches A and B are manufacELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Fig. 6: Wiring diagram of the patch panel. Two rectangles side -by -side represent one latching relay.

Patch System (Continued)

terminals, sequencing will occur, advancing stepping
switch A one position each second until the switch

has moved into the 16th position, where it stops.
relay C, acting ten times per second, produces a complete revolution
second.

of stepping switch B once every
Commutating Switch

The action of the commutating switch is as follows:
Normally, it is closed. As the solenoid pulls the
switch rotor through its excursion, the commutating

switch remains closed until 2° or 3° before the excursion ends, far enough so that the inertia of the
solenoid will carry the switch rotor through its complete turn. Then the commutating switch opens and
allows the solenoid to quickly return to its original
position. If the hold -in resistor parallels the commutating switch, current will flow through this resistor and will prevent the switch from returning to its
original position.
Stepping switch A is driven through a contact on

Application of the signal between "reset" and "common" terminals will again activate the switches,
whereupon the sequencing will resume until stepping
switch A moves to the first or "ready" position.
Switch wafers 2A, 3A and 4A are all provided with

leads from their wipers and the first 16 of their 18
points. Their wipers are routed to the main terminal
plate for connection to ac high. The leads from the
points of switch wafer 2A (Fig. 4) are routed to the
patch panel. Those from switch wafer 3A and 4A are
routed to the main terminal plate for external connection to the count -down lamps, gun -firing circuit,
(Continued on page 012)
or to serve as spares.
Fig. 7: Front view of the latching relay panel.

switch wafer 2B by the power which operates the
solenoid of stepping switch B. The switch wafer 1A
circuits cause the sequencing to be turned on and
off. To separate "run" and "reset," these lines from
the control switches are connected through switch
wafer 1A. The "run" line is connected to the first
15 points, and the "reset" line to the last three points,
of the 18 -position stepping switch A. The wiper of

switch wafer 1A is connected to the coil of signal
relay C. Therefore, if stepping switch A is in any
one of its first 15 positions, and the signal output
is applied between the "run" and "common" input
010
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FolProducts
Orthicon Orbiter
The V -148A Image Orthicon Orbiter System consists of 3 units: the
V -18A image orthicon orbiter, the
V -88A image orth. tracker and the
image orth. image section orbit yoke.

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
W KNO-TV MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE WWLP SPRINGFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS WBNS-TV COLUMBUS. OHIO --K I MA -TV YAK I MA. WASHINGTON KNXT
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA - WCIA CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS KONO-TV SAN

KGO-TV SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA - WSLS-TV
ANTONIO. TEXAS
ROANOKE. VIRGINIA - WH IS -TV BLUEFIELD. WEST VIRGINIA - KTWO-TV
CASPER. WYOMING - WDSU-TV NEW ORLEANS. LOUISIANA - WGR-TV
NEW YORK BUFFALO.

In 1957 CON RAC
EQUIPMENT
MYERS. FLORIDA

WINK -TV FORT

W KBN-TV YOUNGSTOWN. OHIO- KTVT SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH WBUF
BUFFALO. NEW YORK-- WSYR-TV SYRACUSE. NEW YORK KWTX-TV WACO.
BELLING HAM,
TEXAS KVOS-TV

was PURCHASED by
WASHINGTON--

KSTF SCOTTS-

NORTH CAROLINA

KGLO-TV FORT

BLUFF. IOWA -WDAY-TV FARGO. NORTH DAKOTA K DUB -TV LUBBOCK.
TEXAS - KNAC-TV FORT SMITH. ARKANSAS -- WSOC-TV CHARLOTTE.

There are no moving parts or vacuum
tubes, the unit being completely transistorized. Some features are: it adds

hundreds of hours to tube life; high

conversion efficiency; low heat dissipation; small size, light weight; nonmicrophonic operation; precise track-

ing of tube beam; and miniaturized
to fit inside any TV camera. Foto-

THE MAJOR

TELEVISION NETWORKS
and 20% of the STATIONS
-WSTV-TV

DODGE. KANSAS

Video Labs.. Inc., :111 Commerce Rd.,
('edar Grove, N. .1.
Circle 209 on Inquiry Card, page 83

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO KFVS-TV CAPE G IRARDEA U. MISSOURI-KTTV HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA WDMJ-TV MARQUETTE. WISCONSIN-KETC ST.
LOUIS, M ISSOURI-WCSH-TV PORTLAND. M A INE-W I IC PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA-- WCPO-TV CINCINNATI, OHIO -WDMJ-TV MARQUETTE. MICHIGAN--WEEK-TV PEORIA. ILLINOIS -WRLP WINCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

RECORDER -REPRODUCER

W KBT LA CROSSE. WISCONSIN-WCBI-TV COLUMBUS, M ISSISSIPPI WLBCINDIANA-WRE X TV MUNCIE,

The Al -90 stereophonic recorder -re-

producer is housed in a new attractive cabinet designed to the most exacting professional requirements. It

-W MBR-TV JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA-WWTV CADILLAC. M ICHIGAN-

Monochrome Color MONITORS
Audio -Video RECEIVERS
TV ROCKFORD.

ILLINOIS- KDLO-TV

GARDEN CITY. SOUTH DAKOTA - WREC-TV MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
KGBT-TV HARLINGEN. TEXAS - KVOO-TV TULSA, OKLAHOMA- WISN-TV
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN WBBM-TV CHICAGO. ILLINOIS WBEN-TV BUFFALO, NEW YORK KGEZ-TV KALISPELL. MONTANA -WSJS-TV WINSTONSALEM. NORTH CAROLINA WCHS-TV CHARLESTON. WEST VIRG INIAWABD NEW YORK. NEW YORK- KELO-TV SIOUX FALLS. SOUTH DAKOTA
- - KBES-TV MEDFORD. OREGON WKZO-TV KALAMAZOO. MICHIGANKRDO-TV COLORADO SPRINGS. COLORADO -KUED MT. VISION, UTA H KLI X -TV TWIN FALLS. IDAHO WYES NEW ORLEANS. LOUISIANA WGN-TV
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS KTVC DODGE CITY. KANSAS-WINR-TV BINGHA M TON. NEW YORK--- KOAC-TV CORVALLIS. OREGON WHDH-TV BOSTON.
MASSACHUSETTS --WCCO-TV MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA -WJ MR -TV NEW
ORLEANS. LOUISIANA--- K XLF-TV BUTTE. MONTANA KTCA-TV ST. PAUL.
M INNESOTA -W MAR -TV BALTIMORE. MARYLAND WT IC -TV HARTFORD,
CONNECTICUT -WVET-TV ROCHESTER. NEW YORK- WSAZ-TV HUNTING TON. WEST VIR-

GINIA KRNT-TV

CONRAC, Inc. Since 1939
has push-button controls, 15 and 71/2
ips with switch selection. Automatic

tape lifter protects heads. Instantaneous start and stop. High speed cueing control; full remote control. Recorder interlock prevents accidental
erasure. Dual record and playback
amplifiers permit monitoring from
each channel. Equalization selector
switches. Magnecord I)iv. of Midwestern Instruments, Tulsa, Okla.
Circle 210 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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Glendora, California
Phone: Covina, Calif., Edgewood 5-1241
DES MOINES.

IOWA--- KSB W -TV

SALINAS. CALIFORNIA - K DLO -TV MITCHELL. SOUTH DAKOTA KEPR-TV
PASCO, WASHINGTON K LEW-TV LEW ISTON, IDAHO - KF MB -TV SAN DIEGO.
CALIFORNIA WFMY-TV GREENSBORO. NORTH CAROLINA WHEN -TV SYRACUSE. NEW YORK W ITN -TV WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA -WBOC-TV
SALISBURY. MARYLAND KOTA-TV RAPID CITY. SOUTH DAKOTA -KNO X TV GRAND FORKS. NORTH DAKOTA WBOY-TV CLARKSBURG. WEST VI R G INIA-WHTN-TV HUNTINGTON. WEST VIRGINIA-- KFSD-TV SAN DIEGO.
CALIFORNIA KWTV OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA WBPZ-TV LOCK HAVEN.
PENNSYLVANIA WJBF AUGUSTA. GEORGIA WNEM-TV FLINT. MICHIGAN
-K AK E -TV WICHITA. KANSAS - WVU E PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA

Circle 50 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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8: Detailed diagram of latching relay "A." Like all of the latching relays, relay "A" is symmetrical.

Patch System (Continued)

circles. The circles in the rectangles represent the
arrangement of the contact terminals of these relays.

The numbers 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, or 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, do

The small white circles tangent to the rectangles

from their wipers and 10 of their 12 points. Their

For a better description of the operation of the
latching relays, a detailed diagram of relay A is

not necessarily refer to physical location of the
wafers with respect to each other.
Switch wafers 3B and 4B are provided with lead,
wipers are routed to the main terminal plate for connection with neutral or ac low. The leads from the

points of switch wafer 3B are routed to the patch
panel. Those from 4B are routed to the main terminal

plate for spares.
The Patch Panel

The patch panel is made up of four vertical rows of
G -R binding posts mounted on a micarta board (see
Circuit Diagram, Fig. 6). In the left row, a binding
post is provided for each of the labeled positions of
stepping switch A. The right row has a binding post
for each of the labeled positions of stepping switch

B. The two center rows of binding posts provide
connections to the coils of the latching relays. The
posts in these rows are in groups of 4 for each of
the 8 latching relays provided. Considering any one

group of 4 binding posts, the two top (bottom in
Fig. 6 which is inverted) are connected to the "close"
coil of the relay to which they are attached. The two
bottom posts of the group are connected to the "open"
coil of their relay.
Eight latching relays are mounted on the inside of

the patch panel. Each
rectangles (Fig. 6)
012

is

indicated by a pair of

with associated small, white

represent the coil terminals.
Latching Relay Operation

given in Fig. 8. Like all the latching relays, relay A
is symmetrical.

The relay is actually two separate dpdt relay sections mounted facing each other with a bar extending

out from the armature of each other toward the
other. The bars are so situated that they form a
mechanical latch. The latch operates so that when
the first section is actuated, its bar gets out of the
way of the second section, allowing the spring of
the second section to pull its armature into the dropout position. Then, when the current in the first coil
is interrupted, the bar of the second section holds
the first section in actuated position until the second
coil is energized.

The designation of one coil as the actuating coil
and the other as the release coil is arbitrary. In Fig.
8 the terminals of the actuating coil are designated
(Continued on page 016)
A REPRINT

of this article can be obtained by writing on
company letterhead to The Editor
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Chestnut & 56th Sts., Phila., Pa.
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New
I Products
TURNTABLE

Smooth, steady CAMERA

A twelve inch 3 speed turntable is
designed for constant duty require-

MOBILITY at a Low Price

ments of broadcast stations and other
professional users. Features: Simplicity of design; fast accelleration;

unique record surface design eliminates loose 45 RPM record adaptors or
unreliable "pop up" hubs. Lathe turned and balanced table. Entire mech-

anism mounted on heavy cast alu-

minum chassis. Available with 4 pole
specially designed induction motor, or
syncronous hysteresis motor. Meets

all NARTB performance standards.
QRK Electronic Products, 445 N.
Circle Dr., Fresno 4, Calif.
Circle 211 on Inquiry Card, page 83

SMALL TV CAMERA
Complete transistorization of a TV

camera has created a rugged, com-

pact and automatic television system
practical in many situations where

television has not been previously
feasible. Housed in a single unit

measuring 2% x 5% x 7% in. and
weighing approximately 4

lb. (with-

out optics), it also features greater
density and a significant decrease in
power

requirements.

Basically

of

Here's the solid support and steady, smooth -rolling action
of a pedestal at the price of a tripod -dolly combination.
The Houston Fearless PD -10 is designed for all monochrome
TV cameras. Ideal for 16mm and 35mm motion picture
cameras. Accommodates all standard heads.
Rolls easily, quietly on large
8" rubber, ball bearing
wheels which can be
locked in parallel for
dolly shots or left free
for extreme maneuverability.
Telescoping legs can be
extended for maximum
stability or shortened for
narrow passageways.

ff------------------------ ------

--------------

Between takes, camera
can be quickly, easily
raised or lowered with
hydraulic jack. Maximum
height to top of column:
60". Minimum: 35".
Completely disassembles
for easy transport.
.;
A precision -built,
high quality unit
in every respect.
Send coupon for
full details now.

---------

Head not included

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION

HOUSTON
: FEARLESS

e--=.

11813 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Please send catalog and prices on PD -10 Pedestal
Other Pedestals
Dollies II:Tripods

Heads L. Remote Control Heads
Film Processors
Parabolas

modular construction, 6 plug-in, printed -wiring strips perform the various
functions. Dage Television D i v .
Thompson Products, Inc., Michigan
City, Ind.
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Correction, please
Editor, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

I was very pleased to find my

article titled "Inexpensive Audio

Switching" featured on page 06.

Electronic Operations section. Electronic Industries, May 1958.
I would like to submit the follow-

ing correction. Switches and pilot

Console Modification
EDWARD BOYER, Ch. Engr.
WBOB, Galax, Virginia

volume control, as shown in the dia-

With the increased emphasis on
music, jingles, and sound effects,

in the original monitor position,
turntable #2 is fed into the fader

Raytheon RC -11 Console were inadequate. A few simple and inex-

Since we were using GE cartridges, we bought a regular GE
pre -amplifier and high quality
matching transformer, high im-

the two turntable inputs on our
pensive changes gave 4 turntable
inputs without additional switches

gram. Thus with the switch in the
original program position, turntable #1 can be faded as needed;
control and program amplifier.

lights #1 through #5 are num-

bered incorrectly. #5 should be in
the position occupied by #1. All
numbers in between would change
in a corresponding manner. thus
switch #5 should be at the top of
the schematic shown in Fig. 4. Tht
switches should then be numbered
in decreasing order so that switci:
#1 occupies that shown as being
occupied by #5.
The schematic, as such, is cor-

TURNTABLE
SWITCH

This simple modification of

the turntable switches in
creased console inputs from

two to four.
T-15

TURNTABLE
PREAMPLIFIER

R 26

II

PROGRAM

OUT

AMPLIFIER
IN

GE
PRE AMPUF IE R

rect as shown. The fault in the

switch numbering is entirely my
fault and in no way reflects upon
your excellent staff.
Sincerely,
HAROLD D. SCHAAF, Ch. Engr.

WRFD, Worthington, Ohio
Pin Locators
ED HOWELL, Tech. Sops.
WMIX, Mt. Vernon, 111.
Cannon "P" type mike cord connectors have an engraved arrow on

the top of their shells to help in
locating pin positions and facilitate easier insertion of the plugs
into their sockets. Even when new.

these arrows are difficult to see.

After the plug has been in

use

some length of time, it is sometimes

impossible to locate the arrow in

poorly lighted locations.

We have solved this problem by

painting a line "down the arrow"
on each of our plugs as it is put
into service. Periodically, we re-

new the stripe so that it can be
easily seen. Here we use bright
red finger nail polish. Paint would

be just as good. With this very
conspicious red stripe down the
plug, it is no problem finding the
top and inserting it correctly on
the first try.
014

or controls on the console.

pedance to 500 SI. The pre -ampli-

gained by using the monitor posi-

equipment rack, thus there was no

additional inputs. It was necessary

or on.

The additional inputs were

fier ac supply was wired into an

tion on the turntable switches as

extra equipment to be turned off

to change the wiring so that the

No trouble was encountered in
the installation and the response is
2 db from 70 to 8,000 cps.

switch came between the pre -amplifier

output transformer and the

Better Conelrad Receiver
W. B. TURNER, Ch. Engr.
WDKD, Kingstree, S. C.
Where the Conelrad receiver

must be operated in a high noise
level or close to a transmitter of
high power I find an auto receiver
will out perform any Conelrad Receiver on the low price market.
Select a new auto receiver (6 v.)

model with push buttons. These
can be set to the desired station
to be monitored, the sky wave
station, and the Conelrad frequency

used in your area.
Discard the power supply and

audio part of receiver. Connect the
unit audio to existing amplifier and
ac power supply; AVC of the tuner
to an amplifier stage; and the grids

together. A relay is connected to

the plates of the tube

(6SC7).

When the AVC drops, the tube
draws current closing the relay,

connecting the amplifier to the
speaker and warning bell. By using

a latching relay with time delay

circuit (E.I., Dec. 1957, p. 012), a
better system would be had.
A range filter may be placed between the tuner and amplifier
which will operate on the 1 KC
tone.

The auto receiver is well shielded

and contains an r -f stage which is
not found in other receivers of
equal cost. The outside antenna
should be removed as far as possible from strong r -f fields and noise.
RG-58/U cable, feeds the signal to
the receiver.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Recorder Switch Box
ROYCE BAERG, Ch. Engr.
KICK, Junction City, Kansas

slow down the operator.

This station produces its own
anwrincements by tape recording,
a got J deal of remote broadcasting.
and some mobile broadcasting. Our

shows, Switch 1 has outputs from

console has only one control for
remote work with several utility
keys tied into it. All of this en-

tailed no patching or plugging to
A small aluminum box was sethree DPDT lever
switches installed. As the diagram
cured

and

RECORDER Ni

RECORDER
CUTPUT

BRIDGED INPUT

tails. a lot of cueing.

We employ two tape recorders
kr playback with line outputs that
can be used directly into the remote
channel of our console. Problems
arose when it became necessary to

cue one tape while the other recorder was playing back or a remote

broadcast

was

I

'SW,

SW 2

S3

PATCH
PANEL
JACw

tapes on one machine while the

other is playing or a remote is being run.
While we were at it, we installed
Switch 3, identical to Switch 2, to
act as input to each recorder. The
bridged input of each recorder is
brought out to the switch with the
input alone terminated in a spare
jack on the patch panel. This way,
air checks can be recorded on either
recorder, as well as any other material.

The small switch box can be

0.7SarE

RC WWII *2

SARRE

OUIWUT

REMOTE
ICE

CuE
Buss

BOBYIMUY
BOB
ENCLOSURE

RECORDER 2
BRIDGED IN RUT

underway.

Since no speakers are used in the

This switching system entails no patching.

recorders, cueing was done through
the remote channel which had a cue
position. Cueing with headphones
was possible, but with a fast moving program schedule it was quite
inconvenient. The solution was to
devise a switching system that en-

the two recorders into it, with the
output wired to a spare remote key
on the console. In the aluminum

feat 0./1 eite PTedil

console. This takes care of cueing

box, Switch 2 contacts, with a center off position, are wired parallel
to Switch 1 with the output con-

nected to the cueing buss of the

mounted near or between the recorders for convenient use of the
operator.

As the box

is fairly

tight, no dust problems or switch
failures have resulted in two years
use.

$$$ for Your Ideas
Readers are invited to contribute their
own suggestions which should be short

and include photographs or rough
sketches. Typewritten, double-spaced

text is requested. Our usual rate will
be paid for material used.

AMCI...
Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas

Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas

Tower -mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas

ONENAL

C

"

Standby TV

*LOG

Transmitting Antennas

Diplexers
Coaxial Switches
Now available is the new Gatos 240
pay. hard -bound catalog .. a complete
buying guide for broadcast, television
and communication transmitting equip ment,

recording, receiving, test,
industrial electronic apparatus.

and

Yours for the asking on Company or
Government letterhead.

...have been proven
in service.

Write for information
and catalog.

SUBSIDIARY OF NARRIS.INTERTYPE CORPORATION

ALFORD
Manufacturing Company

OUINCY, ILLINOIS

299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

GATES RADIO COMPANY
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Patch System (Concluded)

0

0

as C3 and C4. C4 is connected to P4, the upper right
binding post of the A group in the center of the patch
panel. Coil terminal C3 is connected through contact

arm terminal Al in the release section of the relay
where it is routed to the normally closed terminal
NCI. From there, connection is made to P3, the
upper left binding post in the A group.
The relay is shown in the position of release. It
was released when voltage was applied to the lower
binding posts P1 and P2. When the release section

0N0

O

Fig. 9: All interconnections to the main
unit are made to the
terminal plate.

.

0
0

O .30
40

0

0-i°0
0-90

0

0G 0

O .70
60
5C

0M0

i

0 t"NO

O

0
RUNO

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

-6 0

CF0

.400

0

0 Sr 0

0E0

.50

O

CRoY0

0b0
0C C

C

was operated, the latch allowed the actuating section
to drop out. This permitted contacts A4 and NO4 to
open the circuit of the release coil so that the current

0AC0

C

0 A0

0-7 0
0-6 0
0-5 0
0-4 0

0

0 -3C

0-2 0
0-1 0
0F0
0.1 0

0

in the release coil was cut off. The cut-off action
prevents the coil from heating up if some function
miscarries, and does not interrupt the circuit elsewhere in the system.

Re50 AC 0

0

0 C°M0 NO

0

OSTPO

0

0

Circuit is now made between binding posts P3 and
P4 via terminal C4 through the actuating coil,
through terminals C3 and Al, and through normally
closed contact NCI. Immediately after the actuating

relays are in their proper position for starting the

is energized, its circuit will be broken as described for the release coil. When the relay is
coil

actuated

connection

will

be

made

between

the

terminals of output A via NO3 and A3. Finally, the

monitoring circuit through NC2 and A2 will

be

broken.

A normally open circuit is brought from each
latching relay (NO3 and A3 to output A in Fig. 8)
to terminals on the main terminal plate. There, the
pairs of terminals are given letter designations, A
through H, and may be connected directly or indirectly to any circuits in the Laboratory for which
"on"-"off" control during the 15 -second sequencing
period is desired.

The monitoring contacts in all 8 relays are connected in series so that continuous circuit is made
only when all of the relays are in their "open" position. The purpose of monitoring is to give indication

during the set-up of a test that all of the latching
Fig.

10

Photograph of main terminal plate mounted on panel.

O

0

04'1 0

0

test.
Terminal Nate

the main unit of the
sequencing system are made to the terminal plate
All interconnections to

(Fig. 9) supplied for that purpose. The top terminals
in the first and second columns, counting from left
to right, are to be connected to neutral or ground.
Those in the other three columns are to be connected
through fuses to ac high.
The second through the eleventh terminals in the
first column are connections from wafer 4B in the
"tenth -seconds" stepping switch B, and are brought

out for test purposes. The wiper of this wafer is
brought out via the top terminal in this column. The
top terminals in the second and third columns furnish
connection from the wipers of the stepping switch

(wafers 2A and 3B, Fig. 4) that serve the patch
panel. The second through ninth terminals in the
second and third columns are paired and labeled A
through H. Each of these pairs is an output connection from one of the latching relays. The tenth
pair are the monitoring terminals.
The top terminals of the fourth and fifth columns
are connections from the wipers of stepping switch
wafers 3A and 4A. Connections from the switch
points of these wafers occupy all the other terminals
in the fourth and fifth columns. Column four is
provided for the count -down lamps and column five
for firing the gun.

The three bottom terminals of column one are
control terminals for run, reset and control common,
as indicated in Fig. 4. The two bottom terminals in

the second column serve as power input for both
stepping switches.

Figure 10 is a photograph of the main terminal
plate.

The fundamental principles of this system are the
joint contribution of S. Furman, A. Milam and the
writer who discussed this project during a conference
in which the needs of the Thompson Aeroballistics
Laboratory were considered.
016
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REGULARLY REVIEWED
AUSTRALIA
AWA Tech. Rev. AWA Technical Review
Proc. AIRE. Proceedings of the Institution of
Radio Engineers

ELECTRONIC
SOURCES

CANADA
Elec.
neering

Can.

Eng.

El. & Comm.

Canadian Electronics Engi-

Electronics and Communications

ENGLAND
ATE J.

ATE Journal
BBC Mono. BBC Engineering Monographs

Brit. C.&E. British Communications & Electronics

E. & R. Eng. Electronic & Radio Engineer
El. Energy.

Electrical Energy

GEC J. General Electric Co. Journal
J. BIRE. Journal of the British Institution

of Radio Engineers
BIEE. Proceedings of Institution
Electrical Engineers
Tech. Comm. Technical Communications
Proc.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES' exclusive monthly digest

of the world's top electronic engineering articles

of

FRANCE
Ann. de Radio.

Annales de Radloelectrlclte
Bull. Fr. El. Bulletin de la Societe Francais,. des Electriciens
Cah. & Trans. Cables & Transmission
Comp. Rend. Comptes Rendus liebdomadaires
des Seances

LOnde Electrique

Onde.

Rev. Tech.
Telonde.

Revue Technique
Telonde

Touts R. Toute Is Radio
Vide. Le Vlde

GERMANY
AEG Prop. AEG Progress
Archly der Elektrisehen Uber-

ANTENNAS, PROPAGATION

AUDIO

Tropospheric Scatter Propagation-A Summary of Recent Progress, Harold Staras.

Advances in the Design of Loudspeakers, F. K.

"RCA." March 1958. 16 pp. This paper gives
a short history of this new mode of propagation and then presents an explanation of
many of its characteristics in terms of simple
physical pictures rather than detailed mathematics. It is hoped that this presentation will
provide a theoretical foundation for those who
may become active workers in this new and
exciting field as well as satisfying the scientific curiosity of many other readers. (U.S.A.)
Ferrite Radiators Shrink Missile Antenna Systems, H. C. Hanks, Jr. "El." April 25, 1958.
3 pp. Procedure for predicting approximate
radiation pattern for ferrite elements in a
microwave antenna system uses random balance technique. Results indicate that directivity property of ferrite elements permits
ferrite arrays to provide half -power beam
widths and side -lobe characteristics equal to
those obtained with large conventional antenna systems. (U.S.A.)

Arc. El. Uber.

Schroder. "Nach. Z." April 1958. 4 pp. With
the aid of test examples it is shown how moving coil loudspeakers can be improved by
beam impregnation, dip treatment or coating
of the diaphragm as well as by an installation
of short-circuit rings of copper in the magnet
gap. The relationship between electro-acoustic
properties and mechanical loading shows the
importance of defining suitable load test
methods. (Germany)

The Operation of Corona Loudspeakers, (,.
Bolle. "Nach. Z." April 1958. 7 pp. The
paper relates to corona loudspeakers. On the

wise indicated, articles

appear

in

language native to country of origin.

*Articles marked with an

asterisk

are available as free reprints.
A reprint of this month's 8 -page
"International Electronic Sources"
section is available without charge.
Requests for the above should be sent,
on company letterhead, to:

generating sound pressure waves and a proof
by formulae, the point discharge used in
corona loudspeakers and possible interferences
are discussed. The noise interference can be
kept low when the radius of curvature on the
point is small enough and when the fields

strength at the point is large enough.

(Ger-

many)
of Extreme Values of Sound
Pressure, D. E. L. Shorter and W. I. Manson.
"BBC Mono." No. 16, March 1968. 10 pp.

by the Research Department of the BBC's
Engineering Division in 1954 to obtain, for

design purposes, up-to-date information on the
microphone levels and dynamic range encountered in current broadcasting practice. (England.)

A Discussion of Some Factors Affecting Reproduced

Radio

Sound

in

an

Automobile,

Bertram A. Schwarz and Donald E. Brinkerhoff. "G. M. J." May -June 1968. 4 pp. The

effects of the radio on the driver and pas-

into a highly acceptable product which often
aids the driver by increasing alertness and
lessening fatigue.

For more information on domestic
articles, contact the respective publishers directly. Names and addresses
of publishers may be obtained upon request from the above address.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

This monograph describes a survey undertaken

sengers must be considered in its design. The
automobile radio of today has been developed
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POLAND
Arch. Auto. i Tel.
Telemechaniki

Archlwum Automatyki I

Prate ITR. Peace Instytutu Tele-I RadlotechMcznmo
Roz. Elek. Rozprawy Elektrotechniczne

basis of an explanation for the physics of

Investigation

Photocopies of all foreign articles
are available at 60 cents per page,
remitted with order. Unless other-

tragung
Electronische Rundschau
Freq. Frequenz
Hochfreq. Ilochfrequenz-technik and Electroakustik
NTF. Nachrichtentechnische Fachberichte
Nach. Z. Nachrichtentechnische Zeitschrift
Rundfunk. Rundfunktechnische Mittellungen
Vak. Tech. Vakuum-Technlk

El Rund.

(U.S.A.)

USA
Auto. Con. Automatic Control
Av. Age. Aviation Age
Av. Week. Aviation Week
Bell J. Bell Laboratories Journal
Comp. Computers and Automation
Con. Eng. Control Engineering
El. Electronics
El. Des. Electronic Design
El. Eq. Electronic Equipment
El. Ind. ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
El. Mfg. Electronic Manufacturing
IRE Trans. Transactions of IRE I'rof. Croups
I. & A. Instruments & Automation
Insul. Insulation
M/R. Missiles and Rockets
NBS J. Journal of Research of the NHS
NRL. Report of NRL Progress
Proc. IRE. Proceedings of the Institute of
Radio Engineers
Rev. Sci. Review of Scientific Instruments
USSR
Avto. i Tel. Avtomatika I TelemakhaniLa
Radio. Radio
Radiotek. Radlotekhnika
Rad. i Elek. Radlotekhnika i Elektronlka
lz. Acad. Bulletin of Academy of Sciences.
USSR.

OTHER

ha Radio Revue (Belgium)
Kovo Export (Czech)

Transistor Q -Multiplier for Audio Frequencies,
G. B. Miller. "El." May 9, 1958. 3 pp. High

Radio Rev.

audio -frequency equipment that must be port-

J. IECE.

selectivity and stability may be provided in

able, or in which power is at a premium, by

of transistorized Q -multiplier circuit.
Series -resonant circuit is applied to variable selectivity a -f amplifier and multichannel selective -calling unit. (U.S.A.)
use

Kovo.

J. ITE. Journal of the Institution of Telecommunication Engineers (India)
Journal of the Institute of Electrical Communication Engineers (Japan)
Phil. Tech. Philips Technical Review
(Netherlands)
Eric. Rev. Ericsson Review (Sweden)

J. UIT. Journal of the International Telecommunication Union (Switzerland)
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Automatic Speech Amplitude Control, Lyle R.
Battersby. "El." May 23. 1968. 8 pp. Two
miniature vacuum tubes and four crystal diodes
provide automatic amplitude control for speech
frequencies to increase amount of intelligence
transmitted over radio communication system
under adverse conditions. (U.S.A.)

power consumption,

bulk

and

microphony.

Particular attention has been paid to stability
of gain and bandwidth against transistor variations; over a period of 12 months the maximum gain of about 125db has changed by
only 1.5dB with no measurable change in
bandwidth. (England.)

Impulse Voltage Wave Chopping Circuit For
Use With A Recurrent Surge Oscilloscope, J.

CIRCUITS

For Designers . . . Using Self -Resonant Frequency. J. P. Beverly. "El. Ind." July 1958.
Increasing demands for circuit sim2 pp.
plicity. reliability, and economy suggest reevaluation of the r -f coil. Self -resonant frecharacteristic offers
features. (U.S.A.)

unique

quency

design

W. Armitage. "El. Eng." April 1958. 3 pp.
A circuit is described which was designed to
work in conjunction with an existing recurrent surge oscilloscope and was intended to
provide better performance by the use of a
hydrogen filled thyratron than had been possible with the mercury filled thyratron previously used. The chopping circuit is built up
separately from the oscilloscope and is capable

of chopping recurrent impulse waves up to
2.5 kV at a selected instant over a wide range
of times. The collapse of the impulse wave is
very

rapid and a biasing arrangement has

been introduced to eliminate the residual volt-

Inverter with Thyratron II, H. Becker. "El.
Rund." May 1958. 3 pp. A three-phase inverter of 3.5 kVA output (frequency 600 c/s)
can be constructed with three separately ex-

cited inverters with two inert gas -filled thyratrona PL 5544 each. The master oscillator is

an inverter with two thyratrons PL 21. The
detailed circuit as well as diagrams and oscillograms are dealt with. (U.S.S.R.)
Production of DC Voltage of 1 kV by a Tube
Oscillator, R. Cantz. "El. Rund." April 1958.
2 pp. For the poet -acceleration of cathode
rays and similar applications an EHT power

age drop in the thyratron from the chopped
wave. (England.)

A Tunable Filter for Use in the Measurement
of Excess Noise from Local Oscillators. W. P.

N. Court. "El. Eng." April 1958. 2 pp. A
method of forming a filter from available
microwave components is described. This filter is tunable over a wide -band and need not
be removed physically from the circuit when
filter action is not required. (England.)

Electrical Methods of Integration, 0. Anna.
"El. Rund."

April

1958.

2

pp.

Electrical

integration renders possible or facilitates the
evaluation of measurements in many cases
and excludes subjective errors. A short basic
survey of the most important electrical methods of integration is given. The different
methods are analysed in consideration of their
fields of application as to time constant and
integration period as well as accuracy. (Germany.)

Narrow Band Elimination Filter Employing

Piezoelectric Resonators, E. Kudrewicz. "Prace
ITR." Vol. 2. No. 1, 1958. 9 pp. The application and technical requirements of narow band
elimination filters are discussed and a typical
design of such filter is given. Owing to the

introduction of a special frequency transformation the index function has been obtained
in a form suitable for analysis. (Poland.)
Transients in Some Low -Power and Middle Power

Rectifier

Circuits,

T.

Konopinski.

"Prace ITR." Vol. 2, No. 1, 1958. 12 pp.
Transients occuring in rectifier circuits at the
moment of switching on the anode voltage
have been the subject of a number of papers.
In this paper currents flowing through rectifying elements are considered in both half wave and full -wave rectifier circuits with a
smoothing filter having inductance at the
input and with a load in the form either of a
pure resistance or of batteries. (Poland.)
Equivalent Circuits of Noisy Networks, Leo
Young. "El. Eng." April 1958. 3 Dp. This
article derives and presents new equivalent
circuits for predicting the noise figure of a
combination of amplifiers, attenuators, and

terminations, which may all be different temperatures. (England.)
Ikcis Transistor High -Gain Tuned Amplifier,
R. A. Hall. "El. Eng." April 1958. 4 pp. By
the use of junction transistors instead of
thermionic valves an amplifier has been constructed which has the advantages of reduced
104

(Germany.)

Frequency Modulation by Inductance Variation: A Magnetically -Stable Ferrite Modulator,
F. Slater. "J. DIRE." March 1968. 16 pp. The

factors affecting the production of frequency
modulation are considered when the modulator

is either a reactance valve or a variable in-

ductance employing magnetic variation of the
core permeability. It is shown that whilst the
effectiveness of the reactance valve is reduced

at high oscillator frequencies or with large
fractional frequency deviations, the inductance

modulator is not affected to the same extent.
( England.)

H. F. Band Communication Receiver, J. A.
Knight. "ATE J." April 1968. 6 pp. This article describes a hermetically sealed receiver
covering the range from 2 to 16 Mc/s. An
accurately stabilized oscillator combined with
a 52 -inch film scale makes it possible to select
any 10 kc/s channel without previous 'netting.'
supply unit, or alternatively from an external
a.c. unit. (England.)

frequently. A device with a tube oscillator
with a rectifier diode and a smoothing filter
circuit and the EHT transformer are given.

Time Announcement with Re -Recorded Magnetic Tapes, F. Merkel and K. Schmidtner.
"Nach. Z." April 1968. 7 pp. After a brief
historical review and a discussion on the basic
design principles for time announcing equipment a summary of the design, the equipment
and the operation of such equipment with prerecorded magnetic tapes is given. The measures taken for time keeping and synchronization of several installations are explained.

It is powered by an internal 24 V vibrator

supply for only small current output is needed

which can be loaded with 100 A at a dc voltage of 8 kV (no load voltage of approximately
8.8 kV) is described. Precise details of the

intelligibility in the presence of
noise. (Germany.)
of better

CI

Comprehensive Comparisons in the Planning
of Telecommunication Systems, R. Krzyczkow-

ski. "ATE J." April 1958. 9 pp. This article

COMMUNICATIONS
Military Mobiles Become Transistorized, R. H.
Decker and D. E. Kammer. "El. Ind. Ops.
Sect." July 1958. 5 pp. A decade ago, separate
units were required to communicate between
combat branches of a field army. Now, a new
auxiliary receiver accomplishes this: reduces
size, weight, power consumption; and, is more
rugged. (U.S.A.)

describes a method of evaluating the problem
faced by administrations commissioning new
communication links: the problem of choice
between radio, coaxial cable, and balanced pair carrier cable. The method, known as the
'comprehensive comparison method,' is demonstrated by application to a hypothetical
case to illustrate the weighting system evolved.

Optimum Frequency Deviation in the One Channel Telemetering Systems, Yu. I. Chugin.
"Avto i Tel." April 1958. 9 pp. The method of
determination of optimum frequency deviation
in the one -channel telemetering system with
fluctuating noise is given. The method is
based on the analysis of power noise spectrum.

tween 10 KC/S and 30 KC/S, J. Harwood.

(U.S.S.R.)

The Radio -Frequency Protection Ratios Required by Modern VHF/FM Receivers, B.

(England.)

Atmospheric Radio Noise At Frequencies Be"Proc. BIEE." May 1968. 8 pp. Measurements

of the characteristics of very -low -frequency

atmospheric noise in Southern England have
been made with automatic equipment during
the last few years. The results are described
in terms of statistical parameters of the envelope at the output of a narrow -bandwidth
receiver (300 c/s between 3 db points). (England.)

Gramatke, et. al. "Rundfunk." February 1958.
13 pp. This paper describes extensive investi-

-ams-

gations, of importance in the planning of a
transmitter network, relating to the r.f. protection ratios required by eighteen VHF/FM

20/4?

receivers manufactured between 1956 and 1958,

when receiving a wanted transmission in the
presence of one or two interfering transmissions. (Germany.)

A New Method for the Automatic Monitoring
of Broadcasting Systems. F. Enke!. "Nach. Z."
March 1958. 6 pp. An automatic device for the
supervision of the electro-acoustic properties
of transmission systems, including the high frequency radiation, is described in this paper.
This supervision covers the frequency response
of the transfer constants, the continuous
measurement of noise and the testing of nonlinear distortion. (Germany.)
A Telephone Set With Improved Intelligibility

COMPONENTS

New Developments Are Improving Perform-

ance of Silver -Zinc Batteries, Dr. Paul L.
Howard. "El. Ind." July 1968. 3 pp. Developments, materials, and techniques that

offer the most promising prospects for this
powerful cell are presented. Some of the more
prominent applications are recalled. (U.S.A.)

A

Voltage Variable Capacitor, Gene F.
Straube. "El. Ind." July 1958. 4 pp. The

design engineer now has a unique new component for electronic equipment. Here are the
design characteristics of the new electronically
variable, solid state capacitor. (U.S.A.)

for Use in Private Exchange Installations, 0.
llrosze, et. al. "Nach. Z." April 1958. 5 pp.
A brief summary of the trends in the develop-

The Theory of Structure of Combinational
Mechanisms, S. M. Yakovlev. "Avto i Tel."

the last few decades is followed by a report

description of an induction potentiometer with
linear correlation between output voltage and

ment of microphones for telephone sets during

on a novel telephone set which has the feature

March 1958.

12

pp. The paper includes the
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the angle of rotor turn in the range of about

+90°. The way of calculation ad experimental
analysis of the potentiometer in question is
considered. The experimental results are
given. (U.S.S.R.)

Concerning Some Properties of Ferromagnetic
Clutches, P. N. Kopay-Gora. "Avto I Tel."
April 1958. 10 pp. Ferromagnetic clutches are
compared with electromotors, friction and hy-

draulic clutches with regard to their starting
time, electromagnetic time constant, control
power and the ratio of output moment and inertia moment. The said parameters of ferromagnetic clutches appear to be better than
those of electromotors and friction clutches.
(U.S.S.R.)

Simplified Method of Designing Saturated ReVol. 2,

No. 1. 1968. 14 pp. The paper presents a simple design method of the series saturated reactors transductors) based on the B -H curves
for the core material. The derived equations
enable us to determine parameters necessary
for the design of core dimensions, number of
turns as well as wire gauge. (Poland.)
Automatic Methods in Radio Component Man-

ufacture, D. Stevenson and R. B. Shepherd.
"J. BIRE." April 1958. 5 pp. Part 1 describes
method of controlling a high-speed coil
winder by an electronic counter. A specialized
a

machine which winds single -layer coils is
described. Part 2 deals with the development

of a tool protection device for use with automatically loaded presses. The device detects
the piece -part magnetically as it is ejected
and so clears the interlocks to allow the press
to continue operating. (England.)

The Performance of Thermally Inert Metal
Blocks as Cold Junction Enclosures for TherL.

Morphew. "El.

Energy."

May 1958. 3 pp. The requirements of a high
stability thermocouple cold junction for use
in the accurate measurement of small temperature changes are examined. The suitability of
different materials is then discussed, and there

follows a description of two sets of experiments in which the thermal behaviour of two
large thermally insulated cylinders was observed. (England.)

Wafer -Type Rectifiers for Millimeter Waves,

W. M. Sharpless. "Bell. Rec." January 1958.
4 pp. (U.S.A.)

COMPUTERS

1958. 3

The

Application of

Square Hystresis

Loop

Materials in Digital Computer Circuits, A. D.

Holt.

"El. Eng."

April 1968.

4

The

pp.

properties and uses of magnetic materials, in

particular those of ferrites,

used in digital

computers are described. Theories and the
practical design of shifting registers are explained. Core matrix storage systems are re(England.)

A Basic Transistor Circuit for the Construc-

pp. Though management of

small and medium sized business concerns have
followed with interest the development of

computers and their business application potential, little has been written to inform small
business management of the preliminary investigation steps that will determine for them
whether computers can be used to advantage
in their business operations. (Canada.)

of 0.1 seconds throughout a sequence period
of 15 seconds. A signal generator eliminates
roller -type switches and motor -driven cams.
U.S.A.)

Concerning a Possibility of Determining an
Axial Hydrodynamic Force in a Valve, I. M.
Krnssov and B. G. Turbin. "Avto. i Tel."

March 1958. 4 pp. The paper deals with an

axial hydrodynamic force that appears in valve

hydraulic amplifier when the working liquid
flows through it. The amplifier described may

be a meter of the force. The experimental
results are presented. (U.S.S.R.)

Nonlinear and Computing Devices are Used
to Increase High Speed of Some Control Systems, G. M. Ostrowsky. "Avto. i Tel." March
1958. 9 pp. To improve the control quality,

tion of Digital -Computing Systems, P. L.
Cloot. "Proc. BIEE." May 1958. 8 pp. A
basic circuit is described which uses one

nonlinear devices are introduced in some automatic control systems. (U.S.S.R.)

from which a complete digital -computing system may be constructed economically. (England.)

thesis of Automatic

transistor, one capacitor and three resistors,

Analogue

Computation,

E.

Lloyd

Thomas.

"Brit. C. & E." May 1958. 11 pp. This article
surveys the principles, practice and current
applications of analogue computation. (England.)
Evaluation of Integrals Involving Combina-

tions of Bessel Functions nd Circular Functions. Leendert De Witte. "J. Assoc. for
Comp. Mach." April 1958. 8 pp. A method is
discussed for the evaluation of integrals containing combinations of Bessel functions and
circular functions in which the non -circular
part of the integral is fitted by sums of simple polynomials and exponentials. (U.S.A.)

Stubbs. "Auto. Con."
(U.S.A.)

Pulse

Time

April 1958.

pp.

8

Control Systems with
Lags, Fan -Chun Wui. 11 pp. "Avto. i Tel."
March 1958. The synthesis of corrective devices of servosystems (1) is applied to automatic control systems with lags. Curves to
synthesize the systems with lags and to
analize their quality are given. (U.S.S.R.)

Determination of

Parameters of Automatic
Control Systems by Using Experimental Frequency Responses, A. A. Kardashov and L. V.
Karnushin. "Avto i Tel." April 1958. 12 pp.
Parameters of linear elements and control

systems are determined on the basis of approximation

of their experimental phase amplitude characteristics. By means of interpolation approximative coefficients of the
analytical expressions of the phase-ampliture
characteristics are found. Then those coef-

are corrected with the help of the

method of the least squares. The calculation
illustrated
(U.S.S.R.)
is

by

a

number of

examples.

Improving the Transients in Corrective Ele-

Displacement in

High -Density
Magnetic Tape, R. A. Skov. "IBM J." April
1958.

The Analysis of the Control and the Syn-

ficients

SADSAC: A Sampled -Data Simulator and
Computer Using Stepping Relays. Gilbert

12 pp. In computer magnetic tape sys-

tems, a primary factor in character rate

is

recording density. Pulse time displacement
places a direct limit on the maximum bit

ments with Variable Parameters, E. K. Shigin.
"Avto. i Tel." April 1958. 6 pp. Some means
of improving the transients in the fourth
order automatic control systems having two
integrators are described. To improve the
transient process, introduction of the variable

density which may be used in parallel NRZI
recording systems in which recovery of the
information on readback depends on correct
synchronism of all tracks (U.S.A.)

time constant of the integrator is shown to
be expedient when there is a differentiator

On Some Error Bounds of Givens. Robert L.
Causey. "J. Assoc. for Comp. Mach." April

Selective Low -Frequency RC -Amplifier as an
Element of a Control System, Yu. G. Kochinev.
"Avto. i Tel." April 1958. 6 pp. Dynamic
properties of a selective low -frequency RC amplifier with a double T -circuit are analyzed.
(U.S.S.R.)

1958. 6 pp. The author points out a slight
error in one of Givens' proofs, and then obtains correct error bounds to replace those
directly affected by the error. Our new proofs

Electronic Computing for the Small or Medium
Sized Business, L. E. Sandford. "El. & Comm."
March

variable. (England.)

viewed.

actors, A. Mellinger. "Prace ITR."

mocouples, K.

An Analogue Computer for Fourier Transforms, D. G. Tucker. "J. BIRE." April 1968.
3 pp. The paper gives the basic principles of
a computer for obtaining a graphical display
of the Fourier Transform of a function which
can be represented by a finite number of
ordinates over a finite range of the input

provide sharper bounds and also illustrate different techniques of obtaining bounds.
(U.S.A.)

A High -Speed Computer Technique for the
Transportation Problem, Jack B. Dennis. "J.
Assoc. for Comp. Mach." April 1958. 22 pp.
This paper describes a new digital computer
technique for solving the classical transportation problem by the stepping stone method.
This technique offers considerable advantage
in

speed

(U.S.A.)

over methods

currently

in

with the variable time constant introduced in
the system. (U.S.S.R.)

Principles of Control Engineering 1, J. Schopper. "El. Rund." May 1958. 4 pp. The
present introduction is intended to give the
physicist and the engineer not well versed in

control engineering a survey of the operation of the equipments for this field of application. After the different systems having

been explained the basic equations are given
and various ex am plea are considered.
(U.S.S.R.)

use.

The Electronic Synthesis of Flexible Beam
Behaviour, M. Squires and W. G. Hughes. "J.
HIRE." March 1958. 23 pp. The paper relates

to the use of electronic analogue computers

to evaluate and display the vibrations of flexible beams and related structures. The method
is characterized by the speed and continuity

with which the desired information is presented and by the fact that it provides a con-

tinuous mental picture or model of the physical
system being studied. The techniques described

are applicable to "thin" beams in general and
are capable of yielding static as well as dynamic information. (England.)
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A Patchable Time Sequence System, Samuel
E. Dorsey. "El. Ind. Ops. Sect." 4 pp. July
1958. The time sequence system described here

permits patching a number of control func-

tions, both turn -on and turn-off to a precision

Electronic Reader Sorts Mail. A. I. Tersoff.
"El. Ind." July 1958. 5 pp. Automatic character sensing equipment is being developed and
tested for the Post Office Department. It will

automatically read and sort mail at a high

speed. This equipment can also be used as an
automatic input for data processing systems
(U.S.A.)
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Automatic Detection of Signs, K. Steinbuch.
"Nach. Z." April 1958. 10 pp. The paper
relates to the possibilities of detecting with the
aid of automatic devices printed, type -written
or hand-written signs. The main process of
detection is a comparison (comparison in the
most general sense) between the available
sign and a choice of given signs. The detection should not be affected by deficiencies of
shape.

The paper is an attempt to describe

known methods and two new methods as well
as a systematic categorization. (Germany.)

A Variable Wave Length Wide Band Director
with Continuously Adjustable Matching in the
Range of
30 . . . 70 cm, A. Sander. "El.
Rund." May 1958. 5 pp. The new adjustable
wide band director is intended for microwave
therapeutics. Different kinds of application
with wavelengths between approximately 30

and 70 cm are possible by interchangeable
diaphragms and Trolitul inserts. The mounted
resonance transformer serves for optimum
matching to the feeder mains. The theoretical
principles of the design are dealt with. (Germany.)

A Tape Recorder for Ultra Sonic Frequencies,
H. Lennartz. "El. Rund." May 1958. 8 pp.
With the help of the supplementary unit described in this article retarding and reproduction

of the frequency range 0.6...120 kc/s

(preferably 1...100 kc/s) can be realized with
a studio tape recorder. The effect of the mag-

nitude of the a. c. bias current at the upper
frequency boundary is investigated and the
investigation results are discussed with regard
to various types of tape. The important points
for the design of the recording amplifier, the

feed of signal and a. c. bias currents and the
correction of the distortion in the reproducing
amplifier are dealt with. (Germany.)

The Role of the Engineer in Management,

S. 0. Jones. "Proc. AIRE." March 1958. 6 pp.
Most engineers are forced to specialize early
in their careers, but he who would enter man-

agement must, at the right time, give due

attention to the non -technical aspects of industry such as the organization of men and
matters of finance. (Australia.)

X -Ray Image Intensifier. "El. & Comm."
March 1958. 4 pp. A medical telecast performed at the Hotel Dieu and Jean -Talon
hospitals in Montreal recently demonstated a
greatly improved method of fluoroscopic diagnosis. A new device, amplified the dim fluoro-

scopic image so that, for the first time, it
could be picked up and successfully transmitted by the TV camera. (Canada.)

special emphasis on presumptive kinetics of
the process; 3) subsequent grinding of the
presintered product; 4) pressing and final

sintering of shaped pieces of barium ferrite.
(Poland.)

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Numerically Controlled Machine Tools. 0. S.
Puckle. "Proc. AIRE." March 1968. 10 pp.
The paper opens with a very brief description
of the way in which numerically controlled
machine tools works. It then proceeds to discuss some of the general requirements of pro-

duction engineers in various industries and
considers what they might expect from these
controlled machine tools. The most suitable
basis for the design of analogue numerical
control systems and some of the different
components and techniques which may be

embodied

in the equipment

(Australia.)

are examined.

Some Aspects of the Application of Closed
Loop Servo Systems to Machine Tool Control,

R. J. F. Howard. "J. BIRE." April 1968. 11
pp. The paper discusses the combined design of machine tool and control equipment
with particular reference to a two -axis profile
follower system. The power requirements of

the feeds are reviewed and in particular the
effects of calling for excessive power on motor

size and on motor torque/inertia radio and

hence overall servo system performance. (England.)

A Crystal Controlled R.F. Induction Heater,
E. Cohen. "El. Eng." April 1958. 6 pp. The
construction, operation and performance of a
2kw crystal controlled radio frequency induction heater is described. The several advantages associated with fixed frequency operation are discussed and it is shown that the
greater complexity of the circuit is more than
compensated by absence of radio frequency
interference with essential services, greater

efficiency conversion of d.c. input to r.f. output and ability to match an external load to
the output impedance of the final power amplifying stage, by a novel construction of the
output transformer. Experiments indicate that
a graphite susceptor, if suitably thermally in-

sulated, can be raised to a temperature in
excess of 2,000° C in eight minutes. (England.)

Behaviour, M. Squires and W. G. Hughes. "J.
BIRE." March 1968. 23 pp. The paper relates
to the use of electronic analogue computers to
evaluate and display the vibrations of flexible
beams and related structures. The method is
characterized by the speed and continuity with
which the desired information is presented an,'
by the fact that it provides a continuous
mental picture or model of the physical system being studied. The techniques described
are applicable to "thin" beams in general and
are capable of yielding static as well as
dynamic information. (England.)
106

those at which

the conventional magnetic

materials are applicable, and relates them to
modern theory. Typical applications are mentioned. (England.)

Metal -Flake Artificial Dielectric, Properties at
8 -Band Frequencies, Shanker Swarup. "E. & R.
Eng." May 1958. 4 pp. The validity of the
various expressions suggested for the dielectric
constant of the obstacle -type artificial dielectric has been checked at a wavelength of
14.712

cm.

A new expression, which

is a

modification of the Clausius-Mossotti relations,

has been suggested for the dielectric constant
artificial dielectric. This expression predicts a value of dielectric conof metal -flake

stant which compares very well with the experimental

results even for high -volume
fractions of the metal flakes. (England.)

Properties, Appraisal and Selection of Ferro electric Materials, B. Lewis. "Brit. C. & E."

May 1958. 6 pp. High dielectric constant, non linearity and piezoelectric activity are among
the properties which characterize ferroelectric
materials. This article describes how these
and other properties are related, how they are
measured, and how materials are selected for
particular applications. (England.)

A Hystereis Effect in Cadmium Selenide and
Its Use in a Solid -State Image St
Device,

F. H. Nicoll. "RCA." March 1968. 9 pp. A
brief description is given of a new hysteresis
in cadmium selenide photoconductive
powder. (U.S.A.)
effect

Application of Non -Linear Magnetics, Part

III, Herbert F. Storm. "El. Des." April 16.
1968. 4 pp. Combinations of a saturable re-

applied in field maintenance of reciprocating
engines used in industrial and marine service.

A Method for Soldering Aluminum, G. M.
Bourton and P. R. White. "Bell Rec." May

cially designed cathode-ray oscilloscope permits selected laboratory techniques to be
(U.S.A.)

1958. 4 pp. Ordinary methods for affixing two
pieces of aluminum have presented a number
of difficulties. Recently, however, a soldering
technique using zinc -base solders has been
evaluated. This technique has proved feasible
and, furthermore, it is expected to expand

greatly the possibilities for aluminum construction. (U.S.A.)

non-metals. Concentrations of 1 in 10,000,000

The Electronic Synthesis of Flexible Beam

of ferro- and ferri-magnetism, and discusses
the principles that have guided the development of the modern ferrites. It then examines
their special properties at frequencies above

actor with other circuit components produce
extraordinary effects which usually cannot be
duplicated by linear circuitry. (U.S.A.)

Analyzes Reciprocating Engines, Ed-

very greatly extended the range and usefulness of techniques for analysis of metals and

mentation. (England.)

concerned with elements of the modern theory

ward Sammis. "El." May 9, 1968. 4 pp. Spe-

Scope

Industrial Applications of A. C. Pol aaaaaaaaaa
R. L. Faircloth and D. J. Ferrett. "J. DIRE."
March 1958. 7 pp. The a. c. polarographs
that have recently been developed, such as the
Mervyn -Harwell squarewave polarograph, have

can be measured and these instruments overcome many of the disadvantages of conventional polarographs. The principles of the
square -wave palarograph are discussed and
recent work on the pulse polarograph and the
r.f. polarograph is described. The range and
versatility of these instruments offer many
opportunities for plant -control and instru-

Magnetically Soft Ferrites, M. 0. Williams.
"ATE J." April 1968. 16 pp. This article is

MATERIALS

Ferrites

for

Magneto-Strictive

Filters,

S.

Schweizerhof. "Nach. Z." April 1958. 7 pp.
The paper is a report on the development and
the practical application of ferrite oscillators
for filter circuits in carrier -frequency engineering. The requirements for the characteristic values of the core material are outlined.
Commercial ferrites do not meet these specifications and for this reason new ferrites with
an improved temperature stability and higher

Electronic Uses of High Temperature Liquid
Dielectrics, C. G. Currin. "El. Des." May 14,
1958. 2 pp. By providing a barrier between
components and the atmospheric environment,
liquid dielectrics

reduce the probability of

insulation failure, one of the prime causes of
equipment malfunction and failure. (U.S.A.)

Q -values have been developed. (Germany.)

Technology of Manufacturing Barium Ferrite,

R. Lappa. "Prate rm." Vol. 2, No. 1, 1958.
27 pp. Magnetic properties of barium ferrite
are briefly surveyed and then the Institute's
research work on technology of obtaining barium ferrite is reported. Successive stages of
technological process are discussed: 1) initial

raw materials used, method of mixing them
and grinding, and composition of mixtures;
2) preliminary sintering of the mixture with

MEASURE & TESTING

A Practical Approach to Solving Thermistor
Problems, Robert S. Goodyear. "El. Ind."
July 1958. 6 pp. Much has been written concerning the general characteristics and applications of thermistors, but little on how -to -solve
actual problems. Three application problems.

each high -lighting a different major characteristic, are solved here. (U.S.A.)
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The Analysis of Sampled -Data Systems, Fan
Chun-Wui. "Avto. i Tel." April 1958. 10 pp.
A well-known method of analyzing continuous
linear systems is generalized and applied to
the qualitative evaluation of the forced motion
of sampled -data systems. (U.S.S.R.)
Semigraphical

Method

of

Determination

of

Relay System Characteristics, L. P. Kuzmin.
"Avto. i Tel." April 1958. 13 pp. The paper
deals with semigraphical method of determination of relay system characteristics. The
said characteristics are required for analysis
of periodic regimes in relay systems by means
of the frequency method. (U.S.S.R.)

Some Methods of Phase Measurement Used in

Transfer Function Analysis, D. J. Collins and
J. E. Smith.

'El. Eng." April

1958.

5

pp.

There are available, at the present time, a

variety of instruments and techniques for the
purpose of transfer function determination.
The methods of phase measurement are diverse, and the article attempts to summarize
the more conventional systems in use and to
indicate their limitations. (England.)

RADAR, NAVIGATION

methods used at the National Standards Labo-

satellites, as observed at one receiving station.

Values for the period and other orbit parameters deduced for the first two satellites are
given. (Australia.)

Modern Telephone Enquiry Services in the
Germany

Federal

Post

Office,

Bolimos.

G.

"Nach. Z." April 1958. 6 pp. The progressive
introduction of long distance dialing services
has forced the German Federal Post Office to
provide the telephone subscribers with an enquiry service for all telephone numbers within
the Federal Republic. The new organization
of the telephone enquiry service is described
and the operation of the technical equipment
is explained.

(Germany.)

Electronics in Measurements, G. Fritze and F.

Peters. "El. Rund." April 1958. 5 pp. Three
applications are chosen from the field of electronic measurements: An ac measuring amplifier
and voltages with precise
ratio for the measuring range extension and
the reduction of the self -consumption of precision instruments, a de millimicroammeter

for the measurement of smallest direct currents and an electronic limiting value indicator

to signal when given measuring values are
reached by indicating instruments. The de-

mands for such units are discussed and indus-

Man -Machine Systems Call for Displaying Integrated Instrumentation, Douglas G. Aid and
Dr. Charles Siisskind. "El. Ind." July 1958.
4 pp.
Adequate human response in modern
closed -loop man -machine systems requires sim-

plified integrated display of command data. A
method of generating such a display is developed, and the specific techniques for simpli-

fying the instrumentation of jet aircraft arc
described.

(U.S.A.)

A Radar Sonde System for Upper Air Measurements, N. E. Goddard and H. A. Dell.
"Phil. Tech." 27 February 1958. 6 pp. Short

description of a radar sonde system developed
by the Mullard Research Laboratories in conjunction with the Royal Radar Establishment,
for measurements of wind speed, wind direction, temperature, pressure and humidity up
to high altitudes. (Netherlands in English.)

The Effect of Fluctuation on Time Range Finder Operation, I. N. Amiantov and V. I.
Tikhonov. "Avto. i Tel." April 1958. 9 pp.
The paper deals with problems of measuring
range errors caused by fluctuation and with
problems of stability of an automatic tracking
system.

(U.S.S.R.)

Radome Sandwich Using Artificial Dielectric

Foam, William R. Cuming. "El. Des." April
16, 1958. 4 pp. (U.S.A.)

An Electronic Counter with Cold Cathode
Tubes, H. Nottebohm. "El. Rund." May 1958.
2 pp. An electronic counter constructed with

cold cathode tubes and transistors is described.
Forward, as well as backward counting, is

possible. The necessary high pulse voltage is
delivered by a transistor amplifier connected
in series. (Germany.)

A Description of an Optical Instrument for
Monitoring Sound Signals, E. R. Wigan. "BBC
Mono." #16, March 1958. 17 pp. This monograph

describes

a

new

type

of

program

meter instrument, having a moving bar of
light in place of a pointer, which has been
designed to take the place of the conventional
pointer -type instrument with which the signal

voltages on BBC sound circuits are usually
measured. (England.)

Magnetic Amplifier Digital Techniques, W. L.

Marks. "El. Energy." April 1958. 5 pp. The

discrete delay of the half -cycle response magnetic amplifier is exploited to provide a digital
system of the same frequency as the a.c. sup-

ply. (England.)
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An Investigation of the Current Gain of Transistors at Frequencies up to 105 Mc/s, F. J.
Hyde and R. W. Smith. "Proc. BIKE." May
1958. 8 pp. Apparatus is described by means
of which the short-circuit current gain is
measured directly. Results of such measurements are presented for commercial alloy junction and surface -barrier transistors; corrections

are applied

to

yield

the

diffusion -current gain. (England.)

internal

Transistor Noise, Its Origin, Measurements
and Behaviour, L. H. Wilson. "J. BIRE."

April

1958.

19 pp. The sources of noise in

semiconductors and

the mathematical techniques needed in their discussion are indicated
in order

to survey the theory of

noise in

transistor amplifiers and to consider methods

of measurement. The variation of transistor
noise with operating point and frequency is
discussed and a comparison is made of noise
levels in audio amplifiers using transistors
and valves respectively. (England.)
A Proposed High -Frequency Negative -Resistance Diode, W. T. Read. Jr. "Bell J." March
1958. 46 pp. This paper describes and analyzes

a proposed semiconductor diode designed to

operate as an oscillator when mounted in a
suitable microwave

cavity.

The frequency

would be in the range extending from 1 to

50 kmc. The negative Q may be as low as 10

and the efficiency as high

as

30 per cent.

Large -Area Germanium Power Transistors, B.

N. Slade and Jane Printon. "RCA." March
1958. 11 pp. ( U.S.A.)

fiers, Howard Lefkowitz. "El. Des." April 16,
1958.

A method and a unit which can be utilized

surement itself is carried out in an evacuated
valve. (Germany.)

mon -base and common -emitter amplifiers. He
shows that the performance of the two ampli-

DC Feedback Equations for Transistor Ampli-

The M
ing of Extremely Short Luminescent Periods of Electronically Excited Luminophors, K. Heine. "El. Rund." May 1958. 4 pp.

lograph and indicates a diagram of time
functions. At electronic excitation the mea-

pp.

Transistor Amplifiers: Common Base Versus
Common Emitter, R. F. Purton. "ATE J."
April 1958. 7 pp. The author compares the
gain stability and frequency response of com-

(U.S.A.)

trial units are described. (Germany.)

for measuring luminescent periods of luminophors are described. The measuring range
reaches from 10-8 to approximately 3.10-8s.
The scale is produced by a cathode ray oscil-

1958. 6

lEngland.)

transistor electrodes. (England.)

Satellites at the National Standards Laboratory, G. J. A. Cassidy. "Proc. AIRE." March
1958. 5 pp. A description is given of the
of the Russian satellites by use of the Doppler
effect on the 40 Mc/s transmissions from the

N. F. Moody. "El. Eng." April

fiers can be described by similar equations,
and that in both cases gain stability and
bandwidth are determined by the values of
the external resistances in series with the

Radio Doppler Measurements on the Russian

ratory to obtain information on the position

Controlled Saturation in Transistors and Its
Application in Trigger Circuit Design, Part 2,

4

pp.

(U.S.A.)

IRE Standards on Solid -State Devices: Methods of Testing Point -Contact Transistors for
Large -Signal Applications, 1958. May 1958. 11

SEMICONDUCTORS

The Germanium Photo-Tetrode, Frieda A.
Stahl and George Dermit. "El. Ind." July
1958. 3 pp. Light can give control characteristics analogous to those resulting from the
emitter in the grounded -base transistor. Likewise, a light -controlled tetrode equivalent is
possible, and has been developed. (U.S.A.)

*Bilateral Conductivity in Power Transistors,
Dr. bury G. Maloff. "El. Ind." July 1958. 3
pp. This similarity of positive and negative
portions of collector current curves, base voltage constant, is treated for the first time.
The property, most useful in horizontal deflection output stages, appears in most junction triode p -n -p power transistors. (U.S.A.)
Physical and Electrical Properties of Silicon Rectifiers for Telecommunication. H. L. Rath.
"El. Rund." April 1968. 4 pp. The characteristic properties of smaller silicon -rectifiers are
discussed by way of de current characteristic.
The heating occuring on load is produced by
transit losses. In comparison with selenium rectifiers the superiority of silicon -rectifiers
concerning load curves for half -wave and

bridge circuit is dealt with. A protective resistance is necessary because of sensitivity to
shock loads. (Germany.)

pp. This Standard stipulates the methods of
measuring the important characteristics of
point -contact transistors in power amplifiers,
pulse amplifiers, oscillators, multivibrator-type
switches, regenerative pulse generators and
other large -signal applications. (U.S.A.)

On the Statistical Mechanics of Impurity Conduction in Semiconductors, P. J. Price. "IBM
J." April 1958. 7 pp. The statistical mechanics

of the impurity electron state is for a semi-

conductor with a low density of donors, and a
small amount of ac deptor compensation, is
analyzed. Expressions are obtained for the
number of dissociated donor ion states according to the Mott model, and for the effects
of multiple trapping, and of dispersion of the
trapping energies, on this number. (U.S.A.)

tz

TELEVISION

Method of Interlace Scanning M
ment in
Television Receivers, J. Kamler. "Prace ITR."
Vol.

2,

No.

1,

1958.

10 pp. In the paper a

method of determining the quality of interlace
scanning is described. The method is based
on the objective measurement with the use of
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The method described does not
require any controlling instruments to be connected to the points lying inside the receiver
and therefore the measurement can be peroscilloscope.

formed during normal work of the receiver.
(Poland.)

of the Very Weak X -Radiation
ted in Television Receivers and X -Ray
Diffraction Apparatus, W. J. Oosterkamp et.
al. "Phil. Tech." 27 February 1958. 4 pp. Television picture tubes emit very soft, extremely
Dosimetry
G

weak X-radiation, which can be detected at
the outside surface of a home television receiver. To preclude all danger for the user,
the dose rate according to international recommendations should not exceed 2 millirontgens per hour (in the future the permissible
limit may well be set still lower). The dose
rate can be checked with thin - windowed
Geiger -Muller counters, whose windows are
sufficiently transparent to the soft radiation.
(Netherlands in English.)

The design of the equipment and particulars
of the pull down mechanism are considered.
The results of the experiments for the life of
the film perforation were quite amazing.
Germany.)

TUBES

Impressions of Television in England, P. Neidhardt. "El. Rund." April 1958. 4 pp. The

author gives a report on a journey which he
carried out on invitation of the BBC London
at the end of 1957 which afforded him an
opportunity to become acquainted with the
development of monochrome and color television in England. (Germany.)

AG = AG/eniAp&
THEORY

Color Television Experiments, Norbert Mayer.
"Rundfunk." February 1958. 11 pp. After a
brief introduction describing the American
NTSC system, the paper gives details of the
apparatus with which some experiments con-

cerning that system were carried out. (Germany.)

The Televising of Non -Transparent Still Pictures by Means of the Flying -Spot Scanning
System, (Television Episcope), R. Theile and
F. I'ilz. "Rundfunk." February 1958. 10 pp.
Instead of transmission with the standard
television camera or by means of a specially
made transparency, it would seem advanboth

tageous,

on

technical

and

economic

grounds, to make available a special pick-up
device in the form of a "television episcope."
The paper discusses the methods of signal
production that would be suitable for such a
device. (Germany.)

The Importance of the Vision Receiver in the
Black -Level Transmission in Television, Herbert Grosskopf. "Rundfunk." February 1958.
11

pp.

After giving a brief survey of

the

most important measures and of those that
are nowadays nearly always taken into account. for controlling the black level in transmission, the paper stresses the fundamental
importance of the picture monitor. After discussing circuit details, the paper passes by
way of considerations of the brightness response characteristic of the monitor, to recommendations for standardizing the adjustment of the picture controls in the studios,
with a view to obtaining a uniform gradation
in the television picture. (Germany.)
A Survey of Picture Storage Tubes with Reproduction of Gradations, H. G. Lubszynski.
"Nach. Z." March 1958. 10 pp. Storage tubes
with reproduction of gradations may be classified according to their method of operation.
Some of the problems encountered during the
design and operation of these tubes as well as

the limits for their capacity of storage are

Recording velocities of 30 to 100
picture elements per microsecond and total
reproduction periods from fractions of a secdescribed.

to several
(Germany.)

ond

hours

have

been

obtained.

A Combined Pulse Length Filter For TV Sets,

W. Schroder. "El. Rund." April 1958. 4 pp.
The integration filter having been used up
till now to synchronize the vertical deflection
circuits in TV sets and the differentiation
filter having been utilized more seldom form
together a combination filter superior to the
hitherto existing circuits. (Germany.)
16 mm Telerecording Equipment, M. E. Pemberton. "El. Rund." April 1958. 8 pp. The
cMe camera of Marconi's telerecording equipment has a pull down mechanism with a claw
obtaining the necessary acceleration by three
stages. There is a pull down time of 1.33 ms,

so that it is possible to pull the film through
108

nth

during the interval between television pictures.

Statistical Analysis of Nonstationary Processes
SimulatIn Linear Systems by Using I
ing Devices, A. V. Solodov. "Avto. i Tel."
April 1958. 13 pp. The theory of construct-

ing structure circuits called inverse circuits is
described. The inverse circuits are used while
analyzing nonstationary random processes by
means of the simulation method. Conjugation

of the inverse circuits with real regulators is
shown to be possible. An example is given to
illustrate the suggested way of analyzing automatic control systems. (U.S.S.R.)

From Logic to Logical Algebra, F. Weitzsch.
"El. Rund." May 1958. 6 pp. Logical operations which are true or false are frequently
inconvenient. Therefore one tries to replace
the often very complicated logical considerations by mathematical methods. This is also
applied to electronic gates. Binary scale with
numbers 0 and 1 is utilized for instance in
this case. This application is not confined to
conventional arithmetic operations but it is
also suitable for the combinatorial analysis.
(Germany.)

Language and Laws of Boolean Algebra, Boris
Heiser and Stephen W. Leibholz. "El. Mgr."
May 1958. 10 pp. Basic concepts of boolean
algebra as a system engineer's tool for understanding and designing electrical, mechanical
and hydraulic switching systems. (U.S.A.)

The Effect of a Suitable Choice of the Surface
Resistance for Attenuators in Traveling Wave
Tubes on Gain and Stability of These Tubes,
"Nach. Z."
W. Eichin and G. Landauer.
March 1958. 7 pp. The attenuation as a
function of surface resistance on an attenuator in a traveling wave tube with predetermined helix dimensions passes through a

maximum. For obtaining a certain attenuation the surface resistance of the attenuator
for the helix can be chosen so that the resistance is either higher or lower than the
value corresponding to this maximum. (Germany.)

The Life Test Contribution to the Improvement of Valve Reliability, R. Brewer. "Brit.
C. & E." April 1958. 6 pp. Vibration -fatigue
and electrical life tests carried out on four
types of CV4000 series "reliable" valves have
shown a high order of reliability in both types
of test. The development of these valves has

benefited from the study of the causes of
failures occurring in the life tests of commercial valves. This study has shown how
valve assembly, processing and design faults
can affect life, and it has thus provided an

important feedback path by which improvements in valve reliability have been made.
England.)

The Design and Manufacture of a Low -Cost
Cold -Cathode Trigger Tube, A. Turner. "El.
Eng." April 1958. 4 pp. The long life, reliability and low power consumption of cold cathode trigger tubes make them suitable for
in medium -speed computing and data
processing applications. In the past the relause

tively high price of trigger tubes has limited
their range of application, and the GTR120W
tube has been designed to overcome this economic difficulty by the careful choice of materials and the development of processes which
can easily be mechanized. (England.)
Thermionic and Cold -Cathode Valves, a Review
of Progress, W. H. Aldous. "Proc. BIEE."
May 1958. 9 pp. (England.)

An Electrostatically Focused Traveling -Wave Tube Amplifier, K. K. N. Chang. "RCA."
March 1958. 12 pp. By applying the principle

a new traveling wave tube, entirely electrostatically focused,

biperiodic beam focusing

has been achieved through the use of a pair
of concentric bifilar helices and an annular
gun. (U.S.A.)

TRANSMISSION
Parallel -Plate Transmission Lines and Equivalent Radiators, A. 13. Hillan. "E. & R. Eng."
May 1968. 4 pp. The connection between
parallel -plate transmission lines and equiva-

lent radiators which have at least one in-

finite dimension is discussed. Calculation establishes that there is an exact correlation and

demonstrates that in the case of an infinite
plane irrotational current sheet there are no
induction field terms, the radiated field being
a faithful reproduction of the current density
in the sheet.

(England.)

A Waveguide Load Made from Commercial
Film Resistors, U. v. Kienlin and A. Kurzl.
"Nach. Z." March 1958. 4 pp. A discussion
on various constructions of waveguide loads
for microwaves is continued with a description of a design in which commercial cylindrical film resistors are used. Loads of this
type have been manufactured for the wave guides 58 mm x 29 mm and 84 mm x 16 mm.
The reflection coefficient is less than 1% over
a relative frequency band of 16 or 30%. (Germany.)

Broadband Oscilloscope Tube, D. J. Brangaccio
et. al. "Bell J." March 1958. 14 pp. By

applying traveling wave tube principles to the
design of a helix type vertical deflection system it has
oscilloscope

become possible to build up an
tube

whose

bandwidth

charac-

teristic is flat over 600 megacycles. The trace
on the fluorescent screen is readable without
other optical means. The tube construction is
similar to commercial cathode ray tubes, the

only exception being that the alignment of

the various tube elements has a closer toler-

In actual use this tube allows one to
view directly repetitive pulses a few milli ance.

microseconds in width. (U.S.A.)
Cathode -Ray

Tube

Adds

Third

Dimension,

Edward L. Withey. "El." May 23, 1968. 3 pp.

Cathode-ray screen is mounted within vacuum
tube behind transparent viewing globe. Screen

is driven in oscillation toward and away from
the observer along the Z-axis. Electron gun
illuminates screen

from the rear.

Electro-

magnetic pickup on moving assembly gives
output signal proportional to instantaneous
position of screen along Z-axis. (U.S.A.)
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Industrial Preparedness Study: Silicon Power
Rectifiers, D. Bakelar and others, Transitron

U.

S. GOVERNMENT

Research reports designated (LC) after the
PB number are available from the Library of
Congress. They are photostat (ph) or microfilm (mi), as indicated by the notation preceding the price. Prepayment is required. Use
complete title and PB number of each report
ordered. Make check or money order payable
to "Chief, Photoduplication Service, Library of
Congress." and address to Library of Congress,
Photoduplication Service, Publications Board
Service, Washington 25, D. C.
Orders for reports designated (OTS) should
be addressed to Office of Technical Services,
U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington
26, D. C. Make check or money order payable
to "OTS, Department of Commerce." OTS reports may also be ordered through Department
of Commerce field offices.
The Application of Ultrasonic Energy to Cold
Welding of Metals, J. B. Jones and C. F.
DePrisco, Aeroprojects Inc. Nov. 1953. 61
pages. $1.75. (PB 131083, OTS) Ultrasonic
spot and seam welding was successful in nonferrous sheet materials in .005 -inch and .010 -

inch gages without the use of elevated temperatures. Ultrasonically spotwelded 2S alu-

minum developed adequate strength and pressure -sealing characteristics in reasonable ultrasonic exposure time and at reasonable power
levels.

Internal deformations of the faying

surfaces were present, but no comparable external indentation occurred. No corrosion effects were evident after 2000 hours of exposure

to salt water or to aerated distilled water at
95 C. Preliminary experiments indicated that

other metals, particularly brass, copper, and
gilding metal, can be ultrasonically welded.

Effects of Impurities on the Resonator and

Lattice Properties of Quartz, D. L. Hammond,

et al, S. C. E. L. Nov. 1955. 24 pages. 75
cents. (PB 181087, OTS) The current high
level of precision in the fabrication of crystal
units combined with improved techniques of
controlled introduction of large amounts of
impurities into the lattice of the synthetic
materials makes possible the identification of
the effect of each impurity. This opens up
the possibility of a custom-made material
with specific characteristics superior to those
of natural quartz. With this ultimate objective, a study was undertaken to determine the
effects of impurities

on

the properties of

quartz. The study involved synthesis of quartz
with added impurities, investigation of the

resonator properties of the doped material,
and examination of lattice spacing and the
form and width of diffraction patterns in the
synthetic materials.
A Differential Thermal Analysis Apparatus for

Temperatures Up to 1575°C. K. G. Skinner,
N. R. L. May 1957. 16 pages. 50 cents. (PH
121999, OTS) The determination of minera-

logical and/or physical -chemical parameters up
to 1575°C is vital in the evaluation of ceramic
materials such as barium titanate. The differential thermal analysis (d.t.a.) apparatus

aids in determining such parameters by comparison of the temperature of the sample with

a neutral sample while both are simultaneously heated at a uniform rate. Resulting
data may show the temperatures at which a
phase change, disassociation, reaction, melting
or solidification, or recombination of constituents takes place. The presence of one or more
materials in the sample also may be detected.

In NRL's barium titanate research program,
however, the combination of high temperatures and chemical reactivity of the BaTiO1
test materials excluded the use of the con-

apparatus. A specially -designed device is described which combines the
advantages of high -temperature operation
(1575 C) and holders which do not react with
the sample. Excellent reproducibility is reventional d.t.a.

ported, with a probable error for the heating
rate in 46 tests averaging only 0.006°C/min.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Electronic Corp. Apr. 1956. 128 pages. $3.26.
(PB 121547, OTS) This project was undertaken to perfect development, engineering, and
production of a new type of silicon power
rectifier. Specifically, a rectifier was needed
with the capabilities of selenium but not using
the strategically scarce material. Silicon offered
the additional advantage of effectiveness at

higher temperatures at which selenium cannot be used reliably. Silicon power rectifiers

were developed with efficiencies of 96 percent
and effective operation up to 135°C. Forward
and reverse characteristics were excellent. A
feasible production process and manufacturing
techniques also were developed. The process
can

produce a high yield of

rectifiers of

superior quality. Rapid manufacture of large
quantities of rectifiers is possible, and tests
at high and low temperature can be performed
efficiently. The report anticipates that the
silicon rectifiers will replace a considerable

number of selenium units of similar power
ratings for many high temperature applications, particularly in compact, lightweight
military equipment.
Design Guide for the Retarding -Field Oscillator, E. M. Boone, Ohio State Research Foundation. May 1967. 185 pages. $4.76. (PB 131201,
OTS) This manual was prepared to expedite
design for production of retarding -field oscillators operating over ranges of frequencies.
Dimensions, construction details, and drawings

of parts for the basic oscillator are included,
along with discussions of operating principles
and theory of the oscillator. Also treated are
the Heil gun prototype, power -coupling systems, resonator structure, repeller, and other
parts of the standard oscillator design. Frequency limitation is discussed, and design data

for specific frequency ranges with performance characteristics at high and low frequencies are provided. Construction techniques involving hobbing methods, brazing,

and preparation of cathodes by compressing
properly

proportioned mixtures of nickel
powder and the carbonates of barium and

stronium are described. It is shown that tubes
with nickel matrix cathodes produce more

power output at the same beam current than

the same structures using oxide -coated cathodes.

Final Report on Theoretical and Experimental
Investigation of Microwave Printed Circuits,
H. S. Keen, Airborne Instruments Laboratory,
Inc. Nov. 1956. 22 pages. 75 cents. (PB
131019, OTS)

Significant economies in pro-

duction costs and development time are reported resulting from this study of the uses
and applications of symmetrical strip trans-

mission line in predictable microwave circuits. Savings in weight and size over more

conventional transmission -line structures also
were accomplished. Based on the findings, the
strip transmission line is called a major ad-

vance in the art of microwave circuitry. The
investigation established limitations and general operating characteristics of the strip line.
A wide variety of circuit elements using the
medium

were

designed and developed.

Of

particular value to the production engineer
are the advantages shown to be possible
through use of photochemical etching methods
in strip -transmission -line circuits.
Trough
waveguides were shown to be simple wave guide structures which can be easily fabricated
and have many of the advantages of strip
transmission line for development work.
Exploding Wire Light Source for High Speed
Interferontetry, M. R. Lewis and D. B. Sleator,
Aberdeen Proving Ground. Feb. 1956. 33 pages.
$1. (PB 121423, OTS) A high -intensity, short duration exploding -wire light source was developed for use with a ten -inch Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. The exploding wire was devised from a piece of yarn spun from several
aluminum or aluminum alloy

filaments of

ordinary flash bulb filler. Yarn made of extremely fine wire appeared to give a shorter

duration than a single strand wire of the
same diameter as the yarn and under the
same conditions. The light was of such intensity that a bandwidth of 16A° in the

4358A°

region

yielded

interferograms

of

greater density and contrast than those obtained with a BH-6 tube source previously
used with the interferometer. The report presents experimental procedures leading to the
development, along with tables and oscilloscope

traces of intensity versus time as a function
of various wire parameters.
Project Vanguard Report No. 18, Minitrack
Report No. 1-Phase Measurement, C. A.
Schroeder, et. al. NRL. 31 pages. $1.00. (PB
131220,

OTS)

A

report

briefly

describing

Minitrack, the earth satellite tracking system
which has been tracking the Russian Sputnik,
released. This report, first of a
series which will be forthcoming on Minitrack,
gives detailed information on the phase measurement portion of the system. The most
has been

basic problem created by a satellite after it
is placed in its orbit, according to NRL, is
proving that the satellite is in fact orbiting
and measuring its orbit. Minitrack was developed to provide acquisition and tracking
by radio techniques. Minitrack is a phase
comparison system which receives through
eight antennas the signals from the low -

power, lightweight transmitter in the satellite.
By phase -comparison techniques, it measures
the angular position of the satellite as it
passes through the antenna beam, recording its
"signature" automatically without the need
for additional tracking information. Analysis
of this signature provides the complete angular
history of the satellite passage.
Ferroelectric Materials Survey With Particular
Interest in Their Possible Use At High Temperatures, C. F. Pulvari, Catholic Univ. of
America. Feb. 1967. 74 pages. $2. (PB 121949.
OTS) The increasing demand for ferroelectric
materials for use above Curie temperature
120 C, the maximum for BaTiO1, prompted

this compilation of data on materials of the
oxygen octahedra type. Considered were ferroelectrics without H2O molecules, or those which

are chemically and physically stable. Data
for different materials are arranged individually. and brief descriptions of their known
crystal and ferroelectric properties are included. All available literature references are
presented for each material. Materials cov-

include titanates, niobates, tantalates,
stannates, zirconates, vanadates, rhenium trioxide, gallates, and fenates.
Nonmetallic Ferromagnetic Materials: Part
VII-Microwave Ferrite., H. C. Rothenberg
and E. B. Mullen. General Electric Co. Dec.
1965. 49 pages. $1.25 (PB 181053, OTS) This
report reviews a phase of the Air Force's program for development of improved electronic
components in general and nonmetallic ferromagnetic materials in particular. The work
described had two objectives: measurement of
microwave ferrites produced earlier; and conception and initial development of applications for the materials. The theory of ferrites
ered

was treated qualitatively and

semiquantita-

tively. Considerable attention was given to the
measurement of the permeability tensor com-

ponents, and a technique was developed for
precise comparison of ferrite characteristics
at X -band frequencies. A number of ideas
were advanced for ultimate production of
finished devices. These included use of a

microwave duplexer with a ferrite gyrator and
two 3 db hybrid couplers, and an electrically
tunable cavity useful for wider range tuning
of klystrons.
Predictions of Arrival Sequences of Simulated
Radar Targets as a Function of Display Size,
Target Size, and Target Sharpness, L. M.
Schipper and J. Versace, Ohio State Univ.
Nov. 1956. 19 pages. 60 cents. (PB 131179,
OTS) Sequence judgments of the type "Which
aircraft will arrive first" must be made very
frequently by air traffic controllers. The

ability of observers to judge which of two
aircraft would arrive at fixed reference line
first was investigated as a function of simusize, target size, and target
sharpness. The major finding was a lack of

lated display

systematic change in prediction accuracy with
changes in any of the three variables.
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Complete copies of the selected patents described below may be obtained for 8.25 each
from the Commissioner of Patents, Washington 25, D. C.

Vacuum Tube and Electrical Signalling Apparatus, #2,817,785. Inv. K. L. Bell. Assigned
one half to B. J. Chromy and 15% to H. J. A.
Runsdorf and H. N. Runsdorf. Issued Dec.
24, 1967. An image is projected onto a flat
photosensitive cathode.

A flat grid

is

ar-

ranged coextensive with and parallel to the
cathode. A wave of electrons is projected
from all elemental areas of the cathode towards corresponding areas of a target electrode which is angularly disposed with respect
to the cathode so that the electron wave
reaches different elemental areas of the target

at different times; each wave reaches substantially the whole target area.
Image St
Device, #2,817,781. Inv. E.
Emanuel. Issued Dec. 24. 1957. The composite

screen of a vacuum tube consists of a luminescent part, a photoelectric part,

and a

light -transparent part therebetween. The light transparent part contains a polyester.

Semiconductors, #2,817,798. Inv. D. A. Jenny.
Assigned Radio Corporation of America. Issued Dec. 24, 1967. A single crystal body of

an alloy of germanium and at least 1% sili-

con and having semiconductive properties has
at least one rectifying electrode connected
thereto.
Electric Translation Apparatus, #2,817,819.
Inv. H. H. Chamberlain. Assigned General

Electric Company. Issued Dec. 24, 1967. Two
series -connected photocells control the frequency of a relaxation oscillator providing an
a.c. output. The output is rectified and controls the deflection of a galvanometer which
carries a mirror reflecting light onto the

photocells by an amount depending on the

galvanometer deflection. The d.c. input to be
converted into an a.c. output is applied to the
galvanometer winding.

Microwave Horn and Paraboloidal Reflector
Antenna System, #2,817,837. Inv. G. V. Dale
and H. T. Friis. Assigned Bell Telephone System. Issued Dec. 24, 1957. A paraboloidal reflector is placed near the mouth of a sectoral
biconical horn. The horn has two plane sides
and two conical sections having a common
apex and both being outwardly concave. The
common apex is also the focal point of the

paraboloidal reflector which
reflect

is

positioned to

the energy emitted by the horn by

approximately 90° with respect to the longitudinal axis of the horn.
Daplexer, #2,818,501. Inv. G.
Stavis. Assigned General Precision Laboratory,
Inc. Issued Dec. 31, 1967. The receive -transmit
Microwave

antenna is coupled to a pair of unidirectional
couplers, such as ferrite rotators. A transmitter is coupled to one path of each of the

ferrite rotators and a receiver to the other
path of each of the ferrite rotators. The
coupling paths for the transmitter being dif-

ferent from the coupling paths for the receiver by an odd integral multiple

quarter wavelength.

of a

Target Structure for Three -Color Cathode Ray
Tubes or the Like, #2,818,525. Inv. B. M. Felburg. Assigned Hoffman Electronics Corp. Issued Dec. 31, 1957. The face plate of the target
structure comprises a plurality of three -phos-

phor triangular areas. A unitary member is
disposed normal to

and close to the face

plate, this member consists of a plurality of
major wall elements delineating the triangular

areas.

Electron Discharge Device. #2,818.528. Inv. J.
Feinstein. Assigned Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. Issued Dec. 31, 1957. A thermionic
cathode is surrounded by a secondarily emissive cathode which is in turn surrounded by
an anode, both cathodes and the anode having
a common axis. The controlling magnetic
110

field extends parallel to this axis and can be
shunted from the inter -cathode region.
Electroluminescent Image Device, #2,818,531.
Inv. S. Ch. Peek, Jr. Assigned Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. Issued Dec. 31, 1957. A
series of conductive lines is provided on each
side of an electroluminescent phosphor layer,
the two series being insulated and the projection of one series of lines upon the other being
at an angle thereto. A rectifier is connected

system, the position of an object is indicated
by the phase of an a.c. current, the position
of the object being controlled by an electromotor. Two reversible polarity error signals
vary cyclically in magnitude at respectively
different rates in dependence of the phase
difference as indicative of the object position
indicating and positioning currents. A selected
one of the error signals will then be applied
to the electromotor.

series.

Goodrich.

Germanium Diodes, #2,818,637. Inv. H. Wolfson. Assigned International Standard Electric
Corp. Issued Dec. 81, 1967. Contacts are applied to opposite surfaces of a semiconductor

having a voltage -current characteristic comprising two similarly inclined low -resistances
branches interconnected by a high -resistance

to each of the lines in at least one of the

Electrical Circuit, #2,819.442. Inv. H. C.
Assigned Radio Corporation of
America. Issued Jan. 7, 1958. A rectifier,

body. A thin contact film of an alloy of the
semiconductor material with either lead or
tin covers a part of one of the two surfaces
and a cat whisker electrode is in contact with

branch is supplied with an a.c. signal.

the film.

zero.

Oscillographic Impedance Indicators, #2,818,546. Inv. A. E. Laemmel. Assigned Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. Issued Dec. 31,

Molecular Resonance Modulators and Demodu-

1957. An elliptical wave is established in a
circular waveguide sidearm suitably coupled
to the unknown impedance. A voltage pro-

portional to the difference between the magnitudes of the polarized field at two points

angularly spaced by 90°

is applied

to one

pair of deflection control of a C.R. tube.
Another similar voltage derived at points

46° from the previously mentioned
points is derived and applied to the other

spaced

deflection control.

Phase Modulating Device, #2,818,548. Inv. B.
Kazan. Assigned Radio Corporation of America. Issued Dec. 31, 1967. A delay line is

placed adjacent one surface of a photoconductive layer, contacting it at spaced points
along an imaginary line, the points being
spaced by an appreciable fraction of the wave-

length at the operating frequency. A transparent conducting coating is applied to the
other side of the photoconductive layer, a

light beam traveling along this transparent
layer in the direction of the imaginary line.
Vehicle Guiding System, #2,818,553. Inv. D. L.

Jaffe. Assigned Polarad Electronics Corp. Issued Dec. 31, 1957. Two transmitting loops

are located in a plane perpendicular to the
intended path of the vehicle and equally dis-

tant and on opposite sides of the path. The
loops produce induction fields which are 180°
out -of -phase which are received and compared
on the vehicle. When the vehicle is located on
the desired path, the two received fields cancel.
Magnetic Control Systems, #2,818,555 and 2,818,556. Inv. A. W. Lo. Assigned Radio Cor-

poration of America. Issued

Dec. 31,

1957.

A body of substantially rectangular hysteresis
loop magnetic material is provided with at
least three apertures so located that their
magnetic flux paths are linked. Separate
windings, at least one of which involves more
than one aperture, are provided for the input,
output, control and setting currents.
Center -Fed Waveguide Antenna, #2,818,566.
Inv. J. B. Rankin. Assigned Radio Corporation
of America. Issued Dec. 31, 1957. An outer
waveguide concentrically surrounds and has
one wall in common with an inner waveguide.
The inner waveguide is short-circuited and
probes interconnect the two waveguides at
spaced points. Energy in the inner waveguide
is thus coupled to the outer waveguide by the
probes and from there into free space.
M

I -Binaural

Transmission

of

Sound.

#2.819,342. Inv. F. K. Becker. Assigned Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Inc. Issued Jan. 7.
1958. A plurality of microphones are placed
at sped points and each directly connected to
one transmission channel. A cross -coupling

path extends from each microphone to the
channel of each other microphone; each of
these paths contains a delay device.
Data Transmission and Control System. #2.-

819,438. Inv. M. A. S. Angelo. Assigned Sperry

Rand Corp. Issued Jan. 7, 1958. In this servo -

A

filter network is connected into the rectifier
current path to maintain the average d.c.
through the rectifier substantially equal to

lators. #2,819,460. Inv. Chas. H. Townes. Assigned Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. Issued Jan. 7, 1958. Microwave energy is guided

through a gas at low pressure. The gas

is

characterized by sharp resonance lines of
selective absorption of microwave energy in an
amount depending on the numbers of the
molecules in the various possible energy levels.

This number is changed by subjecting the
gas to higher frequency electromagnetic waves.

Thus absorption will vary as this higher fre-

quency electromagnetic waves, the intensity of
which is modulated by a control signal.
Electromagnetic -Wave Generating System, #2,819,461. Inv. G. D. Sims. Assigned The General
Electric Co., Ltd. Issued Jan. 7, 1958. A TM1,

wave mode is launched in a circular guide
which is coupled to an arcuate waveguide
also of circular cross-section and having a

longitudinal axis in a predetermined plane to
generate a TEoi wave substantially free from
other modes from a TM. wave.
Microwave Filters, #2,819,452. Inv. M. Arditi,
G. A. Deschamp, and J. Elefant. Assigned
International Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Issued Jan. 7, 1958. A waveguide is formed by
two slightly spaced ribbon-like conductors.
The first conductor being a fraction of a

quarter wavelength wide, and having lateral
projections, the second conductor being wider
to present a planaro conducting surface for

the TEM mode. The lateral projections
present spaced reflecting lump impedances to
form resonant sections, the susceptance value
of certain projections being adjustable.
Color Television, Frequency Control System.
#2.820,091.

Inv. N. W. Parker and

B.

S.

Parment. Assigned Motorola, Inc. Issued Jan.
14, 1958. Color and audio signals are transmitted over separate carriers. A color control
wave is generated, its frequency multiplied
by a predetermined factor and mixed with the
video signal carrier to produce the audio carrier wave. The video signal contains portions
of the color control wave.
Circuit -Arrangement for Controlling the Gradation of Picture Signals, #2,829,110. Inv.

J. J. P. Valeton and F. H. J. Van Der Poel.
Assigned North American Philips Co., Inc.

Issued Jan. 14, 1958. The amplifier contains
two tubes and the video signal is simultaneously applied to both tubes and their outputs
are added. One tube has an operating range
accommodating all of the signal, the other
has a narrower range. Both tubes are biased
according to the black -representative amplitude of the signal.
Electronic Counter Systems, #2,820,153. Inv.
H. J. Woll. Assigned Radio Corporation of
America. Issued Jan. 14, 1958. A plurality of
cascade -coupled bistable pulse transfer circuits are connected over a control circuit to
an advance pulse circuit. The control circuit
triggers alternate bistable circuits into a
non -indicating state in response to pulses of
one polarity and the remaining bistable circuits into a non -indicating state in response
to pulses of opposite polarity.
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from SYLVAN IA
Pioneering new concepts
IN BASIC TUBE DESIGN

Everywhere in electronics

...
Less change in electrical characteristics due
to element temperatures at high dissipation
levels

Better control of cutoff

Lower

knee voltage-more uniform control of knee
Less chance for shorts, microphonism and
noise
Better plate -to -screen current ratio
Higher screen grid dissipation Less arcing.
Send for your free copy of
Sylvania's new Framelok
Grid Booklet, including a grid

sample, for full information
on the electrical and mechan-

ical characteristics of the
Framelok design
Double triode, type 7244, and single triode, type 7245

Stacked mount in glass bulb offers practical answers
to industry's current needs

Sylvania's stacked mount

structure is now available to design engineers because of a new
glass envelope design that facili-

tates mass production of the

tubes. Complete electrical, mechanical and environmental tests

perior vacuum tube performance.

Actual test data comparing the
stacked structure with conven-

tional structures indicates as
much as a 2 to 1 improvement in
vibrational output at 6 times the
G level.

of meeting the highest require-

The new stacked tube has
already excited tremendous

equipment. Its unique stacked
construction offers an inherent

entire line will be available

ruggedness and reliability for su-

plications.

show that the new tube is capable

ments of today's operational

military interest. Eventually an

for military and industrial ap-

Widespread interest in Sylvania's
exclusive Framelok design fosters
new type development
Accelerated development of new Framelok

tube types is underway at Sylvania as a
result of fast-growing acceptance of the
revolutionary design shown for the first time
at the 1958 IRE Convention.

Entertainment receiving tubes are

Design engineers are already analyzing
new circuit requirements in terms of the

subjected to military -type inspection
procedures

ties ranging from television to audio are

These two mounts may look alike to the untrained eye . . . but trained inspection per-

Framelok design. New application possibili-

developing rapidly.
-

Cutaway view

of the Framelok design

Behind this widespread acceptance are
these basic reasons why designers prefer the
Framelok design over conventional types:
Greater uniformity of electrical character-

istics in tube after tube Greater stability
of electrical characteristics during tube life

sonnel can spot defects in one (left) that
could cause future trouble. All Sylvania
entertainment tube types must pass this
visual mount inspection procedure based on

that used for military types. As a result

equipment manufacturers enjoy fewer line
rejects, lower manufacturing costs.

SYLVANIA SETS THE

'old grand standard
Life tests on subminiatures

are increased to insure
maximum reliability
Sylvania increases the life assur-

ance on its premium subminiature tube line by increasing its

Gold Brand Subminiatures undergo

life test program from 500 to

Gold Brand types meet missile requirements

1,000 hours. The increase estab-

Gold Brand Premium Guided Missile
types withstand severe durability tests
Every tube type in Sylvania's Gold Brand

lishes additional positive proof
of the high reliability and excellent performance of the subminiature tube line.

Guided Missile line meets environmental test-

ing more severe than that required in many
advanced military specs. Each type is subjected to severe vibrational fatigue tests at

1,000 -hour life tests

sweep frequencies from 30 cps to 3000 cps at
10 G's for 6 hours in several standard positions.
All Gold Brand Sylvania subminiature tubes

undergo the White Noise Test. The tubes are
subjected to a white noise vibrational spectrum covering the frequency band of 100 to
5000 cps., the rms G -level is 2-3 G's per octave

with peak G -level of 15 G's. The tubes are
tested for both rms and peak vibrational output and limits are established on each.

Type
6946
6947
69411

Gold Brand types meet rigid new specifications

Sylvania writes new Gold Brand Specs for commercial
and industrial applications
To meet your needs for reliable
tubes in commercial and indus-

trial equipment, Sylvania has

written new specifications

which tailor military standards
to commercial, and industrial
requirements. Some of the typical controls specified for Gold
Brand tubes include Multiple
Type

Description

Life Tests ranging from 500 to
1,000 hours, Impact Shock Tests

of up to 500 G, Fatigue Tests,
Vibration Tests, Glass Strain

Tests and Variable Control

Tests.
The following are the 12 Gold
Brand types on which full specifications are available:
Type

DitscripHon

3726

Dual -control
pentode (7 -pin
miniature)
Double diode (7 -pin

miniature)
6AU6WA Sharp -cutoff

3749

Semi -remote

6X4WA

3751

High -mu

407A

Medium -mu
double triode (9 -pin

408A

Sharp -cutoff
pentode (7 -pin

3723

miniature)

5654
3670

pentode (7 -ph,
miniature)
Double diode (7 -pin
miniature)
Sharp -cutoff
pentode (7 -pin
miniature)
Medium -mu
double triode (9 -pin
miniature)

miniature)
cutoff pentode
(7 -pin miniature)

3814A

double triode (9 -pin
miniature)
Medium -mu
double triode (9 -pin
miniature)

6003

Deem Pentode (7 -pin

miniature)

6788
6943
6944
6943

Description
Medium -Mu Tried*
Medium -Mu Double Tried*
High -Mu Double Triode
Sharp cutoff audio -frequency pentode
Sharp cutoff RF Pentode
Semi -Remote cutoff RF Pentode
Audio -Frequency Beam Pentode

Gold Brand subminiature
Type 6814 meets rugged
requirements of airborne
computers
Prime example of a Gold Brand
subminiature ideally suited for

airborne computer use is type

A
l

rii
Type 6814 for

6814. Fully proven in current missile computers

operational equipments the

tube features controlled sharp cutoff and zero
bias plate current for good switching action.
It exhibits exceptional freedom from development of cathode interface throughout life.

The 100% Production DC shorts test as

well as a standard AC shorts test on type 6814

minimizes the possibility of flicker shorts-

assuring greater reliability in this tube's many

applications, particularly in switching and
triggering circuits. In addition, it withstands
a minimum 1000 -hour life test.
You can get the complete engineering story

on Sylvania's Gold Brand Lines in the new
33 -page Gold Brand booklet.

IN NEW TUBE
TYPES

...

Five new types are added to the
receiving tube line
Type 12DV8 - Designed for 12 -volt auto
radios, this 9 -pin miniature double -diode,
space charge grid tetrode can be used as
a combined detector, AVC rectifier and
transistor driver. The tetrode section has
the advantage of low Rp for better transistor matching.

Type 12E06-This tube is designed pri-

marily for use in 12 -volt auto radios as an
RF amplifier. It is a 7 -pin miniature dual
control Heptode with a unipotential cath-

ode. AVC voltage can be applied to two
control grids reducing back biasing of the
AVC line with large RF signals.
Type 1 2DZ6 -This miniature pentode has
a remote cutoff to give a Gm of 50 umhos
at a bias of 10 to 12 volts for improved
AGC characteristics in hybrid radio receivers. The plate resistance of 15,000 ohms,

coupled with a Gm of 3600 umhos, insures
high performance in weak signal areas.
Type 12DU7-This 9 -pin miniature double

diode-tetrode can be used as a transistor
driver in addition to functioning as a detector and AVC rectifier in hybrid auto
receivers. In this multipurpose, low-cost

tube, power output distortion is controlled
to a maximum of 5%.
Type 12DV7-A double diode -triode for
use in 12 -volt hybrid auto radios. With a
12 -volt plate supply the triode features a
plate current of 750 ua, a mu of 15 and a
Gm of 1000 umhos. The diodes feature a
separate cathode connection for maximum
flexibility in detector and AVC circuits.

New five -inch experimental evaporated phosphor CRT

IN NEW TRANSPARENT PHOSPHOR TUBES

Experimental five -inch evaporated phosphor CRTs offered
for applications research and development
Steady progress is being made in

the development of evaporated

(transparent)phosphor cathode-ray
tubes at Sylvania. Now 5 -inch and

other small tubes are being pro-

duced and are available for experimental purposes.
High industry interest in evaporated (transparent) phosphor tubes
is centered around the major benefits the tubes offer over conventional
CRT s. Among the more important

characteristics are:

Higher resolution-Transparent

screens are capable of higher resolution than conventional settled screens
New receiving tube types

...

because the phosphor crystals are

evaporated phosphor crystals are much

smaller than those in conventional
coatings, screen noise, the interplay
of light reflections on the crystal faces,
is reduced. The result is sharpest possible definition.

More Uniform Light Output-The
phosphor coating on evaporated screen
CRTs is some 10 times as thin as stand-

ard coatings. This smooth screen
coating contributes to far greater uniformity in light output.

Less Screen Burn-Transparent

phosphor tubes offer better resistance
to screen burning because the crystals
are closer to the glass faceplate. This

allows better heat dissipation and
cooler operation.

smaller by many orders of magnitude.
Video displays with sharper definition
are possible.

Since all of these advantages are

Improved contrast in high ambient
light conditions-Transparent phosphors permit outside light to pass
through the "screen" cutting reflec-

sary to specify which characteristics
are most important for the intended

not available in a single evaporated

phosphor tube design, it is neces-

application. Send full information

tion to a minimum. This characteristic
is highly important where scopes must
operate in high ambient light.

on your particular application when
you request experimental samples.

Minimum Screen Noise-Because

your Sylvania representative.

m
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In Industrial Television .
Special CRT is specifically designed for
industrial TV monitor use
Now, higher fidelity in industrial for television receiver and picture
television is possible with new cath-

tube testing. Its small size, light

industrial television performance.
Type 8FP4 is an 8' rectangular all glass, magnetic focusing tube with

ventional base and a convenient

ode-ray tube, type 8FP4. It gives
added definition and resolution to

an ion trap and 90° magnetic deflection.
New test picture tube speeds
receiver production line testing

A new 8' 110° test picture tube,
type 8YP4, is specifically designed

weight and convenient shape make
it the ideal production line test tube.
The 8YP4 is equipped with a con-

adaptor for conversion to a rigid pin
base. It has built-in automatic electrostatic self -focusing making external focus connections or adjustments
unnecessary. It employs a 6.3 volt,
600 ma heater that will also operate
in 450 ma series heater strings.

In Television Picture Tubes

In Industrial and Military C -R Tubes
New high -precision scope

Sylvania combines the advantages of 110° deflection and

5ABP, and 5AQP, were

450 ma heater in three new

developed for photog-

picture tubes

raphy, radar and special-

Sylvania, trend setter in electron -tube
design, has developed new 110° picture
tubes incorporating the 450 ma 6.3 volt
heater. The new tubes, types 17CTP4,

tubes, types 5ADP,

ized uses
Sylvania again expands its line
of special-purpose industrial
and military cathode-ray tubes
with a series of high -precision
New CRT type 5ADP2
types designed for specialized
uses. These tubes incorporate a high -precision electron

21DHP4 and 24AQP4, combine the
of 110° tubes with the
power and cost advantages of 450 ma

heaters. The low power heater not only Type 24AQP4 with
reduces heat with total set power sav- 450 ma heater
ings of approximately 18 watts but permits use of a lower wattage, less expensive series resistor.
The end result is a line of picture tubes that meet the needs
of new portable and console TV receiver designs.

gun made to ultra -fine tolerances. Sharp clean scope presentations result for high -precision photography.
The new tubes, types 5ADP, 5ABP, and 5AQP, are
available in screen phosphors ranging from P1 to P11.
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RADIO
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PHOTOGRAPHY

ENGINEERING DATA SHEETS
Cathode -Ray Tubes
Receiving Tubes
5ABP
7244

Name

Address

Company

7245

0 5AQP

12DV8
12EG6
12DZ6
12DU7
12DV7

El 5ADP
El 8FP4
8YP4
17CTP4
21DHP4

24AQP4

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
University Tower Bldg., Montreal
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Use this handy
business reply card

El Sylvania Framelok Grid Booklet

Sylvania Gold Brand Booklet
Additional explanation, and
application requirement form
for Sylvania transparent
phosphor CRT s

to request additional
information on these
important new
Sylvania developments

HAMETIE

NEW

12+ WATT
MINIATURE

RHEOSTAT
High power f ondling capability for small size
Newest addition to the Ohmite line of vitreous -enameled
rheostats is

the new Model "E" miniature

ACTUAL SIZE
Model "E"
Only %" Diameter
Weight: 0.52 Ounce

121/2 -watt

rheostat. This new unit is smaller than many one- or two watt potentiometers. It provides time -tested Ohmite all ceramic and metal design features for uses where as much
as 121/2 -watt dissipation is required and space is extremely
limited. Built to operate at a maximum hot spot temperature

rise of 300' C at an ambient of 40° C, Model "E" is also
useful for operation at high military ambients, derated
linearly to zero at 340° C, attained. Rugged, lasting, power
rheostat performance is thus available in such small size
that new possibilities in miniaturization and dependability
are afforded the apparatus designer.
Like the larger Ohmite rheostats, Model "E" has a ceramic
base. and ring -shaped ceramic core. Vitreous enamel holds
the turns of wire against shifting, and fastens the base and

core together. Also, the Model "E" has a ceramic hub
insulating the shaft; a metal -graphite contact; folded spring

arm; independent compression spring; slip -ring; a stop
directly connected to the shaft. The entire assembly is a
miniaturized, dependable version of the time -proven
Ohmite power rheostat design. Mounting is by a 1/4"-32
threaded bushing. The shaft is 1/8" in diameter. Resistance

a

BUSHING

I/4=32 THD WITH 1/16"
THICK HEX.

range: up to 5.000 ohms with 23 stock values; higher
values available with OHMICONE inorganic coating. Resistance tolerance: -2:10%. Torque: 0.1 to 0.2 pound -inch.
A small finger -grip knob, in keeping with the rheostat di-

r

8

16

4

NUT

64

T

mensions, is available.

t
cnc.

Special length shafts and bushings. screwdriver shafts, locking type bushing, tandem mountings, enclosures, etc., sim-

ilar to the variations available on the larger rheostat, can

DRILNL

PANEL

3/64.X 3/ 32"HOLE

MODEL E

be provided upon specific request.

INDUSTRY'S MOST COMPLETE

Now 11 Sizes! -12% to 1000 Watts

LINE OF RHEOSTATS

All sizes available from stock in a wide range of
resistance values, including the NEW Model "E."

)4"rtikitlal

Ten sizes are available to meet MIL -R -22A requirements in each of the 26 type designations.

RHEOSTATS

TAP SWITCHES

OHAFTE

R.

F. CHOKES

RESISTORS

RELAYS

TANTALUM CAPACITORS
VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 157
OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Circle 54 on Inquiry Card, page 83

3662 Howard Street, Skokie, III.

Circle 55 on inquiry Card, page 83
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New

Products
TERMINALS FOR MISSILES

A new line of high temperature,

heat resistant terminals and connectors, trade marked "Strato-Therm"
has been developed. They give sound
electrical and mechanical perform-

...for the Design Engineer
WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
A new line of bobbinless precision

wire wound resistors are available.

Packaged in two case styles, R-2 and
R-5, these units are ideally suited for
printed circuit boards, and subminia-

PRECISION RESISTORS

A new line of hermetically sealed,
precision

resistors,

which

use

a

specially designed metal alloy grid
resistance element is available. Avail-

able in three types: the CAH, 0.25
-1.1.1111111111

ance at continuous temperatures as
high at 2000°F. Both terminals and
connectors provide fully circumferential support to the wire insulation for
vibration resistance. They accommodate nickel, manganese -nickel, iron or
nichrome

wires,

either

solid

or

stranded or in combination. Wire size

range covers 22 through 10 AWG.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg 31,
Pa.

Circle 203 on Inquiry Card. page 83

WIRING HARNESS
Multiconductor film insulated flat
wiring is now available. Called "Plyo-

Duct," this new application is available in both standard parallel line arrangements and special custom patterns as designed by the user. It is
available on spools in 8 and 15 conductor sizes. The flat copper conductors are 0.0027 in. in thickness
and 0.075 wide. Overall thickness is
0.008 in. The 0.156 in. center to cen-

ture assemblies for airborn and missile applications. Some features are:
Welded case construction insures a
hermetic seal; welded terminations
practically eliminate noise in the resistor; bobbinless construction elimin-

ates strain and stress on wire under
extreme

environmental

conditions;

tolerances can be c on t r lled to
±0.05%. General Transistor Corp.,
1o

91-27 138th Place, Jamaica 35, N. Y.
Circle 205 on Inquiry Card. page 83

PACKAGED AMPLIFIER
Packaged amplifier, Model UPA-2,
combines a new level of flexibility and
convenience with the reliability of
printed circuit operational amplifier.
It can drive a 12,000 ohm load to 100
v.

in

either direction, and permits

large values of cable capacitance. The
user can select the desired operation

w. the EAH, 0.50 w. and the GAH,
1.0 w., with full ratings at 100°C
ambient temperatures. Standard resistance tolerances are 0.1%, 0.25%,
0.5%, and 1.0%. In all tests, these
resistors exceed MIL Specifications
for wire wound and metal film type
precision resistors. They employ a
noninductive resistance element. Allen-Bradley Co., 136 W. Greenfield
Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wisc.
Circle 207 on Inquiry Card, page 83
TIME DELAY RELAYS
A series of heavy duty models have
been added to a standard line of tran-

sistorized time delay relays. These

units are all -electronic, utilizing transistors and RC time -constant circuit

All moving parts except
the relay contacts have been eliminated. Time delay periods available

elements.

and, within limits, the performance
level appropriate to the application.

from 0.01 to 60 sec. Choice of 1 -pole
dt., 10 a. resistive or 3 -pole, dt., 10 a
resistive. Operates from -55° to

ing, measurement and control, continuous data reduction, and feedback
operations of many kinds. George A.
Philbrick Researches, Inc., 230 Con-

125°C. Shock resistance is 50 g's for
11 msec. Input voltage is a nominal

Applications include: Analog comput-

r

ter spacing allows the harness to
employ standard pin terminal printed circuit connectors. Methode Manufacturing Corp., 7447 W. Wilson Ave.,
Chicago 31, Ill.
Circle 204 on Inquiry Card, page 83
116

gress St., Boston, Mass.
Circle 206 on Inquiry Card. page 83

28 vdc. (18 to 31 vdc). Tempo In-

strument, Inc., 240 Old Country Rd.,
Hicksville, N. Y.
Circle 208 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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Ultrasonic Delay Lines
Continued from page 76)

relative amplitude with decrease in temperature.
Where application requirements are such that the
variations in performance characteristics due to tem-

AT LAST The IDEAL
BARRIER TERMINAL STRIP
Gm'

FAME MAL BETWEEN
DARR,ERS AT EASE

BOTTOMS
CLOSED

perature changes cannot be tolerated, it becomes neces-

sary to provide a temperature controlled housing
around the delay line.

Where it is necessary to closely match time delay
between two or more delay lines, and retain the delay

match over a temperature range, temperature control becomes more essential. The degree of precision
of temperature control required is dictated by (1) the

delay time of the delay line, and (2) the allowable
mismatch required by the application. The problem
of design to meet any particular delay match require-

ment is limited only by the availability of suitable
temperature control equipment, physical size requirements, and economics.
Economical Factors

In specifying a set of desired performance characteristics for a delay line, it is useful for the customer
to have some idea of cost. The following summarizes,
in a very general way, the major factors influencing
the cost of the delay line.
Cost increases at an increasing rate since the diameter of the fused silica blank varies directly with delay
time.

If close tolerances are required on nominal delay
time, special handling and additional manufacturing
operations may be required which can affect cost

OC KOUT

L

/

FOR

TERMINALS

JONES 500 SERIES
LONGER- STURDIER
Wider and higher barriers for increased creep-

age distances. Closed bottoms for complete
insulation. Material between barriers at the
base adds to the strength and maintains the

same creepage distance between contact to con-

tact and contact to ground. Can be imprinted
here. No insulating or marker strip required.
Three series -540, 541 and 542 having the same
terminal spacing as our 140, 141 and 142 series.

Complete listing in the new Jones No. 22

catalog. Write for your copy today.

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION
CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

SUBSIDIARY OF UNITE DCARR FASTENER CORP.

Circle 56 on Inquiry Card. page 83

significantly.

Producers of
Guidance Slip Rings
for

Delay Time Match

The cost of matching time delay among two or more

lines varies greatly depending on the tolerances involved. The tolerances determine the extent of special
testing required and the number of additional manufacturing operations involved.
Carrier Frequency

Process problems become more involved at higher
frequencies, thus cost increases with frequency. This
factor becomes most significant with delay times over

BOMARC*
POLARIS
THOR

1000 p.sec. and frequencies over 20 Mc.
Spurious Response Level

Spurious response level is a major cost factor.
Costs increase directly with spurious response level
since requirements (1) are related to fused silica
blank size (determines reflection pattern compression
possible) and (2) significantly influence production
assembly costs.

Terminal capacitance is usually not a major cost

a 60 RING
BOMARC

SLIP RING

Experience on Projects such
J JUPITER "C"
NIKE
JUPITER

consideration unless close tolerances are required.
Under 75 1J.p.f nominal terminal capacitance, ±-51).p.f
usually does not impose special production problems.

design is not a major cost factor.
(Continued on page 118)
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REDSTONE

CORPORAL
NAVAHOE

ATLAS

AND OTHERS

Write for illustrated brochure

Cost of packaging is directly related to (1) the
mechanical complexity of the case design, and (2) production assembly costs which are in turn influenced by
the case design, internal shielding, etc. Usually case

as:

DEPT. El

SLIP RING COMPANY OF AMERICA
3612 WEST JEFFERSON BLVD.

LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF.

Sales ET

rrs throughout the U.S. & Canada

Circle 57 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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(Continued from page 117)

MAMMOTH narda SONBIASTER
America's first mass-produced
industrial -size ultrasonic cleaner!
SAVE7 ways over costly solvent,

alkaline or 'vapor degreasing:
Clean faster, speed production! Cut rejects, eliminate
bottlenecks! Save on chemicals & solvents! Eliminate
expensive installation! Cut maintenance and downtime!

Save on floor space! Release labor for other work!

Design Latitude

To provide optimum performance at lowest cost to

the customer, it is generally desirable to have as
much design flexibility during the prototype development stage as can be provided.
Specifically, several suggestions can be made:
Indicate which performance characteristics are most

critical to the application, and if practical indicate
each performance specification as "essential," "desirable," or "not important."
Leave specifications of voltage attenuation and terminal capacitance flexible until initial prototype development is complete.

MAMMOTH
5 -GALLON
TANK

'695

G-1501 generator, NT -1505 tank.

Other models from $175.

2 -year guarantee on all units.

SPECIFICATIONS
Interior Tank size (in.), 'IOW x 141. x 91/2H. Tank Capacity, 5 gallons.

Submersible Transducers

Model N7.604 - Hermetically sealed heli-arc welded stainless steel
ease. Radiating face: 27 sq. in. Effective plane of radiation: 40 to 50
sq. in. (approx. 10" x 51. Effective cavitation of volumes: up to 1200
cu. in. at 24"tank height (5 gal.) and 2400 cu. in. at 48" tank height
(10 gal.). Swagelok tube fitting on side or end for internal tank wiring.
Model NT -605 - Same as NT -604 except for bulkhead fitting on back
for external wiring. Eliminates electrical conduits in solutions.
Now you can say goodbye to expensive chemicals, solvents, and
degreasing equipment ... reclaim valuable floor space ... eliminate

high installation costs ... just by installing a Narda Series 1500
SonBlaster. At the same time, you'll get better, faster cleaning,
and you'll need fewer people to do the job!

Get the tremendous activity of the new 200 -watt Narda SonBlaster,
with the largest transducerized tank ever made, at the lowest price
in the industry! Choose from transducerized tanks or submersible
transducers for use in any arrangement in any shape tank you desire.
Up to 4 submersible transducers can be easily operated from the
same generator at one time; load selector switch provided-an exclusive Narda feature.
Simply plug the SonBlaster into any 110-115 V AC line, and flip the
switch. In seconds, you'll clean 'most any mechanical, optical, electrical, medical or horological part or assembly you can think of. Perfect.
too, for brightening, polishing, radioactive decontaminating, pickling,

quenching and plating; emulsifying, mixing, sterilizing, impregnat
ing, degassing, and other chemical process applications.
Mail the coupon for free help in determining the model that's best
for you.

The SonBlaster catalog

line of ultrasonic cleaning
equipment ranges from 35

watts to 2.5 KW, and

includes transducerized
tanks as well as immersi-

ble transducers. If ultrasonics can be applied to
help improve your process,
Narda will recommend the

The Narda Ultrasonics Corporation
118-160 Herricks Road
Mineola, L. I.. New York
Department El.6
Gentlemen:

Please send me more information
about

E Series 1500 SonBlasters
E The complete Narda line

finest, most dependable

Name_

at the lowest price in the

Organization

equipment available - and
industry!

Address__

Thermistor Problems
(Continued from page 55)
of 34 to 2100 is 0.016. Looking this up on an R -T
chart Table 1, column C shows the operating temperature of the thermistor bead to be about 180°C.

Because of this high operating temperature, small
ambient variations will have little effect on our
control. However, large ambient changes will affect
the control so it would be a good idea to put the
thermistor in a small crystal oven. The thermistor
could be supplied in a crystal can for the purpose!
Problems of surge suppression and time delay are
the most difficult to solve because there is very little
published information available. Usually it boils

down to trying a few thermistors until one is found
that does the job. However, suppose we have data
such as that shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Assume we have
a relay that has 3000 O. resistance and pulls in at
5 ma. We want to use it in a 60 v. circuit and want
about 1 sec. delay. Can we do it with the thermistor
described in Figs. 3 and 4?
Looking at Fig. 3, we see that a 60 v. source with
4500 O. in circuit will reach 5 ma in 0.75 sec. so we
must increase the time about 33'; to get to 1 sec.
Obviously, we need more series resistance to increase the time delay.
We can assume that a 33'; increase in time delay
with 60 v. on the circuit will also give a 33', increase
in time delay with 45 v. on the circuit. Therefore we
look at Fig. 4 to determine what resistance change
will give this much time change. With 45 v. on the

State_

bring this to 2.0 sec. Also in Fig. 4, we see that to
reach 5 ma in 2.0 sec., we need a resistance about

dultrasonics
corporation

halfway between 4500 O. and 6500 fl or 5500 Q.
Therefore 5500 f2 in series with the thermistor and
60 v. will take 1 sec. to reach 5 ma. Since the relay

N. Y.

Subsidiary of The Nord° Microwave Corporation

is 3000 f2, we need 2500 f2 in series with the relay
and the thermistor to give the desired time delay.

Circle 58 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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helpful to indicate the maximum space available and
the approximate desired location of terminals.

circuit and 4500 O. in series, we see that 5 ma will be
reached in about 1.5 sec. A 33' time increase would

City
Zone

Leave the package design (and the allotted space in

the equipment) open until the prototype order is
placed and a proposed package design can be submitted for approval. In this connection it would be

L

I
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FROM "GIANT" 10-INCHERS TO "SUPER -COLOSSAL"
27'S
early black -and -white to the latest
.

.

.

rainbow colors ...

FROM PRIMITIVE "TRF'S" TO THE HIGHEST OF THE

"Fl" ... the earphone era to the most modem of radios.

KESTER SOLDER
COMPANY

4210 ,WRIGHTWOOD AVENUE CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
BRANTFORD, CANADA

NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY

FOR MORE THAN HALF A CENTURY,
one of the "constants" of the ever-expanding

electronics industry has been Kester Solder.

Equipment and components originally soldered with Kester continue to give excellent
service; regardless of their age, the soldered

joints stay in perfect condition for the life of
the unit. That's why Kester Flux -Core Solder

has the greatest acceptance in the industry
.

.. why you should always insist on Kester.

WRITE TODAY for the KESTER 78 page textbook "Solder . . Its Fundamentals and
Usage." Free!
.
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The Tecnetron Principle
N E G AT IV E

C AR E 03

OUR first article on the tecnetron
(Electronic Industries, March,
1958, page 78) has aroused a great
deal of interest, mainly because of

the exceptional characteristics of
the new device: simplicity, ease of

manufacture, high input and output impedances, mutual conductance actually increasing with frequency, utilization up to several
hundred Mc/s, simple associated
circuitry, etc.
Circuitwise, the tecnetron is very

similar to a triode tube, although
its characteristic curves are rather
reminiscent of a pentode (Fig. 1).
There are several prevalent miscon-

ceptions about the Tecnetron here are more complete details on

the principle and applications of
the device.

to an inverse resistance of 83 megohms. This compares with a direct
current of 10 milliamperes for 0.5
volts, giving a direct resistance of

50 ohms. The ratio of inverse to
direct resistance is thus of the order of 1.6 x 106.
Dissipation

The temperature characteristic is
better than that of most germanium
transistors. The tecnetron functions without difficulty in an ambi-

ent temperature of 70°C. Notice
that the thermal dissipation in the
grid contact is very small.

Another important point is the
noise characteristic. No complete
and accurate measurements are
available yet; it seems, however,
that the noise is comparable to
transistor noise.

GRI

ANODE

CATHODE

CONDUCTION BAND

//////////////
IMPURITY LEVEL

AW
.,,---HOLE IMPURITY

LEVEL
'//////////////

Fig. 3: Physical model of the theory.

semi -conductor, it will undergo a
striction effect when an electric
field is applied.
Shockley described, in 1952, what

he called the unipolar transistor,
based on the effect discovered by
Lilienfeld and which may be said
to be a plane striction.

In the tecnetron, however, the
striction appears in a cylindrical
structure and is a volume effect,
giving rise to a quadratic variation
instead of a resistance variation of
the semi -conductor in a transverse
plane. An important effect, as far
as frequency response is concerned,
is that a simultaneous variation of
resistance and capacity is obtained.
Moreover, the variation is much
more important, for equal control
voltage variation, than in the case
of plane striction.

VALENCE BAND
Fig.

Barrier Layer Effect
The indium - germanium grid
contact is not a junction, but a

Fig 2: Surface layer is fed electrons.

I: Tecnetron is similar to triode.

"Grid" Contact

Striction Effect

rectifying contact obtained by jux-

is

The main misunderstanding con-

taposition of a metal and a semiconductor. It has rectifying char-

normally a few volts negative with
respect to the cathode, exactly like
the grid bias of a conventional tube.

cerns the grid contact. To repeat

acteristics which compare favorably

what was said in the previous article, the grid contact is not a junc-

An interesting point is that this

tion.

with those of the best junctions as
has been indicated previously. As
a matter of fact, any metal may be
used whose diffusion does not hin-

The middle or grid contact

electrode can withstand inverse

It may be as well to state

voltages of the order of 250 volts,

again another way: the tecnetron
is not a junction device and uses

that is 'roughly five times the corresponding value for transistors. This

it

is due to the fact that grid contact

is not a junction, as will be ex-

no junction.
The basic phenomenon is field effect modulation, investigated in

plained later.
Under 250 volts, the average in-

1928 by Lilienfeld who observed
that when an electric field is ap-

verse current is approximately 3

plied to a semi -conductor its equiva-

microamperes, which corresponds
*Rased on a technical analysis by Dr
A. V. J. Martin, Carnegie Institute 0.1
Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
120

lent cross-section, hence its resistance, varies with the intensity of
the applied field. It follows that if
a flow of carriers goes through the

der the formation of the surface
layer of electrons. Such is the case
of tin, which has been used successfully. Indium and tin are indicated
because of their great ductility.
The rectifying effect is attributed to a natural barrier layer ex-

isting at the surface of the semiconductor. Several theories have
been proposed. A simplified version

of Teszner's explanation follows.
The physical mechanism giving
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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rise to the barrier is based on the
displacement of electrons near the
surface. Thermal energy sets free
an electron, which can attach itself
to a surface atom. This binding of
the electron is facilitated by im-

purities and by crystal imperfec-

tions, necessarily by existing at the
surface. This electron leaves behind itself an ionized atom, which

can in its turn borrow an electron
from the next atom and so on.
In this way, the surface layer is
fed electrons until saturation occurs. Saturation occurs when the
energy band is filled (Fig. 2). Then

there will be a potential barrier.
However, the surface layer cre-

Fig. 4: Simple quadruplet cross.

e.g. out of the semi -conductor.

Figure 3 represents a physical
model of the theory. For simplicity,

the semi -conductor is assumed to

be pure n -type; this does not in
any way restrict the validity of the
model. The qualitative distribution
of charge carriers indicated is characterized by:
-A concentration of electrons at

depth inside the semi -conductor.

Between this depth and the surface, the resulting field is negative

-A uniform distribution of positive charges in the semi -conductor
Q2.

-A negative charge Q3 at some
not well defined distance from the
surface, cancelling partially the

Fig. 6: Ring contact between grids.

positive charge

The total resulting charge distribution, as seen on Fig. 3, is then

a-Strongly negative at the surface;

b-Positive just inside the semi-

c-Zero, or neutral, inside the

semi -conductor.

a and b constitute the barrier

layer as shown.

which is put to good use in the

and repels the electrons coming
from deeper inside. It is then

doubtful whether the surface layer
can be saturated without the effect

of some external

field. In fact,
most rectifying contacts undergo a
forming process whose aim is precisely to saturate the surface layer.
To sum up, an n -type semi -con-

ductor presents, at its surface or
at the interface with a chemically
or physically insulating layer, a
concentration of electrons. This
creates a barrier for electrons penetrating into the semi -conductor, but

does not hinder the displacement
of electrons in the other direction,
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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General Transistor is now packaging their Germanium Gold -Bonded

Diodes in ind vidually sealed plastic
envelopes. There are ten envelopes
in

It is this type of mechanism

Fig. 7: Ring can be left floating or connected
to a voltage as shown in this illustration

of new diode package

charge Q1.

conductor;

11111111

FEATURE

the surface, creating a negative

Fig. 5: Double grid device.

ates a negative electric field such
that it will be compensated by the
positive charges only at a certain

"FACTORY FRESH"

"grid" structure of the tecnetron.

each

box

five boxes per

and

master container.

The purpose of this new package
is to offer OEM manufacturers "fac-

tory fresh" diodes, individually

Related Devices

packed, for small quantity purchases.

The three fundamental triode
circuit arrangements can be used

tributors will carry this package ...
you'll receive fast deliveries of top

with the tecnetron.
Its pulse performances are being
actively investigated.
Its ease of manufacture and sim-

plicity of circuitry induce one to
(Continued on page 122)
8: Ring can serve as anode of the first
element and cathode of the second element.
Fig.

General Transistor Authorized Dis-

.diperforming diodes

.

.

every time.

Write today for com-

plete specifications

and engineering data
on Gold -Bonded
odes, Bulletin GD-10.

GENERAL TRANSISTOR

DISTRIBUTING CORP.
SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL TRANSISTOR

CORP.

91-27 138TH PLACE
JAMAICA 35 N Y
Circle 60 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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Today's requirements call
for miniaturization,

(Continued from page 121)

look into the possibilities of some
related devices, a few of which will
be presently described.

A multiple unit can be made on
the basis of some geometrical fig-

ure like the cross of the star. A

HOW

simple quadruplet cross arrangement is illustrated Fig. 4.
A variant of this idea is the ladder device of Fig. 5.

SMALL
IS

MINIATURE?

A double grid device (Fig. 5)
offers the advantage of having two
distinct inputs modulating the same
flow of carriers. This principle can
obviously be extended to more complex arrangements.
However, an interesting possibility suggests itself in relation with

Fig. 6, namely the addition of a
ring ohmic contact between the
two grids. Among other arrangements, this ring can be left floating,
in which case one obtains simply
Fig. 6.

Unit engineered to fit all avail-

able sub -miniature cables,
AUTOMATIC'S Sub -Miniature

Connectors are available in three
types; BAYONET, PUSH -ON AND
THREADED COUPLING.

Special receptacles available for
printed circuit applications.

Power Transistors

tor current generates a large induced voltage across the load inductance driving the operating
point from "C" to "D." The energy

formerly stored in the load inductance is now transferred to the

No special tools required for as-

shunt capacitor, and the circuit, if
not interrupted, would go into a

accurate alignment .

.

.

positive

contact
extra strong grip. Exclusive internal -parts design allows
outside dimensions of connectors to
remain constant regardless of cable
dimensions.
.

.

.

For BAYONET, PUSH -ON and
THREADED SUB -MINIATURE and

MICRO -MINIATURE COAXIAL
CABLE CONNECTORS, always
specify AUTOMATIC. Our engineers ore always ready to discuss your special requirements.
Write, wire or phone for free
technical information.

damped oscillation of frequency de-

termined by its LC value. However, the discharge is allowed to
move the operating point from "D"
only to "E." At this point nearly
all energy from the shunt capacitor

has been returned to the load inductance and the positive base pulse
is removed. This allows the negative d -c bias (supplied by the trans-

former) to take control.
Now the collector is a fraction
of a volt positive with respect to
the emitter and the transistor will
act as its own diode with current
rising from "E" to "F" on the dia-

gram. The trace period begins at
"F" with the operating point proceeding from "E" to "0." The current during this part of the trace
is supplied by the energy stored in
321 Berry St., Blip,

11, N.Y.

EVergreen 8-0364

Circle 61 on inquiry Card, page 83
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semi -conductor

at

its

position.

( Fig. 71.

It can also (Fig. 81 be used as
the anode of the first element, and

simultaneously as the cathode of
the second element. One then obtains a simple physical structure
equivalent to a dc coupled cascode;
that is, a grounded -cathode stage
followed by a grounded -grid stage.
The second grid can be correctly
biased, with respect to the common

number of

anode -cathode, by a

ways. The circuit indicated is simply one of many possible arrangements.

Finally, the possibility of using
particular geometrical shapes to obtain special control or transfer
characteristics should not be over-

The ease of manufacture
of the tecnetron makes it particularly well adapted to this type of
looked.

arrangement.

thereby reducing the drain on the
supply.

(Continued from page 891

CHECK THESE FEATURES:

sembly. Foolproof clamping insures

The ring can be connected to a
voltage equal to the voltage in the

the load inductance, this energy
being returned to the power supply.

During the whole scan period the
output transistor operates along

the straight line of the bilateral

characteristic such as shown by the
upper curve in Fig. 3.
Bilateralism, the absence of dis-

continuities, and the linearity of
the transition of the transistor collector current from a high positive
value through zero and to a high
negative value, make power transistors extremely useful for a horizontal deflection output stage. In

addition to being a generator of
sawtooth current, it serves as its
own damper and saves circulating
energy by returning it to the power
supply.
Acknowledgments
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MOTOROLA now coffers

HIGH QUALITY
COMPUTER TRANSISTORS
"productioneered" for extreme
stability and reliability

TECHNICAL DATA
I,

V I:It

TYPE

NUMBER

volts

volts

volts

min

2N425

- 30

- 20

- 20

2.5

30

2N426

- 30

- 20

-18

3.0

40

2N427

- 30

- 20

- 15

5.0

55

2N428

30

- 20

- 12

10.0

80

me

Collector dissipation in free air, 150 mw
Derate 2.5 mwr C above 25'C
DC IIET vs COLLECTOR

CURRENT

ve

typ.

Meet or exceed mechanical and environmental
requirements of MIL -T -19500A.
Hermetically sealed TO -9 package.
Improved Beta vs Current characteristics.
Reliability and stability assured by
Motorola's advanced production techniques ...
by continuous control of electrical parameters.

Make Motorola Your Prime Source
For Switching/Computer Transistors.
For switching transistors custom -selected
to your specifications, contact your
nearest Motorola regional sales office.

- 0 35 v

.20

-DEPENDABLE QUALITY IN QUANTITY'

MOTOROLA

2.4425

CO,l;

r

SEMICONDUCTORS

rvi or 5

FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL INFORMATION concerning

MOTOROLA, INC.

2N425.428 switching transistors, contact the nearest
Motorola regional office: or wire, write, or phone:

5005

REGIONAL OFFICES

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS
4900 Wes, Flownoy Street
EStetbrook 95200
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E. McDOWELL

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Motorola. Inc , 5005 East McDowell Road, Phoenix, Ariz
BRidge 5-4411. Teletype PX 80
RIDGEFIELD, NEW JERSEY
540 Brr,

pi:1,, S 7500

HOLLYWOOD 25. CALIFORNIA
6555 Su,,sei
H011y wo,,I 5 725
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How To Get Things Done
Better And Faster
RESISTANCE CALIBRATOR

The Resistance Calibrator permits
calibrations up to 100 Megohms with

an accuracy of -±0.01(;. There are
many measurements, such as the accurate measurement of small cur-

ANALOG COMPUTER
New desktop size, high accuracy

analog computer for engineering
analysis and research

is available.
Model 3400 computer offers 0.1% per-

formance with chopper stabilized

8OARDMASTER VISUAL CONTROL

* Gives Graphic Picture- Saves Time, Saves
Money, Prevents Errors

* Simple to operate - Type or Write
*

Cards, Snap in Grooves
Ideal for Production, Traffic.
Scheduling, Sales, Etc

I

or
ry

* Made of Metal Compact and Attractive
Over 200,000 in Use

Pull wise $4950 with cords

FREE

24 -PAGE BOOKLET NO. Z-30
Without Obligation

Write for Your Copy Today

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
65 West 42nd Street New York 36. N.Y.

Circle 63 on Inquiry Card, page 83

CABINETS

rents, voltages, and time constants,
where the calibrator may be used as
a precision voltage divider. It consists of 10 calibrated steps using encapsulated precision wire wound resistors.

Each step is adjusted to
±0.01% of nominal. It is available
on special order with oil -filled, hermetically sealed, wire wound resistors. International Resistance Co.,
Hycor Div., 12970 Bradley Ave., Sylmar, Calif.

Circle 213 on Inquiry Card. page
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FASTENERS

Precision construction to ex-

act specifica-

A new Push -On type Speed Nut,

tions! Complete
packaged alumi-

designed to

num cabinetsha sic structure,

fastening for name plates, emblems,
medallions and other forms of product identification is available. Owing

doors, front panels, interior chas-

twin push -on impressions it can accommodate two 3/32 in. studs with

provide rapid,

secure

to the widths of the new fastener's

side panels.

sis and frame
structures for
support of elec-

printed circuit amplifiers. A typical

computer contains 10 amplifiers, five
initial condition power supplies, and
supporting control and metering circuitry. Some features are: Positive
and negative reference voltage available at problem board; removable

problem board with expanded jack
field; repetitive or continuous opera-

tion for scaled and real time solu-

tions. Donner Scientific Co., Concord,
Calif.

Circle 215 on Inquiry Card. page 83

VERNIER POTENTIOMETER
The Type 301-A vernier potentiom-

eter provides the desirable combination of high resolution and small size
in less than two turns of the adjustment shaft. It consists of an outer
case containing the main slide wire
and a concentric smaller potentiometer providing vernier action with

center -to -center dimensions ranging
from
to % in. Ideal for reducing

the vernier resistance paralleling a
portion of the main slide wire. The

parts handling and assembly time, the

vernier slider is directly attached to

vidual name -plate letters. Assembly
is simple. Tinnerman Products, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 6688, Cleveland 1, Ohio.
Circle 214 on Inquiry Card. page 83

slider terminal through a suitable slip
ring. Rinco, Inc., 7962 S. E. Powell
Blvd., Portland 6, Ore.

tronic equipment.

ANTENNAS

Circular and

rectangular para-

bolic

antennas

with reflector tolerances to meet

the most rigid

specifications ...
fabricated to order.

l'ONSULT 01.11 NNGINEERING STAFF
.n

prr-designing or ponleksigning
.4 any projrrt at No Obligation.

4E00

T.

Req.

Conoco

WASHINGTON ALUMINUM COMPANY,

Dept. 246

Baltimore 29, Md.

fastener can be used to secure indiINC.

Circle 2-1000

Circle 64 on Inquiry Card. page 83
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the shaft and

is connected

to the

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card. page 83
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F7Products
FERRITES

COAXIAL COUPLERS

These ferrites, sintered oxides of
such metals as nickel, magnesium,

\ broad band series of coaxial
couplers covering a 21/2 to 1 frequency range with flat coupling and
high directivity from 4,000 to 10,000

and manganese, are blended and sintered according to a special process.
Homogeneity of these materials is as-

sured, and finished pieces of almost
any size and shape specified may be
produced within a tolerance of 0.0005

in. Type N-50 ferrites are designed
for use in electromechanical filters,

feature an extremely low temperature
coefficient. Type N-51 ferrites, useful

in transducers, are especially suited
for hydrophones and similar devices

requiring low power. Kearfott Company, Inc., 1378 Main Ave., Clifton,
N. J.
Circle 217 on Inquiry Card, page 83

chart providing calibration to 0.2 db
accuracy at 5 frequencies. To insure
the high directivity characteristics of
these couplers, the secondary arm
termination is completely build -in.

Models are available for 10, 20, and

30 db coupling, all with Series N,
female connectors and a 1.2 primary
line and 1.3 secondary line VSWR.
Narda Microwave Corp., 160 Herricks
Rd., Mineola, N. Y.
Circle 219 on Inquiry Card, page 83

A full line of threaded ferrite slugs
for permeability tuning of inductors, filters and transformers used

The transistor mounting provides
a standardized mounting of all transistors regardless of size or shape. It
offers shock resistance and prevents

several megacycles is available. These

movement of the transistor when subjected to severe vibration. Good heat

high Q, high permeability core is desired and space is at a premium. The
screw driver slot runs completely
through the core, permitting easy as-

PROBLEM

has a name plate which includes a

TRANSISTOR MOUNTING

cores are designed for use where a

N

mc has been introduced. Each coupler

FERRITE SLUGS

over the frequency range of 1 KC to

BRUSH

sinking is afforded due to long transistor leads. The quality of low moisture absorption is virtually unaffected

by changes in either fresh or salt

,.

You get

.

.

.

Greater Reliability
From G -E Inductrol*

Voltage Regulators
There are no brushes to worry about
on the G -E Inductrol regulator. Because it is a brushless induction device, this highly reliable voltage
regulator is far easier and more economical to operate. There are many
more advantages, such as high overload capabilities and accurate, drift free control (just set it and forget it),
that you'll want to know about.
For more information, write Section 425-11, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
*Registered trademark of General Electric Company
for Induction Voltage Regulators

sembly and adjustment at either end.
All slugs are furnished complete with
self -threading Resinite TruTork coil
forms. Ferroxcube Corp. of America,
50 E. Bridge St., Saugerties, N. Y.
Circle 218 on Inquiry Card. page 83
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water.

The temperature range

is

from -60°C to +99°C with a continuous operating temperature of
Delbert Blinn Co., P. 0.
Box 757, Pomona, Calif.
Circle 220 on Inquiry Card, page 83

85°C.

Progress Is Ovr Most /mportant Poo'vct

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Circle 65 on Inquiry Card. page 83
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STROMBERG-CARLSON

New
I Products

Type "A" Relays
with

LONG LIFE DRY CELL
A new type of chargeable dry cell,

using an alkaline lead

oxide -silver

system, offers long shelf and service

Plug-in mountings

For fast, easy removal and replacement you can get Stromberg-Carlson

Type "A" Relays with plug-in
mountings.

The Stromberg-Carlson Plug (illustrated above) automatically locks
the relay in place and guarantees a
low -resistance connection between

plug and socket. Its 36 terminals
provide enough connections for prac-

tically all relay applications. Coils
and contacts are wired to terminals
as your needs dictate. Contacts can
be furnished in silver, palladium,
gold alloy or palladium -silver alloy.
Spring combinations possible with
this assembly are 17 Form A or Form
B; 10 Form C or Form D.
Also available in an "A" Relay is

a plug used with commercial radio

type sockets. It can mount relays
with 8, 9, 12 or 20

life and relatively constant voltage
throughout a wide temperature range.

It was developed by the U. S. Naval
Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring,
Md. Cell delivers rated capacity over
a wide range of discharge rates. It
withstands sudden drains of several
ma. without excessive voltage drop.
Nominal output of the cell is 0.9 v.;
average capacity is 1500 ma. hours. It
is 1.190 in. in diameter, 0.591 in.
high. P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.
Circle 221 on Inquiry Card. page 83

HIGH -TEMP JACK
A high -temperature test jack utilizing Teflon insulation is available.
The latest addition to a broad line of

standard and miniature jacks, it

is

designed for use at temperatures

from -100°F to

500°F.

Available

with spade or turret type solder terminals. It features beryllium copper
spring -pin contact which is inverted
to provide extra smooth insertion and
firm seating of a standard 0.080 test
prod. Solder terminal is silver-plated
with gold wash for fast, strong solder
connections. Conforms to MIL STD 242A (Ships). Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Waltham 51. Mass.
Circle 223 on Inquiry Card, page 83

POTENTIOMETERS

TUBING

A series of precision potentiometers
with all aluminum cases and covers is

Number and location of taps avail-

Now being used in all general purpose zippertubing, the new "stretch"
material (vinyl compound) increased
pull strength at the closure point by
100'
Zippertubing is a flat vinyl
tape which is wrapped around wires,

ball bearings; bushing mount types

zipped shut. The increased flexibility
allows the vinyl to absorb the strain

being produced. They are manufactured in AIA sizes to close standard
resistance and linearity tolerances.

ducts, pipelines, etc., then

able varies with specific models. All
servo mount types are equipped with

cables,

have sleeve bearings. Any reasonable
number of sections may be ganged together at the factory to desired resis-

formerly placed on the bead which
closes the jacket. Other features are
flame resistance and fungus retard-

tance and phasing.

ment.

connections.
For technical de-

tails and ordering
information, send

for Bulletin T -

5000R, available on
request. Write to:

s -c
STROMBERG-CARLSON
A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRIAL SALES

126 Carlson Road, Rochester 3, N. Y.
Electronic and communication products
for home, industry and defense

Circle 66 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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Available in

power ratings of 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 5
watts.
712

Osborne

Electronics

Corp.

E. Hawthorne Blvd., Portland,

Ore.

Circle 222 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Temperature ranges f r o m
-65° to +221°F. Conforms to Mili-

tary Spec. Mil -I -631C. The Zipper -

tubing Co., 752 S. San Pedro St.,
Los Angeles 14, Calif.
Circle 224 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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ful technique for making cements,

Where Is It?

glues, bonding compounds, and

plastics fluorescent to the proper

(Continued from page 90)

degree

has been developed by

Shannon Luminous Materials.
ficult to see. And in molecule thick films, the color can vanish
completely. The answer lies in
creating an increased visual contrast between the cement coating
and the clean background. This
can be accomplished by fluorescence under ultra -violet light.
The production and inspection
method is simplicity itself. All
that is necessary is that fluorescence be incorporated in the cement or bonding material being
used, then operations are carried
out with the work illuminated by
an ultra -violet lamp. The correct
lamp is important. For critical
inspection work it is desirable

Hollywood, Calif.

dued, but complete darkness is
rarely necessary. Most work can
be done with ambient white light

of the coil so that the wiper blade
may slide smoothly off the end of

A plastic or cement can easily
be made to fluoresce brightly in
the bulk form, but when the material is spread out in extremely
thin insulating films, the fluores-

cence may be found to be quite
necessary

to make the

fluores-

cence useful under such conditions.

Several manufacturers of precision potentiometers have found
the need for two distinctive fluorescent colors in their production

115

110
105

OTHER
TYPES

VOLTAGE
LEVEL

INDUCTROL

(%) 100

REGULATOR

and inspection process. One color

in the mandrel bonding cement,

and another in the "bridge" of
epoxy resin applied at the ends

95

90
85

the coil. A bright green fluorescence is generally used for the
mandrel cement, while a brilliant
bluish white fluorescence is used
in the epoxy resin.
The first manufacturer to utilize this technique found that re-

You get

jects and returned defectives were
cut to practically zero. In addi-

From G -E Inductrol*

brightness to see

clearly the non -fluorescent parts
of an assembly. A highly success -

WIDEST
RANGE OF
PRECISION

fci

FILM CAPACITORS

The

able with polystyrene, poly-

Capacitors have high insulation
resistance, low power factor and

dielectric absorption, and are
available in a wide variety of
capacitance values, tolerances,

casings and sizes. Write
for FREE CATALOG show-

fci

ing complete line.

control, voltage is automatically held

to within t 1% bandwidth. Unique
compensating controls on the G -E
Inductrol regulator make it unneces-

sary to continually reset voltage
level. You merely set it at the desired
voltage level, and forget it. This

highly reliable and accurate automatic control is also compensated for

temperature, and is inherently insensitive to frequency or power factor
changes.

the case, some applications are
rather critical in this respect.

For more information write Section 425-12, General Electric Co.,

As the electronic industry moves
more and more toward sub -minia-

Schenectady, N. Y.

FILM CAPACITORS, INC.
3305 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK 56, N. Y.

creasing

importance.

The

new

techniques can help solve these

July 1958

Assured Accuracy

With the G -E Inductrol regulator

ture and even microscopic components and assemblies, the problem of applying and inspecting
for bonding cement, insulating
bridges and the like will gain in-

Circle 67 on Inquiry Card, page 33

.

be traced back to the individual
at fault. The gains in product

oped for use in the technique described here were specifically designed so that they will not interfere with dielectric or insulating
properties of the plastics or resins
employed. Although it is not often

ethylene, teflon, and mylar
plastic film dielectrics. Designed
for critical applications. FC I

.

fective workmanship could easily

outweigh the cost of the fluorescent technique many times over.

widest range of

.

Voltage Regulators

quality, customer satisfaction, and
overall labor costs were found to

time -tested stabilized
precision capacitors avail-

AGING (TIME) FACTOR

tion there was a clear-cut solution to the problem of operator
guidance in the plant, since de-

The fluorescent materials devel-

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

PROBLEM

ineffective. Unusual methods are

that surrounding light be sub-

of sufficient

N

O DRIFT

problems.

*Registered trademark of General Electric Company
for Induction Voltage Regulators

Progress Is Our Most important Tivelocl

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Circle 68 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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New
Products
MEASURING INSTRUMENT
Robotester LA -:;02 is an automatic.

tape programmed measuring instru-

Random selection utilized
throughout any two of 250 circuit
points can be selected for measure ment.

JJdJ

pick the
best pilot light
for your application
in seconds!

POWER RECTIFIER

A new type of diffused junction
silicon power rectifier has been develThis small unit

oped.

rated for

is

continuous service at 20 a. de at max-

imum peak reverse potentials up to

.1)4900
44

-ix Sia

ment of resistance, polarized de or ac
voltage or insulation resistance. New
immediately available
circuit techniques improve operating
reliability for low cost maintenance.
for original equipment
Voltage measurements are from 0.5
500 v. and Hi -Pot is accomplished
or in -the -field replacement! to
at 500 vdc with a theoretical 10,000
megohms upper limit. The resistance
range is from one ohm to 9.99 megChoose your next group of panel ohms.
Labs., Inc., Matawanindicators from E. F. Johnson's FreeholdLavoie
Rd., Morganville, N. J.
"preferred" line - over 47 separate Circle 225 on Inquiry Card, page 83

Johnson pilot lights

assemblies carefully selected from
Johnson's standard line by many of
the nation's top design and development engineers. Available in a wide ITV CAMERA HEADS
variety of types, these "preferred"
A practical, economical means for
units may be obtained from stock at tilting and rotating small industrial

parts distributors throughout the type TV cameras by remote control
country for original equipment or is available. Mounted on a light -duty

in -the -field replacement. Write for tripod or other support, the head will
your free copy of Johnson's newest handle cameras up to 20 lbs. Powered
pilot light specification catalog- by two Bodine motors, the RCH-3
see how easy it is to select the right will tilt the camera 45° up or down
and rotate 370°. It can also operate
pilot light . . . fast!
Select the right
pilot light...fast!

Available types in-

CO,nplet.. p
catalog 750c
detailed spec
prices, and
date .
e.
.

tuber appl

.

Write for yc.r

re

copy of Catalog 750a
today!

ance in ambient temperatures up to
150°C. It provides good power handling ability in miniature form. Fan steel Metallurgical Corp., 2200 Sheridan Rd., North Chicago, Ill.
Circle 227 on Inquiry Card. page 83

TIME DELAY

A time delay which is instantly re-

set, either at the end of its cycle or

part way through, is provided by the
Type DM Thermal Timing Element
when combined with a small magnetic

relay in the circuit illustrated. Thermal timing elements are available for
any delay period from 5 seconds to 6

RID

U111

clude: continuous indication neon types, models
for high and low voltage

lift *MN

incandescent bulbs;

MSET Typt

INPUT

Talaay

INSTANT

O

standard or wide angle
gloss, and lucite jewels
in clear, red, green, am

you need to .
best unit for yc

40 v. Four of these rectifiers in a full
wave bridge circuit will provide for a
10 horsepower 230 vdc motor. It is
specifically designed for de power
supply and magnetic amplifier applications requiring reliable perform-

.s.

W24.

ber, blue, or opal. Spec; a Is,

including those

meeting military specifications, also available
in production quantities.

J

.1.4s as says
I 2111 Second Ave. S.W.

Circle
123

69

lira' say
Waseco. Minnesota

on Inquiry Card, page 83

N.O. OUTPUT

a camera in a vertical position. The
control unit can be located at a considerable distance from the head. The
Houston Fearless Corp., 11853 W.
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Circle 226 on Inquiry Card, page 83

min. and for operating voltages from
6.3 v to 230 v. The elements may be
used interchangeably on ac or dc. G -V
Controls, Inc., 28 Hollywood Plaza,

East Orange, N. J.

Circle 228 on Inquiry Card, page 83
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New

Products
DIODE RADIATOR

A new heat -dissipation device designed to prevent

"Thermal

Run-

away" in power tronsistors has been

It consists of a series of
black ebanol finished metallic rings
developed.

NOFREQUENCY

PROBLEM

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
The Temperature Limit Control
System Model TLC -3297 is a 3 chan-

nel warning and control system designed to monitor process -tube temperatures in nuclear reactors. The

SOURCE

(1,

or fins mounted on a plate which is
interposed between the diode and the

mica insulating washer atop the chassis.

The radiator in no way inter-

feres with servicing or operation of

the diode. Reduces operating temperature of diodes as much as 30°C un-

der typical conditions. Part #3B640

meets MIL -E -6272A (Vibration) and
The
MIL
Birtcher Corp., 4371 Valley Blvd., Los
Angeles 22, Calif.
Circle 229 on Inquiry Card, page 83

unit is readily adaptable to any critical temperature application where
channel monitoring from a remote location is desirable. Basically, the system operates from signals produced

LOAD -

by resistance -probe sensing elements;

when preset temperature limits are

exceeded, the TLC actuates the warn-

ing system. Temperature readout is
accurate. Arnoux Corp., 11924 W.
Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 55,

You get

.

.

.

Calif.

TELEMETERING OSCILLATORS
Six new voltage -controlled subcarrier telemetering oscillators are avail-

Model 0-22, little over a one inch cube, draws a total of only 25

able.

milliwatts; one volt gives 71/2",, frequency change; input is lA megohm
and output up to several volts in RDB
channels. Transistor mixers, power

supplies and rack cases for various

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card, page 83

TRANSISTOR BASES

The E -I standard line of transistor

Finer Control
From G -E Inductrol*

closures includes strain -free solder -

able types, compression weldable
types and compression solder able

Voltage Regulators

plied in a wide range of shapes and
sizes. Custom types of miniaturized
transistors and diode bases and other

The G -E Inductrol voltage regulator
gives you precise voltage control even

types. Two, three and four lead types
are available. Diode closures are sup-

I

with varying frequency. Using the
induction principle, this highly reliable voltage regulating equipment
offers you the advantages of simple,
brush -free operation, no voltage

drift (just set it and forget it) plus
many other extra features.
For more information write Section

425-13, General Electric Company,
Schenectady, New York.
*Registered trademark of General Electric Company
for Induction Voltage Regulators

oscillator combinations are available.
Resistance to vibration and shock up
to 20g and 2000 cycles is specified for
most units. Dorsett Laboratories,
Inc., Norman, Okla.
Circle 230 on Inquiry Card. page 83
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miniature sealed components, for spe-

cial requirements can be supplied to
exact specifications. Electrical Industries, 691 Central Ave., Murray Hill,
N. J.
Circle 232 on Inquiry Card. page 83

73ogress /s Our Most Imporfant Product

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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AMERICA'S FINEST

COMMUNICATIONS
TOWER OF ITS KIND
.. WITH EXCLUSIVE
BUILT-IN ECONOMY

-06
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,
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.
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0

X
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/ Reduce Costs
5

-by getting a tower spe-

X

X

. .

:7

X

__CI

cifically for your job. These
towers are suitable for use

up to 300 feet guyed-or

self supporting to 30.60 ft.!
ROHN towers are in daily
use for micro -wave, radio
and dozens of all type communications requirements

22

20

24

X-Extruded E
0-Extruded EE

throughout the U. S.-at

do the job! Can be used for
a multitude of jobs.

t('out imic(1

vanized finish availablestays shiny and new-no
painting needed. Design

-you're inited to sub.
mit your requirements.
Towers will be built to your

specifications if practical.
Let us know your needs-

ROHN can satisfy them
BEST when it comes to
towers of this type.

any other manufacturing technique.
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of
wire lengths. Although a minimum
250 ft. length is specified for "Flex-

While not necessarily an elec-

thousands of installations.

4/Special Towers

is minimized, and lengths of this
new wire are obtained that are far
in excess of those obtained with

rwii page 92)
Lengths

fully tested-proved by

icing.

trical or mechanical characteristic,
it is due to the superior perform-

ance of these characteristics that
the

olon" wire, its average of the distribution of shipped lengths is ap-

manufacturing process
produces much longer lengths than
competitive processes.
new

prox.

750

ft.
Color Guard Striping

Lengths of all wire types are

The use of corrosive fuel elements and the exposure of high

limited solely by the occurrence of
flaws in the dielectric material. Securing long lengths in excess of 150
ft. in either extruded or spiral

temperature wire to other corrosive
actions led to the development of a
stripe for this wire which would be

wrapped materials has been, and
Shown here is a Rohn No. 40
toucr guys/ to a height of 180 ft., supporting both a 6 ft. micrrowate reflector -dish and 2.way radio antennae for state
public salety agencies.

32

try. Because the occurrence of flaws

High Temp. Wire

Gleaming, hot -dipped gal-

Easily shipped and inexpensively installed. Cross pieces
form natural ladder for serv

30

Fig. 3: Lower numerical values of flexibility coefficient indicate the more flexible wire.

4/Proven design
-get full engineering

28

X FLEXOLON Wire E
0 FLEXOLON Wire EE

FLEXIBILITY OF FLEXOLON WIRE AND EXTRUDED WIRE

big savings-yet more than

data to prove superiority.

26

A WG

impervious to the effects of these
atmospheres. The stripe was ap-

undoubtedly will continue to be, a
major problem of the wire indus-

(Continued on page 140)

Table 1
Effects of Fuming Acid on REXOLON Wire Stripe Mond Teflon Extruded Wore Stripe IT)
Light brown

FREE

Send for new "Specifications &
Price" catalog for Rohn Communi-

cations Towers. Your inquiry will
receive prompt attention. Rohn
representatives are coast -to -coast to

serve you. Write-phone-wire

1-1
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100 pVOLTS

`i*

PER SCALE DIVISION

WI ou
pre -amplification)
PHOTO REDUCED

33%

3

OOOOOO

The Du Mont 403 is the most sensitive oscilloscope commercially
available. This outstanding sensitivity permits direct measurements
from low output transducers such as strain gages, pressure pickups,
accelerometers, heart monitoring equipment, and others that normally require pre -amplification.
The 403, when used as a direct -reading voltmeter, offers full scale
amplitude measurements from 1 millivolt to 500 volts, continuously
variable in 17 steps. At maximum sensitivity, the 403 allows resolution of signals in the region of 20 microvolts.
Stability, commensurate with this outstanding sensitivity, is another feature of the 403.
The 403 is another in the Du Mont 400 Series Instruments. It is

designed for fast, easy, and accurate measurements, along with
complete accessibility and reliability.

40 atiat_

Ogg oK
FEATURING
Direct coupled amplifiers.
Single -ended or balanced Y -input.
EXTREME SENSITIVITY: 1 millivolt to 500
volts full scale, continuously variable.
FREQUENCY RANGE: DC to 300 KC.
AMPLIFIERS:

complete details on request...

Y AMPLIFIER CALIBRATION:

5%.

19 calibrated linear sweeps, 0.5
sec 'cm to 0.5 p.sec/cm. Calibrating accuracy, 5%
EXPANDED SWEEP: Any 10 cm portion of
50 cm sweep may be expanded 4 times and
positioned on screen.

SWEEPS:

U M 0 Ni

INSTRUMENT DIVISION
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, N. 1., U.S.A.

$580

1 .0.13. Clifton, N. J.
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News of Manufacturers'

Reps
REPS

special purpose motors desires reps
for Texas, Indiana, Ohio, Northwest
U. S., Southwest U. S., Southeast
U. S., Philadelphia, Washington, and
Baltimore areas. (R7-1, Editor, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.)

A manufacturer of high quality

in mold costs
for miniature parts

Think what this means! No
need for excessively large runs

to bring down the unit cost
of custom molded plastics
parts. Fewer inventory headaches. Less scraping of obso-

lete stock. Lower costs for
model changes and product
improvements.

You can take a whole new
cost approach toward precision plastics molding when

you deal with Booker &

Wallestad. This firm has developed unique methods for
making custom molds. Costs
have been lowered substantially. And these economies
are carried through the set-up
operations. You save on the
original run and re -runs, too.

Co., of Wellesley, Mass.
Win IV. Tompkins & Co., Palo Alto,

Calif., has been named sales rep for
Dage Coaxial Cable Connectors in
Northern California.

Clair A. Campbell and Thomas
Harrower are now sales reps for
Chatham Electronics, a div. of Tung Sol Electric Inc. They will handle the
line of airborne power supplies.

Well recognized custom precision

appointed sales agents in Southern

tronic field is seeking reps throughout
the U. S. and Canada. Brochure available on their patented development in
the field of large enclosures and hous-

Nevada territories for The William

land and North Central States. (R7-2.
Editor, Electronic Industries).

substantial
savings

are now reps for Computer Control

desires representation in New Eng-

transformers, magnetic amplifiers, etc.

Booker & Wallestad
is a plastics molder
that offers

Bordewieck Engineering Sales Co.,

WANTED

A well-known manufacturer of motors, tachometers, generators, and

sheet metal fabricator for the elec-

ings. (R7-3, Editor, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.)

Plastic Capacitors, Inc., has appointed Comonenes, Inc., 5451 Broadview Rd., Cleveland 29, Ohio, as reps
in Ohio, West Pennsylvania, and

West Virginia and The Ken Randall
Co., 121 N. Broad St., Washington,
D. C., as their reps in Southern New
Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Washington, D. C., Virginia and Eastern

The Cochrane -Barron Co. has been

California, Arizona, New Mexico and
Brand & Co.

Knoblock & Malone, Inc. are now
reps for Pulse Engineering, Inc. with
headquarters in Chicago. They will
cover Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
A -F

Associates, electronic equip-

ment manufacturers' reps, has established offices

at 385 E. Green

Pasadena, Calif.

St.,

E. V. Roberts and Associates are
now reps for Daystrom Pacific, a

Pennsylvania.

division of Daystrom, Inc., in Southern California and Arizona. They will
handle the company's line of potentio-

Rinco, Inc., Portland, Ore., has announced the appointments of the following reps and territories: Beechey
Enterprises, Toronto, Ont., for Eastern Canada and Erik Ferner, Brooms,
Sweden, in the country of Sweden.

Withers and Ropek, Chicago, Ill.,
are now reps for Filtors' line of hermetically sealed sub -miniature and
micro -miniature relays in the northern part of Illinois and the southern

meters.

part of Wisconsin.

Specialized Electronics Corp., At-

lanta, Ga., are now reps for Power
Sources, Inc. in Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia, Tennessee, and the two Carolinas.

Brooks, Feeger & Morrow, 114 San
Pedro, S.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico,

Maitland K. Smith Co. with offices

Atlanta, Ga., Birmingham, Ala.,
Matthews, N. C., a n d Clearwater,
Fla., are now Southeastern sales reps
for Hughey & Phillips, Inc.
in

Dayton -Anderson Electronics Co..

Electronic Components Div.

Grosse Pointe Farms 36, Mich., are
representing the Navigation Comput-

Wallestad -one of the nation's
leading molders.

Marty Bettan, of Flushing, N. Y.,
has been appointed sales rep of the

the full line of digital data handling

booker &
wallestad, inc.

ments in the Northern New Jersey

Unusual SKILL and ECONOMY
in custom plastics molding...

For facts and figures on your

needs, contact Booker &

3330 Gorham Ave. Minneapolis 26, Minn.

Circle 73 on Inquiry Care, page 33
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has been appointed rep for Clevite

er Corp. in Michigan, Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. They are handling

Magnecord Div. of Midwestern Instru-

equipment.

and Metropolitan New York area.

The C. L. Pugh Co., Columbus, Ohio,

Barnes Development Co., Lansdowne, Pa., has appointed the following reps to handle their line of auto-

tape, a product of ORRadio Indus-

Calif., in Southern California, Ari-

are now reps in Ohio, Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia for Irish
tries Inc.

William H. Myers, Jr., Syracuse,
Ind., has been appointed rep for The
Stayer Co.

matic component test equipment:
W. K. Geist Co. of Los Angeles,
zona and New Mexico; Ellenje Com-

pany of Palo Alto, Calif., in North-

ern California and Nevada and Peninsula Associates of Seattle, Wash., in
Washington and Oregon.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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PROFESSIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES
Reporting late developments affecting the employment picture in the Electronic Industries

Engineering Writers

Development Engineers
Administrative Engineers
Design Engineers
Physicists
Mathematicians
Electronic Instructors
Field Engineers

Production Engineers

Engineering Teachers

Science -Writing Gets
$100,000 Rockefeller Grant

The American Society fur Engineering Education has presented a

columbia University has received a $100,000 grant by the

for engineering
schools of the United States to Dr.
James R. Killian, Jr., Special Assis-

begin this Fall at the Graduate
School of Journalism. The award

Plan Would Increase

OLD PHONE WEEK

young teachers

Rockefeller Foundation for an advanced science -writing program to

tant to the President for Science

supplements a $70,000 grant by the

plan to increase the number of

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and
will assure the program of three

and Technology.

To encourage more good students to enter graduate work, the

years of operation.
Six fellowships will be given in

period when most engineering stu-

dents discover their interest in a
teaching career, the ASEE feels
that basic research in engineering
must be expanded and that Federal
agencies supporting basic research

in engineering should greatly enlarge both the number and the
amount of their grants. The increased amounts should cover the
true costs, including the portion of
faculty salaries required to direct
the project, says ASEE, be for
longer periods ( five years), and
contracts should provide means for
construction or enlargement of the
buildings required. Specific recommendations:

1. A substantial increase in the

number of National Science Foundation fellowships for first -yeas
graduate study in engineering.

2. A program of secondary

grants to those who fail to qualify
for full fellowships under the NSF
program.
3. Supplementary Federal grants
to holders of NSF fellowships who
take part-time teaching assignments.
4. A new program of awards un-

der the NSF to increase the financial aid to graduate students who
combine teaching with their education and research experience.
ASEE calls particular attention
to the important role of basic research in preparing engineering
teachers: Federal support of basic
research "will determine the supply of individuals with the requisite background to educate engineers in an age when basic under ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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the first year and seven to 10 in
A total of 133 years of telephone work

is

counted by these three retiring employees
of Stromberg-Carlson: Frank Wilson, Raymond 0. Hoffmann, Chief Telecommunication

Sales

Engineer

and

Ralph

Gardiner.

the two succeeding years. The fellowships will go to science writers

for a year's study at the school.
The program, which is aimed at

providing a greater volume of accurate, interestingly written news

GE Plans Georgia
TV Tube Plant

cf science and technological developments, is designed:

General Electric Co. will begin
manufacturing television picture
tubes in Augusta, Ga., for replace-

number of dependable science and
technology writers for newspapers,
press services, magazines, radio
and television, and industry.

ment purposes in the South, ac-

1. To increase appreciably the

cording to Henry F. DeLong, general manager of GE's cathode ray
gibe department.
GE will lease the 60,000 sq.-ft.
Thomas and Howard Building in
Augusta and produce all popular
sizes of picture tubes.
standing of scientific principles
must replace dependence on intuition and experience."
ASEE's Committee on the Development of Engineering Facili-

2. To increase substantially the
number of reporters who, though
not necessarily devoting full time
to science, will be able to handle
such material accurately and in-

report on anticipated

5. To serve as a pilot project
whose experience can be drawn
upon by other educational institu-

ties expects to release a comprehensive

engineering enrollments and re-

quirements for teachers up to 1967

late this month. The report will
indicate that a shortage of nearly
1000 engineering teachers already

exists, and that about 9500 new
teachers will be required in the
coming decade.
FOR MORE INFORMATION . . .
on positions described in this
section fill out the convenient

inquiry card. page 85.

terestingly.

3. To provide means of helping

science

writers broaden their

knowledge of both subject matter
and techniques.

4. To help develop writer -educators capable of giving science
writing instruction.

tions.

Although there are no set

re-

quirements for the first year, most
participants will be college graduates with a minimum of three

years' active reporting, technical
writing or teaching. The program
will be under the supervision of
the Dean of the School of Journal-

ism, Edward Barrett, and the immediate direction

John Foster.

of

Professor
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For optimum design of the man -machine combination it is necessary to fully appreciate the

SEMICIRCULAR

superior qualities of each. For given applications either one may have significant advantages over the other.
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Human Factors in
Electronic System
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HORIZONTAL

1: Of these five dials the open -window
type was far superior in point of legibility.
Fig.

UMAN factors concepts" (or human engineer611 ing) is a phrase that is heard with increasing
frequency these days. Its greatest impetus came from
the military. Today human enginering is largely used
in missile and aircraft design and production. Industry has been slow to use human engineering, possibly

because the phrase itself has been misunderstood.
Actually, any system that uses the man -machine com-

bination should integrate the design function with
the psychological and physiological sciences for safety
and performance.
Through the entire course of system developments,

products which affect man or which are affected by
the performance of man should be evaluated by human

engineers. Knowing the abilities and limitations of
man in various tasks, the human engineer allocates
functions to man and machine. He decides where man

can best be used in the system-for accuracy, econ-

omy and safety.
Machines are protected individually against accidents. Humans are protected individually against accidents, but no attempt has been made to correlate
the two protective operations. As machines have increased in complexity, accidents to human operators

have increased. Why? Because the human has not
been given his rightful place.
Man Must Be recognized, Systemwise, For

Design
By MAX A. PAPE,
40 E. 40th Ave.,
San Mateo, Calif.

The complete understanding and knowledge of
man's abilities and limitations, including psychological and physiological data, represent the bulk of the
human engineer's working material. He has been

trained to apply the newer principles from the behavioral and medical sciences.

If it were possible at the present time to make a
human factors analysis of industrial accidents, half
of them would probably point to poor design for and
integration of the human component. Yet, extensive
research has been done in the use and effects of light,
color, sound, touch, environmental variables, auditory
communications, atmospheric conditions,
speed,

strength, force, space, design and arrangement of
controls and levers, and arrangement of equipment.
Fig. 2: Shape coding. Top row is distinguished
by

touch,

bottom

row

by

visual

sense>.

What He Is-A Component Characterized By
Non -Linear Outputs.

To the design engineer, man is the limiting factor
in system design. To the human engineer, machine
components are of interest only insofar as their performance affects man. If limitations of human capacities are not considered, the operator may be
forced beyond his abilities and resources, including
such factors as fatigue or physiological stress.
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

PHYSICISTS

MATHEMATICIANS

TAKE THE "ELECTRONICS HIGHWAY"
WHEN VACATIONING
IN NEW ENGLAND
SYLVANIA'S WALTHAM LABORATORIES
to discuss our newest projects
and your professional opportunities

Cruising north along Route 128 through historic Middlesex County, you'll see Sylvania's
Waltham Labs high above the highway. Stop
off on your way to nearby Lexington for what
could be an important interview about a future in advanced electronics with Sylvania.
Big things are happening in your profession
at Waltham Laboratories. This is where Sylvania engineers and scientists are developing

a staid, o!d lit?hthou5e

Express artery around Boston:
Rt. 128. in heart of Pilgrim
Country. Going north. take
Exit 44 for Sylvania (12 miles
from Boston Common). Many
tourist attractions are Close
enough for a day's sightseeing.
And 128 connects with main routes
to all New England.

current
opportunities
al Nylrania are too
good to !miss by. .

the Data -Processing nerve -center of BMEWS

(giant new program for a Ballistic Missile
Early Warning System).
Work on PLATO (AMM system for which
Sylvania is Weapons System Manager) is also

centered here ... plus development programs
for other major electronic defense projects.
DATA PROCESSING

MISSILE SYSTEMS

LABORATORY

LABORATORY

Sr. Development Engineers

Sr. Packaging Engineers
Project Engineers
Sr. Logical Design

-ystems

Systems analysis &

Engineers with experience
in Radar Data Handling
and Display
(Previous digital data
processing experience is

important for most

microwave switches

Flush -mounted broad
band airborne microwave
antennas

Engineers

assignments.)

Advanced development.
VHF & UHF submoniwring complex radar

AVIONICS LAB

Microwave components
design including multichannel filters incorporating fast -acting

synthesis of complex
radars. their design and
simulation

Problems in atmospheric
physics. ionized gases.

astronautics

Transistor circuit design
& development

APPLIED RESEARCH LAB

Research & Systems Application in Counter -Countermeasures. Operations
Research. Analysis &
Applied Physics

Send your resume to Erling Mostue
WALTHAM LABORATORIES, Electronic Systems Division
Interview and relocation expenses paid by
Sylvania. Inquiries will be answered within 2
weeks. Cs nvenient Saturday interviews arranged.

SYLVANIA ir
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC

100 First Avenue Waltham 54, Massachusetts
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Human Engineering (Continued)

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

Studies have been made on the
optimum placement, size and type
of knobs, handles, controls, dials
and switches.
Fig. 1 is only one example of a
system design which makes use of
human engineering principles.
When the system is still in its
design stage, plans should be made

ZERO IN

ON A

for the position and activity of
man by employing human factors
concepts. This includes removing

CAREER

or changing anything that might
prove a personal hazard. Error can
be designed -out of a machine; the
quirks of human nature cannot be

altered, neither can they be de-

IN

signed -out. When the system goes
from function to operation, operating efficiency becomes the prime
target. The amount of training for
personnel should be decided by the
human engineer. It is he who

INDICATOR

should evaluate man's work load
and organization of work procedures. (Adequate training has been
found to be closely related to safety
on the job. Accidents are noted
more frequently in situations
marked by brief training programs
for new workers).

DESIGN

Excellent openings for Design

Engineers exist

in

General

Electric's Light Military Electronic Equipment Dept.

The capable man will

find

rough problems to lick in designing complex indicator circuitry. He will be called upon
to assist in the development of
indicators and associated equip-

ment for display of data obtained from high -power, long-

range airborne search radar.
The problems will tax his
knowledge of digital computer

techniques, CRT display and
video indicating cicuitry.

To learn more of these opportunities, forward your resume
to:
Richard C. Kimm
Room 56-S

Mr.

lillITPr

I

t

job description of human operators
because, by education and training,

Please send attached coupon direct to advertiser

duce sleep; some induce irritations,
etc.) Being able to see is, again,

only part of the story. The object
being seen or analyzed must be
illuminated, and this takes into
consideration

different kinds of

light. Objects often appear different in color when viewed by daylight or incandescent light; when
viewed by transmitted or reflected
light, and when viewed by lights
of different intensity. There are
also psychological factors such as
the motivation of the observer,

whether he knows where or when
to look, whether he knows what he
is likely to see, etc.
Hearing

The nature of sound can be described by three quantities: loudness (corresponding roughly to
wave amplitude), pitch (corresponding approximately to fre-

quency in the case of a pure tone),
and quality (corresponding to the
admixture of different wavelengths
of sound).

The ear tends to integrate the

he can best interpret the discrim-

sensation it receives at any in-

ination, recall and decision -making
characteristics of the operator.

stant. The ability of the individual
to hear one sound in the presence
of another is important to the
human engineer. It is, in fact, one
of the places where man is far
superior to the machine.
The ear contains more than hearing apparatus. The inner ear is
responsible for equilibrium and

The responsibility for interpreting
malfunction, overloading,

under -

loading, errors, mistakes and acci-

dents should be in the lap of the
human engineer.

Man is the one weak link in a
possibly fool -proof complex system.

Because man is complex, too, his
capabilities and limitations should
be evaluated by using human factors concepts. Glance briefly at
man's senses. The classical five

senses are: sight, hearing, taste,
touch and smell. Of these, taste
and smell are of comparatively

small importance to the system engineer. Each of the other three,
however, is very important.

IC TR,-,N,C

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
French Road, Utica, New York
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It is the human engineer, too,
who should write the step-by-step

under varying conditions. Color,
as part of vision, has many implications. Choice of color must be
made not only for visibility under
various conditions, but for psychological reasons. ( Some colors in-

Sight

Vision is more than just being
able to see. From the safety stand-

point, man must be able to see

Circle 511 on -Opportunities- Inquiry Card. page

85

dizziness.

Data of this type is useful for
determining whether an operator

can detect an auditory signal-

such as a warning sound; whether
an operator can understand tone coded or time -coded sounds in the
presence of other sounds.
Touch

The sense of touch is composed
of many different senses, including
sensations of heat and cold, tactile
discrimination, etc. Human engineers are interested particularly in
(Continlred on page 138)
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ENGINEERS

,,f71

YOU CAN ACCOMPLISH MORE

IN AIRCRAFT & M/SS/ZE ELECTRONICS
1/1/0/1/(//1/0

DIRECTLY NTH A LEADER IN
AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIINCES...

-1

REPUBLIC AY/AT/ON
You GET the all-over picture of aircraft and missile missions when you
work closely with experts who design actual structures and related systems.

You SHARE in the growth and progress of Republic's rapidly expanding electronics operations- in research, development, analysis, test, project groups for design and production.
You ENJOY Republic's high benefit program, an acknowledged model
for the industry.

You LIVE in beautiful Long Island, favorite East Coast vacation area,
close to the cultural advantages of New York City.
Why not investigate the professional implications of these high -paying

electronic opportunities in the aviation industry-with Republic - leader
in aircraft design for 25 years - now engaged in a diversity of aircraft,
missile and space vehicle programs.
RECONNAISSANCE
SYSTEM ENGINEER

MS in Physics; 7-10
years experience in
optics and infra -red
techniques for reconnaissance systems.
ANTENNA ENGINEER
(Research)

Design and testing of
aircraft antenna and radome installations and
systems. Advanced de-

gree in EE or physics

preferred with 10-15
years experience.

OPERATIONAL ANALYST

DYNAMICS ANALYSIS

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

MS in engineering, physics or mathematics; 7-10

Electrical or electronic
engineer to supervise
group of EE's and ap-

Openings in Dynamics
Analysis Section at Sr.,
Principal & Group Engi-

years experience in air-

craft or missile tech-

plied mathematicians

nology in one of these
fields: electronics, air-

engaged

craft or missile performance, armament,

in

analysis of

radar and guidance sys-

tems, servos, analog
computers and related

structures, applied math.

areas. 3-5 years experience required.

SR COMPUTING ENGR

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMERS

MA or PhD in physics,

applied math or engineering with minimum
2 years analog computer
experience.

Minimum 2 years

gramming experience in
engineering problems on
IBM 704.

Laboratory - BSEE with
electronic laboratory exp

neer levels. EE's with

to maintain computing

2-3 years exp in design

equipment, calibrate all

& analysis of radar &

instrumentation and

guidance systems, servos, analog computers &
related fields. ME's with
3-5 years exp in analysis

evaluate test equipment.

of electromechanical,
pro-

INSTRUMENTATION

ENGINEERS (Flight Test)

Electronics - BSEE with

specific airborne electronic systems exp.

electro-hydraulic & mechanical systems. Background in aerodynamic

PROJECTS ENGINEERS

control & airplane dy-

BSEE with airborne elec-

namics desirable.

tronics or electronic

(Flight Test)

systems experience.

Please send your resume in complete confidence to: Mr. George R. Hickman, Engineering Employment Manager

/114E.03PE111.711=1 q I///ti Irff 1E7
FARMINGDALE, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK
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ENGINEERS SCIENTISTS

R&D
Opportunities in

CALIFORNIA
With SYLVANIA
At Sylvania's Mountain View
Laboratories, there are unlimited opportunities for the engineer who wants to work in an
environment where individual
contributors are recognized as
the basic ingredient in creative
engineering, and advancement
is based on ability. There arc
openings now for:
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Advanced It& I) In the fields of rl.
Ironic I ountermeasures and electron ,
re-monsilile for cirimit ui
systems
equipment design and development
the area, of transmitters. receive,

analY7e,. direction tlndrrs, data h.,
di in

Hi. fir, tilt, and :1111141111M

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
advanced systems annals Perform
and design applying haeltgro ..... I

EE, loath

ur

III

1111)Sill,

1110411011K

the area- Ilt radio and miernw ;we Ito],

PHYSICIST
Applicat ion of electromagnet it the,
to pi ohlen, In radio wave lar111#14,
lion R1111 micron aye antennas and Cu,
110111.111 .4,1111111101i,

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
To notk tilt, Pn.icet lean
chaniral de, eloptilent
Including ,erst. alit
heat tiansrer.

in
-

p

(Continued from page 136)

the tactile senses ( what we feel

able.

thetic sense ( which allows us to
know the position of our extrem-

can:

with our fingertips) and kinesities even when we cannot see
them).
Operators often use controls

which they do not see. There are
many ways to code such controls-

the easiest being a difference in
size or shape of knobs. Many experiments have been conducted to
determine pairs that are not confused with each other. In one such
experiment (227 attempts at identification) there were eight shapes
out

of

twenty-two

which

were

never confused. See Fig. 2.
We cannot do away entirely with
the human component. In many
cases, it is less expensive to use a

brain is so much smaller than the
machine brain with comparable
recall ability. Man can read signals accurately (and less expensively) than machine. Although in

Mountain View Laboratories
ELECTRONIC DEFENSE LAB
RECONNAISSANCE SYSTEMS LAB
MICROWAVE PHYSICS LAB
MICROWAVE TUBE LAB

Please send your resume to
Mr. J. C. Richards

P.O. Box 1296
Mountain View, California
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But man also has many more
limitations than a machine. For
instance, man: requires space and
air, is subject to stress, adds
weight to the system, gets fatigued,
loses speed of response, is affected

and

must

be

You can see for yourself the
need for psychological and physiological sciences in system design.

Man is here to stay. Make use of
him to the utmost-and let human

real frequency axis for all operating points in P. This insures that

the boundary B does not intersect P.

1. Correction
I

of this article

and sufficient condition for the

a zero in the closed right half of
the complex frequency plane, for an

operating point in the rectangular
parallelepiped, P, is that F have a

zero on the real frequency axis.

The above statement is a necessary
and sufficient condition when determining absolute stability, but is
only a sufficient condition when determining conditional stability. It

for the rectangle P
shown in Figure 4A to lie comis possible

pletely inside the boundary of the

(B) and for all points in P to cor-

SYLVANIA

anticipated.

"Designing Multiple
Feedback Loops"

set of unstable operating points
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC

erated, reason; use judgment, perform a variety of functions in very
little space, develop concepts and
create methods, is flexible in coping with situations that cannot be

factors concepts help you build into all your components reliability,
safety and performance.

characteristic function, F, to have

MATHEMATICIANS
STATISTICIANS

tenance and support activities,
monitor machines action, use memory, recognize patterns of light
and sound even if partly oblit-

some cases the human brain is less
accurate, in emergency situations
that have not been designed into

,.".
Trameling %%ate Tula::

PRODUCT ENGINEERS
FIELD ENGINEERS

decisions,

ger, accidents;
trained.

(ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, May,

openings lr

make

than a machine because the human

When space is
limited, man is better for recall

1958) it is stated that a necessary

Thu., arc also

perceive,

manipulate controls, handle main-

make decisions.

human rather than a machine to

MICROWAVE TUBE SPECIALIST

:tail Mal",

Man has many advantages. He

by temperatures and humidity, is
affected by shock (acoustical or
other), is subject to glare, drugs,
toxic substance, loss of sleep, dan-

In Appendix

air1.1111,,

the machine, man is far from reli-

respond to unstable operation.
In order to prove that all points
in P correspond to stable operation,
it is necessary to show:

1. That the characteristic function F does not have a zero on the

Circle 503 on -Opportunities- Inquiry Card. page 85

2. That at least one point in P

corresponds to stable operation.

This precludes the possibility of P
lying entirely inside B.
Condition 2 is automatically satisfied when considering absolute
stability since in this case, the origin of the space of operating points

is contained in P (refer to Figure
2A) and this point corresponds to
stable operation (passive circuit).
When considering conditional stability, however, the origin of the
space of operating points is not

contained in P (refer to Figure
IA ) and it is necessary to prove
that at least one point in P cor-

responds to stable operation.
Based on this discussion, the
T -plane plot of Figure 4C corresponds to unstable operation since
it is impossible to prove that any
one point in P corresponds to stable operation. In this case, P lies
entirely within B and all points in
P correspond to unstable operation.
Con intred Pn page 140)
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Electronics Engineers .. .

EXPLORE
TRADITIONS
Be our guest on your vacation here where history
was made. A visit to the National Company enables you not only to see the famous sites of the
Revolutionary War such as Bunker Hill, Concord
and Lexington, Paul Revere's horne,the Old North

Church, the homes of the whalers and clipper
ships, inns hundreds of years old, and the woods
and lakes that great American writers loved and
wrote about, but also affords the opportunity to
find out first-hand about the National Company.
We want you to see for yourself how at National

frequency standard; ionospheric and tropospheric
scatter systems, as well as National's outstanding

line of commercial receivers and components
which keep National's business evenly balanced
and steady.
We believe that you and your family will enjoy a
visit to historical New England, and that you will
like National Company and its environs. Write us
today; tell us about your training and background
in

the microwave and digital and component

fields, and reserve your day to be National's guest.

Creativity is Required, Recognized and Rewarded.

We want to show you the challenging new prospects at National-development of missile checkout equipment using microwave and digital techniques; the Atomichron, the world's most accurate

Write or phone

Ctixe/A kftemeateNationc&
National Company, Inc., Malden, Mass.

Guest Dept.
National Company
61 Sherman St.
Malden, Mass.

I want to take advantage of your offer to learn more about National.

Present Position

I am attaching a summary.
I would like to receive more details about National.
I would like to visit National on

Name

Address

City

State

(Please give alternate choice.)

(Continued from page 138)
//. Clarification
In Theorem II, the exact mean-

ing of the word enclose

is not

clearly pointed out. A clearer state-

ment of Theorem II is:
A sufficient condition for absolute stability is that no straight
line segment drawn between contours in the T -plane at corresponding

value

of

frequency,

pass through the critical point

(-1-Fj0).

III. Addition

The principal results given in
this paper were presented by the
author at the National Electronics
Conference, Chicago, Illinois, on
October 7, 1957, under the title

"Transistor Multiple Loop Feedback Amplifiers."

The stability criterion discussed

in this paper was originally proposed by H. W. Bode.

%
..141kN.

R -F RECEIVER DESIGN
INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Two of many areas in Avionics
in which Bell Aircraft has openings
for qualified electronics engineers

High Temp. Wire
(Continued from page 130)

plied below the exterior surface of
the protective "Teflon" insulation.

As a result, the stripe is not subject to the detrimental effects of
corrosion and abrasion. To test the
effectiveness of this method of color

Particularly good opportunities are now available for
engineers with radio frequency experience in the 100
kilocycle to 35,000 megacycle range with emphasis on
transistorizing of circuits ... and for those with experience in inertial instrumentation design and evaluation.

striping, striped samples were sub-

Present openings include assignments in:
Pulse and Digital Coding
Identification Systems

on the striping.
Table 1 illustrates the effectiveness of the technique in protecting
the stripe from all adverse effects

Electronic Counter Measures
Landing Systems
Digital Computers
Precise Instrumentation Development

These assignments embrace a wide range of high level
design and development problems which will afford
full scope to your creative ingenuity with unusual op-

merged in a bath of concentrated
red fuming nitric acid. Observations were taken over a period of
12 hrs. on the submerged 12 in.
samples used to determine the effect of this highly corrosive bath

during the 12 hr. test period. In
some cases, the stripe code on extruded "Teflon" completely disappeared following a 30 -minute immersion. In other cases, color faded

or changed in basic character so
that final reading of the color code
of the "Teflon" extruded wire was

portunities for rapid advancement and pro-

impossible.

fessional recognition. Salaries commensurate
with your background, good living and work-

While it is unlikely that hook-up
wire in service will be subjected to

ing conditions, and liberal benefits. Please
write: Supervisor of Engineering Employ.
ment, Dept. R-33 BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
P.O. Box 1. Buffalo 5. N. Y.

the severe conditions of this test,
the characteristics of "Flexolon"
wire assure that color coding will
be readily identifiable following ex-

tensive subjection to corrosive at-

mosphere-an important requirement for many applications.
140
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ELECTRONIC:
ENGINEERS-ELECTRICAL:

Air Force space and operational
programs offer you
unique professional challenge

and opportunity

as a civilian
Among the myriad current and projected programs of the U. S.
Air Force lies a challenge and opportunity for civilian electronic and
electrical engineers with varying degrees of specialty and experience.

These areas include: the research, development and maintenance
essential to sustaining qualitative superiority for the operational
Air Force; research and development in IRBM and ICBM fields; the
projection into outer space and return of manned, piloted vehicles.

Stimulating assignments now exist for qualified men in these
categories.

As an Air Force Civilian Electronic or Electrical Engineer you:
WORK ... in a fine creative atmosphere ... with foremost men in the
field ... with most modern equipment and facilities ... in more than
one specific program ... in geographic location of your choice.
RECEIVE ... assured income... low-cost life insurance... promo-

tions from within ... excellent retirement and compensation plans ...

protection from arbitrary separation ... liberal sick and vacation
leave plans.
ENJOY... expanded scope of assignment ... professional prestige
and recognition ... job satisfaction ... participation in opening new
frontiers and conquering space.

For full details mail the coupon below.

Paste on Postcard and Mail or Write to:
Air Force Civilian Personnel, Dept. I21
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.

Please send me further information on U. S.

SCOPE

Name

CREATIVITY

Degree( s)

Address
City

L
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

July 1958

CHALLENGE

Air Force Civilian Personnel opportunities.
Specialty
Zone

State

U.S. Air

Force
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ENGINEERS, EE

Industry
News
Raymond J. Condon and Russell H.
Whempner beco ne Eastern and Western Sales Managers, respectively, for

the Military Products Group of Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co.

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

John A. McCormick has been named

Manager of System Sales for twoway radios, and Marvin C. Cisler,

needed at

Manager of Components Engineering
at GE's Communication Products
Dept. Other GE appointments include

Thomas I. Paganelli to Manager of
the Missile Detection Systems Section of the Heavy Electronic Equip-

Openings now for
additional creative
engineers on a program

that has attracted
some of the hest
minds in electronics

ment Dept., and Alvin R. Deas to the
Managership of the Semiconductor
Rectifier Mfg. plant at Clyde, N. Y.
Albert Haselman moves to the post
of General Sales Manager of Prodelin,
Inc.

Perry R. Roehm is now serving as

Director of Marketing for Interna-

tional Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
Mr. Roehm was formerly President

of Norden-Ketay Corp.

MARTIN
New long-term develop-

ments at Martin in the
field of electronics have
created exceptional opportunities for top electronic engineers. At least

5 years' experience required. Salaries from
$9,000 to $12,000.

The command radio -radar guidance system under development

Openings

at General Electric offers an

in these areas:

unprecedented challenge to electronic engineers highly qualified

in these areas:
Systems analysis, evaluation &

integration * Systems & component reliability * Transistor-

R. Roehm

R.

R. Eppert

ized circuits, pulse circuitry, IF Video circuits * RF & Microwave
components & plumbing * Com-

President of Burroughs Corp.

Doppler radar design & develop-

Dr. William Duerig has joined Midwestern Instruments, Inc. as Vice

munications control devices *

ment * Digital data processing
techniques, data transmission involving D&D of ground -based &
airborne antennae, transmitters.

receivers; application of transducers, transponders, etc. * Test
operations, including planning.
range instrumentation & test execution; development & application of automatic test equipment.
For additional unclassified de-

tails on this System, write for
descriptive folder "A." If interested in the current long-range
openings, include your resume in
confidence to:
Mr. E. A. Smith,

GENERAL

Ray

R.

Eppert has been named

President in Charge of Research and
Engineering. Dr. Duerig comes from
Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc.

Dr. Louis Maher has assumed the
position of Director of Central Re-

search for Varian Assoc. Dr. Matter
had served as Chief Engineer of the
Semiconductor and

Materials

Div.,

RCA.

ELECTRIC

COURT STREET. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Inc. as a West Coast Field
Sales Representative. Walter H.
netics,

Bollinger is now a Sales Representative for Control, a division of Magnetics, Inc. Mr. Bollinger's area will
Virginia.

John I). MacNamara moved to the
of Manager for the New
York District for the Weston Instruments, Div. of Daystrom Inc.
position

Circle 510 on -Opportunities- Inquiry Card, page

sign

WRITE TO:
William Spangler, Manager
Professional Employment

William C. Macs has joined Mag-

he Western Pennsylvania and West

MISSILE GUIDANCE SECTION

142

P.

Circuit Design
Systems
Inertial Guidance
Countermeasures
Digital Computers
Test Equipment De-

85

Department El -7

The Martin Company
Baltimore 3, Md.

MARTIN
BALTIMORE
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Industry
News

Engineers 8 Scientists
OPPORTUNITIES IN

Norman Saunders will now serve

as East Coast Field Engineer for General Transistor Corp.
H. P. McTeigue has been appointed
to the newly created post of Manager,
Marketing, Government Service Dept.,
RCA Service Co.

Richard A. Arnett is now serving
as Marketing Manager of the Industrial Instrumentation Div. of Texas
Instruments Inc

R. A. Arnett

P.

W. Steen

Paul W. Steen has been appointed
Manager of Distributor Sales for the
Narda Ultrasonics Corp.

Gerald L. Landsman has been apAssistant Director of Re-

search and Development of Motorola's Military Electronics Division.
Other promotions at Motorola include

Burt Mendelsohn to the position of
Assistant Director of Marketing for
the Communications and Industrial
Electronics Div.; Herbert I. Ackerman to District Sales Manager for
New England, New York State, and
Eastern Canada, for Motorola Semiconductor Products; Allen B. Anderson to Manager of Advertising and
Public Relations of Military Electronics Div. at Phoenix; Robert B.
Corby to Manager of Marketing activities in missile range instrumentation.

R. F. Duncumb becomes Sales Engineer for California and Arizona for
Clevite Electronic Components Div.

Mr. Duncumb most recently was a
Sales Engineer for Helipot Corp.

James R. Kallaher is the newly -

appointed General Sales Manager for
National Vulcanized Fibre Co. Donald
W. Stewart succeeds Mr. Kallaher as

Chicago Manager. Ralph E. Bryant
succeeds Mr. Stewart as Boston District Sales Manager.
E. F. Coy has accepted the position
of Vice-President-Marketing upon
joining Electronic Communications
Inc. Mr. Coy was formerly Director

at melpar
For every new weapon devised a
countermeasure has followed to balance
the scale.
At Me1par a major segment of our effort
is directed toward developing electronic
countermeasures to offset the anticipated
weapons of tomorrow.
The experienced engineer with an interest in
ECM will find Me1par can offer not only
the technical challenge he is seeking but also
advancement opportunities necessary to
further his career.
Our modern and well-equipped laboratories
are located in choice suburban areas
near Washington, D. C. and Boston,
Massachusetts. These locales were selected
because of their proximity to superior
educational, cultural and recreational
facilities. Fine housing in all price ranges
is readily available.

For detailed information about openings,
write to:
Technical Personnel Representative

MELPAR
A Sul

Incorporated

jury of Westinghouse Air Brake Company

3103 Arlington Boulevard, Falls Church, Virginia
10 miles from Washington, D. C.

of Sales of the Mechanical Div. of
General Mills.
(Continued on page 144)
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ELECTRONIC
ADAMS & WESTLAKE CO., THE
Agency -1-r- Hurst & McDonald

(Continued front page 143)

AIRCRAFT RADIO CORPORATION
Agency-Burke Dowling Adorns

Curtis W. Symonds has rejoined

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. as

Controller of the Semiconductor Div.
A few of the other Sylvania appointments include: Michael Balag to the

newly created post of Manager of
Manufacturing and Engineering for
the

Semiconductor

Div.;

John

B.

Pg.

17

Agency-Fersholt Adv.
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.
Agency-F. B. Hubert Adv. Counselors
AMERICAN TIME PRODUTCS, INC.
Agency-H. M. Alexander & Assoc.

contract for the Strategic Air Com-

ANDREW CORPORATION

Eugene J. Vigneron as Manager of
the Needham (Mass.) operations of
Sylvania Electronic Systems.

102

Agency-Fronk C. Nahse., Inc.
ARNOLD ENGINEERING CO., INC. ..
Agency-W. S. Walker Adv.
AUTOMATIC METAL PRODUCTS CORP.
Agency-Doven Associates

122

BELL AIRCRAFT CORP.

140

BELL TELEPHONE CO.

146

Hugh A. Young has joined Pack-

Manager of the Technical Products
Div. Mr. Young was formerly Western Regional Manager for A. B.
DuMont Labs., Inc.

Agency-Baldwin, Bowers 8. Strochan, Inc

Agency-N. W. Ayer & Son

BIRTCHER CORP., THE
Agency-G,.. I, Johnstone, Jeffries, Inc

saving job of missile systems test
equipment manufactured by Farns-

BOOKER & WALLSTAD, INC
Agency-Grubb-Cleland Co.

today's most interesting, challenging,
and rewarding fields of opportunity.
That's why so many outstanding men

in their profession have become a
part of Farnsworth's 30 -year record
of progress!
If you'd like to receive a complete picture of Farnsworth activities at Ft. Wayne,
Ind., simply write to IT&T Technical Placement Office, 67 Broad Street, New York 4.

FARNSWORTH ELECTRONICS
COMPANY
A

Division of

I 11r.T
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
67 Broad Street New York

144

101

& Rader, Inc.
BLAW-KNOX CO., EQUIPMENT DIV

41

Agency-Ke ,..m, McLeod & Grove,

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO.
Agency-John Harder

Inc.
48

Fenstermocher
132

BRUSH INSTRUMENTS DIVISION OF CLEVITE
CORP.

Agency-Duffy, McClure & Wilder, Inc.
BURNELL & CO., INC.
Agency-Mohr & Eicoff
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION MC GRAWEDISON CO

This is only one of many important ways this expanding midwestern production center of the IT&T

gineers experienced in product design, packaging, and manufacturing
processes find at Farnsworth one of

36

Agency-D,

worth Electronics Company.

Because of its enormous scope, en-

29

ard -Bell Electronics Corp. as Sales

ance is the vital, time -saving, money-

needs of national defense ...for new
ways to bring greater efficiency to
industry .. . through electronics.

37

31

BIWAX CORP.

for missiles and other advanced

36

Agency-M. Russell Berger, Inc.

FIRING missiles costs money. But
it's necessary to the development of
our nation's security program.
Giving America's missile men advance assurance of firing perform-

system utilizes its extensive facilities
for the development, fabrication, and
assembly of systems and equipments

015

Agency-Eng'neered Electronics
ALLEN -BRADLEY CO., INC. Insert Following

AMP INCORPORATED

mand's B-52 long-range bomber; and

II
40

ALFORD MANUFACTURING CO. ......

Donner as Project Manager for Syl-

vania's electronic defense substem

Helping to get
more mileage from
America's missile dollar

10,

H. A. Young

47
19

25

C. D. Butler

George I). Butler has joined International Resistance Co. as Director
of Sales. Mr. Butler was formerly
Director of Sales for Norden-Ketay

CANNON ELECTRIC CO.

40

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORP.
Agency-Campbell & Associates

81

Corp.

CONNECTICUT HARD RUBBER

91

Joseph D. Ceader and Hugo Sundberg have been reelected Chairman

CONRAC,

Agency-Willard G. Gregory & Co

Agency-Troland, Inc.

011

INC.

Agency-Leech Adv.

of the Board and President respective-

ly of Oxford Electric Corp. Most of
the other officers and Directors were
also reelected.

Frank P. De Luca, Jr. is now a
Vice -President

of

Acoustica Asso-

ciates, Inc. Mr. De Luca will be responsible for the operation of the

firm's newly -opened facilities on the
West Coast.
Robert 'fate is the new Director of
Customer Liaison and Service at the
Waldorf Instrument Co., Electronics
Div. of F. C. Huyck & Sons.
Dr. Simon I'russin and F r ank
Steinebrey have joined the research
a n d development staff of Pacific
Semiconductors, Ind. Dr. Prussin will
engage in the study of silicon crystal

structure while Mr. Steinebrey will
be assigned to the company's high
power silicon transistor development
group.
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RCA Receives Top

Navy Award
The Navy's Certificate of Merit
was presented to the Radio Corporation of America in recognition

of Their "outstanding service" in

the field of guided missile development and technology.
The newly created award, high-

est civilian honor the Navy can
bestow, was presented by Rear
Admiral John Quinn, Deputy Chief,

Navy Bureau of Ordnance, to Dr.
E. W. Engstrom, Senior Executive
Vice President of RCA. The presentation ceremony was held at
RCA's Moorestown Plant.
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INDUSTRIES Advertisers
CORNING GLASS WORKS
Agency -The Rumrill Co.

39

CONTROL DEVICES, INC.
Agency -Jim Brown Adv. Serv.

91

DALE PRODUCTS, INC.
Agency -Ayres, Swanson & Assoc.
DEUTSCH COMPANY, THE

95
34

Agency -Charles Bowes Adv. Inc.
DELCO RADIO DIVISION GENERAL
MOTORS

FREED

July 1958

MICRODOT, INC.
Agency -Guerin, Johnstone, Jeffries, Inc.

IOC

MOTOROLA, INC., SEMICONDUCTORS
Agency -Advertising Associates

123

NARDA ULTRASONICS CORP.
Agency -John Mother Lupton Co.
NATIONAL COMPANY, THE
Agency -Burton Browne Adv.

38

FARNSWORTH ELECTRONICS CO., DIV. OF
I

T&T

BAND PASS FILTERS

.c en

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO
Agency-Fensholt Adv.

..

28

FREED TRANSFORMER CO., INC.

145

Aaency-Franklin Adv.

PACIFIC SEMICONDUCTORS, INC.
Agency -Mixon 8. Jorgensen
PHELPS DODGE COPPER PRODUCTS
Agency -Compton Adv.

23

05
.

Agency-Larcom Randall Adv.

46

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA Cover 4
Agency -A. Paul Lefton Co.
RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATION
Agency -Turner Adv.

Cover 2

RAYTHEON MFG. CO., INDUSTRIAL TUBE
DIV.

GATES RADIO COMPANY

015

Agency -Helmer & Halbach

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Agency -Deutsch & Shea, Inc.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

Agency -G. M. Basford

136,

142

125, 127, 129

GENERAL TRANSISTOR CORP.

87,

Agency -Conti Adv.

Ii

N

101

Cover 3

27

Agency -Wolter B. Snow Staff
REPUBLIC AVIATION
Agency -Deutsch & Shea, Inc.
ROHN MFG. CORP.

137

130

Agency -Jackson, Hoerr, Peterson & Hall, Inc.

C

SLIP RING COMPANY OF AMERICA
Agency -Jack Packard Adv.

N

Sc,

Agency -Taggart & Young
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY ...I3,
Agency -Foote, Cone & Belding
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO.

50

STROMBERG-CARLSON DIV. OF GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORP.
126
Agency -The Rumrill Co.
49
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC
Agency -J. Walter Thompson Co.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC
135, 138
Agency -Deutsch & Shea, Inc.

TELECHROME MFG. CORP.
Agency-Powerad Adv.
TEKTRONIX,

KESTER SOLDER CO.

128

117
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Agency -Hugh Dwight Adv.
TENSOLITE INSULATED WIRE CO., INC.
Agency -Muller, Jordon & Herrick

26

Agency -Van Sant Dugdale & Co., Inc.
MELPAR, INC.
Agency -M. Belmont ver Stondig Adv.
METHODE MFG. CORP.
Agency -Sander Rodkin Adv. Ltd.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
Agency -Don L. Baxter, Inc.

42

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC, INC.
Agency -E. M. Freystodt, & Assoc.

93
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Write for detailed information on these and
other components for military and commercial applications. Send for NEW 48

Agency-Shappe-Wilkes, Inc.
U. S. AIR FORCE
Agency -Erwin Wosey. Ruthrauff & Ryon, In

141

page TRANSFORMER CATALOG. Also ask for
complete LABORATORY TEST INSTRUMENT
CATALOG.

FREED
TRANSFORMER CO., INC.

143

91

LP1-17

L11-14.
45

30

142

400
560
730
960

171.10
111-11

119

Agency -Paul B. Steffen Adv.
KLEINSCHMIDT LABORATORIES, INC
Agency -Alex T. Franz Adv.
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DST -13

1.3

43

JOHNSON CO., E. F.
Agency-FirestoneGoodman Adv.
JONES DIV., H. B., CINCH MFG. CORP
Agency -Symonds, MacKenzie & Co., Inc.

MARTIN COMPANY, THE

DST -12

V

Cher or rlMil

INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS, INC.
Agency -Bert S. Gittins

1.0

.4

Aoencv-Pa'm & Patterson

013

1S. 0.5

z

V

STEVENS MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
91

V

F4P-34

117

Agency -Harry P. Bridge Co.

HOWARD INDUSTRIES, INC.
Actency-Gouriain-Loeff, Inc.
HOUSTON FEARLESS CORP.

26

41
i;
tl o ,L= a.
a

DISCRIMINATOR LOW PASS FILTERS

Agency -Stuart Sande Adv.

124

2.

g'C'

FOP -10

121

GERTSCH PRODUCTS, INC.

Agency -Ray Lamberg Adv.
G -V CONTROLS, INC.
Agency -Keyes -Martin Adv.
GRAPHIC SYSTEMS, INC.
Agency -Diener & Dorskind

Xi§e
§
iz soD.
"al,
s2

115

127.

FLUOCARBON PRODUCTS, INC.
Agency -The Michener Co.

DISCRIMINATORS

9% 19'

PHILBRICK RESEARCHES, GEORGE A
144

Agency -J. M. Mathes, Inc.
FILM CAPACITORS, INC.
Agency -Pike & Becker, Inc.

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
FROM STOCK

139

Agency-Lescarboura Adv., Inc.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

COMPONENTS

118

44

Agency -Campbell -Ewald Co.
DILECTRIX CORP.
48
Agency -Pike 8. Becker, Inc.
DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., ALLEN B. 131

TELEMETERING

WASHINGTON ALUMINUM CO
Agency-Azrael Adv.

124

1726 WEIRFIELD STREET

BROOKLYN (RIDGEWOOD) 27, N. Y.
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NEW
DIODE

SPEEDS
VOICES

AT 6,000,000,000 C. P. S.
I low the radio art can be improved through solid state science is illustrated by a recent development at Bell Telephone Laboratories. To make
voice signals travel by microwaves they must first be "converted"-caused to
vibrate at billions of cycles per second. To date, it has been possible to
accomplish this conversion only at the cost of appreciable loss of signal energy.
Could a more efficient converter he provided?

In the field of solid state science it was known-as a laboratory curiositythat semiconductor diodes can be made not only to convert the frequency of
signals, but also to amplify them. At Bell Laboratories Dr. Arthur 1.11dir, Jr.,
and his associates calculated that this amplifying action could be put to practical use. They proved the point by developing a junction diode converter
which can deliver up to 40 times as much signal energy as previous converters.
This efficient new converter will be applied in a new Bell System microwave highway able to transmit thousands of telephone conversations and a
dozen television programs simultaneously at six billion cycles per second. In
other forms it is being developed, under Signal Corps contract, for radar and
military communications where more efficient frequency conversion can also
be used to advantage.

This development is an example of the many different ways in which
Bell Laboratories works to improve your telephone service and communications
at large.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
146
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Dependability and long life
previously available
only in high -cost relays...

G -V RED LINE
low-cost thermal
timing relays

\

The sound design, sturdy construction and re iat'le operation long
associated with G -V Hermetically Sealed Thermal RelEys, is available

in a low-cost form, fully qualified for industrial control

.

.

.

light

and inexpensive enough for electronic and ccrrrunicat ons circuits.
Delays of 2 seconds to 3 minutes Energizing irotteg3s - 6.3 to 230
AC or DC.
RUGGED STAINLESS STEEL MECHANISM

Relay mechanism is of stainless steel, differEnt a expansion type.
used in all G -V Thermal Relays. All parts are welded into a single

integral structure.
SHATTERPROOF-NO GLASS

No glass is used in mechanism, encasing shell, or base. This

avoids the danger of cracking or breakage

1 hardliig and use.

STEEL ENCASED HEATERS

Heating elements are conservatively desigr ed.

,r% ou id

with Ni-

chrome wire on mica and encased in stainless steel, iisuring long
heater life even when energized continuous y.
DUST TIGHT ENCLOSURE

AVIILABLE FROM STEC<

A dust tight metal shell completely enclos rg the relay mechanisn
and contacts, crimped tightly to the base, rcvices complete

protection for the structure.

For rapic delivery, Ted

re Relays are mi-rutactured and stocked it

both non. ally open ani rctmElly closed tyres, in the standard heater

and delay intervals ldec Relays -or other voltages Inc
delay irti rvals can be orrov ded on s:ecial order.
voltages.

TAMPER PROOF

Time delay intervals are preset at the fac-sry Thus changes of
delay interval in the field which might darrige associated equipment are avoided.
DIRECTLY INTERCHANGEABLE

Directly interchangeable with all other octal -size relays.

3 v.

255 v

115 v

sec.

? sec
5 sec

2 s.ac_

5 sec.
=0 sec.
21 sec.

30 sec.
45 sec.
60 sec.
90 sec.
120 sec.
180 sec.

1) sec
2) sec
3) sec
45 sec

60 se:.
S3 sec.
120 sec.
180 sec.

5 sec
10 sac
20 sac
30 sac
45 sac.
60 sec.
90 sec.
120 sec.
180 sec.

--

230 v.

10 sec.
20 sec.
30 sec.
45 sec.
60 sec.
90 sec.
120 sec.
180 sec.

U. S. PAT. 2,730,084
OTHER U. S 8 FOREIGN PATENTS PENDING

G -V CONTROLS INC.

50 Hollywood Plazz, -last Orange, N. J.
AVAILABLE THROUGH SELECTED DISTRIBUTORS

Write for Publication 131.
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Lewyt Coordinate Data Transmission equipments for
SAGE uses RCA Radechons.

RCA -6499 RADECHON: Charge Storage Tube, Single Beam, Barrier -Grid Type; Non -Equilibrium Writing and
Capacitance -Discharge Reading. One of a line
of RCA Radechons.

rob

Vic,

tt/aS

.0+

_rca.c-,Anivs
handle electronic data...

Etc)-

Can you name more?
Designed to "take in" electronic datastore it from microseconds to minutes-

INPUT

OUTPUT

the
Radechon stores a
APPLICATIONS,

then release the information at the same

signal burst-then

rate or at different rates, RCA Rade-

releases it after

chons can play a key role in electronic

delay periods

data-processing systems for industry
and the military.
Read what these remarkable RCA Radechons can do for you-and how they do it:
INPUT

OUTPUT

IN SIGNAL DELAY

from microseconds to minutes.
INPUT

OUTPUT

IN RADAR SYSTEMS,

the Radechon of-

IN DIGITAL DATA

fers better radar
signal "detecta-

STORAGE SYSTEMS,

the Radechon
acts as a high-

bility"-through
charge integration in the stor-

speed, randomaccess, high -ca-

age element.

pacity memory
element.
INPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

CANCELLATION AP-

stored signal at a

signals. Original-

PLICATIONS, the

rate different

from the input rate-as may be required in
systems for the transmission of video signals

over telephone lines, or in certain systems
involving audio -signal multiplexing.

Radechon applications, get in touch with

the RCA Field Representative at our
office nearest you. Remember, RCA is
the world leader in Radechon engineering, development, and manufacturingand welcomes inquiries for Radechon
designs to meet specific needs.
Industrial Products Sales
744 Brood Street, Newark 2, N.J.
HUmboldt 5-3900
Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza

Chicago 54, Illinois WHitehall 4.2900
6355 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, Calif. RAymond 3.8361

IN FIXED -SIGNAL

IN TIME -BASE CONVERSION APPLICATIONS, the Rade-

chon releases a

If you are working with these or other

Government Sales

Radechon compares successive

415 South Fifth Street. Harrison, N.J.
HUmboldt 5.3900

ly designed for
"line -by-line"
Moving Target

224 N. Wilkinson Street, Dayton 2, Ohio
BAldwin 6-2366

Indicators, the Radechon also can be used in
"area" MTI systems.

1625 "K" Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D.C. District 7.1260

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
®Electron Tube Division

Harrison, N. J.

